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Abstract— We investigated the phosphorus diffusion process by using the spin-on film (SOF)
and optimized rapid temperature annealing (RTA) techniques on single crystalline p-Si wafer
to form a high-quality thin n+ -Si emitter. We also studied a broad-band low-reflectance multilayer (SiO2 /TiO2 /TiO2 ) AR-coating by using the SOF process. Furthermore, we successfully
integrated both SOF processes for fabricating an n+ -p Si solar cell with excellent photovoltaic
performances. The improved performances show that Voc of 0.56 V, Isc of 5.35 mA, F F of 78.46%,
and η of 17.91% are obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

The high qualify Shallow n+ -emitter is one of the most important requirements in the fabrication of
photovoltaic devices. Usually, diffusion process is accomplished by heat treatment in a conventional
furnace at temperatures above 900◦ C for times ranging from minutes to hours [1]. POCl3 diffusion
in high temperature furnace diffusion has been reported in the previous study and in Si solar cell
fabrication. Recently, using rapid thermal annealing (RTA) method for forming a shallow junction
with a doped spin-on film has been reported in the shallow junction devices.
Anti-reflection coating is the function layer for reducing the light reflection at the air-semiconductor
interface, which can use to improve the efficiency of solar cell. A common method is used a singlelayer with a thickness of quarter-wavelength for antireflection coating [2–4]. However, the conventional AR-coating is effective only for a specific wavelength, and with a narrow low-reflection
spectrum.
In this paper, the spin-on process for phosphorus diffusion and low reflection AR-coating are in
depth study for solar cell fabrication. The quality of phosphorus-diffusion layer, the broad-band
low-reflection spectrum of AR-coating, and the performance of the fabricated n+ -p Si solar cell
were characterization, respectively.
2. EXPERIMENT

The wafers used in the experiment are with 525 µm thick, (100) oriented, resistivity in 1 ∼ 10 Ω-cm,
p-Si (boron doped). The samples are 1 × 1 cm2 in size and the individual cell area is 0.1296 cm2 .
The phosphorus-doped source embodies the dopant concentration of 5 × 1020 cm−3 . After standard
RCA cleaning, the samples are firstly coated with the phosphorus diffusion source by using the
spin-on technique. The samples are spun at a speed of 6000 rpm for 20 s, followed by a prebaking
at 200◦ C for 5 min and at 400◦ C for 10 min on the hot plate. Then the sample was hold in RTA
chamber at 900◦ C for 2 min for a diffusion process [5]. After phosphorus diffusion, four independent
regions were from by isolation etching. Next, an 200 nm Al-film was evaporated onto the back side
and then annealed at 450◦ C as the back side electrode. Subsequently, the front electrode of Ti/Al
(20/200 nm) film was formed by E-GUN evaporating and lifts-off processes, as show in Figure 1.
Finally, SiO2 /TiO2 /TiO2 multi-layer was deposited by spin-on film process on the surface of cell.
The formation of multi-layer process can be categorized to three steps: step 1: spin a TiO2 film
(43.6 nm) with a speed of 8000 rpm for 40 s and then baking at 300◦ C for 30 min, step 2: spin a
second TiO2 film (49.6 nm) with a speed of 7000 rpm for 40 s and then baking at 250◦ C for 15 min,
step 3: spin a SiO2 film (238.3 nm) upon second TiO2 layer with a speed of 2000 rpm for 40 s and
then baking at 200◦ C for 15 min, the cells with 3-layer AR-coating as show in Figure 2.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the sheet resistance (Rs ) of n+ -Si as a function of diffusion temperature, which the
diffusion time is at 2–10 min and in N2 environment. The sheet resistance gives an estimation of
the dopant element activation level. However, Rs values decreases with an increase in the diffusion
temperature as shown in Figure 3. The behavior of the diffusion and subsequent activation of
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the fabricated
solar cell.

Figure 2: The schematic diagram of cell with 3layers AR-coating.

Figure 3: Sheet resistance versus RTA temperature.

Figure 4: n+ -p Si diodes dark I-V curves of different
diffusion process temperature.

Table 1: Performance parameter of solar cell without AR-coating.

Figure 5:
coating.

Sample

Voc (V)

Isc (mA)

F F (%)

Rs (Ω)

Rsh (Ω)

η (%)

Si-1

0.54

3.83

77

9.34

18777

12.01

Si-2

0.54

3.78

76

9.3

33638

11.59

Si-3

0.54

3.57

69

8.75

25401

11.04

Si-4

0.54

3.67

73

7.56

32837

11.57

Photo I-V of solar cell without AR-

Figure 6: Reflectance spectrum of 3-layers ARcoating.

phosphorus atoms in p-type silicon were important factor for device fabrication. Thus, RTA seems
to be very efficient for a shallow diffusion for using a spin-coating with a thin high-dopant layer [6, 7].
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Table 2: The parameter of solar cell without and with AR coating.
Sample

Voc
(V)

Isc
(mA)

Jsc
(mA/cm2 )

FF
(%)

Rs
(Ω)

Rsh
(Ω)

η
(%)

Si-1
(without
AR-coating)

0.54

3.83

29.55

77

9.34

18777

12.01

Si-1
(AR-coating
with spinning
SiO2 /TiO2 /TiO2 )

0.56

5.35

41.28

78.64

8.45

25953

17.91

Figure 7: The illuminated I-V curve of without and with AR coating.

Four different diffusion temperatures are choose to make p-n diode, in this study. Figure 4 shows
the I-V curve of the n+ -p diodes. The best I-V curve of 900◦ C for 2 min was obtained due to the
I-V characteristics more similar to the ideal p-n diode [8]. The performance parameter of solar
cells without AR-coating is listed in Table 1. The illumined I-V curve of Si solar cells without
AR-coating is shown in Figure 5. Under AM1.5G, 25◦ C, the cell without AR-Coating show that
the open circuit voltage (Voc ) of 0.54 V, short-circuit current (Isc ) of 3.83 mA, fill factor (FF) of
77%, and conversion efficiency (η) of 12.01% are presented. The reflectance spectrum of triple-layer
AR-coating is shown in Figure 6. At wavelength from 500 nm to 650 nm, the reflectance of 5% is
achieved. We applied such scheme on ARC solar cell to enhance the device’s performances. The
improved performances of cell with spin-on triple-layer (SiO2 /TiO2 /TiO2 ) AR-coating show that
Voc of 0.56 V, Isc of 5.35 mA, FF of 78.46%, and η increased form 12.01 to 17.91% were obtained, as
listed in Table 2. Finally, the measured I-V curve of cell without AR-coating and with AR-coating
is also shown in Figure 7. Efficiency enhancement of 49% in this work was achieved due to the best
diffusion processing [9] and high quality 3-layer AR-coating.
4. CONCLUSION

We have successfully fabricated n+ -p Si solar cell by spin-on processes for Phosphorus diffusion
and 3-layer AR-coating. Short-circuit of 5.35 mA, open circuit voltage of 0.56 V, and fill factor
of 78.64% are obtained. The results of the experimental show a cell with multi-layer AR-coating
that the increasing in the short current from 3.83 mA to 5.35 mA, the efficiency increasing in from
12.01% to 17.91% are obtained.
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Abstract— The propagation of light in discrete system, such as waveguide arrays shows novel
unique physical phenomena in comparison with beams propagating in usual continuous systems.
Here we report various orders of dark discrete cavity solitons (DDCSs) in both self focusing
and de-focusing regime. The possibility of writing, erasing and two by two transformations by
appropriate control Gaussian beam (GB) are investigated and their co-existence is verified.
1. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of light in discrete system, such as waveguide arrays shows novel unique physical phenomena [1] in comparison with beams propagating in usual continuous systems [2]. For
example, diffraction in this system can be controlled in both size and sign by the input condition.
Such phenomena arise from the interplay between periodicity and nonlinearity in system. Discrete
solitons have been predicted for cubic and saturable nonlinear waveguide arrays and their stability
probed by linear stability analysis.
Unlike continuum system in discrete systems, dark and bright discrete solitons have been generated simultaneously in media with positive Kerr nonlinearities since the waveguide diffraction
properties can be modified [3, 4]. Dark solitons consisting of a localized dip in a homogeneous
background and require an effectively defocusing nonlinearity whereas bright soliton consisting of
a localized peak in a homogeneous background and require an effectively selffocusing nonlinearity.
In continuum system because of the unique sign of diffraction, dark soliton exist only in materials
with a defocusing nonlinearity. In discrete system, normal holding beam leads to normal diffraction
and to self-focusing nonlinearity in array and consequently to formation of bright soliton. By tilting
the input beam, we can create the condition necessary to observe the anomalous diffraction and
nonlinear self-defocusing at higher powers. Such condition leads to formation of dark soliton.
Discrete cavity solitons (DCSs) have been predicted in a waveguide array with dielectric mirrors
at the end faces for Kerr [4], quadratic [5] and saturable [6] nonlinearities In the present work,
we focus on the investigate possibility of switch and co-existence of DCSs by appropriate control
Gaussian beam (GB) in both selffocusing and self-defocusing regime.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model describing light dynamics
in an array of coupled cavities and in Section 3 we investigate the possibility of switch of discrete
cavity solitons with holding beam Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. THE MODEL

We consider an array of coupled cavities, driven by an external field (Fig. 1) The evolution of field
at the output of each cavity obeys a discrete nonlinear Schrodinger (DNLS) equation:
∂un
+ C(un+1 + un−1 − 2un ) + (i + ∆)un + γ |nn |2 un = Ẽ0n eiqn
(1)
∂T
where C and q correspond to the coupling constant and phase shift between adjacent cavities
respectively. In this work, q = 0 considered ∆ Define the detuning from cavity resonance. The
nonlinear Kerr coefficient γ rescaled to γ = ±1, (−1 for the focusing and −1 for the self-defocusing
case respectively). Ẽ0n is input field in the nth waveguide and assumed as a superposition of plane
wave with the amplitude E0 and a GB with the amplitude E1
³
´
n2
Ẽ0n = E0 + E1 e− w2 eiφ
(2)
i

where w and φ specify the width and phase of GB respectively. The effective detuning ∆eff = ∆n +
2C(cos q − 1) for different phase shift and coupling is kept constant. Newton iteration and RungeKutta methods are used to simulate the dynamics of discrete cavity solitons In our previous works,
switching of bright DSCs and the stabilityof them in different parameters has been investigated [7, 8].
Here we concentrate on switching of dark solitons with different orders in both regimes self-focusing
and self-defocusing.
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Figure 1: A array of coupled cavities that driven by a holding beam.
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Figure 2: (a) Bistability curve for homogeneous solution, pattern and families of discrete cavity solitons in
self-focusing case. Dashed part indicate modulation instability of homogeneous output. (b) Second order and
(c) third order dark DCSs placed on a patterned background made by E1 = 3, W = 3 and E1 = 4, W = 2 GB
at E0 = 9.4. (Other parameters is: C = 1, ∆eff = −3, γ = 1).

3. DARK DISCRETE CAVITY SOLITON
3.1. Self-focusing Case

This system shows a bistability for homogeneous solutions and families of DCSs with respect to
holding beam intensity, |E0 |2 (Fig. 2(a)). Linear stability analysis manifests some part of upper
bistability branch is modulationally unstable then system cannot support dark solitons lie on a flat
background. In a part of this domain a stable crinkle pattern emerges which its maximum intensity
forms another branch. Different orders of dark DCSs have found within the pattern, with different
shape and deep intensity. The fundamental dark DCSs has a deep onsite a cavity while the higher
orders show multi deeps placed alternatively in neighbor sites (Figs. 2(b) and (2c)).
Dark DCSs can be written on patterned background by appropriate GB injection, in which
GB and background are out of phase (ϕ = π in Eq. (2)). The phase and width of GB is chosen
proportional to desired final order of DCS. Our simulation shows a successful writing takes place
when the product of GB amplitude, E1 , and injection time exceeds a minimum which varies with
the coupling constant, C. Fig. 3(a) shows the time evolution of writing process during the writing
beam injection (red) and after it (blue) when the field profile relaxes to its final steady value.
This dark discrete cavity solitons formed into a stable periodic pattern, unlike other solitons
which exist on a stable plane wave (PW) background. In these cases that the nonlinearity itself is
self-focusing, the discrete dark solitons become staggered, i.e., the constant-intensity background
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Plot (a) for dark discrete cavity soliton writing and (b) for erasing. Time evolution of output
field during (red dash arrow) and after (blue solid arrow) GB injection; Parameters. q = 0, E1 = 3, W =
1, E0 = 9.4, C = 1, γ = 1, ∆eff = −3.
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Figure 4: Bistability curve and families of discrete cavity solitons in self-defocusing medium, C = 0.25, γ =
−1, ∆eff = 3.

has opposite phases at neighboring sites. We can also erase them unlike the writing, in which GB
and background are in phase (ϕ = 0) (Fig. 3(b)).
This dark DCSs have capability to switch different orders to each other by a control GB. The
phase and width of GB is chosen proportional to desired final order of DCS (ϕ = π and ϕ = 0 for
switch of lower order to upper ones and vice versa, respectively).
3.2. Self-defocusing Case

Bistability curve and families of discrete cavity solitons in self-defocusing regime (γ = −1) have
shown in Fig. 4. In this regime, the upper branch of homogeneous solution is stable and dark
solitons could form on a stable PW background. System provides two different orders of dark DCS
distinguished by their width (Fig. 4-inset) as well as variety of bright DCSs from fundamental
soliton with a site in its peak to very wide one with tens of cavity sites [7]. The writing and erasing
of first order soliton is shown in Fig. 5 Width, intensity, injection time and phase of GB is chosen
proportional to desired final order of DCS.
One of unique specifications of discrete systems in defocusing case is ability to provide bright
and dark DCSs simultaneously. Fig. 6 shows the coexistence of dark and bright DCS. At the first
a very wide bright DCS is created by a wide GB followed by an out of phase GB to make a deep
on it evolve to a dark DCS. Another deep is created by a wider out of phase GB near to edge to
make a bright DCS at the left. These two opposite DCSs are completely independent and could be
switched separately.
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(b)

Figure 5: Time evolution of output field during (red) and after (blue) GB injection (a) for writing and (b)
for erasing of dark discrete cavity soliton in self-defocusing; parameters. E1 = 0.5, w = 1.7, E0 = 1.8, C =
0.25, ϕ = π, γ = −1, ∆eff = 3.

Figure 6: Coexistence of dark and bright DCS E1 = 2, w = 1, E0 = 1.8, C = 0.25, ϕ = π, ∆eff = 3, γ = −1.
4. CONCLUSION

Various orders of dark discrete cavity solitons is reported in an coupled arrays of optical cavities
containing a non absorbing Kerr medium driven by an external plane wave holding beam in self
focusing and self-defocusing regime. We showed that any dark soliton could be successfully written,
erased and switched to another by appropriate Gaussian control beam, if its amplitude and injection
time product exceeds a threshold. Co-existence of bright and dark soliton is showed.
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Abstract— An EIT (electromagnetically induced transparency) material can exhibit a large
number of intriguing quantum optical effects relevant to light wave manipulation, which are expected to be beneficial for developing new technologies in quantum optics and photonics. A
periodic layered medium with unit cells consisting of a dielectric and an EIT atomic vapor is suggested for light propagation manipulation. Such an EIT-based periodic layered medium exhibits
a flexible frequency-sensitive optical response, e.g., a very small change in probe frequency can
lead to a drastic variation in reflectance and transmittance, since such an EIT atomic system
interacts with both control and probe fields, and destructive quantum interference caused by
two-photon resonance occurs. The present EIT-based periodic layered structure can also lead to
controllable optical processes depending sensitively on the external control field. The tunable and
sensitive optical response induced by quantum interference of the EIT atomic system has useful
applications, such as new photonic device design (e.g., optical switches, photonic transistors, logic
and functional gates).
1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, the effects of atomic phase coherence have exhibited a number of
physically interesting phenomena such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1] and
the effects that are relevant to EIT [1]. For example, some unusual physical effects associated with
EIT include inversionless light amplification [2], spontaneous emission cancellation [3], multi-photon
population trapping [4], coherent phase control [5, 6], photonic resonant left-handed media [7], and
light storage in atomic vapors [8–11], some of which are expected to be beneficial for developing
new technologies in quantum optics and photonics. We shall in this paper suggest some new effects
relevant to light propagation manipulation via EIT responses in an artificial periodic dielectric
(EIT-based layered periodic structure). Such effects are caused because of the combination of EIT
and photonic crystals. Since it shows extraordinary sensitivity to the frequency of the probe field
(including an effect of tunable reflection and transmission induced by an external control field),
it would be a new application of EIT for controllably manipulating light wave propagations. We
believe that it can be used for designing sensitive quantum optical and photonic devices, and would
have potential applications in many fields [12–16].
In this paper, we shall first address the optical property of an EIT medium, and then suggest a
structure of periodic layered medium with unit cells consisting of a dielectric and an EIT atomic
vapor. In Section 3, we present the behavior of frequency-sensitive reflectance and transmittance
of the EIT-based periodic layered medium. In Section 4, we close the paper with some concluding
remarks, where we will suggest that such a tunable and sensitive optical response would have useful
applications, such as new photonic device design.
2. AN EIT SYSTEM AND AN EIT-BASED PERIODIC STRUCTURE

Here we shall address the quantum optical behavior of an EIT atomic vapor. Consider a threelevel Lambda-configuration atomic system with two lower levels |1i, |2i and one upper level |3i
(see Figure 1 for the schematic diagram). This atomic system interacts with the electric fields
of the probe and control light waves, which drive the |1i-|3i and |2i-|3i transitions, respectively.
In what follows, we are concerned with the influence of the external control field on the probe
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of a three-level
EIT atomic system. The control and probe laser
beams drive the |2i-|3i and |1i-|3i transitions, respectively. Such a three-level system can be found
in metallic alkali atoms (e.g., Na, K, and Rb).
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Figure 2: The 1D N -layer structure of (D | E) cells
embedded in GaAs homogeneous dielectric. The dielectrics D1 and D2 stand for the GaAs and EIT
atomic media, respectively. A (D | E) cell consists
of GaAs dielectric (D) and EIT medium (E). The
lattice constants of the (D | E) cells are chosen as
a = b = 0.1 µm.

wave propagation inside the EIT-based periodic layered medium. The atomic microscopic electric
polarizability of the |1i-|3i transition in such a three-level system is given by [10, 11]
β=

γ2
+ i (∆p − ∆c )
i|℘13 |2
¡Γ
¢ £2γ2
¤ 1
.
3
∗Ω
ε0 }
+
i∆
+
i
(∆
−
∆
)
+
Ω
p
p
c
c
c
2
2
4

(1)

Here, Γ3 and γ2 denote the spontaneous emission decay rate and the collisional dephasing rate,
respectively. The Rabi frequency Ωc of the control field is defined as Ωc = ℘32 Ec /} with Ec the
slowly-varying amplitude (envelope) of the control field. The two frequency detunings are defined
as ∆p = ω31 − ωp , ∆c = ω32 − ωc with ωp and ωc the mode frequencies of the probe and control
fields, respectively. By using the Clausius-Mossotti relation (the local field effect due to the dipoledipole interaction between neighboring atoms), the relative electric permittivity of the EIT vapor
at probe frequency (ωp = ω31 − ∆p ) is of the form
εr = 1 +

Na β
1−

Na β
3

,

(2)

where Na denotes the atomic concentration (atomic number per unit volume) of the atomic vapor.
In Figure 2 we present the 1D periodic (D|E) cells that are composed of two kinds of media:
GaAs dielectric with the relative refractive index n1 = 3.54 and a typical Lambda-configuration
three-level EIT medium, of which the electric permittivity is determined by Equation (2). Here,
the characters “D” and “E” in “(D|E)” denote the dielectric (GaAs) and the EIT, respectively. The
two materials are both homogeneous along y-direction (i.e., ∂/∂y = 0) and the probe signal wave
travels in the (. . . D|E|D|E . . .) structure always along x-direction. In the section that follows, we
will address the reflection coefficient on the left side interface (x = 0) of such an EIT-based periodic
medium, which is in fact a 1D N -layer (D|E) layered structure bounded by the GaAs dielectric
material [17].
3. FREQUENCY-SENSITIVE RESPONSE

We will show that the reflection coefficient of the EIT-based periodic medium would be sensitive to
the probe frequency when it is tuned onto two-photon resonance (∆p → ∆c ). The typical atomic
and optical parameters chosen for the numerical results are as follows: the atomic number density
N a = 5.0×1020 m−3 , the electrical dipole moment |℘31 | = 1.0×10−29 C·m, the spontaneous emission
decay rate Γ3 = 2.0×107 s−1 , the frequency detuning of the control field ∆c = 0.5Γ3 = 1.0×107 s−1 ,
and the dephasing rate γ2 = 1.0 × 105 s−1 . The real and imaginary parts of the transmission
coefficient t corresponding to N -layer (D|E) cells are presented in Figure 3 as an illustrative example,
where the layer number N = 1, 2, 5, 10 . It follows that the transmission coefficient changes
drastically in the frequency detuning range of concern. It can be seen that t changes dramatically
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Figure 3: The real and imaginary parts of the transmission coefficient t versus the normalized probe frequency detuning ∆p /Γ3 in the frequency range of two-photon resonance caused by the destructive quantum
interference between the |1i-|3i and |2i-|3i transitions (within ∆p = 0.4Γ3 ∼ 0.55Γ3 ). The layer number of
the EIT-based periodic medium N = 1, 2, 5, 10. The control Rabi frequency is chosen as Ωc = 2.0 × 107 s−1 .

in the range of ∆p /Γ3 ∈ [0.3, 0.7], where the probe frequency detuning changes at the level of one
part in 108 in the probe frequency ωp (the typical value of the probe frequency ωp ' 1015 s−1 ).
For example, the real and imaginary parts of t change from about −0.75 to +0.75 and from about
−0.5 to +0.5, respectively. Since the destructive quantum interference between the |1i-|3i and
|2i-|3i transitions occurs [1], such a dramatic change in the coefficient of transmission is caused
by the two-photon resonance. From Figure 3 we can conclude that the more layers there are
in the dielectric-EIT cell structure, the more drastic change there would be in the transmission
coefficient on the left-side interface of this EIT-based periodic layered medium. Therefore, the
total number of valleys and peaks in the curve of the transmission coefficient t in a narrow band
within ∆p ∈ (0.4Γ3 , 0.55Γ3 ) becomes more and more when the total layer number N increases.
In addition to the probe frequency-sensitive behavior, the EIT-based periodic layered material
can exhibit another effect, i.e., field-controlled tunable optical response, where the control field
can be used to manipulate the photonic band structure, and therefore the transmission coefficient
would vary as we tune the control Rabi frequency Ωc . From Figure 4 one can see that the tunable
transmission coefficient of the EIT-based periodic layered medium is also sensitive to the Rabi
frequency of the control field when the total layer number N increases. Hence, the incident probe
signal is either reflected or transmitted depending quite sensitively on the intensity of the external
control field (characterized by Ω∗c Ωc ). This means that such an effect in such an EIT-based periodic
structure could be used for designing some sensitive photonic devices (e.g., tunable photonic transistors, optical switches, and photonic logic gates). Besides, a full controllability of reflection and
transmission of the present EIT-based layered structure can also be indicated in Figure 4. It follows
that both the real and imaginary parts of the transmission coefficient t are larger than 0.45, and
hence the transmittance (T = [nEIT /nD ] · |t|2 ) approaches to unit (or almost one) when the normalized control Rabi frequency Ωc /Γ3 is taken to be certain values, such as at Ωc /Γ3 = 6.0 |t| = 0.85
(for N = 5) and |t| = 0.75 (for N = 10). For this reason, a new photonic device, such as a
field-intensity-sensitive switchable reflector (mirror), could be designed with such an EIT-based
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Figure 4: The real and imaginary parts of the transmission coefficient t versus the normalized Rabi frequency
Ωc /Γ3 of the control field. The probe frequency detuning is ∆p = 2.0 × 107 s−1 . All the atomic and optical
parameters such as ℘31 , Γ3 , γ2 , ∆c , Na are chosen exactly the same as those in Figure 3.

Figure 5: The three-dimensional behavior of the transmittance of the EIT-based layered medium versus
the normalized control Rabi frequency Ωc /Γ3 and the normalized probe frequency detuning ∆p /Γ3 . All the
atomic and optical parameters such as ℘31 , Γ3 , γ2 , ∆c , Na are chosen exactly the same as those in Figures 3
and 4.
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layered structure that has a large total layer number N (e.g., N > 10). In Figure 5 we plot the
three-dimensional behavior of the transmittance of the EIT-based periodic layered medium as both
the control Rabi frequency Ωc and the probe frequency detuning ∆p change.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the reflectance and transmittance in an EIT-based periodic medium are quite
sensitive to the probe frequency, since the microscopic electric polarizability as well as the electric
permittivity of the EIT medium are caused by the atomic energy level transition processes from
ground state to excited states, in which the quantum interference relevant to atomic phase coherence
is involved. Such an EIT-based periodic layered material can also exhibit an effect of field-intensitysensitive switching control (depending quite sensitively on the Rabi frequency of the control field) in
the cases of large layer number. Thus, some new photonic devices (e.g., optical switches, photonic
transistors, logic and functional gates, and other fundamental building blocks in, e.g., photonic
microcircuits on silicon, in which light replaces electrons) would be realized with such an effect.
The present scheme can be generalized to a four-level EIT system, where two control fields and
one probe field drive the atomic level transitions. Obviously, the optical response in such an EIT
photonic crystal would be more sensitive to the probe frequency than in a three-level EIT photonic
crystal presented in this paper.
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Manipulating Photonic Nanojet Parameters of Micron-sized
Dielectric Microspheres
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Abstract— The results of our systematic theoretical investigations of spatial and amplitude
characteristics of PNJ formed in the vicinity of transparent dielectric microspheres exposed to
the laser radiation are presented. Based on the numerical calculation within the framework of
the extended Mie theory for the optical radiation scattering on multilayered sphere, spatial and
amplitude characteristics of the photonic jet of particles with a different size, optical properties,
and structural composition were considered. In particular, for the first time the influence of the
shell thickness and refractive index of composite two-layer microparticle on PNJ parameters were
studied.
1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of overcoming the diffraction limit in the spatial resolution of wave microscopy devices,
the necessity of a significant increase of the electromagnetic field strength in the region of its
localization at the given radiation energy, and the micromanipulation of very small objects come
recently to the forefront in connection with the development of nanophotonics studying optical fields
and optical radiation behavior on a nanometer scale. One of the important aspects of this problem
is the study of the structure of the optical field near a surface of slightly absorbing micron-sized
particles from the viewpoint of the possibility of sub-diffraction focusing of the incident optical
radiation. This effect, called the “photonic nanojet” (PNJ), was first noticed quite recently. The
peculiarity of the PNJ from a spherical object is connected with the highest symmetry inherent to
a sphere and providing for better focusing capability. Essentially, a PNJ corresponds to the specific
spatial region within the external focal waist of the light wave diffracted on a transparent particle.
It is located near the rear (shadow) side of the particle, extends to the distances of about several
wavelengths in the environmental medium, and may have a sub-wavelength transversal dimension.
In this report we present the results of our systematic theoretical investigations of spatial and amplitude characteristics of PNJ formed in the vicinity of transparent dielectric microspheres exposed
to the laser radiation. Based on the numerical calculation within the framework of the extended
Mie theory for the optical radiation scattering on multilayered sphere, spatial and amplitude characteristics of the photonic jet of particles with a different size, optical properties, and structural
composition were considered. In particular, for the first time the influence of the shell thickness
and refractive index of composite two-layer microparticle on PNJ parameters were studied.
2. PNJ IN HOMOGENEOUS PARTICLES

The key parameters of PNJ (transverse dimension, length, peak intensity) formed in the vicinity
of homogeneous dielectric microspheres and microcylinders under the exposure to laser radiation
were studied theoretically in Refs. [1, 2]. These studies have shown that both the PNJ shape and
intensity depend significantly on the size and optical properties of a generating microparticle.
Figure 2 shows the main parameters of PNJ of water particles with the variable size. It should
be noted that all the three studied characteristics demonstrate the nearly linear growth at the
increase of the drop radius. This regularity was found for the first time in our calculations. If we
speak about the overcoming of the diffraction limit at the focusing of an optical wave by a particle,
that is, consider the PNJ radius, then,
below the
±
±√ as follows from figure (see the inset), it remains
diffraction-limited value Rd = mm λ 2 (in terms of the focal waist radius at the 1 e2 level) only
for drops with the radius a0 ≤ 3 µm or, more exactly, up to the particle diffraction parameter
xa ≤ 35. Above this boundary, the PNJ radius is no longer sub-diffractive. Under this condition,
the length of the photon jet Ljet does not exceed ∼ 6λ, and the intensity growth in the jet at the
peak is a little bit greater than two orders of magnitude.
At some values of the drop radius, the resonance excitation of whispering gallery modes (WGMs)
was observed in our numerical experiments. The situations with WGM are marked by dark dots
on the dependence Rjet (a0 ).
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Figure 1: The spatial distributions of PNJ relative intensity formed in the vicinity of homogeneous particles
with a = 2 µm and n = 1.1 exposed to the radiation at λ = 0.532 µm (incident from the left).
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Figure 2: Parameters of PNJ of water drops with a different radius (λ = 0.532 µm). The diffraction limit
for the focal waist radius of the light beam Rd is shown by the dashed line in the inset.

Now let us analyze the influence of the refractive index on PNJ characteristics. Fig. 3 shows
the characteristic length, half-width, and maximal intensity of PNJ from a 3-micron non-absorbing
particle at the variable relative refractive index nr = na /nm (from here on, optical contrast).
The increase of the optical contrast of a particle relative to the medium, as is already known [3],
is accompanied by the shortening of the characteristic length Ljet and the increase of the peak
intensity Bjet of the photon jet. This is caused by the increase in the optical power of lens. A
spherical particle plays the role of a lens for the incident light beam. As a result, starting from
some value of nr , the waist center of the external focus first falls on the particle surface, which
corresponds to the maximum of the dependence Bjet (nr ) (see the inset in Fig. 3) and the minimal
PNJ length of about 2λ, and then shifts into the particle. In the last case, the photon jet “flowing
out” of the particle has already the lower intensity than in the focal waist, but is characterized
by the smoother decrease of the intensity with the distance from the particle, which is formally
expressed in a somewhat increase of the parameter Ljet .
As can be seen from the figure, the PNJ half-width has the sub-diffraction value in rather wide
range of variation of the optical contrast nr = 1.31.7. Beyond this range, the parameter Rjet is
greater than Rd either due to the weak focusing at the low contrast of the refractive index or due
to the high angular divergence of the radiation after the focal waist lying inside the particle at the
high optical contrast.
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at the variable relative refractive index (absorption is absent, the dashed straight line corresponds to the
diffraction limit of the focal waist radius).

Figure 4: Model of a multilayer spherical particle.
3. PNJ IN SHELLED PARTICLES

If a sphere scattering the radiation is inhomogeneous in the radial direction and has a multilayer
structure consisting of a core and several shells having a constant thickness (see Fig. 4), then
the form of the Lorenz-Mie solution remains unchanged, but the number of boundary conditions
increases. Below, we follow the equations of the modified Mie theory for layered spheres [4, 5]. These
equations are adapted for the computer calculations. They are universal expansions of optical fields
in every layer in the form and are presented below in the shortened form.
Inside every layer (and in the core), the electric and magnetic fields are written in the following
universal form [4]:
s

E (r) =

∞
X

h ³
´ ³
´i
(3)
(1)
(3)
(1)
En i asn Ne1n − dsn Ne1n − bsn Mo1n − csn Mo1n

n=1
∞
h ³
´ ³
´i
ks X
(3)
(1)
(3)
(1)
En i bsn No1n − csn No1n + asn Me1n − dsn Me1n ,
H (r) =
ω
s

n=1

where ω = 2πc/λ is the circular frequency of the optical wave; c is the speed of light in vacuum.
It is convenient to calculate the arrays of partial amplitudes asn − dsn by passing first to generalized
coefficients Asn − Dns and then using the following recursion for them [5]:
Asn = Uns−1 Cns ;

Bns = Vns−1 Dns ;

Cns =

Ns
Y
t=s

Pnt ;

Dns =

Ns
Y
t=s

Qtn
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with the initial conditions CnNs +1 = DnNs +1 = γ, where γ = 1, if the total (incident + scattered)
field is calculated, and γ = 0, if we are interesting only in the scattered field.
The functions Uns and Vns are connected with the field external with respect to the considered
layer. The set of the functions Pns and Qsn , in their turn, are determined by the coefficients of
expansion of the field inside a layer.
¢
¡
For reference, we write the equations for the spherical components of the electric field Ers , Eθs , Eϕs
at any spatial point at the incidence of a linearly polarized plane wave on a multilayer spherical
particle:
Ers =

∞
X
iEn
s
s
2 cos ϕ sin θn (n + 1) πn [an ξn (ks r) − dn ψn (ks r)];
(k
r)
s
n=1

Eθs =

∞
X
© £
¤
ª
En
cos ϕ iτn asn ξn0 (ks r) − dsn ψn0 (ks r) + πn [csn ψn (ks r) − bsn ξn (ks r)] ;
(ks r)

Eϕs =

n=1
∞
X

©
£
¤
ª
−En
sin ϕ iπn asn ξn0 (ks r) − dsn ψn0 (ks r) + τn [csn ψn (ks r) − bsn ξn (ks r)] .
(ks r)

n=1

where πn and τn are angular functions expressed through the associated Legendre polynomials.
As an object of study, we took the most abundant configuration of a spherical particle consisting
of a core with the radius as=0 = 1 µm and one external layer. The thickness h = a1 − a0 and the
refractive index m1 of this layer were varied.
The series of plots in Fig. 5 demonstrates the results of our numerical calculations illustrating
the influence of the shell thickness on the main characteristics of PNJ of a composite microparticle
in the air: the maximal extent of the intensity increase in the optical field and the longitudinal and
transverse dimensions of the photon nanojet. Two cases are considered, namely, a nonabsorbing
quartz sphere (ms=0 ≡ ma = 1, 5 + i · 0) coated by a shell with the smaller refractive index, for
example, a water shell (m1 = 1, 33 + i · 0), or by a more optically dense shell, for example, a
germanium shell (m1 = 2, 0 + i · 0).The calculations are performed by equations of the modified
Mie theory and are³ presented ´.
as a relative change
in PNJ´.
parameters as functions.of the shell
³
0
0
0
0 , and B̄
0
thickness: δLjet = Ljet − Ljet Ljet , δRjet = Rjet − Rjet Rjet
jet = Bjet Bjet , where
the superscript 0 denotes the corresponding parameters of the jet of a homogeneous particle having
the radius equal to the outer radius of the shelled particle.
The analysis of the plots indicates that the character of the shell influence on PNJ parameters
is significantly different at different relations between optical properties of the core and the shell.
Thus, in a particle with a shell having the higher refractive index, the photon jet widens and its
peak intensity decreases. However, the jet length may increase drastically (see Fig. 5(a)). On the
other hand, if the shell is made of a less optically dense material than the core, then an increase in
the shell thickness affects weakly the PhNJ width and length, and only an increase in the intensity
level is significant (see Fig. 5(c)).
The results obtained have a clear physical interpretation within the wave optics, if we do not
consider the shell influence on the focusing properties of the core, but, to the contrary, how the
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Figure 5: Relative change of the length (a), half-width (b), and relative intensity (c) in PNJ of a quartz
particle (a0 = 1 µm) with a shell at a variable thickness.
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Figure 6: TFSF 3D-FDTD simulations of electric field amplitude |E| spatial distribution in the vicinity
of two-layered spherical particle (core+shell =3 µm) with (a) ma = 1.5 and ml = 1.33 and (b) ml = 2.0
illuminated by a plane wave (532 µm). The incident wave propagates from the top. The value of |E| in each
figure is normalized to its maximal value.

core redistributes optical fluxes inside a larger-size particle. Let us consider Fig. 6, which shows the
tone spatial distribution of the amplitude of the total electric field |E| of a light wave in the plane
xy passing through the center of a two-layer spherical particle. The calculations were performed by
the technique of numerical solution of Maxwell differential equations (TFSF 3D-FDTD) through
the construction of difference schemes based on the Yee cell. The source of the field was a plane
monochromatic wave with E0 =1 V/m generated at the upper boundary of the computational
domain (200 × 200 × 200 cells), which was enclosed by a system of perfectly matched layers (PMLs)
to prevent the reflection from boundaries.
A plane wave incident on a composite particle first penetrates into the shell. The phase difference
formed between different parts of the light wave leads to deformations of the wave front, which
acquires the positive curvature favoring the radiation focusing. The further scenario of the wave
propagation in the particle depends on the relation between the refractive indices of the core
and the shell. If the core is more optically dense than the shell (Fig. 6(a)), an additional phase
shift appears between the wave center (with respect to the main diameter of the particle) and its
periphery. The curvature of the wave front of the radiation passing through the core increases, that
is, the wave additionally focuses. As a result, the intensity at the focal waist for this composite
spherical particle increases, while the characteristic dimensions (both longitudinal and transverse)
shorten (see Fig. 5).
If, to the contrary, the radiation propagating in the shell meets the less optically dense material
of the core (Fig. 6(b)), then the core straightens the phase front of the wave and thus defocuses the
central part of the beam. This focusing system elongates the waist zone, leading to the smoother
change of the wave intensity and decreasing the maximum.
The further increase of the shell thickness obviously reduces the core influence on the transformation of the photon flow inside the particle. This explains the maximum (Fig. 5) in the dependence
of the PNJ of the particle having the shell with the high refractive index on the shell thickness.
The two-layer particle with a wide shell is close to a homogeneous particle in its optical properties,
but with the higher effective value of m, which, according to Fig. 5, leads to the PNJ localization
in all spatial dimensions.
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Abstract— In order to increase time delay and decrease pulse broadening via Stimulate Brillouin Scattering slow light, the coupled amplitude equations of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering
in optical fibers were solved with fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula and characteristics, the influence of the edge sharpness of injected stokes pulse on time delay and pulse broadening factor
was investigated. A method of optimizing time delay and pulse broadening factor was represented, namely, increasing the sharpness of stokes pulse appropriately. Comparing with using
Gaussian-shaped pulse as injected stokes pulse, the similar time delay and less pulse broadening
factor were obtained by this method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, more and more attention has been paid to slow down the group velocity of optical pulse
(so-called slow light) because it has many applications [1–3], such as all-optical-buffer, data synchronization and signal processing, etc. Since comparing with other ways of implementing slow light,
slow light via SBS has many advantages, such as being implemented at room temperature, tunable,
compatibleness with current communication system, etc. It is concerned more and more [1–6].
Slow light via SBS was first proposed by Gauthier in 2004 [7], and Song et al. [8] and Okawachi
et al. [9] demonstrated it independently in 2005. Herraze et al. [10] increased the SBS gain bandwidth of single mode fiber from 40 MHz to 325 MHz by modulating the pump injection current
with a Gaussion noise source. Then Zhu et al. [11 ]extended the bandwidth up to 12.6 GHz. Song
et al. [12] achieved a bandwidth of 25 GHz by using a second broadened pump separated from the
first one by the acoustic wave frequency, which made it possible to apply SBS slow light techniques
to optical communication system with speed of dozens Gbit/s.
This paper is based on solving the three coupled amplitude equations via SBS in fibers by
fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula [13] and characteristics [14, 15]. Considering the injected stokes
pulse shape, the influence of its sharpness on delay time and pulse broadening factor was observed
mainly, and its reason was analyzed. A way of reducing pulse broadening factor in the range
of low frequency was proposed, which can afford some reference for the future design of optical
equipments.
2. THEORY AND NUMERICAL MODEL

SBS in optical fibers occurs when a pump field and a counter-propagating stokes filed interact with
an acoustic wave. Its three coupled amplitude equations is described as [16, 17]
γe ωp
∂Ep ng ∂Ep
α
+
= − Ep + i
Es ρ
∂z
c ∂t
2
2ng cρ0
γe ωp
∂Es ng ∂Es
α
+
= − Es + i
Ep ρ∗
∂z
c ∂t
2
2ng cρ0
·
¸
∂ρ
ΓB
γe q 2 ε 0
+
− i(ΩB − Ω) ρ = i
Ep Es∗
∂t
2
8ΩB
−

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

where Ep (|Ep |2 Aeff ), Es (|Es |2 Aeff ) are the amplitudes (power) of the pump wave and stokes wave,
respectively; Aeff is known as the effective mode area of fiber; ρ is acoustic matter-density field; ρ0
is the unperturbed density of medium; ng is the group index of the fiber mode; c is the velocity
of the light in vacuum; α (γe ) is the loss (electrostriction) coefficient of the fiber; ωp (Ω) are the
angular frequencies of pump wave (acoustic wave); ΓB is the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the gain spectrum related to the phonon lifetime TB as ΓB = T1B , ΩB is the Brillouin frequency;
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ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. And we assumed that +(−)z direction is the transmission direction
of stokes wave (pump wave).
On the assumption that pump wave is continuous wave and stokes field is sufficiently weak.
We obtained that slow light rises from the group index which is the function of frequency written
as [18]
cgB Ip 1 − 4δω 2 /Γ2B
n(ωs ) = ng +
(2)
ΓB (1 + 4δω 2 /Γ2B )2
where Ip is the optical intensity of pump wave; δω is the margin between the angular frequency
γ 2 ω2

of stokes pulse and the center angular frequency of the gain bandwidth; gB = ng vBec3 ρp0 ΓB is the
line-center gain factor which is associated with the material physical properties, vB is the velocity
of acoustic wave.
We define delay time as Td , which is the difference of the arrival time when the output stokes
pulse reach its maximum between when SBS happens and when SBS doesn’t happen. We define
Trd = Td /T , T is the FWHM of the injected stokes pulse; We also define pulse broadening factor
B as the proportion of input stokes pulse FWHM and output stokes pulse FWHM. According to
the weak signal theory, delay and B are given by [18]
Td = G/ΓB
s
B =

1+

(3)
16 ln 2
G
T 2 Γ2B

(4)

where G = gB Ip L is the weak signal gain parameter; L is the fiber length. For the purpose of
indicating how much the pump wave energy contributes to the stokes wave energy, we define real
gain as
Gr = log(Pout /Pin )
(5)
where Pout and Pin are power of the output and input stokes wave, respectively.
We assume that injected stokes pulse is super-Gaussion shaped
Ã
µ ¶ !
1 t 2m
U (t) = exp −
2 T0

(6)

where t is the time of pulse transmission, U (t) is normalized amplitude, T0 is the half width of
pulse (at 1/e-intensity point). The parameter m controls the degree of edge sharpness (for m = 1,
it is Gaussion-shaped; for m > 1, it is super-gaussion-shaped, and the degree of edge sharpness is
increased with m). For different m, pulse with same FWHM can be written as
Ã
µ ¶2m !
t
U (t) = exp −22m (ln 2)
(7)
T
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We take the typical single mode fiber (SMF-28) as the transmission medium. Time delay and
pulse broadening factor corresponding to different m, duration and power of injected stokes pulse
are calculated numerically. In this paper, we assume that pump wave is continuous wave and
input stokes pulses are super-Gaussion-shaped with no frequency chirp. We use the following
parameters for our calculation: L = 50 m, ng = 1.45, α = 0.02 dB/km, λ = 1550 nm, Aeff = 50 µm2 ,
ΓB /2π = 40 MHz, ΩB /2π = 10.8 GHz and gB = 5×10−11 m/W, where λ is the wavelength of stokes
wave.
We first consider the pulse time delay and pulse broadening factor as a function of parameter
real gain for super-Gaussion-shaped pulse with different m, which is indicated in Fig. 1. In this case,
T = 120 ns, Pin = 0.1 µW. Fig. 1(a) shows that with the increase of Gr , Td increases accordingly
and reaches its maximum. Then it decreases with further increasing Gr , even becomes negative.
Comparing with different m, we can see that maximum Gr and the time when maximum Gr obtains
¯ is equal to 0.5410, 0.6805, 0.7559 and
decrease with m because when m changes from 0.5 to 3, Is
0.8705, respectively, i.e., for the same duration and apex, the super-Gaussion-shaped pulse with
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Figure 1: Parameters of output stokes pulse versus real gain for different parameter m. (a) Time delay Td
versus real gain; (b) Pulse broadening factor B versus real gain.
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Figure 2: Output stokes pulse for different real gain. (a) Gr = 5; (b) Gr = 13.

higher m is easier to reach gain saturation. And Td when Td reaches its maximum will decrease,
which leads to the reducing of maximum Td .
We observe an advantageous phenomenon for practical applications. When m = 1.5, pulse
broadening factor B is close to 1. While m = 3, B decreases with increasing Gr and reaches
its peak value at gain = 13. Then it increase with Gr and reaches its maximum at Gr =15.5, it
decrease with further increasing Gr . The reason why B has the rule can be explained well by
Fig. 2. Considering SBS process and no SBS process, respectively, for three different m, the
normalized output stokes pulses at Gr =5 and Gr = 13 are shown in Fig. 2, where t is the time
axis. It is indicated from Fig. 2(a) that with increasing m the leading edge and the trailing edge
of super-Gaussion-shaped pulse become steeper and steeper in time domain. So they will become
broader and broader in the frequency domain. Considering Equation (2), we can conclude that
the difference among the speeds of points at the leading edge will increase and the leading edge
will be compressed more. Moreover, the increasing m leads to the increasing energy of pulse with
same peak value. And most energy of pump wave is depleted in the leading edge of stokes pulse,
the trailing edge only can get less energy from pump wave, the broadening of the trailing edge of
stokes pulse is limited. All of this can contribute to decreasing B and result in B is almost close
to 1 before stokes pulse is near saturation. When Gr increases to saturation gain step by step,
the trailing edge gets more and more energy, resulting in broadening of the trailing, i.e., B will
increase, like shown in Fig. 2(b). When Gr go on increasing, it is out of the range of weak signal,
the output stokes pulse is distortion seriously.
4. CONCLUSIONS

According to the above numerical calculation and theory analysis, we find that using superGaussion-shaped pulse as the injected stokes pulse can contribute evidently to decreasing pulse
broadening factor in low frequency. Selecting pretty m can get perfect delay time and pulse broadening factor. Though this adjusting effect will become weaker for a shorter pulse, this reform still
takes advantage of decreasing the error rate of all-optical-buffer.
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Measurement of the Verdet Constant in Different Mediums by
Using Ellipsometry Technique
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Abstract— This experiment is designed to measure the Verdet constant V through Faraday
Effect rotation of a polarized laser beam as it passes through different mediums, Flint Glass and
water, parallel to the magnetic field B. As the B varies, the plane of polarization rotates and
the transmitted beam intensity is observed. The angle through which it rotates is proportional
to B and the proportionality constant is the Verdet constant times the optical path length. That
by using ellipsometric parameters of under study was obtained. These are used to determine the
Verdet constant for each medium and compared with standard known values. The experimental
results are in good agreement with the corresponding theoretical analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Verdet constant is an optical constant that describes the strength of the Faraday effect for a
particular material. The phenomenon of the Faraday effect was first observed by Michael Faraday
in 1845. He discovered the concrete evidence for the relationship between the major branches of
optics, magnetism and atomic physics [1]. He found out that when a block of glass is subjected to a
strong magnetic field, it becomes optically active. The effect occurs when the rotation of a linearly
polarized wave passes through a thickness of a transparent medium. However, rotations of polarized
light are not only limited to optically active materials, but also including some optically inactive
materials exposed to high magnetic field. In magnetized medium the refractive indices for rightand left-handed circularly polarized light are different. This effect manifests itself in a rotation of
the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light. This observable fact is called magneto optic
effect. Magneto optic effects are those effects in which the optical properties of certain materials
are affected by applied magnetic fields or the material’s own magnetization. Magneto optic effects
occur in gases, liquids, and solids.
In this work, we propose a new method for measurement of the Verdet Constant [2–4] in different mediums by using ellipsometry techniques limited only by the transmittance of the optical
components and polarization ratio. The ellipsometry system [5, 6] has been studied by using the
instrument to change the angle parameter of various materials, namely, Flint glass and water, when
change magnetic field. The experimental values for wavelength of 635 nm are measurement and to
compare its value to a theoretical calculated value.
2. THEORY

The Faraday effect is a magneto optic in which a plane of polarized light is rotated as it passes
through a medium that is in a magnetic field. The amount of rotation is dependent on the amount of
sample that the light passes through, the strength of the magnetic field and proportionality constant
called the Verdet Constant. The Verdet constant is the proportionality constant between the angle
of rotation θ of plane polarized light and the product of the path length l through the sample and
the applied magnetic field B. More explicitly, the Verdet constant V is the proportionality constant
in Eq. (1).
∆ = V lB
(1)
The theory underlying why the Faraday Effect works lies in the quantum mechanical realm but can
be understood on a more basic level using classical electrodynamics. The precession of the angular
momentum of an electron orbiting the nucleus leads to different indices of refraction for rightly or
leftly polarized light. This leads to a rotation of plane polarized light. To understand better how
the Faraday Effect works, a classical electrodynamics approach gives an expression for the Verdet
constant that is a function of the wavelength of light used in the experiment (the wavelength in a
vacuum) and the change in index of refraction per change in wavelength. The verdet contant can
be calculated from Eq. (2). This equation can be represented by the following empirical expression
¶
µ
π n2 (λ) − 1
B
(2)
V (λ) =
A+ 2
λ n(λ)
λ − λ20
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Figure 1: The experimental set up, QWP: Quarter wave plate, PBS: Polarizing beam splitter, BS: beam
splitter.

where A is 15.7116 × 10−7 rad/T, B is 6.3430 × 10−19 m2 · rad/T, n(λ) is index of refraction at a
given wavelength, λ0 is 156.4 nm. The indices of refraction are given from Schott Optical Glass.
*
To analyze the process as shown in Fig. 1 the electric field E of the output rotating linearly
polarized light (after QWP2) can be represented by a vector, using Jones notation.
·
¸
*
1³
π´
cos φ0
E1 =
E0 eiε where φ0 =
θ+
and ε = ω0 t + γ
(3)
0
sin φ
2
2
After the reflection at a sample surface with an incident angle of φ0 the light beam then transverse an analyzer 2 with its axis at 45◦ to the plane of incidence. The change in polarization of
light beam as a result of this, observed at the detector 2, can be described in terms of the product
of Jones matrices as follows,
·
¸
*
*
tp cos φ0
E2 = SE1 =
E0 eiε
(4)
ts sin φ0
·
¸
tp 0
When the Jones matrix of the sample (S) written by S = 0 t . Therefore, the vector electric
s

field through the sample (S) to the polarizer at an angle θ relation to the plane of incidence is as
follows.
·
¸
*
*
tp cos φ0 cos2 θ − ts sin φ0 cos θ sin θ
E 3,θ = Pθ E 2 =
E0 eiε
(5)
tp cos φ0 cos θ sin θ − ts sin φ0 sin2 θ
where tp , ts = Fresnel transmission coefficients, for the incident polarization p, parallel, and s,
perpendicular, to the plane of incidence, φ0 = time-dependent azimuth of the polarization beam.
When the polarizer angle 45◦ to the plane of incidence is written as.
· ¸
¢ E0 iε
*
1 ¡
E 3,450 =
e
(6)
tp cos φ0 − ts sin φ0
1
2
Therefore, the intensity of light from the detector 2 is.
³*
i
´ ³*
´∗ I h
p
0
I45 = E 3,450 . E 3,450 =
Tp cos2 φ0 + Ts sin2 φ0 − Tp Ts sin 2φ0 cos ∆
2

(7)

Note that when light from the modulated parallel to the plane of incidence, intensity of light that
the detector will be.
³*
´ ³*
´∗ I T
0 p
IParallel = E 3,45,φ0 =0 . E 3,45,φ0 =0 =
(8)
2
Similarly, when the light is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Intensity of light that can be
³*
´ ³*
´∗ I T
0 s
(9)
IPerpendicular = E 3,45,φ0 = π2 . E 3,45,φ0 = π2
=
2
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When light at an angle to the plane of incidence angle is 45◦ , we can determine by
¶
³*
´ ³*
´∗ I µ T
Ts p
p
0
I45◦ = E 3,45,φ0 = π4 . E 3,45,φ0 = π4
=
+
− Tp Ts cos ∆
2
2
2
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(10)

When Tp and Ts is the intensity of light by Fresnel transmission. where Tp = |tp |2 , Ts = |ts |2 and
I0 is a constant. In ellipsometry measurements, the experimentally measured parameters ∆ and
Ψ are related to the physical properties of the system by the relation where tan ψ = |tp |/|ts | and
∆ = δrp − δrs are the ellipsometric angles.
3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experimental set up system is shown in Fig. 1 light from a laser diode (λ = 635 nm) is transformed into a circularly polarized beam by a quarter wave plate (QWP1). The light then is launched
into the second quarter wave plate (QWP2). The function of the wave plate is to transform the
output beams into two orthogonal circularly polarized beams with opposite handedness. This is
equivalent to linear polarization state with an azimuth determined by the phase difference between
the two circularly polarized beams. As the phase difference is modulated, the azimuth of polarization is modulated.A fraction of the output is sampled by a beam splitter passes thought an analyzer
1 orientated at a pre-determined direction and onto a detector 1 to form a reference signal. From
this signal, the azimuth of polarization may be determined at any time. The main light beam is
incident onto a sample at an angle of incidence φ0 . The transmission light then propagates through
an analyzer 2 with its transmission axis orientated at 45◦ to the plane of incidence, and onto detector 2 to provide the output signal. Both signals (detection and reference) then transferred to an
online computer for analysis.
At the sample, the DC output 1.5 A of the power supply is connected via an ampere meter to
the coils of the electromagnet which is in series. The electromagnet needed for the experiment is
constructed from a laminaded U-shaped iron core, two 600-turn coils and the drilled pole pieces, the
electromagnet then being arranged in a stable manner on the table on rod. After the flux-density
distribution has been measured, the 30 mm long flint glass cylinder is inserted in the pole piece
holes and the jack is raised so that the magnet is interpolated in the experimental set-up between
the two polarization filters. Similarly, a water sample in a glass cuvette is placed in the gap and
data is recorded
Since electromagnets were used to generate the magnetic field for this experiment, a correlation
between the current supplied to the electromagnets and the average magnetic field in the space
between the poles could be obtained by the curve fitting method. A linear curve was fit to the
average magnetic field versus applied current 1.5A as shown in 60 mT (Phywe: LEB 2.0.6.01). In
order to see how much the polarized beam is rotated as a function of the magnetic field strength,
the relationship between the angles of rotation ∆. The equations that fit the angle ∆ versus average
magnetic field for wavelength of 635 nm it have shown that the angle of rotation of flint glass and
water are 2.00 degree and 1.14 degree, respectively. The Verdet constant can be calculated from (1).
From the results, they could be concluded that the Verdet constant for dense flint glass and water
at 635 nm are 19.39 rad/T · m and 11.05 rad/T · m, respectively. Theoretically, the Verdet constant
can be calculated from Eq. (2), the theoretical Verdet constant are revealed. For 635 nm, this
theoretical value is 19.97 rad/T · m and 9.32 rad/T · m. The percentage errors of Verdet constant
from this experimental are less than 2.9% for flint glass and 18.56% for water.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This experiment shows the measurement of the Verdet constant for the different mediums by using
ellipsometry technique Included with using Faraday effect. However, in the future, the Faraday
effect could be explored in a number of different ways. One way is to choose a different sample such
as other liquid, for which the Verdet constant is known and find a way to increase the accuracy
and precision of the apparatus used in order to get better experimental values. Furthermore,
temperature dependence of the Verdet constant in diamagnetic glass should be determined because
it may be significant in certain applications, such as high accuracy sensors.
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Abstract— Urban impervious surface area is a key environmental indicator in assessing urbanization’s impacts on urban environmental and ecological conditions, and it has therefore recently
attracted more interest from the remote sensing community. The main objective of this investigation is to explore the potential to extract impervious surface coverage in dense urban areas from
RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data. To compare the results, SPOT-5 multispectral imagery is also
used. A case study of a dense urban area (Beijing, China) is conducted by applying a support
vector machine (SVM) algorithm to SPOT-5 imagery and RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data. An
accuracy assessment is performed using high-resolution WorldView images with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m. The root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the
coefficient of determination (R2 ) are calculated to validate the accuracy of impervious surfaces
derived from the SPOT-5 image and RADARSAT-2 PolSAR data. For the SPOT-5 imagery, the
RMSE, MAE, and R2 are 17.03%, 12.99%, and 0.7641, respectively. The RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data yield an RMSE of 13.18%, an MAE of 10.12%, and an R2 of 0.8173. The results indicate
that RADARSAT-2 data allow for more accurate impervious surface estimation than SPOT-5.
The results also demonstrate that bare soil or water can be easily separated from buildings or asphalt roads using RADARSAT-2 data, which is a difficult task for estimating impervious surfaces
with optical remote sensing data. In addition, compared with optical images, impervious surfaces
covered by tree crowns can be easily extracted from the RADARSAT-2 PolSAR data in sparse
tree cover. Overall, our results demonstrate that PolSAR imagery can provide more efficient and
useful polarimetric information and has enormous potential for extracting impervious surfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

Impervious surfaces are usually defined as the entirety of surfaces through which water cannot
pass, including roads, buildings, parking lots, railroads, squares, sidewalks or other urban infrastructure [3]. In recent years, impervious surface area has been recognized as a key environmental
indicator in assessing urbanization’s impacts on the urban environmental and ecological conditions [6, 9, 17].
Due to their relatively low cost and suitability for large-area mapping, satellite remote sensing images have been widely applied for impervious surface estimation. Recently, optical imagery
has been widely used to estimate the urban impervious surface area, but it has some limitations.
(1) Because of the heterogeneity in the urban landscapes and the complexity of urban impervious
surface materials, the mixed-pixel problem in urban landscapes has been recognized as a major
problem, affecting the accuracy of impervious surface estimation [15, 18]. (2) Some existing materials have reflectance characteristics similar to impervious surfaces; for example, low albedo materials
(such as water and shadows) often share similar reflectance characteristics with dark impervious
surfaces (asphalt roads), while high albedo materials (such as dry soil, sand, and clouds) tend to
be confused with bright impervious surfaces (building roofs). (3) For high spatial resolution optical images, the shadows caused by tall buildings or large tree crowns become a severe problem
for extracting impervious surfaces [13]. In addition, the dark impervious surfaces in high spatial
resolution imagery are difficultly separated from shadows or water. (4) In dense urban areas, many
impervious surfaces (such as sidewalks and squares) are covered by tree crowns and cannot be
extracted from optical imagery. InSAR images are very sensitive to buildings; therefore, man-made
targets (e.g., buildings) can be discriminated from natural targets (e.g., bare soil) using InSAR
data [11]. However, due to the low information content of individual SAR images, single-band
SAR data do not provide highly accurate impervious surface estimation. To a certain extent, the
synergistic use of medium and high spatial resolution images in urban impervious surface mapping
can improve the accuracy of impervious surface extraction. Nevertheless, imagery co-registration
becomes a key step, especially optical and InSAR image registration.
As an advanced earth observation technology, polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR)
backscatter from man-made structures in urban areas is quite different than backscatter from
predominantly natural areas. Hence, based on polarimetric information, PolSAR data has been
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successfully applied for target detection and image classification [1, 2, 4, 12, 14]. In order to compare the result, impervious surfaces will also be detected in SPOT-5 imagery. In addition, in our
research, a robust algorithm, a support vector machine (SVM), was used for estimating impervious surface area. SVM is a modern machine learning method that offers improved generalization
performance and can model complex nonlinear boundaries through the use of adapted kernel functions [5]. In recent years, for remote sensing studies, SVMs have been used for impervious surface
estimation [7, 15]. SVMs method are well suited to handle linearly nonseparable cases by using the
Kernel theory, and SVM training always finds a global solution [8]. Furthermore, SVM methods
allow defining feature vectors with numerous and heterogeneous components and can obtain better
results with less training datasets [10, 16]. SVM algorithms have been mostly applied to hyperspectral imagery, and a few studies have also been carried out on SAR data [12, 14]. The main objective
of this investigation is to explore the potential to extract impervious surface area in dense urban
areas (e.g., Beijing) from RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data using support vector machine (SVM)
method.
2. STUDY AREA AND DATASETS
2.1. Description of Study Area

Beijing Municipality, the capital of China, was chosen as the study area. Its urban area is located
within 39.82◦ N–40.12◦ N, and 116.25◦ E–116.63◦ E, covering about 1,300 km2 . Over the past three
decades, Beijing has been one of the fastest growing urban areas in China, and has undergone
intense urbanization that has seriously impacted the urban environment. Beijing’s development
pattern is a typical concentric expansion, showing a ring-shaped pattern moving from the inner
city to the outskirts. The selected area consists of coverage of the central business district (CBD),
high-density residential, low-density residential, vegetation, exposed soil, and water.
2.2. Datasets

RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data (C-Band) acquired on 8 March 2009 were used. The slant range
resolution is 12 m, and the azimuth resolution is 8 m. The incidence angles are 39.25◦ at near range
and 40.70◦ at far range. Thirteen WorldView images (acquired on 11 February 2009) with a spatial
resolution of 0.5 m were used for accuracy assessment. In order to compare the result, cloud-free
SPOT-5 imagery (acquired on 12 January 2009) was used for extracting impervious surface area
with three 10 m resolution visible and near infrared (VNIR) bands and one 20 m shortwave infrared
(SWIR) band, but the 2.5 m panchromatic band was not used.

Figure 1: Contribution of classification accuracy when different polarimetric features are combined together.
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Figure 2: The flow chart of the detailed optimizing selection process.
3. METHODS

In our work, a total of 45 PolSAR features are extracted from the RADARSAT-2 full polarimetric
data by the PolSARpro program and the authors of the program. However, too many PolSAR
features will result in data redundancy and reducing classification accuracy. Therefore, the optimization of features is an important step for extracting impervious surfaces from PolSAR data. In
our research, the various polarimetric features are selected through a stepwise process. As shown
Figure 1, different classification accuracies are derived when different PolSAR features are inputted
to the SVM classifier. When reducing the classification accuracy, the inputted features have adverse
effect on classification and are removed; when improving the classification accuracy, the inputted
features have a good effect on classification and are reserved. Then, the PolSAR features, improving
the classification accuracy, are further statistically analyzed using the samples points of seven land
use types. After statistical analysis for these features, the final polarimetric features are optimally
selected for estimating the impervious surfaces. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the detailed PolSAR features optimizing selection process. Through analysis for polarimetric parameters, the final
polarimetric features selected for classification are listed in Table 1.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 3 illuminates the impervious surfaces extracted from the SPOT-5 image and RADARSAT2 full PolSAR data using the SVM method in Beijing. The top two graphs show the percent
impervious surfaces (PISs) images with values ranging from 0 to 1, while the bottom two graphs
show the percent impervious surfaces images reclassified into six categories: high PIS (with values
greater than 0.9), medium PIS (with values between 0.5 and 0.9), low PIS (with values less than
0.5), bare soil, vegetation (forest and crop) and water. Figure 4 shows impervious surface maps
derived from SPOT-5 and RADARSAT-2 data using the SVM method in four selected sample sites
corresponding to four areas (A, B, C and D) of Figure 3. In Figure 4, sample sites (A) and (B)
illuminate the railroads and asphalt roads estimation, respectively, and sites (C) and (D) represent
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Table 1: The final polarimetric features selected for classification through a stepwise process.
Numbers of polarimetric features

Polarimetric features

Description

3
6
8
12
14
16
20

Tii (i = 1, 2, 3)
Ihv /Ihh Ihv /Ivv Ihh /Ivv
λλ1
HAαα1
k02 , k03
K S , KD
PS , PD , PV , PC

The diagonal elements of T3 matrix
Intensities ratio
Eigen-value parameters
Entropy, anisotropy, α parameters
Barnes decomposition parameters
Krogager decomposition parameters
Yamaguchi decomposition parameters

Figure 3: Impervious surfaces extracted from the
SPOT-5 image and RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data
with SVM algorithms.

Figure 4: Impervious surface maps derived from
SPOT-5 and RADARSAT-2 data using an SVM
method in four selected sample sites corresponding
to the four areas (A, B, C and D) of Figure 3.

extraction of the impervious surfaces covered by tree crowns. Looking at Figures 3 and 4, we see:
(1) In the PIS classification images, there is more bare soil in the PIS classification image
derived from RADARSAT-2 data than that of the PIS classification image derived from SPOT-5
image (Figure 3). That is because RADARSAT-2 PolSAR (C-Band) has deeper penetration. On
8 March 2009, the main crop of the study area was small and short winter wheat. C-Band can
penetrate winter wheat and detect bare soil.
(2) In selected sample area A (Figure 4(A)), because of stronger backscattering in SAR images,
the railroads can be easily extracted from RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data; while SPOT-5 imagery
cannot extract them.
(3) For RADARSAT-2 data, as a significant part of urban impervious surfaces, the entire road
area (such as asphalt roads and railroads) might be either occluded by shadows or covered by
layover from adjacent buildings or trees. Hence, roads oriented along tracks sometimes cannot be
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Table 2: Accuracy assessment of ISP estimation results.
Data

Statistical indicator
RMSE (%) MAE (%)
R2

SPOT-5

17.03

12.99

0.7641

RADARSAT-2

13.18

10.12

0.8173

seen at all in dense urban scenes. Compared with the PIS image derived from the SPOT-5 image,
the urban roads derived from the RADARSAT-2 data are basically extracted, but some gaps are
visible in a number of roads (Figure 4(B)). Intrinsic characteristics of SAR imagery, such as layover
and shadow effects become a severe problem for extracting impervious surfaces, especially in dense
urban areas. In our research, those characteristics were not considered.
(4) In dense urban areas, many impervious surfaces (such as sidewalks and squares) are covered
by tree crowns and cannot be extracted from optical imagery. Because of its ability to penetrate
vegetation, RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data (C-Band), was used to investigate the potential for
extracting urban impervious surfaces covered by tree crowns. In our study areas, two sample sites
were selected to demonstrate this potential. One site was in Beijing’s Olympic Park (Figure 4(C));
the other site was in Beijing’s Imperial Palace (Figure 4(D)). In Figure 4(C), the two photos on the
left were taken on the ground; and in Figure 4(D), the left image is a WorldView image (acquired
on 11 February 2009) with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m. The right maps in the Figures 4(C)
and (D) are urban impervious surface maps derived from SPOT-5 and RADARSAT-2 data using
SVM. Figures 4(C) and (D) show that the impervious surfaces covered by tree crowns can be easily
extracted from the RADARSAT-2 PolSAR data in sparse tree cover, while because of the limited
of penetration, it is difficult for PolSAR data to extract the impervious surfaces covered by tree
crowns in dense tree cover. For SPOT-5 imagery, however, it is impossible to extract the impervious
surfaces covered by tree crowns in sparsely or densely wooded areas. Therefore, compared with
optical imagery, PolSAR imagery has enormous potential for extracting the impervious surfaces
covered by tree crowns in wooded areas, especially in those with sparse cover.
An accuracy assessment was performed to evaluate the results. RMSE, MAE, and R2 were
calculated for the estimated ISP images derived from SPOT-5 imagery and RADARSAT-2 full
PolSAR data using SVM. The results are summarized in Table 2 and show that RADARSAT-2
imagery generates better results than SPOT-5. RADARSAT-2 yields a RMSE of 13.18%, a MAE
of 10.12%, and an R2 of 0.8173. SPOT-5 yields results with a RMSE of 17.03%, a MAE of 12.99%,
and an R2 of 0.7641.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, RADARSAT-2 full PolSAR data was applied to validate its potential to extract
impervious surfaces based on an SVM method in dense urban areas. In order to compare the
result, the impervious surfaces were also derived from SPOT-5 imagery. An accuracy assessment
was performed against high-resolution WorldView images based on 150 samples of 100 m × 100 m.
RMSE, MAE, and R2 were calculated for the estimated ISP images derived from RADARSAT-2
full PolSAR data and SPOT-5 imagery using SVM. The results show that RADARSAT-2 data can
provide more accurate estimations than that of SPOT-5 in impervious surface estimation. The
accuracy of RADARSAT-2 relative to SPOT-5 is due to the following factors. (1) The targets
with different geometric surface structures can be discriminated using full PolSAR data, especially
for the separation of bare soil from vegetated fields or buildings, but dry soil often shares similar
spectral characteristics with bright impervious surfaces in optical imagery. In addition, it is difficult
to distinguish asphalt roads from water in SPOT-5 imagery, while asphalt roads can be separated
from water by extracted polarimetric features. (2) There were many shadows in our study area
in the SPOT-5 imagery, which influences the accuracy of impervious surface estimation. (3) In
dense urban areas, many impervious surfaces (such as sidewalks and squares) are covered by tree
crowns and cannot be extracted from optical imagery. However, the impervious surfaces covered
by tree crowns can be easily extracted from the RADARSAT-2 PolSAR data in sparse tree cover.
Therefore, compared with optical imagery, PolSAR imagery has enormous potential for extracting
the impervious surfaces covered by tree crowns in wooded areas, especially in sparsely wooded
areas.
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Abstract— Compact polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a dual-polarimetric system, which shows promise of reducing the complexity, cost, mass, and data rate of a SAR system. It allows fully polarimetric information reconstructed from compact polarimetry (CP) under
some constrains. Two assumptions are required here for the constructing, one is the reflection
symmetry, and the other is a relationship model between the co-polarized and cross-polarized
channels. In this paper, an improved reconstruction algorithm is proposed according to both the
assumptions, and two improvements are according proposed. Since the helix scattering component is always used to take account of the non-reflection symmetric circumstance which mostly
appears in complex urban area, helix scattering should be considered in the reconstruction algorithm, especially for the regions with strong orientation angle effects. A modified four-component
model-based decomposition algorithm is proposed with a new volume scattering model. Then
using the decomposed powers of the four components, the relationship between the co-pol and
cross-pol channels is developed instead of the original polarization state extrapolation model.
Finally, a ESAR L-band polarimetric dataset over Oberfaffenhofen area is used to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fully polarimetric SAR has many advantages, but it suffers from increments of the pulse repetition frequency and the downloading data rate. The downlink requirement versus the polarimetric
resolution rather than polarimetry is the system design and the operation trade off. Thus, a dual
polarization SAR system is the compromising choice between a full polarization system and a single
polarization system. In order to obtain more information from the dual polarization, Souyris et al.
proposed a new dual polarization mode, i.e., compact polarimetric (CP) [1, 2] SAR mode, based on
one unique special transmitted polarization and two orthogonal polarizations in reception. In the
fully polarimetric (FP) information reconstruction procedure, two assumptions are included: one
is the well-known reflection symmetry assumption; the other is the polarization state extrapolation
model. An iterative process was adopted by Souyris et al. and the reconstructed polarimetric data
performs well to a certain degree [2].
However, the reflection symmetry is not always valid, e.g., the urban area, where the reconstructed results are far from the actual values. In order to derive more target information from
compact polarimetry and accommodate the FP reconstruction scheme with the more general scattering case, an improved information reconstruction algorithm is proposed in this paper. The
algorithm is based on a modified four-component model decomposition, in which a new volume
scattering model is adopted. Using the proposed reconstruction algorithm, the helix scattering
power can also be extracted from the 2 × 2 CP covariance matrix.
2. THE FOUR-COMPONENT MODEL-BASED SCATTERING DECOMPOSITION
2.1. The Original Four-component Decomposition

The original four-component decomposition models the coherency matrix as the contribution of four
scattering mechanisms: the surface scattering, the double-bounce scattering, the volume scattering
and the helix scattering [3].
hTi = fs · Tsurface + fd · Tdouble + fv · hTivolume + fc · Thelix

(1)

where fs , fd , fv , and fc correspond to the coefficients of the four scattering components, which are
non-negative and proportional to their powers, h. . .i denotes the ensemble averaging. The scattering
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matrices are modeled as follows based on different scattering mechanisms.


1 β∗ 0
Tsurface =  β |β|2 0  , |β| < 1;
0
0 0


"
#
0 0
0
|α|2 α 0
Thelix = 0 1 ±j ; Tdouble =  α∗ 1 0  , |α| < 1;
0 ∓j 1
0
0 0

(2)

where Tsurface , Tdouble , and Thelix denote the surface scattering model, the double-bounce scattering
model and the helix scattering model, respectively. There are three volume scattering models
for hTivolume [3], and the choice between them depends on the value of 10 · log(|SV V |2 /|SHH |2 ).
When the original four-component decomposition is applied to real POLSAR data, some scattering
components’ powers may become negative. To overcome this problem a modified decomposition is
proposed with a power constraint. The basic principle is that if the decomposed power becomes
negative, the power is forced to be zero and the sum of different components’ powers is equal to
span, denoted as span = 0.5|SHH + SV V |2 + 0.5|SHH − SV V |2 + 2|SHV |2 .
2.2. Another Volume Scattering Model

The volume scattering can be regarded as the ensemble averaging of chaotic scattering states, and
can’t be characterized as a deterministic scattering process. Instead of the three volume models,
another volume scattering model [4] hTivol is adopted in this paper.
"
#
1 0 0
hTivol = 0 1 0
(3)
0 0 1
One important reason for choosing this volume scattering model is that this model quite conforms
to the polarization state extrapolation assumption, which is required in the compact polarimetry
reconstruction architecture. Souyris et al. proposed a relationship between the linear coherence |ρ|
and the average cross-polarization ratio [1]:
D
E.D
E D
E 1
|SHV |2
(4)
|SHH |2 + |SV V |2 = (1 − |ρ|)
4
p
where ρ = hSHH SV∗ V i/ h|SHH |2 i + h|SV V |2 i. This relationship is called the polarization state
extrapolation model. The relationship is extrapolated from the case where the backscattered
wave is either fully polarized or fully depolarized. For a fully polarized backscattered wave from
a natural target, |ρ| ≈ 1; for a fully depolarized backscattered wave, the average powers received by the orthogonal antennas do not depend on their polarization states, i.e., |ρ| ≈ 0 and
h|SHH |2 i ≈ h|SV V |2 i ≈ 2h|SHV |2 i. The three volume scattering models do not consisted with the
fully depolarized backscattering case, but the model (3) satisfies the hypothesis. Using the volume
scattering model in (3), we have |ρ| = 0, h|SHV |2 i/(h|SHH |2 i + h|SV V |2 i) = 1/4. Both the values are consistent with the relationship model in (4) and the fully depolarized backscattered wave
assumption.
2.3. Modified Four-component Decomposition

From the scattering models defined by (2) and (3), the coherency matrix can be decomposed into
four scattering mechanisms. By comparing the measured data with both the sides of (1), we can
derive the helix scattering power and the volume scattering power as shown in (5).
D
E
∗
fc = Im h|(SHH − SV V ) SHV
|i , Pc = 2fc ; fv = 2 |SHV |2 − fc , Pv = 3fv
(5)
where Pv , Pc denote the powers of the volume scattering and the helix scattering, respectively. The
powers of both the components will be used in the following FP reconstruction algorithm.
3. FP INFORMATION RECONSTRUCTION FROM CP MODE
3.1. The π/4 Mode Compact Polarimetry

√
*
The scattering vector of the π/4 mode is given by k π/4 = [SHH + SHV , SV V + SHV ]T / 2. The
covariance matrix of the π/4 mode is given by (6), which can be regarded as the contributions
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of three parts. Under the assumption of reflection symmetry, there is a complete decorrelation
∗ i ≈ hS
∗
between the co-polarization and cross-polarization: hSHH SHV
V V SHV i ≈ 0. Regarding the
third term in (6) as zero, we have an underdetermined system of three equations and four unknown
variables, h|SHH |2 i, h|SHV |2 i, h|SV V |2 i and hSHH SV∗ V i. In order to construct the fully polarimetric
information, the pseudo deterministic trend (4) is used to relate the four unknowns. h|SHV |2 i is
the key to the solution and can be solved by iteration [1, 2].
3.2. Modification of Full Polarimetry Reconstruction Algorithm

In order to accommodate the reconstructed values for more general case and retain more information, it is
¸
¸À
E·
1D
1 1
|SHH |2 SHH SV∗ V
2
Cπ/4
+
|SHV |
1
|SV V |2
2
¸
¿·
¸À
·
∗ ) S
∗
∗
1
2Re(SHH SHV
C11 C12
HH SHV + SHV SV V
+
=
∗ )
2Re(SV V SHV
C22
2
∗
∗
F =Im(SHH SHV + SHV SV V )
1
=
2

¿·

(6)

necessary to consider the reconstruction according to pixels physical scattering mechanisms. From
∗ i} = Im{hS
∗
∗
the third part of (6), we have Im{h(SHH − SV V )SHV
HH SHV + SV V SHV i}, which is
related to the helix scattering component, represented by F . Then, considering the polarization
state extrapolation assumption, after the helix scattering component is added, we propose an improved average relationship based on the modified four-component decomposition. The values of
h|SHV |2 i/(h|SHH |2 i + h|SV V |2 i) and ρ should be calculated for the scattering models defined in (2)
and (3), respectively. Assume that a coherence matrix of FP is decomposed into four components,
and the corresponding powers are Ps , Pd , Pv , and Pc , respectively. In order to acquire the relationship between co-pol and cross-pol channels, the average values of the cross-pol ratio and the
correlation coefficient of the four components are needed, i.e., h|SHV |2 i/(h|SHH |2 i + h|SV V |2 i) =
(1/4 · Pv + 1/2 · Pc )/span and 1 − |ρ| = Pv /span. Then the modified polarization state extrapolation model is derived by the division of the two parts,
D
E
µ
¶
|SHV |2
Pv + 2Pc
1 − |ρ|
D
E D
E=
4
Pv + 2Pc + 2Pd
|SHH |2 + |SV V |2

(7)

We also employ an iterative approach shown in (8) to solve the non-linear system numerically. By
applying the four-component decomposition algorithm with the volume scattering model defined
in (3), we can have a relationship that fv is simply assigned by the evaluated h|SHV |2 i and fc .
Due to the violations of the underlying assumption in iteration, |ρi | (iis the order of iteration) may
become larger than one, or the power of the volume scattering may become negative. In both the
cases, we regularize the approximation results to be the (i − 1)-th iterative results and then halt
the iteration.
− −Initializations :
(
¯
¯
fc(0) = ¯F(0) ¯ = 0
ρ(0) = √CC12C
11 22
 D
E
³
´
1−|ρ(0) |
2
22

|SHV |
= C11 +C


2
3−|ρ(0) |

(0)

r
D
E
D
E


 hS S ∗ i = ρ × (C − |S |2
)(C22 − |SHV |2
)
11
HH V V (0)
HV
(0)
⇒
(0)
(0)


fc(0) = |F(0) | = |Im(C12 − hSHH SV∗ V i(0) )|


D
E



 fv(0) = 2 |SHV |2
− fc(0)
(0)
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− −Iterations :
ρ(i+1)
D

|SHV |2

E
(i+1)

hSHH SV∗ V i(i+1)
fc(i+1)
fv(i+1)

D
E
C12 − |SHV |2
− jF(i)
(i)
= r
D
E
D
E
(C11 − |SHV |2
)(C22 − |SHV |2
)
(i)
(i)
¯
¯¢ ¡
¡
¢
1 − ¯ρ(i+1) ¯ 1 + 4fc (i)/3fv(i)
C11 + C22
¯
¯ ¡
¢
=
2
2 + (1 − ¯ρ(i+1) ¯) 1 + 4fc (i)/3fv(i)
sµ
¶µ
D
E
D
E
2
= ρ(i+1) ×
C11 − |SHV |
C22 − |SHV |2
(i+1)

¯ ³
´¯
¯
¯
= |F(i+1) | = ¯Im C12 − hSHH SV∗ V i(i+1) ¯
D
E
− fc(i+1)
= 2 |SHV |2

¶
(i+1)

(i+1)

Figure 1: Pauli-basis image of the original E-SAR
Oberfaffenhofen FP data.

(a)

(8)

(b)

Figure 2: The helix scattering component reconstructed by the proposed method. The abscissa indicates the original data, whereas the ordinate indicates the reconstructed data.

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The reconstructed fully polarimetric data. On the abscissa are the original data; the ordinate
indicates the reconstructed values. (a) and (c) are the performance of the original FP reconstruction algorithm. (b) and (d) are the performance of the proposed FP reconstruction algorithm. The scatter plots use
all pixels of the Oberpfaffenhofen image.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed fully polarimetric information reconstruction algorithm was applied to the E-SAR
L-band data acquired over the oberfaffenhofen area in Germany. The image size is 1300 × 1200.
Figure 1 is the Pauli–basis image, from which we can see several kinds of terrain types such as
an airport, the urban area, farmlands and forests. The π/4 mode compact polarimetric data are
generated from the original fully polarimetric data. The corresponding reconstructed results of the
original method proposed by Souyris et al. [1], and the results of proposed method are shown in
Figure 3, which shows the whole area scatter plots.
Figures 3(a) and (c) shows the original reconstructed results versus the actual radiometric values,
and Figures 3(b) and (d) shows the modified reconstructed results versus the actual radiometric values. From the comparison of the two reconstruction algorithms, we can find that the reconstructed
results of each channel are similar but the original method is somewhat inferior. Furthermore, the
helix scattering type which is omitted in the original reconstruction algorithm by assuming the
reflection symmetry is retained by the proposed method. Figure 2 demonstrates the reconstructed
helix scattering power versus the actual helix scattering component decomposed by the modified
four-component decomposition algorithm.
5. CONCLUSION

Based on the modified four-component model decomposition, an improved fully polarimetric information reconstruction algorithm has been proposed in this paper. In the proposed reconstruction
method, we considered the case that the reflection symmetry assumption does not hold, and recovered more information than the original fully polarimetric reconstruction method. Another volume
scattering model which is more consistent with the assumption of polarization state was adopted
in the modified four-component decomposition, replacing the original volume scattering models.
Using the decomposed powers of the four components, we modified the assumed relationship between h|SHV |2 i/(h|SHH |2 i + h|SV V |2 i) and |ρ| of compact polarimetry by an average extrapolation
model. In summary, an algorithm which takes account of the non-reflection symmetry condition
was developed for CP reconstruction architecture. The performance of the proposed FP information reconstruction algorithm was demonstrated by its implementations on real POLSAR images.
The experimental results showed that the proposed method is effective.
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Abstract— We present a new method for forest characteristics inversion, based on a surrogate
model derived from a full wave electromagnetic simulator using kriging techniques. To illustrate
the feasibility of this method, we consider a simple configuration for the forest and we use the
polarimetric backscattering coefficients to retrieve both the age of the trunks and the ground
moisture with different frequency bands. The benefit of polarimetry in this retrieval process is
then studied.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the frame of forest observation, e.g., in the purpose of biomass retrieval, simple scattering models
are used to perform inversion. For instance, the Random Volume over Ground (RVoG) model [1]
derived from the work of Treuhaft et al. [2] is widely used to retrieve the mean height of the forest
(see [3, 4]). However, the use of more complex scattering models (such as COSMO in [5]) for
inversion appears to be difficult due to several bottlenecks, such as the high number of descriptive
parameters and the computational cost of the simulation.
In this paper, we propose the combined use of a coherent polarimetric backscattering simulator
and some adaptive metamodeling tools, which have already been used in electromagnetic nondestrucive evaluation (e.g., [6]). We present the metamodeling tools and the surrogate model derived
from the coherent polarimetric backscattering simulator (COSMO). Considering a set of polarimetric backscattering coefficients obtained for a given radar configuration and derived from the
backscattered fields, we address the inverse problem of determining the forest age and the ground
moisture by using the surrogate model. The impact of the radar parameters (frequency, incidence
angle and also with special attention to the number of polarimetric channels) is investigated, namely
to evaluate the accuracy we can expect on the retrieved quantities.
In the numerical study, we consider the case of a French temperate managed forest whose
structure and radar response have already been widely studied in [5] and [7], respectively. For
the illustration of the ability of the metamodeling tools to perform inversion, we propose herein
to focus on a simple description of the forest: only the dielectric trunks standing on a rough and
dielectric surface are considered. This can be seen as a rough, but acceptable approximation at the
frequencies considered.
2. METAMODELING BY KRIGING

The main objective of metamodeling (or surrogate modeling) is to make a cheap-to-evaluate approximation for the response of a given, usually complex numerical simulator. For a formal description,
let us denote the numerical simulation by the so-called forward operator F:
F{x} = yx (t)

x ∈ X, t ∈ T,

(1)

where x is the vector of input variables and the output (response) of the forward operator is a
function of the t parameter. In our case, x = [a, mv ]T is the forest age a and ground moisture mv ,
whereas t = [f, θ]T is the applied frequency and incidence angle in the measurement setup. The
domain X is called the input space, whereas T is the set of all feasible measurement parameters.
A common way of metamodeling is to evaluate the forward operator at certain values of the
input parameters and to use interpolation to approximate the response at any unobserved values. Obviously, both the interpolator and the choice of the points where the forward operator is
evaluated, highly influence the performance of the metamodel. In our study, we use the kriging
technique [8] for interpolation, and the evaluation points are adaptively chosen.
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2.1. Kriging Interpolation

Traditionally, kriging has been used to interpolate scalar functions, however, our forward operator
yields functional data, thus a recent extension —called functional kriging, [9] — is used for this
purpose. Functional kriging models the output data yx (t) by a functional Gaussian random process
Yx (t), and the observations are treated as its samples. Kriging then computes a linear prediction of
the random process based on the set of samples Y1 (t), Y2 (t), . . . , Yn (t) at the points x1 , x2 , . . . , xn
P
as Ŷx (t) = ni=1 λi (x)Yi (t), where the coefficients λi (x) are computed in a closed form based on
the covariance of the modeling process, satisfying the criterion
·³
Z
´2 ¸
h
i
2
s (x) =
E Ŷx (t) − Yx (t)
dt → the smallest, s.t. E Ŷx (t) − Yx (t) = 0, ∀x ∈ X, (2)
T

where s2 (x) is the so-called trace variance and E stands for the expected value operator.
2.2. Adaptive Sampling

The performance of the kriging prediction obviously depends on the choice of the samples. The
sample set should thus be an ideal discrete representation of the forward operator. Since we do
not have any prior information on the behaviour of the latter, an adaptive sampling algorithm
is needed. Our method is based on the step-by-step reduction of the uncertainty of the kriging
prediction. The algorithm — presented in detail in [6] — consists in the following steps:
1. Choose n initial sample points in X and evaluate F there. These points are selected with the
classical sampling method called the full-factorial sampling (i.e., in the nodes of regular grid);
2. Compute the kriging prediction over the input space based on the y1 (t), y2 (t), . . . , yn (t) samples by computing the optimal coefficients λi (x) and substituting the observations of the
modeling process Yi (t) by the corresponding sample yi (t);
3. Find the next sample point as xn+1 = arg max(ŝ2 (x) min kx − xi k). The first factor ŝ2 (x)
x∈X

i=1,...,n

is the variance from (2) predicted with the jackknife variance estimation, referring to the
uncertainty of the prediction. The second factor is the Euclidean distance to the nearest
sample in X, introduced to enforce the balanced filling of X by samples;
4. Add yn+1 (t) = F{xn+1 } to the sample set, and increase n to n + 1;
5. Go to step 2 until n reaches a given value.
2.3. Validation of the Model

In the frame of our studies, the forward operator yields the polarimetric backscattering coefficient,
i.e., F{x} = σpx (f, θ) where p is the polarization channel (either VV, VH or HH). The goal of
the metamodel generation is to find a good approximation of F based on the σpx (f, θ) functional
observations. In our numerical studies, the σpx (f, θ) functions are represented by a finite number of
samples obtained at certain (f, θ) values. For a proper representation, these scalar samples of each
σpx (f, θ) function are also adaptively chosen, i.e., a two-level adaptive sampling strategy is used.
The upper level is the sampling of F, where the observations are the σpx (f, θ) functions, i.e., the
sampling aims at choosing the best x samples. The lower level is responsible for the representation
of a particular σpx (f, θ) function by the optimal choice of the (f, θ) values. Both levels use the same
adaptive sampling algorithm introduced in Section 2.2 but with different objective functions.
To illustrate the efficiency of the two-level adaptive sampling method, we compare the result of
this method with a metamodelq
that was generated with a regular sampling. The mean interpolation
Rf Rθ
error is calculated as εp (x) = ∆f1∆θ f01 θ01 [σ̂px (f, θ) − σpx (f, θ)]2 dθdf . The results are presented
in Fig. 1: the adaptive metamodel seems to outperform the regular one.
3. APPLICATION TO THE RETRIEVAL OF AGE AND GROUND MOISTURE

In this paper, we study the radar backscattering response of the Nezer forest, a pine trees forest,
that has been widely described [7]. Its allometric equations have been derived [10], implying that
we can describe it with a few parameters. Thus, it is now possible to retrieve some descriptive
quantities of the forest using some radar observables. In a previous study [11], we have worked
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Figure 1: Interpolation error ε(x) of the adaptive and the regular metamodel. Both consist in 64 samples in
the input space, and each sample is represented by 64 pairs of (f, θ). The regular model uses 8 × 8 grids in
both levels. The true values are computed on fine grids (involving totally 45200 simulations). (a) Adaptive
metamodel (dots: initial samples, stars: sequentially added samples). (b) Regular metamodel.

with the polarimetric backscattering coefficients, the polarimetric interferometric heights, and the
attenuation for the co-polarizations. In addition, we have simulated a whole forest (ground, trunks
and branches), but for a given age of the forest and a constant gravimetric ground moisture mv only.
In order to illustrate the feasibility of our method, we consider here a simple forest configuration
and we only use the polarimetric backscattering coefficients.
For simplicity, the forest under study is described only by its trunks. These trunks are modeled
as almost vertical dielectric cylinders standing on a dielectric and rough ground. The age (a) of
the trunks varies between 10 and 50 years: each age corresponds to a height h and a diameter d
(in meters). These quantities are derived using the allometric equations presented in [10]: h =
56.618 × d + 0.646 with d = 0.169 × log (a) − 0.257. The moisture of the trunks and the branches
is assumed to be constant and around 0.54, the trees density is assumed also to be constant and
regularly spaced (5 m distance, see [5] for details). As a consequence, two data are required to
describe our scene: the age of the trees and the ground moisture mv , which is assumed to vary
between 0.1 and 0.7. The reference values of the polarimetric backscattering coefficients (σ) are
calculated with COSMO. The inversion is performed with our metamodel (Section 2.2). This
example is simple as we actually need only two parameters to represent our simple forest. However,
it is not expected to be the best case for the illustration of the benefit of polarimetry. Indeed, as
the scatterers types are reduced, the polarimetric variety is weak.
To analyse the performance of inversion, we have selected four representative examples: the age
is either 20 or 40 years and the ground moisture is equal either to 0.25 or 0.55. We present first
error maps and then we comment some of our results.
3.1. Introduction to Error Maps

In Fig. 2, we have plotted four error maps, that represent the errors we obtained both on the
retrieved mv and a using σ. In this example, a = 40 years and mv = 0.25. Radar measurements
between 1 GHz and 2 GHz and incidence angles between 59◦ and 61◦ are assumed. The white stars
indicate for each polarization, the location of the true point (a = 40, mv = 0.25), σ being given for
information. We observe in Fig. 2, that the best polarimetric channel (BPC) is VH (Fig. 2(b)),
but we need the additional information brought both by VV and HH to obtain a better result
(called CPC, for Combined Polarimetric Channels) (Fig. 2(d)). The drawn boxes represents the
boundaries considered for inversion assuming an error of 1 dB. In this example, VH channel allows
to estimate a such as a ∈ [37, 41]. There is an ambiguity on mv and we can only estimate that
mv ∈ {[0.14, 0.41] ∪ [0.48, 0.7]}, that is clearly not satisfying. When combining the full polarimetric
information, the estimation of mv is improved (mv ∈ [0.17, 0.39]).
3.2. A Focus on the Impact of Polarimetry on the Retrieval of a and mv

In this section, we investigate the role of polarimetry in the inversion of the trunks age and the
ground moisture. It is obvious that the scattering mechanisms evolve with the frequency and so do
the polarimetric mechanisms. As a consequence, we do not expect the same benefit of polarimetric
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Figure 2: Illustration of error maps for (a = 40, mv = 0.25), frequency bandwidth=[1000, 2000] MHz and
incidence angle range = [59, 61]◦ . Black area refers to an error less than 1 dB, dark grey one to an error
between 1 dB and 2 dB, and the light grey one between 2 dB and 3 dB. Boxes represent the boundaries we
consider for inversion: VH is classified in this example as the best polarimetric channel.
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Figure 3: Age retrieval for different frequency bands and different polarimetric arrangements. The case
to retrieve is (a = 20, mv = 0.25). For each frequency range, there are two cases: the best polarimetric
channel results (BPC) either VV, HH or HV polarization; the combined polarimetric channels results (CPC)
considering the three polarimetric channels. The bars represent the interval error.

information depending on the frequency range we consider. Therefore, we have defined five cases arranged in three groups: (1) some usual radar configurations [400, 470] MHz (•) and [1230, 1350] MHz
(¤); (2) enlarged low and hight frequency bands [350, 1000] MHz) (♦) and [1000, 2000] MHz (M)
respectively; and finally (3) the whole frequency range, [350, 2000] MHz (*).
3.2.1. Age Retrieval

In Fig. 3, we observe that polarimetric information does not contribute significantly to the inversion
of the age. Error bars are about the same, either when considering the BPC or the CPC. On the
contrary, the frequency range seems crucial: the larger it is, the more accurate is the retrieval of a.
This trend is confirmed by additional results for other a and mv , except that considering the whole
frequency range does not always lead to the best case. However, as illustrated with the frequency
range [1230, 1350] MHz (¤), ambiguities may appear: is a ∈ [13, 15] or a ∈ [19, 24]? Using CPC
allows to suppress this uncertainty and even gives a little more accuracy with a ∈ [19, 23].
3.2.2. Moisture Retrieval

For mv retrieval (Fig. 4(a)), the roles of the frequency ranges and the polarimetry are not the same,
a clear benefit of polarimetry enabling to suppress ambiguities and reducing significantly the error
interval is shown. However, the quality of the inversion is not comparable: in the cases we have
considered it is obviously more difficult to retrieve the ground moisture than the dimensions of the
trunks. The additional results we obtained (see, e.g., Fig. 4(b)) lead us to think that polarimetry
is mandatory when we do not obtain more accurate results with larger frequency range.
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Figure 4: Ground moisture retrieval for different frequency bands and different polarimetric arrangements.
4. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper a new method for forest characteristics inversion. We have considered a simple configuration for the forest, that is not considered as the best one to illustrate the
benefit of polarimetry. We have used the polarimetric backscattering coefficients to retrieve both
the age of the trunks and the ground moisture with different frequency bands. We have produced
error maps, that illustrate the uncertainty we obtain and we have studied some examples. The very
first results we have obtained lead us to conclude that we cannot state that only one polarimetric
channel is sufficient to retrieve correctly our parameters. Actually, it dramatically depends on the
variety of the measured scattering mechanisms. This variety is brought for instance by polarimetry
or by frequency. But even in the case where the frequency range is large enough to provide this
diversity, ambiguities may still remain, that require polarimetry in order to be suppressed.
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Abstract— In the southwest of China, Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been gradually
adopted for forestry monitoring because the cloudy and rainy weather in this area has hindered
the optical remote sensing too much. Polarimetric SAR data contains more information of targets
and has been expected more helpful for forest mapping. In this paper, polarimetric signature
and its temporal variation of deforestation areas caused by snow storm was analyzed using six
polarimetric RADARSAT-2 images and taking Zhazuo area in Guizhou Province as the study
area, and method for deforestation identification based on polarimetric SAR data was studied.
1. INTRODUCTION

Forest conservation and sustainable development is very important to human beings. However, the
area of deforestation and natural loss of forest is about 13 million hectares per year at the global
level in the last decade. China is one of the five most forest-rich countries in the world and forest
mapping and protection has remained an important task. Dense forest distributes in southwest
China where the weather condition is usually poor, with the annual clear days less than 50–100
days. Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) can be used for forest monitoring because of
its all weather capabilities.
In the mid of 1990s, the Global Rain Forest Mapping (GRFM) project and Global Boreal
Forest Mapping (GBFM) project were initiated and demonstrated the ability of L-band SAR data
for forest mapping and monitoring [1]. Then, in order to map forest deforestation and improve
forest monitoring results multi-temporal SAR data was adopted [2, 3]. Almeida-Filho et al. [4]
concluded that only HH polarization data could not unambiguously identify areas in initial stage
of deforestation. Tanase et al. [5] pointed out that C- and L-band cross polarization was better
for burn severity evaluation in the Mediterranean environment. Polarimetric SAR data contains
more information of targets and is expected more helpful for deforestation mapping. With the
launch of RADARSAT-2 satellite, the polarimetric RADARSAT-2 data will be a promising tool
for deforestation inventory under cloudy and rainy weather conditions. In this paper, polarimetric
signature and its temporal variation of deforestation area caused by snow storm was analyzed
using six polarimetric RADARSAT-2 images, and method for deforestation identification based on
polarimetric SAR data was studied.
2. TEST SITE AND DATA SOURCES

Guizhou province was located in southwest of China, of Karst landform, mountainous and with less
than 50 clear days per year. Zhazuo area is a representative of this province and is selected as the
test site in our study. The climate of this region is mid-subtropical rainy and humid climate, with
distinct seasonal variations, which is favorable to the growth of forest. The test site is covered with
dense forests which are mainly coniferous forests. In early 2008, a severe snow storm not happened
for last 50 years swept south China, and caused great damages to forest ecosystem in 18 provinces
of China. Field investigations were carried out, and position and extent of deforestation area in
the test site were surveyed. From November 2008 to October 2009, six RADARSAT-2 polarimetric
SAR images were acquired respectively on November 4, 2008, February 8, 2009, July 26, 2009,
August 19, 2009, September 12, 2009, and October 6, 2009, with the support of the Science and
Operational Applications Research for RADARSAT-2 Program (SOAR).
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3. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, the Polarimetric Workstation (PWS) [6] was used to extract backscattering coefficient,
polarimetric signature, and Cloude’s parameters, entropy (H), anisotropy (A), α and β from each
RADARSAT-2 image, and then the temporal variations were analyzed using the six polarimetric
RADARSAT-2 images.
Polarimetric signature analysis is a general approach to visualize the signature of target as a
function of the incident and backscattered polarizations, which is helpful to analyze backscattering
mechanism of target. The pedestal height is related to the degree of polarization of a scattered
wave, and also is a measure of the number of scattering mechanism types [7].
Cloude and Pottier [8] introduced several secondary polarimetric parameters, entropy (H),
Anisotropy (A), α and β to describe target’s scattering mechanism. A is a parameter complementary to entropy H and measures the relative importance of the second and third eigenvalues.
α is closely related to physical scattering mechanism, determining the type of scattering.
The objective of polarimetric target decomposition is to make the scattering analysis of complex
target change to the analysis of simpler scattering mechanisms and their contributions. FreemanDurden decomposition is a kind of incoherent decomposition, and decomposes the total scattering
into volume scattering, double-bounce scattering and surface scattering component [9]. In this
paper, Freeman-Durden decomposition was ultimately used for deforeation identification.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Temporal Variation of Backscattering Coefficient of Forest and Deforestation Area

Temporal variation of backscattering coefficient of deforestation caused by snow storm is similar to
normal forest, yet the backscattering coefficient of deforestation area is generally lower than that
of forest. For deforestation area, the HV polarization backscattering is much lower than HH and
V V polarizations, and the difference between HV and HH, V V polarizations is larger than normal
forest, indicating less volume scattering from deforestation area.
4.2. Polarization Signature and Temporal Variation

Polarimetric signatures of normal forest and deforestation area extracted from RADARSAT-2 images on February 8, 2009 are shown in Figure 1. The pedestal height of forest is 0.63 in co-polarized
signature and 0.53 in cross-polarized signature, indicating that there are several scattering mechanisms, and analysis based on H-α plot indicates that the scattering mechanisms from forest generally include volume scattering, rough surface scattering, and multi-scattering between canopy,
trunk and the ground. Besides, the cross-polarized signature of damaged forest and normal forest
also has no significant difference, but the co-polarized signature of damaged forest is different with
that of normal forest. There are low values from orientation angle from ψ = 45◦ to 135◦ , probably
because the dihedral scattering formed by the sparse trees and the ground is more strong for deforestation area while for normal forest less C-band microwave can penetrate the canopy and then
form dihedral scattering.

Figure 1: Polarimetric signatures of normal forest and deforestation area extracted from RADARSAT-2
image acquired on February 8, 2009.
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Then, temporal variation of polarimetric parameters were extracted and analyzed using the six
polarimetric RADARSAT-2 images. The temporal variations of A and α for normal forest and
forest damaged by snow are shown in Figure 2. The average entropy value H of normal forest and
deforestation area is generally larger than 0.8, especially entropy of deforestation area damaged
by snow storm is all higher than 0.9. The higher the anisotropy is, the larger the difference of
the contribution between the second and third eigenvectors is. The anisotropy value A of normal
forest is generally lower than that of deforestation area caused by snow storm, because for forest
volume scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism and the difference between the second
and the third principal scattering mechanism is little. For deforestation area, the anisotropy is
generally higher than that of normal forest, because the second and the third principal scattering
mechanism for normal and damaged forest both is rough surface scattering and multi-scattering,
but in deforestation area contribution of rough surface scattering is much larger than that of normal
forest area. Besides, in summer the difference of anisotropy between normal and damaged forest is
small, and in autumn and winter, the difference is large. Temporal variation of α of normal forest
and deforestation area caused by snow storm is similar, with range of 40–50◦ , and the α value
of forest damaged by snow storm is generally higher than that of normal forest, because dihedral
scattering formed by the erect trees, shrubs and the beneath ground is easier to appear. While for
normal forest, dihedral scattering is hard to happen because of the weaker penetrating capability
of C-band microwave.
4.3. Deforestation Identification Based on Polarimetric Decompositon

Figure 3 shows the Pauli and Freeman-Durden decomposition result for deforestation areas using
RADARSAT-2 image on February 8, 2009. In the Pauli decomposition composite image, deforestation area damaged by snow is not obvious, yet in the Freeman-Durden decomposition composite
image, deforestation area takes on bright blue due to the high surface scattering. According to
Freeman-Durden decomposition results, the double-bounce scattering, volume scattering and surface scattering are calculated and the results are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that for normal forest and deforestation area, volume scattering both is the dominant scattering mechanism,
but surface scattering of deforestation area is −2.12 dB, much higher than that of normal forest,
−20.32 dB, due to the presence of shrubs and grasses beneath the trees. For normal forest and
deforestation area the double-bounce scattering both is moderate, with deforestation area a little
higher than normal forest.
Table 1: Statistics of the three component scattering using the Freeman-Durden decomposition.

Normal forest
Forest damaged by snow

(a)

Double-bounce
scattering
−20.7 dB
−20.6 dB

Volum
scattering
0.34 dB
−0.33 dB

Surface
scattering
−20.32 dB
−2.12 dB

(b)

Figure 2: Temporal variation of polarimetric parameters, (a) represents A, and (b) represents α.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Deforestation identification based on Pauli and Freeman-Durden decomposition using
RADARSAT-2 data on February 8, 2009, (a) is the Pauli decomposition composite image, and (b) is the
Freeman-Durden decomposition composite image and the two arrows indicate the deforestation area damaged
by snow storm.
5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, polarimetric signature and its temporal variation of deforestation areas caused by
snow storm was analyzed using six polarimetric RADARSAT-2 images and taking Zhazuo area
in Guizhou Province as the study area, and method for deforestation identification based on polarimetric SAR data was studied. Backscattering coefficient of forest damaged by snow storm is
significantly lower than that of forest not damaged, and the HV polarization backscattering of deforestation area is much lower, indicating much less volume scattering. And, the temporal variation
of polarimetric parameters H, A and α value of forest damaged by snow storm is generally higher
than that of normal forest. Freeman decomposition was proved more suitable for identification of
deforestation area, because surface scattering of forest damaged by snow storm is higher than that
of normal forest.
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Abstract— Rice is one of the three largest food grains in the world, providing food for more
than one third of globe population. Researches on rice monitoring are of great significance and
attract more attention of radar remote sensing communities. In this study, the Touzi target
decomposition was investigated for rice monitoring. The results showed that the parameters of
Touzi decomposition were sensitive to rice fields, especially the dominant symmetric scattering
type amplitude. In addition, the dominant symmetric scattering type phase was the most sensitive
to rice growth change and was very promising for rice monitoring.
1. INTRODUCTION

Rice is one of the three largest food grains in the world, providing food for more than one third
of globe population. China is the largest rice producer with rough production of 193 million tons
annually. Guizhou province is an important rice growing area in the southwest of China. However,
due to its perennial cloud-coverage weather and undulating terrain, rice monitoring with remote
sensing has great difficulties in this region. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), with its all-weather,
day-night imaging and high repeat coverage, has been proved to be a significant data source in rice
monitoring [1–4]. With the emergence of full polarimetric SAR data and advanced methods for
information extraction, monitoring rice in this region is more promising.
The Touzi target decomposition is a new method, which has been introduced for a roll and unique
incoherent of target scattering [5]. It has been shown to be very promising in some applications, such
as wetlands characterization [6, 7], forests discrimination [8] and ship identification [9]. However,
researches on the Touzi decomposition’s application in rice monitoring are really rare and still need
further study. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the Touzi decomposition for rice monitoring
and propose some parameters which are promising for rice identification and monitoring.
2. TEST SITE AND DATA SOURCE

The test site is located in Zhazuo, Guizhou, southwest China (26◦ 50’40.64”N, 106◦ 38’12.97”E),
with an area of 93 km2 . This region is in the central of the highland, with the highest elevation
1607 m, lowest 900 m and relative relief 250–400 m. Paddy fields mainly distribute in the bottom of
river valley and lowland among hills, with irregular shapes and great different sizes. The climate
of this region is warm and humid, which is favorable for the growth of rice. There is one rice crop
a year, from early May to early October. During this period, almost all farmlands in the test site
are used for paddy rice cultivation.
Four Fine Quad-polarization RADARSAT-2 data were acquired in 2009, corresponding to the
beginning of heading, milky, maturity stage and harvest, and the details were showed in Table 1. In
addition, ground campaign was conducted from August 19 to 21 in 2009. Eight paddy fields were
selected as the sample sites in this study, with the average size of about 200,000 m2 . Crop calendar,
phonological stage, variety, size and irrigation conditions were collected in each field. In addition,
some sample sites, covering forest, urban and water, were select in the test site. All sample sites
were geo-referenced using Global Positioning System (GPS).
3. METHODOLOGY

The Touzi decomposition is based on the characteristic decomposition of the coherency matrix [T ].
For a reciprocal target, the coherency matrix [T ] can be decomposed as follows [5, 7]
X
[T ] =
λi [T ]i
(1)
i=1,3
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Table 1: The details of polarimetric RADARSAT-2 data acquired in 2009.
Acquisition
Time
(mm-dd-yyyy)
07-26-2009
08-19-2009
09-12-2009
10-06-2009

Beam
Look
Mode Direction
FQa 21
FQ21
FQ21
FQ21

Right
Right
Right
Right

Incidence
Incidence
Resolution (m)
Product
Angle
Angle
Range Azimuth
(Near Range) (Far Range)

Pass
Descending
Descending
Descending
Descending

40.18◦
40.18◦
40.18◦
40.17◦

41.60◦
41.60◦
41.60◦
41.60◦

SLC
SLC
SLC
SLC

12
12
12
12

8
8
8
8

a: FQ = Fine Quad-polarization.

In (1), [T ]i represents the coherency matrix of each single scatter and λi denotes the contribution
of the corresponding scatter. [T ]i can be expressed as function of the target vector ~ki as follows
[T ]i = ~ki · ~ki∗t

(2)

where ∗t denotes the conjugate transpose. The three target vector ~ki (i = 1, 3) denotes, in fact,
the three eigenvectors of the coherency matrix [T ].
The Touzi decomposition uses the roll-invariant coherent scattering model for the parameterization of the target vectors of ~ki . The Touzi scattering vector [5] model is used as the basis of unique
and roll-invariant coherent target scattering decomposition. It is derived using the projection of
the Kennaugh-Huynen scattering matrix con-diagonalization into Pauli basis, which offers a more
convenient way for scattering representation [7]. It is applied to each single-look pixel scattering
[S] matrix. [S] is con-diagnoalized and represented in terms of scattering vector model parameters αs , Φαs ψ, τ and m. These parameters, which do not depend on the wave polarization basis,
are target characteristics and permit a unique and roll-invariant decomposition of coherent target
scattering. The roll-invariant coherent target decomposition provides an unambiguous description
of the symmetric target scattering using the complex scattering type parameters αs and Φαs . The
helicity τ permits the measurement of the degree of target scattering symmetry. The combination
of τ , the maximum amplitude m and the orientation angle ψ leads to a full characterization of the
maximum target return. In addition to the aforesaid five parameters, the normalized eigenvalue λi
(λi = ηi /(η1 + η2 + η3 ), ηi (i = 1, 3)) represents the eigenvalue of [T ] that measures the relative energy carried by each single scatter is taken into account. Thus, each target vector ~ki is represented
in terms of roll-invariant target scattering parameters as follows [5]
~ki = (λi , mi , ψi , τi , αsi , Φα )
si

(3)

Based on the polarimetric SAR data, Touzi and Cloude-Pottier decompositions were conducted
using Polarimetric Workstation (PWS). Main parameters of the decompositions were obtained.
And all the SAR parameter images derived from polarimetric decompositions were converted from
slant to ground range, followed by an ortho-rectification. Then based on the ground data, rice fields
were located on the images and various polarimetric parameters of rice were extracted. Figure 1
shows the flowchart of SAR data processing and all the parameters acquired.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By comparison the parameters aforementioned, it was found that the Touzi decomposition was more
sensitive to rice than Cloude-Pottier decomposition, especially Dominant symmetric scattering type
amplitude αs1 . Figure 2 showed the images of Touzi-αs1 and Cloude average scattering angle α.
Rice fields on the image of Touzi-αs1 are much more clearly than that on the Cloude-α.
In addition, the parameters of Touzi decomposition are more sensitive to changes with rice
growth. Their variations of with rice growth were displayed in Figure 3. It can be seen that Φαs1
and αs1 decreased gradually with the growth of rice, showing more regularity. Φαs1 is the most
sensitive parameters to rice growth. It decreased more than 32 degree from the heading stage to
rice harvest and the variation showed a similar linear correlation with rice growth. As the period
that from heading to harvest is a crucial stage for rice yield, Φαs1 maybe an important parameter
for rice yield estimation. Moreover, τ2 and ψ1 are also sensitive to rice growth, however, their
variations are more random and the ranges of variation are both less than ±1.5 degrees.
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Figure 1: The flowchart of SAR data processing.

Dominant symmetric scattering type amplitude

Cloude-alpha

Figure 2: Rice fields on the images of Dominant symmetric scattering type amplitude and Cloude-alpha.
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Figure 3: The variations of Touzi parameters with rice growth. (left) The values of Alphas1 and Phis1 are
belong to the main axis; (right) other parameters’ values are according to the secondary axis. The unit of
all angles is degree.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a multi-temporal Radarsat-2 polarimetric data set of a rice growing region in China
was used to evaluate the Touzi decomposition for rice monitoring. The initial results showed
that the Touzi decomposition were promising in rice identification and monitoring. The dominant
symmetric scattering type amplitude was more sensitive to rice information. And the dominant
symmetric scattering type phase is the most sensitive parameter to rice growth changes. In future,
a controlled experiment with detailed ground truth on the distribution of plant biomass and water
content in the rice canopy will be conducted to further develop the use of the Touzi decomposition
for rice monitoring.
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel dual-band circularly polarized CPW-fed circular slot
antenna with two open-ground rings. The proposed antenna is constructed with two openedground rings facing in opposite directions and embedded in the circular slot and the enhanced
feed strip of CPW. By way of adjusting the relevant parameters, we can obtain the dualband
at 1.57 GHz and 2.46 GHz individually. A smaller frequency ratio of 1.56 is presented. The
measured 10 dB return loss impedance bandwidth are 380 MHz (24.68%) for 1.57 GHz band and
210 MHz (8.33%) for 2.46 GHz band. The measured 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth for 1.57 GHz and
2.46 GHz bands are 1338% and 8.%, the polarization of radiation patterns are RHCP and LHCP
for each band and the antenna gain are 3.72 and 3.21 dBic respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, coplanar waveguide (CPW) slot antenna has received considerable attention owing to its
preferable characteristics, such as easy fabrication, low profile and wide bandwidths. In practice,
several types of circularly polarized CPW-fed slot antenna have been developed [1–8]. The dualband
CP operations can be realized by taking an inverted-L slit [1] or two spiral slots [2] in the ground
plane. Various configurations include the band-notch antenna [3], the dual-monopole antenna [4–6],
and the annular ring slot antenna [7]. Recently, the CPW-fed annular-ring slot antenna and with
a pair of inverted-L grounded strips was proposed [7, 8]. In this paper, the improved CPW-fed
circular slot antenna embedded with two open-ground rings is designed for achieving dual-band
and circular polarizations Both simulated and experimental results show the performance of the
proposed antenna. It can be applied to WLAN and GPS systems.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

In Fig. 1, the proposed slot antenna is implemented on a commercial substrate. The ground plane
under the substrate is square shape and dimension is W × L = 70 × 70 mm2 . The 50 Ω microstrip
feed-line is excited with a SMA connector. The FR4 substrate with thickness 0.8 mm and relative
permittivity 4.4 is used. The detail dimensions in Fig. 1(b) are R0 = 20.0 mm, Lt = 10.0 mm, Wt =
4.2 mm, Gt = 0.3 mm, r1 = r2 = 13.0 mm, s1 = s2 = 2.0 mm, g1 = g2 = 2.0 mm d1 = 3.86 mm,
d2 = 5.14 mm and θ1 = 57.0◦ , θ2 = 63.5◦ .
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Figure 1: (a) Structure of the proposed antenna. (b) Geometry perspective of the proposed antenna.
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3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The spectrums and radiation patterns are simulated by using commercial software of Ansoft
HFSS [9] The return loss spectrums of the proposed antenna are shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that the simulated and measured results of frequency responses are in good agreement. In
measurement, while the reflection coefficient is smaller than -10dB, the frequency responses cover
two bands, from 1.35 to 1.73 GHz (bandwidth = 380 MHz, 24.68%) and from 2.32 to 2.53 GHz
(bandwidth = 210 MHz, 8.32%). Fig. 3 illustrates the axial ratio spectrums. The measured AR
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Figure 2: Return loss spectrums.
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Figure 3: AR Spectrum. (a) 1.57 GHz, (b) 2.46 GHz.
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Figure 4: Simulated vector current distributions at 1.57 GHz. (a) 0 degree, (b) 45 degree, (c) 90 degree.
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Figure 5: Simulated vector current distributions at 2.46 GHz. (a) 0 degree, (b) 45 degree, (c) 90 degree.
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Figure 6: Radiation patterns. (a) x-z plane at 1.57 GHz, (b) y-z plane at 1.57 GHz, (c) x-z plane at 2.46 GHz,
(d) y-z plane at 2.46 GHz.

bandwidths are 1338% (from 1.45 to 1.66 GHz) and 8.0% (from 2.391 to 2.59 GHz) for each band.
CP characteristics are observed. The frequency ratio is 1.56 (1.57 GHz/2.46 GHz).
Both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 exhibit the vector current distributions of the proposed antenna. They
provide a physical insight on the CP of the antenna. The enhanced feed lines are excited with
concentrating current distributions to induce the two opened-ground rings. Fig. 4 (a) shows that
the right opened-ground ring is induced with left-band circularly polarized (LHCP) at 0◦ phase at
first, and then the left opened-ground ring is expressed with RHCP at 45 and 90◦ phases in Figs. 4(b)
and (c). Thus the 1.57 GHz band generates RHCP radiations mainly in the +z directions. Figs. 5(a)
to (c) present that the left opened-ground rings are induced with LHCP at 0◦ , 45 and 90◦ phases,
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Figure 7: Measured antenna gains.

the 2.46 GHz band provide LHCP radiations in the +z directions.
In field analyses, Figs. 6(a) to (d) show the measured and simulated two-cut (x-z plane and y-z
plane) radiation patterns at 1.57 GHz and 2.46 GHz, respectively. Both the measured and simulated
radiation patterns are in good agreement. Since the planar antenna is a bidirectional radiator thus
both sides of the antenna are opposite polarizations. Noted that the maximum fields tilt with −15◦
to the +z directions at 2.46 GHz band In Fig. 7, the measured antenna gains deliver 2.2 ∼ 3.72 dBic
for 1.57 GHz band, and have approximately 3.21 dBic for 2.46 GHz band.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A novel dual-band circularly polarized CPW-fed circular slot antenna with two open-ground rings
is designed and measured The two open-ground rings induce the performance of CP and wide AR
bandwidth. The measured impedance and axial ratio bandwidths are 24.68% and 8.32% for the
1.57 GHz band, and 1338% and 8.0% for the 2.46 GHz band. The smaller 1.56 frequency ratio is
obtained. The directional patterns with 3.72 dBic and 3.21 dBic peak power gains are obtained
for 1.57 GHz and 2.46 GHz bands. The CP radiation patterns deliver RHCP and LHCP in the
+z direction for 1.57 GHz and 2.46 GHz bands For applications, the frequency responses of the
proposed antenna are covered in the operation bands of WLAN and GPS bands.
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Abstract— A novel, compact dual-band monopole antenna for WLAN and WiMAX applications is proposed in this paper. This antenna with a key-like slot is fabricated using a 0.8 mm-thick
FR4 substrate, which only occupies a small area of 8(L) × 8(W ) mm2 to be easily embedded inside a portable device as an internal antenna. By properly designing the key-like slot etched on
the radiator, two operating frequency bands covering 2.39–2.51 GHz and 4.57–5.99 GHz can be
achieved with our antenna. The resonant properties of the antenna are also tunable while various
lengths and widths of the slot are adopted. Nearly omnidirectional coverage with stable receiving
performance for actual applications can be obtained due to the antenna. Simulated and measured
results are performed and analyzed. With a compact size, the proposed monopole antenna may
well work as an internal antenna in a portable device for WLAN/WiMAX operations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, increasing demands such as compact size and multi-mode operation in antenna design for
wireless communication have attracted high attention Many promising antennas to meet wireless
local area network (WLAN: 2.4–2.483 GHz, 5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.85 GHz) and worldwide
interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX: 5.25–5.85 GHz) operations have been studied in [1–
8]. Several planar printed antennas using a wide-slot structure to achieve a wideband property for
WLAN/WiMAX applications were discussed in [1, 2]. To serve more communication systems, some
multiband antenna designs with open or symmetric slots have been presented in [3–8]. These
antenna designs, however, can not be integrated within a portable device as an internal antenna
due to their sizes. To this end, we propose a compact dual-band monopole antenna suitable for
WLAN and WiMAX operations. By etching a key-like slot on the radiator, two resonant modes
to operate at 2.4/5 GHz can be obtained in our antenna. For practical receiving application, the
proposed antenna with a small size of 8(L) × 8(W ) mm2 can realize better radiation performance
by tuning the length and width of the slot Details of the antenna design are described in Section 2,
and a fabricated prototype of the antenna is constructed and experimentally studied in Section 3.
Finally, this paper will be concluded with a brief summary in Section 4.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1(a) depicts the whole geometry with detailed design parameters of the proposed dual-band
monopole antenna, which is fabricated on a 0.8 mm-thick FR substrate with dielectric constant
εr = 4.4 and loss tangent tan δ = 0.02. The overall dimension of the antenna is merely about 8(L)×
8(W ) mm2 to be easily embedded inside a portable device as an internal antenna. A constructed
prototype of the proposed antenna for measurements is indicated in Fig. 1(b). In this study, a keylike slot is etched on the surface of the antenna to create two resonant modes for achieving 2.4/5 GHz
operating bands It is obvious that a longer meander strip on the top of the antenna is working for
the lower band, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Different from conventional monopole antennas based on a
multi-branch structure, the upper band of the antenna can be attained through an electromagnetic
coupling. Figs. 2(b) and (c) respectively simulate the current distributions at 5.2 GHz and 5.8 GHz
to observe the antenna resonance. We can find that the energy can be coupled from the feed point
to the longer meander strip, so a wide bandwidth for upper band operation can be acquired in our
design. By using such a coupling structure, the antenna size can be reduced as well. Moreover,
both the length and width of the slot can be flexibly adjusted to control the coupling between the
meander strip and the slot. Consequently, the effects about frequency shift caused by the antenna
adjacent to the casing can be properly tackled. An electromagnetic software package, HFSS, has
been used to construct the antenna model, whose electrical features and radiation performance are
thoroughly analyzed as well. The design parameters optimized for the proposed antenna have been
determined with L = 30 mm, L1 = 8 mm, L2 = 5 mm, L3 = 2 mm, L4 = 1.6 mm, L5 = 0.4 mm,
L6 = 4.6 mm, W = 35 mm, W1 = 18 mm, W2 = 8 mm, W3 = 17 mm, W4 = 0.4 mm, W5 = 2.6 mm,
W6 = 0.4 mm, W7 = 0.4 mm, and W8 = 0.8 mm.
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(a) antenna geometry

(b) photo of the fabricated antenna

Figure 1: The proposed compact dual-band monopole antenna (L = 30 mm, L1 = 8 mm, L2 = 5 mm,
L3 = 2 mm, L4 = 1.6 mm, L5 = 0.4 mm, L6 = 4.6 mm, W = 35 mm, W1 = 18 mm, W2 = 8 mm, W3 = 17 mm,
W4 = 0.4 mm, W5 = 2.6 mm, W6 = 0.4 mm, W7 = 0.4 mm, and W8 = 0.8 mm).

(a) 2.45 GHz

(b) 5.2 GHz

(c) 5.8 GHz

Figure 2: Simulated current distributions against three resonant frequencies of the proposed antenna.
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Figure 3: Simulated and measured return losses of the proposed antenna.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna was implemented and tested. The antenna performance was examined by using a vector network analyzer (Agilent 8362B). Fig. 3 illustrates the
simulated and measured return losses against the frequency of the antenna. Fairly good agreement
in the lower band has been achieved. A small difference in the upper band is mainly attributed to
fabrication inaccuracy. According to 10 dB return loss, two measured impedance bandwidths have
been determined to be about 2.39–2.51 GHz and 4.57–5.99 GHz, corresponding to 4.9% and 26.9%,
respectively. It is noted that the WLAN of 2.4–2.483 GHz, 5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.85 GHz as
well as WiNAX of 5.25–5.85 GHz can be satisfactorily covered. In this work, a suitable gap between the antenna and the ground plane is also critical for achieving better antenna performance.
Fig. 4(a) reveals the simulated return losses with different gaps of the antenna. It is clear that good
antenna performance can be received when the gap is larger than 0.5 mm.
On the other hand, several possible ground lengths for practical application of the antenna
are simulated and compared in Fig. 4(b). Owing to the proposed antenna based on a monopole
structure, it may work with stable performance if the ground length is longer than 7 mm. The
measured far-field radiation patterns in the xz, yz and xy planes at 2.45 GHz, 5.2 GHz and 5.8 GHz
for the antenna are given in Fig. 5. Nearly good omnidirectional patterns in the xy plane have
been received across these three frequencies. Fig. 6 exhibits the measured peak gains and radiation
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Figure 4: Simulated return losses with various gaps and ground lengths of the proposed antenna.
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Figure 5: Measured radiation patterns at three definite frequencies of the proposed antnena.
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Figure 6: Measured peak gain and radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna.

efficiencies of the antenna. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the antenna gain varies from 1.55 to 2.04 dBi and
the radiation efficiency is larger than 45% for the lower band. Referring to the upper band results
shown in Fig. 6(b), the antenna can radiate with a gain range of 3.15–5.6 dBi and its efficiency
is better than 60%. Good communication quality for WLAN/WiMAX operations can be thus
acquired due to the proposed antenna.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A compact printed monopole antenna for WLAN and WiMAX operations has been presented and
studied in this paper. It simply uses a key-like slot etched on the radiator to achieve good dualband property, in which the upper band is designed using an electromagnetic coupling. As for
actual application, the antenna may tune its resonant properties to overcome the effects due to
the antenna adjacent to the casing. Experimental results show that good omnidirectional coverage
with stable gain variation can be achieved with our antenna design. For these reasons, the proposed
planar dual-band monopole antenna with a small size will be a promising solution in a portable
device as an internal antenna for WLAN/WiMAX applications.
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Synthesizing a High Gain Planar Array Antenna for Volume
Scanning Arrays
Fikret Tokan and Filiz Güneş
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Abstract— In this work, a rectangular planar array antenna which can scan 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦ region

in φ = 0◦ principal plane is synthesized to be used in volume scanning radars. Radiation patterns
of each linear array constituting the rectangular planar array are steered to the determined
directions in order to generate a super positioned 60◦ width radiation pattern. In this process,
rectangular patch antennas are utilized in each of these linear antenna arrays. The radiation
pattern designed for volume scanning in the desired region is verified by using FEKO, full-wave
simulation software.
1. INTRODUCTION

In literature, Fourier transformation [1], Woodward-Lawson [2, 3] or Dolph-Chebyshev [4] analytical
methods are extensively used in case radiation pattern distribution is demanded for a whole visible
region. In our work, by utilizing Dolph-Chebyshev, a narrow main-beam and low side lobe level
(SLL) synthesis method, we obtained low SLL radiation patterns of each linear arrays steered to
the determined directions that constitutes the rectangular planar array, thus, a super positioned
60◦ width radiation pattern is generated.
The antenna array geometry we considered in this work is a planar array antenna formed in
rectangular lattice as given in Fig. 1. As it is highlighted in Fig. 1, the patch antennas are symmetrically oriented along both x-axis and y-axis with an inter-element spacing of half-wavelength
between the array elements.
As known a 3-D shaped array antenna pattern can be factorized as array factor and radiation
pattern of a single element in case the array elements are identical and mutual coupling effects
between these array elements are neglected. The array factor AF (θ, φ) can be defined as follows [5]:
AF (θ) = 2

Ny Nx
X
X

·µ
Amn cos

m=1 n=1

2n − 1
2

¶

¸
(kdx sin θ + βmx )

βmx = −kdx sin θmo

Figure 1: A rectangular planar patch antenna array.

(1)
(2)
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where, Amn is the excitation amplitude of the mnth element and βmx is the excitation phase of
the mth element in the xth column of the planar array. Thus, the synthesis procedure given by (1)
is reduced to determining the main beam direction of each sub-arrays θmo to achieve the overall
radiation pattern demand. Here, Dolph-Chebyshev method is selected to design linear sub-arrays.
The radiation pattern designed for volume scanning in the desired region is verified by using the
full-wave simulation software FEKO.
2. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In this section we have synthesized two rectangular planar arrays formed by different number of
antennas to achieve a flat top 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦ region in φ = 0◦ principal plane to be used in volume
scanning radars. We have utilized Dolph-Chebyshev synthesis method to obtain low SLL radiation
patterns of each linear arrays steered to the determined directions that form the rectangular planar
array, thus, super positioned 60◦ width radiation patterns are generated.
In the first design example 4 sub-arrays located in x-plane, each including 10 rectangular patch
antennas are considered. The microstrip antennas are designed using a substrate (RT/duroid
5880) with dielectric constant of 2.2, h = 1.58 mm. W , L of the antennas are 10.136 mm and
8.18 respectively, so as to resonate at 11.7 GHz. The main beams of sub-arrays are steered to
7◦ , 22◦ , 37◦ and 47◦ respectively to cover all the desired 60o width region. The maximum SLL
(MSLL) of each radiation pattern is adjusted as −40 dB using the appropriate Dolph-Chebyshev
excitation amplitudes. These excitation amplitudes are given in Table 1. Besides, the radiation
patterns of each sub-array are given in Fig. 2. The excitation phases of each antenna of the
symmetrical configurationally rectangular array are also given in Table 2.
Table 1: Dolph-Chebyshev excitation amplitudes of 40 element planar antenna.
Each Sub-Array

An (A)

1.000

0.878

0.669

0.430

0.257

Table 2: The excitation phases of each antenna in the 40 element planar array.
Excitation
Phases of
Each
Sub-Array

θmax1 = 7◦
θmax2 = 22◦
θmax3 = 37◦
θmax4 = 47◦

−10.96
−33.71
−54.16
−65.82

−32.90
−101.14
−162.49
−197.46

−54.84
−168.57
−270.81
−329.1

−76.77
−236
−19.14
−100.75

−98.71
−303.43
−127.47
−232.39

Table 3: Dolph-Chebyshev excitation amplitudes of 120 element planar antenna.
Each
Sub-Array

An (A)

1.000

0.958

0.880

0.772

0.646

0.512

0.381

0.264

0.166

0.118

0
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Figure 2: The radiation patterns of each sub-array obtained using the excitation amplitudes given in Table 1.
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Figure 3: The initial radiation patterns of each sub-array obtained using the excitation amplitudes given in
Table 3.
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Figure 4: The FEKO simulations of the 40 element and 120 element planar arrays.

In order to state the effects of the number of antennas in a sub-array and the number of antennas
in the planar array we have also designed a 120 element rectangular array which is formed by 6
sub-arrays located in x-axis each including 20 rectangular patches. The main beams of sub-arrays
are steered to 5◦ , 15◦ , 25◦ , 35◦ , 45◦ and 55◦ respectively. The MSLL is also adjusted as −40 dB
using appropriate excitation amplitudes. The excitation amplitudes are given in Table 3. The
radiation patterns of each sub-array steered to the determined directions are also given in Fig. 3.
The FEKO electromagnetic simulation software is utilized to obtain results of the total radiation
patterns of the sub-arrays having 40 and 120 microstrip elements as given in Fig. 4. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that, the increase in the number of sub-arrays and the number of antennas in each-sub array
resulted in a better harmony with the desired radiation pattern. It can be concluded that when
the number of antennas in the array increases, the resulted radiation pattern will approach to the
exact desired pattern.
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Design and Construction of UWB Antennas
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Abstract— We present design results of two cases of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) quasi circular
patch antennas, one with coplanar feeding (CPW) and the other one with microstrip feeding.
Both antennas are an evolution from a circular patch structure softening the edges to improve the
antenna performance, agreeing with the theory proposed Kraus. After the evolution there were
improvements concerning reflection coefficient and number of resonant frequencies throughout
the operating bandwidth. The operational frequency range is from 500 MHz to 15 GHz using a
design frequency of 4.5 GHz. The antenna feeding impedance is proposed to be 50 ohms. The
antennas with the best simulation response are constructed to test the practical performance of
experiment.
1. INTRODUCTION

The technique to increase the bandwidth (BW) of circular antenna was proposed by Kraus in
1988 [1], by smoothing the transition between feed line and the antenna; this technique is easily
applied to patch antennas with microstrip or coplanar feeding; radiator patch and ground plane
can provide an almost constant input impedance over wide bandwidths
Radiating elements patches of printed antennas have a variety of forms, as triangular, rectangular, square, elliptical, circular, among others [2, 3]. However, it has been found that circular
structures have smaller dimensions related with the operation frequency [4], Moreover, the circular
structure offers another important advantage: the only control variable for the structure design is
the patch radius, that is the reason circular or disk antennas are very popular and widely used
nowadays.
Recently some techniques have been developed to improve BW of circular planar antenna, as
introducing a slot into the circular patch, adding new resonant frequencies. We propose in this paper
a smooth transition between the circular planar antenna and the ground plane and the microstrip
feeding, as was originally established by Kraus in histheoretical volcano smoke antenna [1]. We
start with the design of a circular patch antenna working in a frequency of 4.5 GHz.
2. GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS

Both antennas were designed using CST and ADS commercial available software, comparing results
to ensure the best performance. The only design parameter is the circular patch diameter, after
obtain the initial diameter we smooth edges of circular patch with feeding and ground plane, until
we get the best S11 parameter; after that, the best antenna was constructed. For the 4.5 GHz,
selected frequency, the design patch radius was 11.24 mm, after use [5]:
R=

F
2h
q
1+ πεeff F [ln F2hπ +1.7726]

where:
9
√
F = 8.791×10
fr εeff ;
fr = Resonant frequency in Hz;
εeff = Dielectric effective constant;
R = Patch radius in mm;
h = Substrate thickness in mm.
On the other hand, the microstripline dimensions are obtained as [4]:
 8`A
W
 `2A·−2 ,
d <2
¸
W
=
B
−
1
−
ln(2B
−
1)
 π2
d
, W
0.61
r −1
d >2
+ ε2ε
{ln(B
−
1)
+
0.39
−
}
ε
r
r

(1)

(2)
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where ` is the line length and:
r
µ
¶
Z0 εr + 1 εr − 1
0.11
A=
+
0.23 +
60
2
εr + 1
εr
377π
B=
√
2Z0 εr
For the CPW feeding line the design equations are [4]:
½
√
W
x,
ε Z < 120
√
√ r 0
=
0.85 − 0.6 − x,
εr Z0 > 120
d
where:

30π
− 0.441
x= √
εr Z0

(3)

(4)

(5)

3. CONSTRUCTION

Antennas were constructed over a substrate RF35-A with εr = 3.5 and 0.762 mm thick, the sharp
edges of the original circular patches were softened for both antennas following procedure outlined
in [6]; Figure 1 shows the CPW circular patch, and Figure 2 the modified antenna, while Figure 3
shows the circular microstrip patch and Figure 4 the modified microstrip antenna.
4. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Both, simulation and measurementsresults are presented for reflection coefficient S11 , gain and
field pattern, over a band from 500 MHz to 15 GHz, for circular and modified antennas. Following
are simulated results comparison of circular patches with microstrip and CPW feeding and the
corresponding modified antennas. Figures 5 and 6 show S11 parameter.We consider the 10 dB line
the reference for good matching conditions.
Figures 7 and 8 show the response in gain and Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 some field patterns at
different frequencies.
As it is seen, there is a very good improvement for each parrameter after smothing edges of
circular antennas. We also can compare results for the two feeding types: coupling is better for
coplanar feeding, while gain is better for miscrostrip line. Field patterns are almost the same in
both cases.

Figure 1: CPW circular patch.

Figure 2: Modified CPW antenna.

Figure 3: Microstrip circular patch.

Figure 4: Modified microstrip antenna.
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Figure 5: S11 for circular antennas.

Figure 6: S11 for modified antennas.

Figure 7: Circular antenna gain.

Figure 8: Modified antenna gain.

(a) 2.5 GHz

(b) 5 GHz

Figure 9: Patterns for circular patches.

(a) 2.5 GHz

(b) 5 GHz

Figure 11: Patterns for circular patches.

(a) 2.5 GHz

(b) 5 GHz

Figure 10: Patterns for modified patches.

(a) 2.5 GHz

(b) 5 GHz

Figure 12: Patterns for modified patches.

In the same way we present the experimental results. Figures 13 and 14 show the S11 measured
for the circular and modified antennas respectively.
Figures 15 and 16 show the measured gain for microstrip and CPW antennas respectively.
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Figure 13: S11 for circular antennas.

Figure 14: S11 for modified antennas.

Figure 15: Microstrip antenna gain.

Figure 16: CPW antenna gain.

847

Comparing Figures 13 and 14, we can see that there is a good improvement for the the modified
antennas, mainly in that of CPW feeding. It seems that construction of microstrip feeding antenna
was not as good as what we expected, and we have to improve the way we did it. On the other
hand, comparing Figures 15 and 16 with simulated gain response of Figure 8, we can see the good
agreement between them;as it seen, microstrip feeding antenna shows a higher gain,compared with
the CPW feed antenna but coplanar feeding antenna has better reflection coefficient in a softness
curve.
5. CONCLUSION

We have applied the edge smoothing technique in the design of UWB antennas, improving reflection and gain parameter over a wide band for two different feeding techniques: microstrip and
coplanar. Although practical results are not as good as they were expected, needing to improve
our construction techniques, we conclude that the employed technique provide good results.
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Abstract— The most important problems of nowadays compact communication systems are
not only for the higher total radiation power (TRP), but also for the higher total isotropic
sensitivity (TIS). The TIS of communication systems will be degraded by the electromagnetic
interference (EMI) from other active parts of print circuit board (PCB). The smaller the size
of compact communication system is, the serious problem of EMI will happen at receiver. Due
to the EMI problem, the sensitivity of communication system will be degraded. In this paper,
various kinds of small antennas are designed and developed for the compact size of communication
systems. The antenna design should consider the compact size of communication system. The
simulation tool for designing the antenna inside the compact size of communication system is by
using commercial available General Electromagnetic Simulation (GEMS) [1]. The measurement
results of TRP and TIS for various kinds of antenna and developed antenna for the compact
communication system are compared.
1. INTRODUCTION

The paper designed the multi-band antennas applying to GSM communication systems. By using
multiple-band dipole concept, the special meander line antenna is developed with frequency band
including 850 MHz/900 MHz/1800 MHz/1900 MHz. Except for the passive antenna performances
with or without size of communication are measured, the performances of TRP and TIS for GSM
is also measured.
The simulated and measured results of the return loss and radiation patterns are in good agreements for applications in a communication system.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed antenna is designed for operation at GSM850/900/1800/1900 bands for wireless
security systems applications with return loss S11 < −10 dB. Fig. 1 shows the simulation model
structure of the multiband dipole antenna and main structure is made of copper.

Figure 1: Simulation model of the multiband dipole antenna.
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The multiband dipole antenna comprises of a meandering line and bow-Tie. The purpose of bowtie is for bandwidth improvement at lower band. This structure is easily constructed by printing on
a dielectric (FR4) substrate. Fig. 2 shows the prototype of fabricated multiband dipole antenna.
3. RESULTS OF SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

The antenna is mounted inside the case communication system is shown in Fig. 3. The return
loss of multiband dipole antenna with and without compact communication systems are shown in
Fig. 4. The worst case of return loss is 10 dB. The measured return loss with communication system
will shift to higher frequency.
The radiation efficiency of multiband dipole antenna and antennas for compact communication
systems are shown in Fig. 5. The measured radiation efficiency of antenna itself is about 70% for
lower band and higher band. If with the communication case, the measured radiation efficiency
degraded to 45% and 65% for lower and higher frequency.
The peak gain of multiband dipole antenna and antennas inside compact communication system
are shown in Fig. 6. The multiband dipole antenna measured maximum antenna gain for operating
frequencies across the 824 MHz ∼ 960 MHz GHz band and 1710 MHz ∼ 1990 MHz band are 0 dBi ∼
2 dBi.
The TRP and TIS are important for the GSM system. Except for the developed antenna, other
market available antennas for the communication system are also measured and compared. The
TRP and TIS are measured at the Communication Research Center of Oriental Institute of Technology. Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10 are the TRP and TIS for frequency at 850 MHs, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz,
and 1900 MHz respectively. The TRP and TIS of developed antenna with the communication sys-

Figure 2: Prototype of the multiband dipole antenna.

Figure 3: Developed antenna for compact communication system.
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Figure 6: Peak gain of multiband dipole antenna.

Figure 7: TRP and TIS of GSM850.

Figure 8: TRP and TIS of GSM900.

Figure 9: TRP and TIS of GSM1800.

Figure 10: TRP and TIS of GSM1900.

tem are around 27 vdBm and −100 dBm respectively for the four bands. Comparing the measured
results of TRP and TIS, the performance of developed antenna is equal or better than that of
market available antennas.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

When the antennas inside the compact communication systems, the operating frequency of antennas
will be shifted to higher frequency, additionally, the efficiency and peak gain will be degraded
because the antenna energy is absorbed or reflected by the compact communication systems.
The simulated and measured results of the return loss and radiation patterns are in good agreements. The TRP and TIS performances of GSM system with the developed antenna at the four
bands are equal or better than that of commercial available two antennas.
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A Dual Band Fractal Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna for C-band
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Abstract— This paper proposes the design of a circular patch antenna with fractals for Cband applications. The designed antenna has been fed with L probe feeding technique. The
proposed circular patch antenna with fractals produces a dual band operation for the C-band
applications. The designed model is simulated using CST microwave studio software based upon
finite difference time domain method. The simulated results for various parameters like return
loss, radiation pattern etc have been presented. The designed antenna operates for dual band at
6.6 GHz and 7.5 GHz with increase in Gain and Bandwidth. Such type of antennas is useful in
Telecommunication, Wi-Fi, Satellite communication, Radar, Commercial and Military application.
1. INTRODUCTION

In modern wireless communication system and increasing other wireless applications, wider bandwidth, is required, traditionally each antenna operates at a single frequency band, where a different
antenna is needed for different application. This will cause a limited space and place problem. In
order to overcome this problem, multiband antenna can be used where a single antenna can operate
at many frequency bands. One technique to construct a multiband antenna is by applying fractal
shape into antenna geometries [1, 2].
Fractals: fractal shaped antenna have been proved to have some unique characteristics that are
linked to geometrical properties of fractals. According to Webster dictionary a fractal is being
derived from the Latin fractious meaning broken, uneven: any of the various extremely irregular
curves or shapes that repeat themselves at any scale on which they are examined. Fractal geometry
has unique geometrical features occurring in nature. It can be used to describe the branching of the
tree leaves and plants, jaggedness of coastlines and many more examples in the nature. There are
many benefits where we apply fractals to develop various antenna elements. By applying fractals
to antenna elements: we can create smaller antenna size, achieve resonance frequency that are
multiband, may be optimized for gain, achieved wideband frequency band [3, 4]. For most fractals,
similarity concept can achieve multiple frequency band because of different of antenna are similar
to each other at different scale. It has been found out that L-probe feed offer less dispersion at
higher frequency and in broader matching as compare to micro strip feed. This paper presents
the new L probe-fed circular patch multi-wideband antenna of compact size [5–7]. Such type of
antenna is useful in Telecommunication, Wi-Fi, satellite communication, radar, commercial and
military application.
In this paper, a design of dual band fractal microstrip antenna has been presented. The designed
microstrip antenna in third iteration produces two bands at 6.7 GHz and 7.5 GHz for C-band
applications. Rest of the paper is organized as follows: The geometrical configuration of the
designed antenna is presented in Section 2. The simulated results and discussion are given in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the work.
2. ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The antenna structure based on fractal geometry shown in Fig. 1(a). This antenna has been
designed on substrate dielectric constant er = 2.3, thickness = 4 mm with L-probe fed. A circular
patch microstrip antenna of a radius a = 16 mm has been taken as a base to construct fractal
antenna. The 3rd iterative structure has been generated from this circular patch. In the 1st
iteration shown in Fig. 1(b) we divide this circle into five smaller circle with radius = 5.1 mm
and then removed the circle at the centre as the remaining circle is four. In the 2nd iteration
shown in Fig. 1(c) we divide each remaining four circle into five circle with radius = 1.35 mm.Then
drop the entire centre circle for each remaining circle. The reaming small circle for this stage is
sixteen. In the 3rd iteration shown in Fig. 1(d) we divide each remaining sixteen circle into five
with radius = 0.2 mm. The entire center circle for each remaining circle is being omitted. The
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infinite iterative structure is not possible due to fabrication constraints. In this paper, 3rd iterative
circular patch antenna has been finalized.
The antenna is fed with L-probe fed. To obtain a large bandwidth this type of feeding is used.
In particular, an L shaped probe antenna has an excellent feeding structure suitable for wideband
patch antenna with an air substrate. In general, this type of feed can be easily implemented by
bending a straight strip or probe into an L-shape. The L-fed antenna not only performs better
in respect of bandwidth but radiation pattern is also good [8–10].It is also relevant to relative
permittivity and thickness of substrate. In this paper, er = 2.3 and thickness = 4 mm is used.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Geometry of the fractal antenna, (a) 0th iteration, (b) 1st iteration, (c) 2nd iteration, (d) 3rd
iteration.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The return loss of the designed antenna, (a) 0th iteration, (b) 1st iteration, (d) 2nd iteration, (d)
3rd iteration.
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

As illustrated from Table 1, the bandwidth of antenna for 0 iteration is 0.6198 GHz (6.8243–7.4505),
while for 1st iteration is 0.3003 GHz (6.524–6.8243), 2nd iteration are 0.2812 GHz (6.4989–6.7796)
at lower band and 0.293 GHz (7.738–7.441) at upper band respectively as well as for 3rd iteration
are 0.294 GHz (6.4856–6.7796) at lower band and 0.3706 GHz (7.3866–7.7572) at upper band. As
the iteration increases the bandwidth is increases as well as it generates another resonant frequency
at 7.5 GHz.
Table 1: Result the simulated circular patch antenna with fractals.
Circular patch antenna
0th iteration
1st iteration
2nd iteration
2nd iteration
3rd iteration
3rd iteration

Operating Frequency
7.12 GHz
6.6 GHz
6.6 GHz
7.5 GHz
6.6 GHz
7.5 GHz

(a)

Frequency band (GHz)
6.8243–7.4505
6.524–6.8243
6.4984–6.7796
7.738–7.441
6.4856–6.7796
7.3866–7.7572

Bandwidth (GHz)
0.6198 (8.67%)
0.3003 (4.5%)
0.2812 (4.23%)
0.293 (3.86%)
0.294 (4.43%)
0.3706 (4.9%)

(b)

Figure 3: Radiation pattern of the antenna at 6.6 GHz, (a) theta plane, (b) phi plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the antenna at 7.5 GHz, (a) theta plane, (b) phi plane.
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Table 2: Simulated results for the designed antenna.
Circular patch antenna
0th iteration
1st iteration
2nd iteration
2nd iteration
3rd iteration
3rd iteration

Efficiency
0.9923
0.9776
0.9807
0.9987
0.9720
0.9904

Directivity
6.832
6.429
6.422
7.636
6.454
7.615

Gain (dBi)
6.77
6.28
6.29
7.62
6.27
7.54

The simulated radiation pattern of fractal antenna for 3rd iteration is shown in Fig. 3 and in
Fig. 4. The gain result for simulated circular patch with fractal antenna at different iteration is
shown in Table 2. From this table it is clear that the efficiency of the antenna is very high.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The circular patch antenna with fractals has been designed to exhibit the dual band operation.
This antenna offer increase in bandwidth and gain at all multiband. The designed antenna can be
used for dual band applications in C band. Such type of antenna is useful for Telecommunication,
Wi-Fi, Radar, Satellite communication, Military and commercial.
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Abstract— In this paper, the design of rectangular microstrip antenna with 2-D photonic
band gap crystal as substrate (dielectric substrate with regular cylindrical periodic air-gap) for
60 GHz applications, has presented. The photonic band gap structure is used to enhance the
radiation efficiency and the bandwidth of the antenna. The periodic structures designed to
open up frequency bands within which the propagation of electromagnetic waves is forbidden
irrespective of the propagation direction. The design is optimized using the Finite Difference
Time Domain (FDTD) based CST microwave studio simulator. The designed periodic air-gap
rectangular microstrip patch antenna gives a bandwidth up to 20.53% for 60 GHz applications.
Various parameters like directivity of the antenna, efficiency of the antenna etc. are also shown.
1. INTRODUCTION

The microstrip patch antennas are having many advantages such as low profile, versatile, conformal and low-cost devices. The advantages of microstrip antennas make them suitable for various
applications like, vehicle based satellite link antennas [1–3] global positioning systems [4] radar
for missiles and telemetry and wireless communication devices [4]. However these antennas have
limitation of narrow bandwidth. Some of the common techniques proposed by researchers for
widening the bandwidth are; increasing the height of antenna substrate [4] using aperture coupling
method [4, 5] or using stacked patch structure [5], using gap-coupling [6–8]. The great interests
have been given to the photonic crystal whose photonic band gap has attracted considerable possibility [9, 10]. By using the strong confinement of the light by the photonic band gap, it is expected
that waveguide devices whose size is of the order of the wavelength of light can be realized [9]. In
fact, many microscale photonic crystal optical waveguide devices have been proposed [11–13].
There is always the demand of increasing the bandwidth and data rate of the wireless communication systems. The present wireless systems, generally uses approximately frequency band of 1
to 6 GHz [14]. The second demand in the wireless communications systems is to reduce the interference [14]. To overcome these problems, the millimeter wave systems are becoming increasingly
important in many military and commercial applications. The frequency range around 60 GHz
presenting a license free frequency band is one of the possible solutions for the development of
radio frequency systems [14, 15]. The 60 GHz band has the bandwidth of approximate 7 GHz (57 to
64 GHz) worldwide, and 9 GHz (57 to 9 GHz) in Europe. So, 60 GHz license free frequency band is
the solution to the problems in the present wireless systems because of very high frequency as compared to the present wireless system frequency band. Many more advantages of 60 GHz frequency
band have been described in [16].
In this paper, we present a design of rectangular microstrip antenna for 60 GHz communication.
The air gaps are incorporated in the substrate and the bandwidth of the antenna is increased. Various parameters of the antenna such as return loss, VSWR, radiation pattern, directivity, radiation
efficiency etc. are presented; the return loss of the antenna is less than −10 dB for the frequency
range 51.83 GHz to 63.69 GHz. The presented antenna can be used for 60 GHz applications. Rest
of the paper is organized as follows: the geometrical configuration of the designed antenna is given
in Section 2. The simulated results with discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4
concludes the work.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The geometrical configuration of the designed rectangular microstrip antenna with photonic band
gap structure is depicted in Fig. 1. The rectangular patch of length ‘Lp ’ and width ‘Wp ’ is placed
on a substrate with photonic band gap structure as shown in Fig. 1. The height and relative
permittivity of the substrate is ‘h’ and ‘εr ’, respectively. The separation between two consecutive
air cylinders is ‘d’, and the radius of the each cylinder is ‘r’. The antenna is fed by microstrip line
feeding technique. The length and width of the microstrip feed line is ‘Ls ’ and ‘Ws ’ respectively.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The designed antenna configuration of Fig. 1 is simulated using the CST microwave studio simulator.
Using this simulator, the designed model of the antenna is optimized. The optimized dimensions
of the microstrip antenna are given in Table 1.
The return loss of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 2. The antenna has been designed
for operation in the 60 GHz frequency band that ranges from 51.83 GHz to 63.69 GHz (20.53%) is
achieved as shown in Fig. 2. The voltage standing wave ration (VSWR) of the designed rectangular
microstrip antenna is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the 2 : 1 bandwidth is
20.53%. The radiation pattern of the designed antenna is shown in Fig. 4. The radiation pattern
of the designed antenna shows the omnidirectional nature in the upper hemisphere as shown in
Fig. 4. The directivity, radiation efficiency and total efficiency at various frequencies are shown in
Table 2. The designed microstrip antenna can be used for 60 GHz applications.

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Figure 1: Geometrical configuration of rectangular microstrip antenna with photonic band gap structure.

Figure 2: Return loss of the antenna.

Figure 3: Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of
the antenna.

Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed microstrip antenna.
Parameter
Length of the patch (Lp )
Width of the patch (Ws )
Dielectric substrate (εr )
Distance between two air gap (d)
Length of microstrip feed line (Ls )
Width of microstrip feed line (Ws )
Length of dielectric substrate (L)
Width of dielectric substrate (W )
Height of substrate (h)
Radius of cylinder (r)

Value
2.00 mm
0.80 mm
2.2
0.02 mm
0.45 mm
0.02 mm
2.50 mm
1.50 mm
0.40 mm
0.04 mm
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the antenna, (a) theta plane, (b) phi plane.
Table 2: Various parameters of the antenna.
Frequency

Directivity

57.5 GHz
57.9 GHz
60 GHz

8.937 dBi
8.970 dBi
9.143 dBi

Radiation
Efficiency
0.7627
0.7634
0.7674

Total
Efficiency
0.7599
0.7611
0.7553

3 dB Angular
Width (theta plane)
112.1◦
112.4◦
114.1◦

3 dB Angular
Width (phi plane)
238.8◦
237.5◦
231.0◦

4. CONCLUSIONS

A design of rectangular microstrip antenna for 60 GHz communication has been presented. The
photonic band gap structure is utilized to enhance the bandwidth and gain of the antenna. The
designed antenna model has been optimized for 60 GHz applications using the CST Microwave
studio. The return loss as well as the radiation patter has been presented. The radiation pattern of
the antenna shows the omnidirectional nature. The designed rectangular microstrip patch antenna
with photonic band gap structure can be used for various applications of 60 GHz technology.
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Abstract— A novel shape of microstrip UWB planar monopole with enhanced gain using EBG
structure is presented. The structure is composed of a rectangular patch fed by a microstrip line
constructed on a 22 × 22 mm2 , FR4 dielectric substrate. The patch is mitered at the corners of
the first radiating slot (45◦ ). Two slots were inserted in the partial ground plane lateral to the
microstrip feed line. Mushroom-like circular EBG structures encircle the radiating patch. The
operational bandwidth of this antenna extends from 3.5 to 13.5 GHz, with minimum return loss of
50 dB, with average directivity, gain and radiation efficiency of 7.5 dBi, 6.5 dBi, 82%, respectively.
At the upper end of the spectrum, the gain increases to reach 11 dBi. Also due to using EBG
structures, the antenna resonates at higher frequency range of 22 to 29 GHz, such that the design
applications may be extended to other areas such as vehicular ones.
1. INTRODUCTION

The frequency band 3.1–10.6 GHz, was approved by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) of USA in 2002 for unlicensed usage [1]. Since then, the interest in designing UWB antennas
that operate over wide frequency range and that can be used for multiple channels or systems, has
excelled. It enables high data transmission rates, low power consumption and simple hardware
configuration in communication systems for different applications. Whereas, compact size and
non-dispersion property are crucial issues that face these types of antennas.
Planar monopole antennas that consist of a rectangular patch loaded with slot(s) on both the
patch and the ground plane were presented in literature and proved to be very good candidates
for such applications [2, 3]. However, they have some disadvantages such as low directivity and low
gain, that is attributed to the surface waves, which affects the radiation efficiency. To eliminate
these surface waves EBG substrates were introduced in order to eliminate these effects [4]. In
this paper, a new ultra wideband microstrip antenna with enhanced gain using EBG structure is
presented, Fig. 1.
Wsub
a

P
Wp
r
Lp

Lsp

Lsub
Ws
Lf

Ls

Wf

Lg

h

Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed antenna.
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2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the proposed ultrawide band antenna with enhanced gain using
EBG structure. The proposed antenna is constructed on FR4 substrate with size Wsub xLsub =
22 × 22 mm2 , thickness h = 1.5 mm, relative dielectric constant = 4.65, and tan δ = 0.02.
The width, Wf , of the microstrip feed line is fixed at 2.9 mm to achieve 50 Ω characteristic
impedance and the length, Lf , is 9 mm. On the upper surface of the substrate, a rectangular patch
with size of Wp × Lp = 13.3 × 8.9 mm2 mitered at the corners of the first radiating slot (45◦ ); the
cutting ratio equal 4.8%. On the lower surface of the substrate, there is a reduced ground plane
with length Lg = 7 mm, with two slots adjusted in the ground plane encasing the microstrip feeder,
the dimensions of which is (Ws × Ls ).
Adding these two slots, with dimensions (8.5 × 3 mm2 ), placed at a distance of about 0.5Wf
from the ground’s center enhanced the impedance bandwidth. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the EBG
structure is formed of circular small patches of radius a, placed symmetrically with respect to
the center line of the structure around the radiating patch; with pins of radius r, penetrating the
substrates, with periodicity P , to form a mushroom like surface. The EBG structure exists on a
partial ground separated from the reduced ground by distance Lsp . The enhanced characteristics
can be achieved by optimizing the parameters (a, r, P, Lsp ).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated results are obtained using the Ansoft high frequency structure simulator (HFSS
version 10). The design parameters, Lsp , a, r and P , are obtained using parametric analysis, the
results of which are shown in Figs. 2–5. The optimized values are Lsp = 6.6 mm, r = 0.25 mm,
a = 1.2 mm, P = 4.5 mm, which maintains UWB bandwidth of 10 GHz, that extends from 3.5 to
13.5 GHz, Fig. 5.
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Figure 2: Parametric studies of parameter Lsp when
a = 0.5 mm, r = 0.1 mm and P = 4 mm versus
frequency.
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Figure 3: Parametric studies of parameter a when
Lsp = 6.6 mm, r = 0.1 mm and P = 4 mm versus
frequency.
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Figure 8: The measured and simulated return loss
with and without EBG against frequency.
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Figure 9: The simulated return loss of the proposed antenna. (a) Without EBG structure. (b) With EBG
structure.

The input impedance, shown in Fig. 6, shows that the real part changes from 30 to 70 ohm, and
the imaginary part changes from −20 to 20 ohm, respectively. The return loss reduces to −50 dB
around 7 GHz. The proposed antenna was fabricated, Fig. 7. The measured and simulated return
loss of the proposed antenna with the optimized dimensions with the EBG structure and without
the EBG structure, are shown in Fig. 8.
Due to the pins of the EBG with its small dimensions, it can be considered as frequency selective
surface FSS, so it resonates at higher frequencies [5], which extend from 26.5 to 63.5 GHz with
bandwidth of 37 GHz, Fig. 9. It covers a wide range, 26.5–29 GHz, of the vehicular radar application
which extends from 22–29 GHz.
The simulated E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns for the proposed antenna at 3.6, 6.6 and
11.8 GHz are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the radiation patterns are bi-directional in the
E-plane and almost Omni-directional in the H-plane, which indicates good monopole-like radiation
characteristics are achieved over the operating bands.
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(b)

Figure 10: The radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at f = 3.6, 6.6, 11.8 GHz. (a) H-plane. (b)
E-plane.
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Figure 11: The simulated gain of the proposed
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Figure 12: The simulated radiation efficiency of the
proposed antenna with-without EBG structure versus frequency.

Table 1: Comparison of the antenna parameters with and without EBG.
Antenna Type
Bandwidth (GHz)
B.W (%)
Min. S11 (dB)
Average radiation efficiency (%)
Average gain (dB)
Average directivity (dB)

Monopole antenna
Without EBG structure
11
161
−20
88
4
4.5

Monopole antenna
with EBG structure
10
146
−50
82
6.5
7.5

The gain of the proposed antenna with and without the EBG structure is shown in Fig. 11. For
the antenna with and without EBG structure the average gain is 6.5 dBi, 4 dBi, respectively. The
radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 12 which equals 88% and 82%, for
the two cases, and average directivity of 7.5 dBi and 4.5 dBi. Maximum gain reaches 11 dBi and
6 dBi, for the proposed antenna with and without the EBG structure, respectively throughout the
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bandwidth. The overall comparison between the two cases, for different parameters is shown in
Table 1.
4. CONCLUSION

A new design of a modified UWB planar monopole antenna with high directivity and gain was
presented using non periodic DGS and EBG structure. There are two inserted slots in the ground
plane and an EBG structure placed symmetrically with respect to the center line of the structure
around the radiating patch; with pins, penetrating the substrates of periodicity to form a mushroom
like surface, which increased the impedance bandwidth of the antenna to 10 GHz. One of the
advantages of this design is low cost compared to traditional EBG structures which uses two layers
of substrates, this maintained the low profile of the planar structure with average directivity of
7.5 dB and average gain of 6.5 dB.
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Abstract— A circularly polarized elliptical slot antenna with enhanced gain using EBG structure is introduced. A new tapering profile that improves the matching and hence enhances the
bandwidth is utilized. The tapering profile is based on the Willis-Sinha profile. The design is
composed of an elliptical slot antenna on the upper side of a 42 × 42 mm2 , FR4 dielectric substrate. On the lower side of the substrate, a Willis-Sinha tapered line feeds a modified U-shaped
tuning stub. To enhance gain and bandwidth of the aforementioned antenna, mushroom like rectangular EBG structures were added to the lower side of the substrate to surround the projection
of the U-shaped tuning stub. This new design exhibits a −10 dB ultra wideband performance
that extends from 2.7 to 16 GHz. Also it has average directivity, gain and radiation efficiency of
7.6 dBi, 6.7 dBi, 82%, respectively. At the upper end of the spectrum, the gain increases to reach
10.8 dBi, also it has a minimum axial ratio of 0.48 dB and axial ratio bandwidth extending from
8.2 to 11.6 GHz (35%).
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, circularly polarized antennas are currently receiving much attention. Circular polarization is beneficial because current and future commercial and military applications (e.g., satellite,
terrestrial communications) require the additional design freedom of not requiring alignment of the
electric field vector at the receiving and transmitting locations.
On February 14, 2002, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the United States
adopted the First Report and Order that permitted the commercial operation of ultra wideband
(UWB) technology [1], such that frequency range for UWB systems between 3.1 to 10.6 GHz.
Earlier, two novel designs of planar elliptical slot antennas were presented [2], which were printed
on a dielectric substrate and fed by either microstrip line or coplanar waveguide with U-shaped
tuning stub. The elliptical/circular slots exhibited an ultra wideband (UWB) behavior.
Besides, they showed nearly a unidirectional radiation pattern over a majority fraction of the
bandwidth. Later, a printed elliptical slot antenna fed by different tapered microstrip line with
U-shaped tuning stub and a circular ring-shaped tuning stub were proposed in [3] for UWB. The
tapering improves the matching between the microstrip feed line and the tuning stub. All the
above designs are adequate for UWB applications; however, some disadvantages exist, such as low
directivity and low gain, besides the existence of surface waves, which affects directly the radiation
efficiency.
In this paper, a new circularly polarized elliptical patch antenna with enhanced gain using EBG
structure with a Willis-Sinha tapered line feeds a modified U-shaped tuning stub, on the lower side
of the substrate is presented.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the proposed circularly polarized antenna with enhanced gain
using EBG structure. The proposed antenna is constructed on FR4 substrate with tan δ = 0.02,
and size Ws × Ls = 42 × 42 mm2 , thickness h = 1.5 mm and relative dielectric constant of 4.65.
As stated in [3], the dimension of the slot antenna is directly related to the lower edge of the
impedance bandwidth. In the case of elliptical disc monopoles, it was reported that the optimal
elliptical ratio A/B for obtaining a broader bandwidth lies in the range of 1.1 to 1.4 [4]. In our
case and after optimization we found that the best value is A/B = 1.4, then it is obtained from [2]
that A = 16 mm and B = 11.5 mm.
The dimensions of the U-shaped stub is obtained by using optimization technique and the
dimensions that give the best values are: RU = 5.9 mm, rU = 2.9 mm, LU = 6 mm and WU =
3 mm [2]. Taper length is half wavelength (0.5λs ) in the case of linear and exponential tapers
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Figure 1: Geometry of the microstrip-fed printed elliptical slot antenna with EBG structure.
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and 0.56λs where fs = 3.1 GHz in the case of Willis-Sinha taper, S = 1.6 mm, W1 = 2.72 mm,
W2 = 1.26 mm [3], with H = 19 mm.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the EBG structure is placed surround the Willis-Sinha tapered line
feeds a modified U-shaped tuning stub on the lower side of the substrate, also is symmetrical
with respect to the longitudinal direction. The EBG structure as a mushroom like surface i.e.,
periodic rectangular patches with via and it is considered as electromagnetic band gap materials and
periodic dielectric which can stop the propagation of electromagnetic waves in certain directions,
within certain frequency bands. The rectangular patches with length a, and via penetrating the
substrate to the ground plane of radius r = 0.25 mm which has periodicity P . The enhanced gain
characteristic can be achieved by carefully choosing the parameters (a, P ).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated results are obtained by using the Ansoft high frequency structure simulator (HFSS)
v.10. A parametric study has been done in order to get the optimum design by changing each
parameter and fixing the others. The parameters to be changed are a, P , it affects the antenna
bandwidth until reaching to the optimum design parameters.
The initial values a = 4 mm, P = 6.5 mm, changing a and fixing other parameters, it was clear
that the optimum value of EBG small patches rectangular dimension a = 4.5 mm, r = 0.25 mm
as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, changing P and fixing anew = 4.5 mm, r = 0.25 mm, until obtaining
Popt. = 7.5 mm, r = 0.25 mm, which gives a −10 dB bandwidth from 2.7 GHz to 16 GHz of 13.3 GHz
as shown in Fig. 3.
After Optimization the dimensions of a rectangular small patches are a = 4.5 mm, with via
penetrating the substrate to the ground plane of radius r = 0.25 mm with periodicity P = 7.5 mm.
The optimized ratio of periodicity is a/P = 60%. It is found that real part and imaginary part of
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Figure 7: E-plane and H-plane radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at f = 3, 7, 13 GHz.

the input impedance change from 35 to 85 and from −20 to 40 ohm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.
The input impedance may be accepted due to the large impedance bandwidth, but the real part
of the input impedance along the bandwidth becomes higher than 50 ohm so it suffers acceptable
reflection coefficient. The proposed antenna was fabricated, Fig. 5. The measured and simulated
return loss results of the proposed antenna with optimized dimensions and its counterpart without
loading the EBG structure is shown in Fig. 6.
The simulated normalized radiation patterns of the proposed antenna in H-plane (or x-z) and
E-plane (or y-z) at the frequencies of 3, 7, and 13 GHz are plotted in Fig. 7. As shown in this
figure, this design exhibits an omni-directional profile in lower frequencies for the x-z plane and
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bi-directional for the y-z plane. As the frequency increases, the proposed antenna becomes more
directive, but remains bidirectional.
The simulated gain of the proposed antenna with and without EBG structure is shown in
Fig. 8. The average gain is 6.7 dBi, 4.8 dBi, respectively. Also the simulated radiation efficiency
of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 9 which is equal to 82%, 80%, respectively, and leads to
average directivity of 7.6 dBi, 5.8 dBi, respectively over the UWB bandwidth. The maximum gain
reaches 10.8 dBi, 6.3 dBi, respectively over the bandwidth. The comparison between the values of
the gain, directivity and radiation efficiency with and without EBG structure is shown in Table 1.
The axial ratio of EBG antenna is shown in Fig. 10 which shows a minimum axial ratio of
0.48 dB and gives axial ratio bandwidth extending from 8.2 GHz to 11.6 GHz (35%).
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Figure 10: The simulated axial ratio of the proposed antenna.
Table 1: Comparison of antenna parameters with and without EBG.
Antenna Type
Bandwidth (GHz)
B.W (%) (−10 dB B.W)
Average radiation efficiency (%)
Average gain (dB)
Average directivity (dB)
Maximum gain (dB)

antenna without EBG
11.8
172
80
4.8
5.8
6.3

antenna with EBG
13.3
194
82
6.7
7.6
10.8
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4. CONCLUSION

A new modified elliptical slot antenna with U-shape tuning stub with high directivity and gain has
been presented using EBG structure. The design takes into consideration the cost parameter of
the antenna since it is fabricated on only one substrate not two layers substrate. This new design
exhibits an ultra wideband performance that extends from 2.7 to 16 GHz and average directivity,
gain and radiation efficiency of 7.6 dBi, 6.7 dBi, 82%, respectively. At the upper end of the spectrum,
the gain increases to reach 10.8 dBi. Also it has a minimum axial ratio of 0.48 dB and gives an
axial ratio bandwidth extending from 8.2 GHz to 11.6 GHz (35%).
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A New GL Anisotropic and Isotropic Invisible Cloak without
Exceeding Light Speed Violation
Ganquan Xie, Jianhua Li, Lee Xie, and Feng Xie
GL Geophysical Laboratory, USA

Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new GL EM anisotropic and isotropic invisible cloak
class without exceeding light speed. The GL cloak material in this paper is different from our
paper ArXiv 1050.3999. The radial dielectric and permeanbility of GL EM cloak in this paper
are large than one. The refractive index of the GL cloak material, n(r), is large than one or
equal to one. A unconventional GL radial EM cloak modeling and inversion are proposed here.
By searching in a distinctive class of the rational function of (h), h = r − R1 , the GL EM cloak
modeling and inversion create GL EM invisible cloak class without exceeding light speed. The
GL EM cloaks can be practicable by using conventional optical materials. he properties of our
GL EM cloak and their proofs are presented in this paper. The novel EM wave propagation and
front branching in the GL cloak by GL EM modeling are presented in this paper. The EM wave
front propagation in GL cloak is behind of the front in free space. In the GL cloak, the wave front
is curved as a crescent like and propagates slower than the light in free space. Its two crescent
front peaks intersect at a front branching point. At the front branching point, the front is split
to two fronts. The novel front branching and crescent like wave propagation are displayed in
figures in this paper. A more exciting breakthrough progress is that we discovered GL isotropic
invisible cloak without exceeding light speed. The isotropic relative dielectric and permeability
parameter are proposed as (4)–(5) and (7) in our full paper. All copyright and patent of the GL
EM cloaks and GL modeling and inversion methods are reserved by authors in GL Geophysical
Laboratory.
1. INTRODUCTION

The new GL cloak without exceeding light speed in this paper is different from our paper [1]. The
radial dielectric and permeability of GL EM cloak are large than one. The refractive index n(r), is
large than one or equal to one. In [2]. Ulf Leonhardt referred almost all recent cloak publish papers,
and wrote that “However, the realisation of electromagnetic cloaking suffers from a practical and a
fundamental problem.”, he cited our paper [1] “ArXiv 1050.3999v1” as his reference [35], and wrote
that “the preprint [35] proposes a different method for cloaking without superluminal propagation.”
The detailed full paper and references are presented our GLGEO laboratory patent report [3]. The
all contents of this paper are new and patented by GLGEO laboratory, any colleague downloads
and refers this paper in his research work and paper, please cite our paper as reference.
A more exciting breakthrough progress is that we discovered GL isotropic invisible cloak without
exceeding light speed. The isotropic relative dielectric and permeability parameter are proposed
as (4)–(5) and (7) in our full paper. The description order of this paper is as follows: A new GL
EM invisible cloak materials without exceeding light speed are proposed in Section 2. GL EM
cloak modeling. and inversion and radial EM interal equations are proposed in Section 3 GL cloak
properties are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we give proof of the property 4. No scattering
from GL cloak to disturb the exterior wave is proved in Section 6. In Section 7, by using GL
EM modeling, we simulate full electromagnetic wave propagation through GL cloak and has no
exceeding light speed propagation. The conclusion is presented in Section 8.
2. A NEW GL EM INVISIBLE CLOAK CLASS
2.1. GL EM Cloak without Exceeding Light Speed Wave

In this paper, we propose a new class of GL cloak without exceeding light speed which is used as
outer layer in our GL double layer cloak. The inner cloak of our GL double layer cloak does no
exceed light speed in [6] of [3]. In paper [13] of [3], we proved that there exist no Maxwell EM
field can be excited by the source inside of the concealment, if the concealment is free space and
cloaked by a single layer cloak. Therefore the double layer cloak is necessary for a normal EM
environmental concealment. For overcoming the exceeding light speed difficulty, in this section, we
propose a GL invisible cloak for outer layer of our double layer cloak [6] of [3]. In the concentric
spherical annular R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 cloaking device, we propose an GL cloaking material which consist
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of the anisotropic dielectric diagonal matrix tensor ε̄ and permeability µ̄ diagonal matrix tensor as
follows:
ε̄ = diag (εr , εθ , εφ ) ε0
µ̄ = diag (µr , µθ , µφ ) µ0

(1)
(2)

where ε0 is the basic dielectric parameter in free space, εr is the relative dielectric in r direction, εθ
is the relative dielectric in θ direction, εφ is the relative dielectric in φ direction, similar explanation
descriptions are for basic permeability µ0 and for relative permeability parameters µr , µθ , µφ . From
the GL EM modeling [3] of [3] and inversion [5] of [3], we obtain a new anisotropic and isotropic
form of the GL EM invisible cloak without exceeding light speed for all m > 0 positive integral
number. By GLGEO approving, we propose.
2.2. The GL Isotropic Invisible Cloak without Exceeding Light Speed Violation

By GL modeling, we are surprising to discover a new GL isotropic invisible cloak without exceeding
light speed violation. The isotropic dielectric and permeability are proposed in (4)–(5) and (7).
When condition (23) is satisfied, the relative dielectric and permeability are large than one. The
GL invisible cloak can be practicable made by the conventional isotropic optical materials.
2.3. The Anisotropic Model GLM-2 EM Cloak

In this section, we propose a new GL EM invisibility GLM2 cloak as follows.
1
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R
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2
2
1
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(4)

where
q
G2 (R1 , R2 , R2 − r) = 3R2 − 4R1 + R22 + 16(R2 − R1 )(R2 − r) − 8R2 (R2 − r),
q
F2 (R1 , R2 , R2 − r) = R22 + 16(R2 − R1 )(R2 − r) − 8R2 (R2 − r),

(5)

2.4. GL EM Anisotropic Cloak Class

For m > 0 positive integral number, in the sphere annular R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 , we propose a new
practicable class of GL EM cloak without exceeding light speed wave.
1
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3. GL EM MODELING AND INVERSION IN SPHERICAL SYSTEM

Because the anisotropic dielectric and magnetic permeability electromagnetic parameters are radial
dependence functions, In this section, we propose the three dimension and one dimension Maxwell
equation in the spherical coordinate system with the anisotropic EM parameters.
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3.1. Three Dimension Spherical Maxwell Equation

In this section, we propose the three dimension Maxwell equation in the spherical coordinate system
with the anisotropic EM parameters:
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(iωεθ ) r2 sin θ ∂r ∂φ iωεφ
1 ∂
1 ∂rEθ
− (iωεθ ) Eθ
r ∂r (iωµφ ) ∂r
µ
¶
1 ∂
1
∂
(rEφ ) − (iωεθ ) Eφ
r ∂r (iωµθ ) ∂r
µ
¶
1
∂
1 ∂
rHθ − (iωµθ ) Hθ
r ∂r (iωεφ ) ∂r
µ
¶
1 ∂
1
∂
(rHφ ) − (iωµθ ) Hφ
r ∂r (iωεθ ) ∂r

1
∂
1 ∂
1 ∂Er
Hr +
+ Jθ ,
r sin θ ∂φ
r ∂r (iωµφ ) ∂θ
µ
¶
1
∂Er
1 ∂Hr
1 ∂
+
=
+ Jφ ,
r ∂r (iωµθ ) sin θ ∂φ
r ∂θ
µ
¶
∂
1
∂
1
1 ∂
1 ∂ rJφ
=
Er +
Hr +
,
r sin θ ∂φ
r ∂r (iωεφ ) ∂θ
r ∂r iωε
1 ∂
1
∂
1 ∂
1 ∂ rJθ
=
Hr −
Er −
,
r ∂r (iωεθ ) sin θ ∂φ
r ∂θ
r ∂r (iωεθ )
= −

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

where Er is the radial component of the electric wave, Eθ is the θ component, Eφ is the φ component,
Hr is the radial component of the magnetic wave, Hθ is the θ component, Hφ is the φ component.
3.2. One Dimensional Radial Maxwell Equation

In this section, we propose the one dimensional Maxwell equation in the spherical coordinate system
with the anisotropic EM parameters. Suppose that the EM sources are located outside of the cloak,
i.e., r > R2 + δ, the δ > 0, we consider the radial inhomogeneous Maxwell equations of the spherical
Maxwell Equations (8)–(14). The general solution of these equations, for example, is as follows,
Hr (r, θ, φ) =

∞
X
l=1

hl (r)

l
X

Ylm (θ, φ).

(15)

m=−l

Substitute (15) for Hr in the radial inhomogeneous Maxwell equations of the spherical Maxwell
Equations (8)–(14), we have
¢ l(l + 1)
¢
¡
1 ∂ 1 ∂ ¡ 2
r µr hl −
hl + ω 2 εθ (µr hl ) = 0,
2
2
r ∂r (µθ ) ∂r
r

(16)

¢ l(l + 1)
¡
¢
1 ∂ 1 ∂ ¡ 2
r εr el −
el + ω 2 µθ (εr el ) = 0.
2
2
r ∂r (εθ ) ∂r
r

(17)

and

3.3. New Radial EM Integral Equation

In this section, we propose a new radial electromagnetic integral equation as follows:
ZR2
2

2

r µr hl (r) = r µr,b hl,b +ω

2

ZR2
04

0

r (µr εθ,b µr,b −µr,b εθ µr )Gl,b hl dr −l(l+1)
R1

ZR2µ
−
R1

1
1
−
µθ,b µθ

r02 (µr −µr,b )Gl,b hl dr0

R1

¶

¢ ∂ ¡ 02
¢
∂ ¡ 02
r µr hl
r µr,b Gl,b dr0 ,
0
0
∂r
∂r

(18)
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and its dual integral equation,
ZR2
2

2

r µr hl (r) = r µr,b hl,b (r)+ω

2

ZR2
04

0

r (µr εθ,b µr,b −µr,b εθ µr )Gl hl,b dr −l(l+1)
R1

ZR2µ
−
R1

1
1
−
µθ,b µθ

r02 (µr −µr,b )Gl hl,b dr0

R1

¶

¢ ∂ ¡ 02
¢
∂ ¡ 02
r µr,b hl,b
r µr Gl dr0 .
0
0
∂r
∂r

(19)

Similar integral equation and dual equation for the electric field el , l = 1, 2, . . ..
3.4. New GL Modeling for Radial EM Wave Propagation

We propose a new GL modeling for radial electromagnetic wave propagation.
1 The interval [R1, R2] is divided into sub intervals Ωk = [rk , rk+1 ], such that
[R1 , R2 ] =

N
[

Ωk =

k=0

(r0 , r)

N
[

[rk , rk+1 ].

(20)

k=0

(r0 , r),

2 Let hl,0 (r) = hl,b (r), Gl,0
= Gl,b
By induction, suppose that hl,k−1 and Gl,k−1 (r0 , r)
are found in the (k − 1)th step, we solve the triangle Green’s function integral Equations (18)–(19)
in the sub domain Ωk to obtain Gl,k (r0 , r).
3 Using the following new integral formula (19) in the sub domain Ωk
R
Zk+1
2

2

r µr hl,k (r) = r µr,b hl,k−1 (r) + ω

2

r04 (µr εθ,b µr,b − µr,b εθ µr )Gl,k hl,k−1 dr0
Rk

R
Zk+1

r02 (µr − µr,b )Gl,k hl,k−1 dr0

−l(l + 1)
Rk

ZR2µ
−
R1

1
1
−
µθ,b µθ

¶

¢ ∂ ¡ 02
¢ 0
∂ ¡ 02
dr ,
r
µ
h
r
µ
G
r
r,b
l,k−1
l,k
∂r0
∂r0

(21)

we calculate hl,k (r).
4 The steps (2) and (3) form a finite iterations, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. The hl,n (r) is the solution of our
GL method for radial magnetic Equation (16) with anisotropic EM material parameters. The GL
method is used for solving radial electric wave Equation (17) and radial EM Equations (11)–(14).
4. PROPERTIES OF GL INVISIBLE CLOAK

In previous section, we proposed the GL class of the EM invisible cloak without exceeding light
speed wave. The GL cloak properties are presented in this section.
Property 1: Assume that the GL relative cloak material εr (r) and µr (r) are defined by (3)
and (5) in the cloak, εr (r) = 1 and µr (r) = 1 in the free space and concealment, then the relative
radial dielectric parameter εr (r) and magnetic permeability µr (r) are continuous in domain r > R1 ,
in particular, cross r = R2 , we have
εr (R2 ) = µr (R2 ) = 1.

(22)

Property 2: Under the conditions in property 1 and if there is the additional assumption,
R1 =

(2m − 1)(m − 1)R2 )
2m2

(23)

then the first derivative of the dielectric and permeability are continuous in domain r > R1 , in
particular, cross the outer boundary r = R2 ,
d
d
εr (R2 ) = µr (R2 ) = 0.
dr
dr

(24)
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Property 3: Assume that the EM relative transverse dielectric εθ (r), εφ (r) and permeability
µθ (r), µφ (r) materials are defined by (4) and (5) in the GL cloak, εθ (r) = εφ (r) = 1 and µθ (r) =
µφ (r) = 1 in the free space and concealment, then
εθ (R2 ) = µθ (R2 ) = εφ (R2 ) = µφ (R2 ) = 1,

(25)

the relative transverse dielectric parameter εθ (r), εφ (r) and magnetic permeability µθ (r), µφ (r) are
continuous in domain r > R1 , in particular, cross outer boundary r = R2 .
Property 4: Under the conditions of the property 3, and if there is the additional assumption (23), then
d
d
d
d
εθ (R2 ) = εφ (R2 ) = µθ (R2 ) = µφ (R2 ) = 0.
(26)
dr
dr
dr
dr
the first derivative of the εθ (r), εφ (r), µθ (r), and µφ (r) are continuous in domain r > R1 , in
particular, cross outer boundary r = R2 .
Property 5: Under the conditions of the property 1 and 3, if there is the additional assumption (23), there exist EM wave E(r, θ, φ) and H(r, θ, φ) satisfy the Maxwell Equation (1), moreover,
the grading ∇E(r, θ, φ) and ∇H(r, θ, φ) are continuous in the domain r > R1 , in particular, the
exterior EM wave E(r, θ, φ), H(r, θ, φ) and their grading ∇E(r, θ, φ) and ∇H(r, θ, φ) are continuous
cross the outer boundary r = R2 . Therefore, there is no scattering wave from the cloak to disturb
the exterior EM wave.
Property 6: Under the conditions of the property 5, then the EM wave propagation E(r, θ, φ)
and H(r, θ, φ) can not penetrate into the concealment.
Property 7: Under the conditions of the property 5, we have the refractive index
p
p
N (r) = εr (r)µθ (r) = εθ (r)µr (r) ≥ 1,
(27)
in the all cloak domain R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 .
Property 8: Under the conditions of the property 5, when the source and receiver are located
outside of cloak, then
ZR2
ω

2

ZR2
04

0

r (µr εθ,b µr,b − µr,b εθ µr )Gl,b hl dr − l(l + 1)
R1

ZR2µ
−
R1

r02 (µr − µr,b )Gl,b hl dr0

R1

1
1
−
µθ,b µθ

¶

¢ ∂ ¡ 02
¢ 0
∂ ¡ 02
dr = 0,
r
µ
h
r
µ
G
r
l
r,b
l,b
∂r0
∂r0

(28)

i.e., there is no scattering wave from the GL EM cloak to disturb the incident EM wave in the free
space
hl (r) = hl,b
(29)
when the source is located outside of cloak, and the receiver is located inside of the concealment
then
ZR2
ZR2
2
2
04
0
r µr,b hl,b + ω
r (µr εθ,b µr,b − µr,b εθ µr )Gl,b hl dr − l(l + 1) r02 (µr − µr,b )Gl,b hl dr0
R1

ZR2µ
−
R1

1
1
−
µθ,b µθ

R1

¶

¢ ∂ ¡ 02
¢
∂ ¡ 02
r µr hl
r µr,b Gl,b dr0 = 0,
0
0
∂r
∂r

(30)

i.e., the exterior EM wave can not propagate penetrate into the concealment, the concealment is
invisible room, inside of the concealment,
hl = 0.

(31)

Therefore GL EM cloak is complete cloak,
The radial component εr > 1 and µr > 1 and tangential component εθ > 1 and µθ > 1 are large
than one in whole GL EM cloak domain. The refractive index N > 1 in the whole GL EM cloak.
Therefore GL EM cloak is practicable complete cloak without exceeding light speed wave through
it.
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5. THE PROOF OF THE PROPERTY 4

To calculate

d
dr G2 (R1 , R2 , R2

− R2 ) and using condition (23), −3R2 + 8R1 = 0, we have
µ
¶
dεφ (R2 )
dµφ (R2 )
dεθ (R2 )
dµθ (R2 )
R2
1
3
5
=
=
=
=
− +
+
=0
dr
dr
dr
dr
2 16 16
(2 (R2 − R1 ))2

(32)

The formula (32) is the formula (26) in property 4, therefore, we proved that the derivative of the
transverse dielectric and magnetic permeability is continuous.
6. NO SCATTERING FROM GL CLOAK TO DISTURB THE EXTERIOR WAVE
6.1. The Continuous of the Solution of ODE with the Variable Coefficient

y 00 + p(x)y 0 + q(x)y = 0,
¸
¸·
¸
·
·
d
y
1
y
,
=
y1
−q(x) −p(x)
dx y1
"
#
Rx
0
−1
·
¸
¸
·
dξ
−
C
y
q(ξ)
p(ξ)
a
= e
,
y1
C1

(33)
(34)

(35)

Therefore, when p(x) and q(x) are continuous or integrable, the solution y(x) of the second differential Equation (33) and its derivative function y 0 (x) are continuous.
6.2. No Scattering from GL Cloak to Disturb the Exterior Wave

The radial magnetic Equation (16) and the radial electric Equation (17) can be translated to the
second linear differential Equation (33).
d
d
d
d
εr (r), µr (r), µr (r), εθ (r), εθ (r), µθ (r), µθ (r)),
dr
dr
dr
dr
d
d
d
d
q(r) = Q(εr (r), εr (r), µr (r), µr (r), εθ (r), εθ (r), µθ (r), µθ (r)),
dr
dr
dr
dr

p(r) = P (εr (r),

(36)
(37)

In our patent report in http://www.glgeo.com, we proved the GL EM cloak material compod
d
d
d
nents and their derivative εr (r), dr
εr (r), µr (r), dr
µr (r), εθ (r), dr
εθ (r), µθ (r), dr
µθ (r) are continuous,
from (36) and (37) we know the p(x) and q(x) are continuous. Therefore the radial magnetic wave
hl and radial electric wave el and their derivative functions are continuous. From the formula (15),
we know that magnetic wave Hr (r) and electric wave Er (r) and their derivative functions are continuous cross the outer boundary r = R2 . Therefore, no scattering wave from the GL EM cloak to
disturb the exterior incident wave in free space. We can prove that when in the cloak, r going to
R1 ,the magnetic wave Hr (r) and electric wave Er (r) and their derivative functions are continuous
decay going to zero. The exterior EM wave can not be propagate penetrate into the concealment.
6.3. No Scattering from Coordinate Transform Cloak to Disturb the Exterior Wave

Assume that a cloak is made by coordinate transform, to substitute the coordinate transform
r = f (r0 ) into the EM equations in the spherical system (10) and (11), immediately, we obtain the
EM equation in cloak media with anisotropic permittivity and permeability εr = µr = (r0 /r)2 dr/dr0 ,
and εθ = µθ = dr0 /dr. However, blow up coordinate transform cloak has “exceeding light speed”
physical difficulty.
7. FULL ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH GL CLOAK AND
HAS NO EXCEEDING LIGHT SPEED PROPAGATION

In this section, using the GL EM modeling method, we simulate full electromagnetic wave propagation through GL cloak and has no exceeding light speed propagation. Let Ez,b denote the
background electric intensity plane wave at source plane x = xs , x = −0.83, in the left side outside
of the cloak in free space,.
Ez,b (x, xs , t) = δ(x − xs )δ(t).
(38)
The electric plane wave is denoted by vertical red line through red S in the figures in this paper.
In Figure 1, at time step 84 dt, the electric wave Ez inside of the GL EM cloak R1 ≤ r ≤ R2
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Figure 1: (color online) Electric wave Ez propagation at time step 84 dt.

Figure 2: (color online) Electric wave Ez propagation at time step 94 dt.

Figure 3: (color online) Electric wave Ez propagation at time step 123 dt.

Figure 4: (color online) Electric wave Ez propagation at time step 131 dt.

propagates slower than light speed. In Figure 2, at time step 120 dt, electric wave Ez inside of the
GL EM cloak R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 propagates slower than light speed. The upside and downside parts
of curved CRESCENT electric wave front are intersected at a branching point. These branching
points form a 2D subsurface which depends on the source location. The vertical red dashing line
cross red S denotes the incident electric plane wave Ez,b which is located in the left of the cloak.
The front branching point is located in right of the concealment. The Figure 3 shows that at time
step 123 dt, Ez electric wave front is split to two wave fronts, The outgoing front propagates forward
to left and going to outer boundary r = R2 . The attractive front propagates and shrinks to the
inner boundary. The two wave front propagate slower than light speed. In Figure 4, at time step
131 dt, the outgoing front of the electric wave Ez propagates on the outer boundary r = R2 , the
attracting front rapid decay to zero and closes to the inner boundary of the cloak, r = R1 .
8. THE CONCLUSION

By the GL invisible cloak class properties in Section 4 and full EM propagation through the GL
EM cloak, our GL EM invisible cloak without exceeding light speed that is verified. Compare the
electric wave Ez propagation through GL cloak in Figure 1 and through Ps cloak in Figure 16 in [3]
at 84 step time. It is obvious that the GL EM cloak has no exceeding light speed difficulty, but
the Ps cloak has the infinite speed difficulty. Figure 17 in [3] shows that at 94 step time, Ez wave
through Ps cloak exceeds light speed.
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Increasing the Efficiency of Forward-backward Time-stepping
Reconstruction Method
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State Key Laboratory of Petroleum Resource and Prospecting
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Abstract— The time-domain forward-backward time-stepping (FBTS) inversion method is a
reconstruction technique being capable of reconstructing large objects. However its efficiency
is affected by saving great amount of simulation data to hard disk and reading them from it.
This paper proposes a method which need not save simulation data. In the proposed method,
the simulation data is obtained by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method with perfect
matched layer (PML) absorbing boundaries, and the simulation of the adjoint field is calculated
using FDTD too, but random boundaries are used. In the random boundaries, the permittivity
is randomly distributed and the adjoint fields caused by the random boundaries are uncorrelated.
The adjoint field is calculated reverse in time, and the wave fields at 0 and ∆t/2 are saved to hard
disk. The adjoint field at any time step is calculated from the saved initial conditions. As a result,
the computation sequence of both fields is kept in the same forward time direction. A numerical
reconstruction example is illustrated to compare inversion results using the conventional and
the suggested methods. The reconstructed results by using these methods are almost the same,
however, the calculation time of the suggested method is about 78% of the conventional method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has been applied to various fields and solved many detection
problems. As one kind of interpretation methods, the techniques to reveal quantitative properties
of subsurface from GPR data have been investigated by many researches. Among these methods,
there are inverse scattering reconstruction techniques in the frequency-domain [1, 2] and timedomain [3–5].
We have discussed a forward-backward time-stepping (FBTS) method to reconstruct electrical
property profiles of objects using the time-domain electromagnetic data [4, 5]. The gradients of the
cost functional with respect to unknown parameters (permittivity and conductivity) are expressed
explicitly by introducing an adjoint vector field. In order to calculate the gradients, the wave field
corresponding to a guessed model of the whole reconstruction space at all time must be saved to the
hard disk. During the calculation of the gradients, the saved data are read from the hard disk and
crosscorrelated with the adjoint field just calculated. As it is well known that the storage and read
of data from hard disk is very time consuming, particularly for three-dimensional reconstruction
problems because the amount of the guessed field is very huge. Low efficiency is the bottleneck of
this reconstruction method for large scale practical applications.
This paper suggests a method for avoiding the storage and read of the large amount of simulation
data in order to increase the efficiency of the reconstruction method.
2. RECONSTRUCTION METHOD WITHOUT SAVING LARGE AMOUNT OF DATA

The gradients of the cost functional of the FBTS inversion method with respect to unknown parameters (permittivity and conductivity) are expressed explicitly by introducing an adjoint vector
field wm (p; r, t) as,
Z
gε = 2

0

Z
gσ = 2

0

cT

M X
3
X

m=1 i=1
3
M X
cT X

i
wm
(p; r, t)

i (p; r, t)
∂vm
d(ct)
∂(ct)

i
i
wm
(p; r, t)vm
(p; r, t)d(ct)

(1)
(2)

m=1 i=1

where, c is speed of light in vacuum. The gradients are calculated by crosscorrelating wm (p; r, t)
with ∂vm (p; r, t)/∂t or vm (p; r, t), vm (p; r, t) is the wave field of the guessed model p of the mth
transmitter. vm (p; r, t) is calculated forward in time, however, wm (p; r, t) excited by residuals of
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the observed and guessed data at the receivers’ positions is calculated reverse in time. In order to
calculate the gradients, vm (p; r, t) of the whole reconstruction space at all time must be stored to
the hard disk when memory is insufficient. During the calculation of the gradients, the saved data
are read from hard disk and crosscorrelated with wm (p; r, t) just calculated.
In this paper, the storage and read of vm (p; r, t) is avoided by using random boundaries surrounding the whole model. The random boundary is firstly proposed by Clapp for reverse-time
migration [6]. Here we use it in waveform inversion. In the random boundaries the permittivity
distributes randomly, wm (p; r, t) in this regions is scattered, and the scattered field is not coherent
with vm (p; r, t), consequently the gradient is not evidently affected by the wave field from the
random boundary regions. wm (p; r, t) propagating in the guessed model with random boundaries
is calculated at first from the largest time T to 0 by using FDTD method, and the electric field at 0

Figure 1: The flowchart of the FBTS method using the random boundaries in the calculation of the adjoint
field.

Figure 2: Actual model. The indexes of horizontal and vertical axes are grid number.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The gradient at 1st iteration calculated using the (a) conventional and (b) suggested method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Reconstructed results at 60th iteration using the (a) conventional and (b) suggested method.

and the magnetic field at ∆t/2 are saved to the hard disk. ∆t is time step. During the calculation
of vm (p; r, t) by using FDTD method forward in time with PML absorbing boundaries, wm (p; r, t)
is then also calculated from the saved data at 0 and ∆t/2 as initial conditions forward in time
by using FDTD method with the random boundaries, and the gradient is then calculated using
vm (p; r, t) and wm (p; r, t) at the same time sampling position. wm (p; r, t) at any time can be recovered by using FDTD method. The flowchart of the FBTS method using the random boundaries
is illustrated in Figure 1. In this method only small amount of data need be stored to hard disk
compared to the conventional method.
3. RECONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

A 2-D reconstruction example is conducted by the conventional method with storage and read of
vm (p; r, t), and by the suggested method. Figure 2 shows the true model of relative permittivity,
its size is 351 × 201 which is called problem space. The indexes of horizontal and vertical axes are
grid number, and the grid size is 1.2 cm.
There are two layers of soil, and their relative permittivity is 5 and 6. In the first layer there
are two objects of relative permittivity of 3. The reconstruction region is 11–341 in horizontal
direction and 51–188 in vertical direction. In the suggested reconstruction method, additional
100 grids, where the permittivity is random, surround the problem space in the calculation of the
adjoint field. Figure 3 shows the gradients of the reconstruction region calculated by using the
conventional and suggested method. It is seen that it is difficult to find the difference between
them.
The reconstructed results by using the conventional FBTS reconstruction method in which
guessed data are saved on hard disk and by using the proposed method are shown in Figure 4. The
reconstructed results by using these methods are almost the same, however, the calculation time
of the suggested method is about 78% of the conventional reconstruction method. The percentage
is smaller if the reconstruction size and the number of transmitters are larger.
4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The suggested method without saving large amount of data to hard disk can speed up the timedomain reconstruction method, and the influence from the random boundaries is very weak. Since
the data storage and read are extremely reduced, the time-domain reconstruction method is very
suitable for GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) parallel computation. By using the random boundary method and GPU parallel computation, the efficiency of the FBTS reconstruction method is
expected to be greatly increased.
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Note on the Tangential Scattered Magnetic Field on a Perfectly
Conducting Surface
Guyan Ni
College of Science, National University of Defense Technology, China

Abstract— In the paper, we consider an issue of the tangential component of the scattered
field of a perfect conductor. Assume that the surface of the conductor is smooth and has a firstorder smooth point. We prove that the tangential component of the scattered field at the point
is infinite if the surface current density at the point is nonzero. By the boundary condition, we
conclude that the surface current density at the point should be zero.
1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a plane wave (Ei , Hi ) incident on a perfectly conducting object. The incident wave
produces surface currents density JS on the conductor surface S, which generators a scattered
electric field Es and a scattered magnetic field Hs . The scattered electromagnetic field outside the
current-carrying surface is often expressed in terms of a Green’s function as [1–3]
µ
¶
Z
Z
exp(−jkR)
exp(−jkR) 0
jωµ0
j
s
0
0
0
∇
E (r) =
JS (r )dS +
∇ · JS (r ) dS 0
(1)
4π S
R
4π²0 ω S
R
¶
µ
Z
1
exp(−jkR)
Hs (r) =
× JS (r0 )dS 0
(2)
∇
4π S
R
√
where j = −1, R = |r − r0 |. However, both (1) and (2) are invalid when r is on S. Since the
Green’s function exp(−jkR)/R becomes infinite when r approaches r0 , so the integrals both (1)
and (2) are improper. The divergent character of (1) and (2) is well known to the mathematician,
since there are derivatives of exp(−jkR)/R in the integrals.
Denote n̂ a unit normal to the surface S at r. According the boundary condition of the surface
currents and the tangential component of the total field
n̂ × (Ei + Es ) = 0, n̂ × (Hi + Hs ) = JS ,

(3)

we know that both n̂ × Es and n̂ × Hs are finite on the surface in practice. Hence, n̂ × Hs (r) is
always expressed as [1]
¶
¶
µ µ
Z
1
exp(−jkR)
0
lim
× JS (r ) dS 0 ,
(4)
n̂ × ∇
²→0+ 4π S
R
where R = |r + ²n̂ − r0 |. A general viewpoint is that the integral (4) is convergent if the surface S
is smooth [1, 2], and it is widely used in the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE) [5, 6].
However, in this paper, we consider the tangential component of the scattered field at a firstorder smooth point P of a conductor as in Figure 1. At the point, we show that the integral (4) is
divergent if the surface current density at the point is nonzero. That is n̂ × Hs is infinite. Hence,
by the boundary condition, the surface current density at the point should be zero.
2. MAIN RESULT

Since the convergence of (4) only depends on the convergence of the local integral of (4) around
r. Hence, we only consider the surface express around the r. Suppose the surface S around the
origin, as in Figure 2, is defined as
p

x2 + y 2

, if 0 < x2 + y 2 ≤ 1/2,
2
2 ))1/3
S: z=
(5)
(ln(x
+
y

0,
if x2 + y 2 = 0.
In the section, we will prove that the surface S is smooth, n̂ × Hs (0) is infinite if the surface
current density is nonzero, as well as, in general, n̂(r) × Hs (r) is finite if S is at least second-order
smooth at r.
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Figure 2: The surface S around the origin.

Figure 1: A conductor with a first-order smooth
point.
2.1. The Smoothness of the Surface S

We know that

µ
n̂(r) =

and

¶
∂z ∂z
, ,1 ,
∂x ∂y




−2x
x
p
+p
,
∂z
4/3
2
2
2
2
2
2
=
3 x + y (ln(x + y ))
x + y (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3

∂x
0,

−2y
y
 p
+p
,
∂z
4/3
2
2
2
2
2
2
=
3 x + y (ln(x + y ))
x + y (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3

∂y
0,

if 0 < x2 + y 2 ≤ 21 ,
if x2 + y 2 = 0.
if 0 < x2 + y 2 ≤ 21 ,
if x2 + y 2 = 0.

It is clear that both ∂z/∂x and ∂z/∂y are continuous if 0 < x2 + y 2 < 1/2, and
¯
∂z
∂z ¯¯
lim
=0 =
∂x ¯(0,0)
(x,y)→(0,0) ∂x
¯
∂z ¯¯
∂z
=0 =
lim
.
∂y ¯
(x,y)→(0,0) ∂y
(0,0)

Hence
lim n̂(r) = n̂(0) = (0, 0, 1) 6= (0, 0, 0).

r→0

So S is smooth.
2.2. The Tangential Component of the Scattered Field at the Origin

We know that the unit normal of S at 0 is n̂ = (0, 0, 1). The unit normal of S at r is
³
´
∂z
∂z
− ∂x
, − ∂y
,1
n̂(r) = r
.
¡ ∂z ¢2 ³ ∂z ´2
+ ∂y + 1
∂x
So, the surface current density can be defined as
JS (r) = (0, 1, ∂z/∂y) (r ∈ S).
Then JS (r) is continuous and JS (0) 6= 0. We claim that the tangential component of scattered
magnetic field at the origin is infinite. Indeed, by (4),
Z
exp(−jkR)
s
n̂ × H (0) = lim+
(−jkR − 1)n̂ × ((²n̂ − r) × JS (r)) dS
²→0
4πR3
ZS
exp(−jkR)
= lim+
(−jkR − 1) [n̂ · JS (r)(²n̂ − r) − n̂ · (²n̂ − r)JS (r)] dS
(6)
²→0
4πR3
S
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where R = |²n̂ − r|. In order to prove (6) is infinite, we only prove the following limit
Z
1
lim+
(n̂ · JS (r)(²n̂ − r) − n̂ · (²n̂ − r)JS (r)) dS
3
²→0
R
S

(7)

is infinite. Since

µ
¶
∂z
∂z
n̂ · JS (r)(²n̂ − r) − n̂ · (²n̂ − r)JS (r) = −x , −y
− ² + z, 0 .
∂y
∂y

It follows that (7) is infinite if and only if one of the following two limits
Z
−x ∂z
lim+
·
dS
(8)
3 ∂y
²→0
S R
or
µ
¶
Z
1
∂z
lim
· −y
− ² + z dS
(9)
²→0+ S R3
∂y
is infinite.
For (8), the integrand is an odd function on x. So (8) is convergent and the integral value is
zero.
For (9), we have
Ã
¶
µ
Z
Z
1
1
∂z
2y 2
lim+
− ² + z dS = lim+
· −y
· −² + p
3
3
²→0
²→0
∂y
3 x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3
S R
S R
!
p
y2
x2 + y 2
dS. (10)
−p
+
x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
By the symmetry of S, we notice that for each positive ²
!
Ã
Z
1
y2
2y 2
p
−p
dS
·
3
3 x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3
x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
S R
!
Ã
Z
1
x2
2x2
p
=
−p
dS
·
3
3 x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3
x2 + y 2 (ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
S R
!
Ã
p
p
Z
1
x2 + y 2
x2 + y 2
=
dS.
−
·
3
3(ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3 2(ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
S R
Substituting the above equation into (10), we have
¶
µ
Z
1
∂z
lim
− ² + z dS
· −y
²→0+ S R3
∂y
Ã
!
p
p
Z
1
x2 + y 2
x2 + y 2
= lim+
· −² +
+
dS.
3
²→0
3(ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3 2(ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
S R
Now, we will prove that
Z
lim

²→0+

is finite, but

S

1
·
R3

Z
lim

Denote ρ =

p

²→0+

S

Ã

!
p
x2 + y 2
−² +
dS
3(ln(x2 + y 2 ))4/3

p
1
x2 + y 2
·
dS = −∞.
R3 2(ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3

x2 + y 2 . Since
R = |²n̂ − r| =

p
p
x2 + y 2 + (z − ²)2 > ρ2 + ²2 .

(11)

(12)
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Ã
!
Z
Z √1/2
²
²
²
p
dS < 2π
ρdρ = 2π 1 − p
→ 2π (² → 0+ ).
3
2
2
2
3
R
1/2
+
²
(
ρ
+
²
)
S
0
p
Since R = |²n̂ − r| = x2 + y 2 + (z − ²)2 > ρ. It follows that
Ã
!
p
Z
Z √1/2
1
x2 + y 2
1
ρ2
π
·
dS
<
2π
·
dρ = √
.
3
3
3
4/3
4/3
2
2
2
ρ 3(ln ρ )
3(ln(x + y ))
4 ln 2
S R
0
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(13)

(14)

By (13) and (14), we know that (11) is finite. Next, we will prove (12).
Since 0 < x2 + y 2 ≤ 1/2, then 0 < − ln(x12 +y2 ) < 2. Then
v
Ã
u
u
R = tx2 + y 2 +

p

x2 + y 2
−²
(ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3

!2
<

p

ρ2 + (2ρ + ²)2 .

Hence,
Ã
!
p
1
x2 + y 2
·
dS
3
3(− ln(x2 + y 2 ))1/3
S R
Z √1/2
1
ρ2
p
dρ
2π
·
( ρ2 + (2ρ + ²)2 )3 3(− ln ρ2 )1/3
0
Z √1/2
1
1
p
2π
dρ
·
ρ( 1 + (2 + ²/ρ)2 )3 3(− ln ρ2 )1/3
0
Z √1/2
1
1
p
2π
dρ
·
ρ( 1 + (2 + ²/ρ)2 )3 3(− ln ρ2 )1/3
²
Z √1/2
2π
1
dρ (Since 0 < ²/ρ < 1)
√ 3
3ρ(−
ln
ρ2 )1/3
10 ²
#
"
p
2π
(ln ²)2/3 (ln 1/2)2/3
→ +∞(² → 0+ ).
−
√ 3
4/3
4/3
2
2
10
Z

>
=
>
>
=

Thus, we have proved that (10) is infinite, which implies that (9) is infinite. Hence, n̂ × Hs (0)
is infinite, which means that the tangential component of scattered magnetic field at the origin is
infinite if JS (0) 6= 0. This completes the prove.
By the boundary condition (3), it is not hard to deduce that JS (0) = 0.
2.3. The Relationship between the Smoothness and the Convergency

Assume that the surface current of S is not zero. From above all, we find that n̂ × Hs (0) is infinite
because
Z
n̂ · r
dS
lim
²→0+ S R3
is divergent.
In general, for each r0 ∈ S, we also have that if
Z
n̂(r0 ) · (r − r0 )
lim+
dS
(15)
²→0
R3
S
is convergent then n̂(r0 ) × Hs (r0 ) is finite, where R = |r − (r0 + ²n̂(r0 ))|. Hence, a more smooth
condition of S should be added to guarantee the convergence of (4). Indeed, if S is a second-order
smooth surface, then there exists a positive number M such that
|n̂(r0 ) · (r − r0 )| ≤ M |r − r0 |2 .
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It follows that (15) is convergent, see Ref. [4]. We obtain the following result.
Theorem. Let S be a second-order smooth surface of a conductor, r be a point on S, n̂(r) be
an unit normal pointing outward from r, JS (r) be a continued surface current density. Then the
tangential component of scattered magnetic field n̂(r) × Hs (r) is finite.
3. CONCLUSION

This paper proves that if a conductor has a first-order smooth point in its surface then the surface
current density should be zero at the point. Otherwise, the tangential scattered magnetic field
is infinite at the point. So we should consider the smoothness of the surface if we apply the
magnetic-field integral equations (MFIE) to compute the electromagnetic scattering field. That is
why the current distribution and the radar cross section (RCS) obtained by the MFIE are always
not accurate when the geometry of the problem includes sharp edges or tips.
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Derivation of One-minute Rain Rate from Five-minute Equivalent
for the Calculation of Rain Attenuation in South Africa
P. Owolawi
Department of Electrical Engineering, Mangosuthu University of Technology
Umlazi, Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa

Abstract— This paper presents conversion of rain rate from 5-minte to equivalent 1-minute
integration time. A proposed hybrid method is based on optimized existing conversion methods.
The approach is considered because of mixed geographical/climatic conditions of the southern
Africa. The results of the method are compared with the exiting models which are geographically
dependent.
1. INTRODUCTION

In accordance to International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R P.618-6 and P.530-8), estimation
of rain attenuation need to be carried out at lower integration time, i.e., ≥ 1 minute. The established conversion methods are grouped into three broad classes by Capsoni et al. [1] which physical,
analytical and empirical model as classified with their respective examples in Table 1. Majority
of the contributors tend to use the empirical method extensively to convert from higher integration time to lower equivalent because of its simplicity and experimental dependent. Studies which
have applied this method in different regions include Ajayi and Ofoche [15] for Nigeria, Burgueno
et al. [12] for Spain; Falvin [16] for Australia, Ong and Zhu [17, 18] for Singapore, Watson et al. [13]
for Europe, Xiao et al. [19] for China, Chebil and Rahman [14] for Malaysia, and Segal [11] for
Canada. In principle, the two main laws commonly used in empirical methods are the power law
and the power-exponential law. In Emiliani et al. [20], the laws are expressed as follows:
R1 (P ) = aRT (P )b

(1)

where R1 (P ) and RT (P ) are, respectively, the rain rate for a one-minute integration time and any
integration time (T ), at equal percentage of exceedence (P ). The other law is based on conversion
factor as given by the expression:
R1 (P )
,
RT (P )
R1 (P )
CF (P ) =
,
RT (P )
CF (P ) =

CF (P ) = aP b ,

0 < P < 1.0,

CF (P ) = aP b + cedp ,

0 < P < 1.0,

(2)
(3)

where CF (P ) is conversion factor at a particular percentage of exceedence, P , and a and b are
constant values for parameters with respect to rain integration time τ.
Table 1: Examples of different classes of rain rate integration time conversion models (RH = RiceHolmberg [2], DD = Dutton-Dougherty [3], CM = Crane [4], ITU-R P.837-5 [5], EX = EXCELL [6], PS =
Physical-Stochastic [7], MF = Moupfouma [8], KA = Karasawa [9], IH = Ito-Hosoya [10], SG = Segal [11],
BG = Burgueno [12], WA = Watson [13], CR = Chebil-Rahman [14].
Physical model
RH
DD
CM
ITU-R
EX
PS

Analytical models
MF
KA
IH

Empirical model
SG
BG
WA
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The extensive contribution of ITU-R study 3 which led to the revised ITU-R 837-5 [5] has given
a good direction in resolving the issues around integration time, although the approach is based
on the empirical method with limited climatological data from few regions in the world. In the
proposal, the power law approach was considered for four different integration times which are 5
min, 10 min, 20 min and 30 min. Emiliani et al. [21] further reviewed ITU-R P.837-5 constants
and suggests new global coefficients for the application of the power law conversion method. These
proposed coefficients extend its application to rain rate conversion methods in temperate, tropical
and cold climates. In addition, their contributions extend the ITU-R P.837-5 integration time from
5-, 10-, 20-, 30-minute to 60-minute interval.
In recent times, the group has put forward a revised recommendation with more data and
analysis from many other regions in the world. Mathematically, two expressions are proposed to
determine the global coefficients for the power laws (Equation (1)) as shown in the expressions
below:
a = 0.0002t2 − 0.0189t + 1.0136 R2 = 0.987
(4)
b = 0.0063t + 1.0366
R2 = 0.97
2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT FACILITIES/DATA PROCESSING

The details of experimental set-up and measurement methodology in the present work are presented
in Section 2 as reported in [22]. Twenty-five data sites with master control site in Durban are used in
the present study. In the case of distrometer, 92% of its data was processed and used while less than
2.8% of the data provided by South Africa Weather Services was not used. Table 2 shows few sites
with their location names and longitude and latitudes and their precipitation characteristics. The
parameters used are average annual total rainfall M (mm/yr), the highest monthly precipitation
observed over 30 years Mm (mm/month), and the average number of thunderstorm days in a year
Dth (day), which are extracted from World Meteorological Organization documents [23, 24]. The
site cumulative distribution characteristics estimated over ten years are also presented with 0.01%
percentage of exceedence of five-minute rain rate data collected over the South African regions and
its islands.
Table 3 shows the yearly variation of mean bias error, correlation coefficient (R2 ) between the
ten years’ rain rate and individual year rain rate distribution at equal percentage of exceedence
and rain rate values at 1%, 0.01% and 0.001% of exceedences at five-minute integration time.
The table confirms a positive correlation across the years with the least value of 0.93 to the most
significant value of 0.99. The results also show the yearly variation mean bias error of ten years rain
rate distribution against each individual year. In 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, and 2006, the percentage
mean bias error is less than +9%, while for 1998, 1999, 2001, 2002 and 2005, the recorded percentage
mean bias error is less than −17%. The exceptional years of 1995 and 2004 gave a percentage mean
bias errors of +42% and −33%, respectively. Table 3 further shows the results of year-to-year
variation of five-minute rain rate exceeded from 0.001% to 1% with their corresponding rain rate
values. At 1% exceedance of rain rate, the recorded values remain approximately constant, while
at 0.001% exceedance, the variation is relatively larger. In the case of 0.01% of exceedence, the
variation of rain rate recoded falls in between the 1% and 0.01% percentages of exceedences. In
years earlier than 1997, the rain rates recorded are relatively low compared with years later than

Table 2: Regional parameters used in estimating one-minute rain rate by hybrid method [24].
SITE/PARAMETERS
Lat. (deg)
Long. (deg)
M (mm)
Dth (day)
M m (mm)
β
R5 min (0.01) (mm)

EASTERN CAPE
Port Alfred
−33.5
26.8
624
30
64
0.721
33.6

KZN
Durban
−29.9
30.9
1009
30
134
0.688
55.2

WESTERN-CAPE
Cape-Town
−33.9
18.6
515
15
93
0.609
21.6
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Table 3: Yearly variation of 5-minute rain rate with their statistical characteristics.
Statistical Characteristics
% mean bias
R2
% exceedence 0.01%
% exceedence 0.001%
% mean bias
R2
% exceedence 0.01%
% exceedence 0.001%
% mean bias
R2
% exceedence 0.01%
% exceedence 0.001%
% mean bias
R2
% exceedence 0.01%
% exceedence 0.001%

1995
42.01
0.98
26.4
93.6
1999
−12.43
0.98
52.8
98.4
2003
2.24
0.99
60
110
2007
−4.80
0.99
67.2
93.6

1996
4.34
0.98
48
40.8
2000
8.89
0.97
50.4
91.2
2004
−33.23
0.99
79.2
151
Ten years
55.2
93.6

1997
4.62
0.99
48
69.6
2001
−16.61
0.97
55.2
117.6
2005
−2.41
0.97
64.8
146.4

1998
−8.66
0.99
62.4
84
2002
−0.91
0.99
57.6
100
2006
3.49
0.93
57.6
93.6

1997. This may be due to yearly cycles at the time of data collection. In the case of 2009 data, the
table shows a negative percentage mean bias error with positive correlation coefficient. The rain
rate at different percentage of exceedence is equal at both 1% and 0.001%, with a 22% increment
in the 2009 rain rate data.
3. THE PROPOSED HYBRID METHOD

The hybrid method presented in this paper takes advantages of existing rain rate conversion methods with their inherent properties and adapts them for the region of interest by using a control
site with at least one measured one-minute rain rate data to optimize the selected models. In the
global model proposed by Ito et al. [10], an error band of ±20% is considered acceptable for proper
application of their proposed model worldwide, while Karasawa et al. [9] considered an improved
error band of ±10% for regional base estimation. The Hybrid model considers the later band range
to select the optimized model for the region. The rationale of the model can be abridged as follows:
assume that a cumulative distribution (CDF) of a region with measured one-minute rain rate with
their coefficients can be mirrored in another site by simply adjusting the values of the coefficients
to find the cumulative identity with the existing CDF. Here the regional precipitation properties
will still be maintained and the variability of the site will be taken care of. Since several rain
rate conversion models already exist, it is easy to tap into their properties and identify them with
their region of interest using appropriate optimization methods. It is anticipated that a combined
rain rate conversion method will give better performance than an individual model because of the
dynamics of rain rate distribution especially in Africa where multiple regimes of rain can occur
within one rain rate event.
Consider a hypothetical cumulative distribution of rain rate using different one-minute rain
rate models. Let N be the number of models generating those one-minute rain rate cumulative
distributions, i.e., rain rate distribution model 1 (N1 ), rain rate distribution model 2 (N2 ), . . . up
to rain rate distribution model (Nn ).
Let P represents the probability of rain rate exceedences using ITU-R’s designations P0.001 ,
P0.003 , P0.01 , P0.03 , P0.1 , P0.3 , and P1 . The conversion factors (CF ) for each class of N is given
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by:
µ

CFN =1,2,3,...,n
CFN =1,2,3,...,n
CFN =1,2,3,...,n

¶ µ
¶
¶
µ
R1,1 (P0.001 )
R1,2 (P0.001 )
R1,n (P0.001 )
=
+
+ ...
RT,1 (P0.001 )
RT,2 (P0.001 )
RT,n (P0.001 )
µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
¶
R1,1 (P0.003 )
R1,2 (P0.003 )
R1,n (P0.003 )
=
+
+ ...
RT,1 (P0.003 )
RT,2 (P0.003 )
RT,n (P0.003 )
µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
¶
R1,1 (P1 )
R1,2 (P1 )
R1,n (P1 )
=
+
+ ...
RT,1 (P1 )
RT,2 (P1 )
RT,n (P1 )

(5a)

where N is the designation number
P assigned to each model used, i.e., N = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. Suppose
we assume Li=0.001, 0.003,...,1 = N1
CFN =1,2,...,n,0.001 , and the Hybrid conversion factors for each
percentage of exceedences are L0.001 , L0.003 , . . . L1 respectively. Then, the generalized expression
for the Hybrid conversion factor is given as:
Li=0.001, 0.003,...,1 =

1 X
CFN =1,2,...,n,0.001
N

(5b)

P
where CFN =1,2,...,n,0.001 is the sum of ratio of rain rates exceeded for a given percentage of time for
rain gauges with integration times of T minutes and one minute for each number of distributions N .
Also, the principle can be repeated for a case of a set threshold of rain rate at unknown percentage
of exceedence, as follows:
µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
¶
P1,1 (R0.001 )
P1,2 (R0.001 )
P1,n (R0.001 )
CFN =1,2,3,...,n =
+
+ ...
PT,1 (R0.001 )
PT,2 (R0.001 )
PT,n (R0.001 )
µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
¶
P1,1 (R0.003 )
P1,2 (R0.003 )
P1,n (R0.003 )
CFN =1,2,3,...,n =
+
+ ...
(5c)
PT,1 (R0.003 )
PT,2 (R0.003 )
PT,n (R0.003 )
µ
¶ µ
¶
µ
¶
P1,1 (R1 )
P1,2 (R1 )
P1,n (R1 )
CFN =1,2,3,...,n =
+
+ ...
PT,1 (R1 )
PT,2 (R1 )
PT,n (R1 )
P
Then Equation (5b) can be assumed where
CFN =1,2,...,n,0.001 refers to the sum of ratio of exceedences for a given rain rate measured using gauges with T minute and one minute integration
times for each number of distributions N .
In this paper, the selected models for the Hybrid conversion method are: the Segal model
(Singapore) model (N1 ); the Ito-Hosoya model (N2 ); the Burgueno models (Singapore) (N3 ); the
Lavergnat-Golé model (N4 ); the Ajayi-Ofoche model (N5 ); the Migliora, Pontes and Mello model
(N6); the ITU-R P.837-5 model (N7 ); the Australia model (N8 ); and the China model (N9 ). The
mentioned models are selected because they consists location/region-based climatic parameters.
The resulting hybrid integration time models will have mixed properties of selected climatic conditions that might similar to South Africa. South Africa has mixed tropical and temperate climates.
The result of the mixed model approach is a Hybrid method whose coefficients are used to convert
the available five-minute data to one-minute equivalent.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the estimated one-minute (Hybrid method using nine
rain rate models) and five-minute rain rate collected. Three different regression fits are applied,
namely, the second order polynomial fit, the linear fit and the power fit. These regression fits
are used to estimate the distributions of rain rate at two different integration times but at equal
percentage of exceedence. The regression curve is based on equal percentage of exceedence at which
rain rate is exceeded at a range between 0.001% and 1% with smaller unit intervals. The square
value of correlation coefficients of the fits shows that the second order polynomial fit performs best;
followed by linear fit, with the power fit performing worst.
Figure 1 also reveals that at lower rain rates, the three fits’ distributions give a good correlation
with the minimum percentage deviation of 0.33%; however, at a higher rain rate, the power law fit
diverges slightly by a maximum percentage deviation of 7.87%.
Another approach to present the conversion method is to use conversion factors. This relates the
ratio of rain rate at equal percentages of exceedence against its percentage of exceedence at each
ratio of rain rate. Figure 2 is a graphic representation of conversion factor method using rain rate
data for Durban. It shows the relationship between rain rate conversion factor and percentage of
exceedence for each individual rain rate ratio. The second order polynomial, logarithm, and power
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law fit distributions are considered. In Figure 2, the model rain rate conversion factor favours
the second order polynomial fit using the square value correlation coefficient. It is noted that the
square correlation coefficients were less than 0.5 and this poor correlation is common with other
stations considered in this work. As a result of the weak square correlation coefficient shown in
Figure 2, the expressions (polynomial, power and linear fit) in Figure 1 are adopted to convert rain
rate from 5-minute integration time to 1-minute equivalent in Durban and other sites mentioned in
this paper. The results of converted 5-minute cumulative distribution of rain rate using different
fits are then compared with each other as well as the 1-minute measured data. The comparison
includes ITU-R Recommendation P.837-5 conversion coefficients and the revised ITU-R P.837-5
results. The comparison is evaluated using a relative error method adopted by ITU-R and other
authors.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of measured one-minute rain rate with three different hybrid
fits. The different distribution fits used are the power fit, the second order polynomial fit, and the
linear fit of Figure 1. As seen in the diagram, the three chosen fits seem to describe one-minute
measured rain rate distributions well with little degree of deviation at a higher rain rate for the
power fit. The resulting one-minute rain rates estimated by the three distribution fits derived by
Hybrid method are tested against available one-year one-minute rain rate data.

Figure 1: The hybrid 1-minute against 5-minute rain
rate measured in Durban.

Figure 2: Relationship between the conversion factor
and % of time rain rate exceeded.

Figure 3: Comparison between modeled 1-minute
and measured 1-minute rain rate for Durban.

Figure 4: Climatic classification of South Africa and
surrounding islands based on the Koppen classification.
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4. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED HYBRID MODEL AGAINST OTHER
EXISTING MODELS

The first quantitative estimated errors are evaluated using relative error, which is a widely used
error evaluation method, given by:
µ
¶
Rp,i − Rm,i
ERel,i (%) = 100
(6)
Rm,i
where Rp (mm/hr) and Rm (mm/hr) are predicted and measured 1-minute rain rates, respectively.
It should be noted that the lower the values in Equation (6), the better the proposed model.
In this paper, the relative error is chosen for the first evaluation of the proposed model with
actual measured data. In order to confirm the most suitable fit distribution to best describe Durban,
the average standard deviation (STD) of the absolute relative error and root mean square (RMS)
of relative error are determined as shown in Table 4. Table 4 confirms the best fit distribution that
describes the proposed one-minute rain rate (Hybrid method) with measured one-minute rain rate.
The average value of the absolute relative error is observed to be lowest when the polynomial fit of
second order is used, while the maximum average error is recorded with power law fit. The same
statistical trend is observed when STD and RMS of relative errors are used as performance criteria.
At 0.01% percentage of exceedence, the power fit seems to be the best with 9.88% relative error,
whereas the linear and polynomial fits give 14.79% and 12.28% of relative error, respectively. This
is confirmed by the RMS value where the power fit records a value of 0.97%, while polynomial and
linear fits record 1.5% and 2.1%, respectively. At 0.001% percentage of exceedence, the performance
of the polynomial fit is the best with 0.072% of relative error, while the error for the linear fit is
1.68%, with highest relative error observed in power fit. Comparisons between ITU-R P.837-5 and
the proposed new global power model using Durban’s data shows that the percentage differences
between the existing ITU-R and proposed ITU-R’s global model in this study are 9.31%, 19.18%,
and 8.85%, when using average value of absolute error, standard deviation of absolute value of error,
and root mean square of absolute error, respectively. It is also noted from Table 4 and Figure 3
that both the ITU-R and proposed new ITU-R’s global model describe the Durban cumulative
distribution well at lower rain rate while at the higher rain rate, there is greater deviation. The
performance of the polynomial fit of second order is considered the best for conversion of rain
rate from five-minute to one-minute equivalent because the average error evaluation confirms the
polynomial fit as overall best performing regression fit compared to its other counterparts.
In the second evaluation, the performance of the proposed model is observed. The Hybrid model
has been tested against the measured one-minute rainfall data collected at Durban against the other
19 rainfall rate conversion models worldwide. The other 19 rainfall rate conversion models include
the models used to derive the Hybrid model. The performance of the Hybrid model has been
appraised through the following four error statistical figures using the probability level p between
the ranges of 1% to 0.001%.
• The absolute percentage relative error, given by:

Table 4: Comparison between the different fit distributions for Durban using average, STD, and RMS values.

Model

Linear Fit
Polynomial Fit (2nd order)
Power Fit
ITU-R P.837-5
New Proposed ITU-R

Average
value of
absolute
ERel,i (%)
11.72
6.74
14.64
10.85
9.0

STD
value of
absolute
ERel,i (%)
12.38
6.21
5.0
7.05
4.78

RMS
value of
absolute
ERel,i (%)
16.69
9.0
15.40
12.80
10.72
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(7)

where Re (p) and Rm (p) are the estimated and measured rain rate values at equal probability of
exceedence. The implication of this evaluator is that the less the absolute percentage error, the
better the performance the tested model.
• The Root Mean Square error (RMS) as defined by Owolawi and Afullo [25]:
v
u
N
u
X
RM S = t1/N
(Xest,i − Xmea,i )2

(8)

i=1

where N is the number of data points, and Xest and Xmea are the estimated and measured quantities, respectively.
• The Average probability ratio (APR) as defined by Owolawi and Afullo [25]:
¶
N µ
1 X Pest,i
AP R =
N
Pmea,i

(9)

i=1

here Pest and Pmea denote the cumulative probabilities of estimated and measured quantities,
respectively.
• The Chi-Square statistic as defined by Downie and Heath [25]:
2

χ =

N
X
(Xest,i − Xmea,i )2
i=1

Xest,i

(10)

In this work, absolute percentage relative error, RMS and APR are used to optimize and compare
the propose Hybrid method against the existing models and the measured rain rate data. The
Chi-square statistic is used to confirm the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis of the
compared models. A good model should give an APR close to 1, a minimum absolute ε(p) and
minimum RMS. It should also give a χ2 statistic that is lower than the threshold tδ for a defined
probability value δ for N − 1 degree of freedom (DF). In this work, δ is chosen to be 5%.
In Table 5, the result of the evaluation defined over the interval of 1% to 0.001% is presented.
From the table, the absolute relative error records its least value of 3.08% in the case of Hybrid
model (Polynomial type) and worst in the case of Rice-Holmberg model with 63.22%. The other
models that fall below 10% of absolute relative errors are Hybrid (Linear type), ITU-R P.837-5,
Australia model, Hybrid (Power type), fitted Segal (Singapore) model, Lavergnat et al. model and
Brazil model (Maritime tropical) in descending order error values. The reason for the lower relative
error recoded may be due to similarity in the geographical patterns of the region especially in the
case of Australia. Considering RMS and APR error for the same mentioned models, it seems that
similar trends are observed. Using the χ2 evaluation at 5% confidence interval, it is seen that up
to 13 models could be used to convert from five-minute rain rate integration time to its one-minute
equivalent. As inferred from Table 5, the proposed Hybrid model with polynomial fit performs
better than the others.
5. INTEGRATION TIME COEFFICIENTS AND ITS VARIABILITIES

As a result of statistical evaluation presented in Table 5, the polynomial model is proposed for the
conversion of rain rate from five-minute to one-minute equivalent for South Africa and surrounding
islands with a simple general expression given as:
R1 (pi ) = aR5 (pi )2 + bR5 (p) + c

(11)

where a, b and c are constants. In the case of Durban, it is observed that a = 0.0004, b = 1.2833
and c = −0.5282. The other expressions used in the equiprobable method are the power fit and
linear fit, given as:
R1 (pi ) = d [R5 (pi )]e
R1 (pi ) = f [R5 (pi )] + g

(12a)
(12b)
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Table 5: Comparison between the measured data, proposed models and existing models of rain rate integration time.
Tested Models
Segal (Singapore)
Burgueno
Rice-Holmberg
Ito et al.
Lavergnat et al.
Ajayi et al. model
USA (Florida)
USA (Texa)
Canada (Montreal)
Italy (Rome)
Australia (Flavin)
China (Xiao et al.)
ITU-R P.837-5
Brazil model (Maritime Tropical)
Brazil model (Equatorial)
Brazil model (Inland tropical)
New propose ITU-R
Moupfouma Sub-tropic
Moupfouma Temperate
Hybrid (Power Law)
Hybrid (Linear Law)
Hybrid (Polynomial Law)

Absolute %
Relative Error
9.00
9.64
63.22
19.28
9.58
10.79
55.02
34.32
37.25
23.33
7.16
11.19
6.59
9.62
10.16
38.14
14.08
32.51
27.09
8.69
5.89
3.08

RMS

APR

8.67
7.99
47.15
15.69
3.70
5.51
47.60
30.45
34.68
21.63
3.73
3.40
8.09
4.95
3.87
34.20
10.31
10.03
7.96
5.39
5.05
2.97

1.00
0.99
2.94
1.25
1.06
1.01
2.56
1.55
1.67
1.31
1.04
1.08
1.02
0.91
1.02
1.67
1.18
0.85
0.92
0.98
0.98
0.98

CHI 5%
(12.592)
5.27
4.89
171.31
17.02
1.76
3.66
166.03
65.54
85.40
32.03
1.40
1.80
4.45
3.32
1.82
81.40
7.50
27.18
17.04
2.73
2.73
1.07

where d, e, f and g are constants with values for Durban given by 1.0615, 1.0506, 1.3183 and
−0.9328, respectively. The second part of the expression uses the equal rain rate method rather
than the equiprobable approach, and is summarized as follows:
CF (Ri ) = h (p(Ri ))2 + I p(Ri ) + j
l

CF (Ri ) = k [p(Ri )]
CF (Ri ) = m ln [p(Ri )] + n

(13a)
(13b)
(13c)

where CF (Ri ) and p(Ri ) are, respectively, the conversion factor and percentages of exceedence at
equal chosen rain rate value. The parameters h, i, j, k, l, m and n are constants for Durban with
values of 0.5232, −0.7278, 1.3113, 1.1419, −0.0244, −0.0292 and 1.1447, respectively.
Equations (13a) to (13c) are not adopted in this work because of the poor square correlation
coefficient as shown in Figure 2, although the polynomial fit shows better square correlation value
of 0.8053. The Hybrid approach is adopted to estimate one-minute rain rate for other provinces in
South Africa and the surrounding islands.
In the earlier work by Seeber [26], South Africa was divided into 12 climatic regions using the
Köppen climatic classification criteria. In the extension of classification to the present work, the
study uses the same map but additional stations are added. Table 6 gives the description of each
climatic zone as described by Seeber [26], with added data points. The graphical representation
shown in Figure 4 represents the location and climatic region of autographic rainfall stations where
data was collected. The details of designations are explained in Table 6 with their respective
Köppen climate classifications. The map also includes Gough Island (2500 km from Cape Town)
and Marion Island (1500 km from Port Elizabeth). Table 7 shows the coefficients of Equations (11)
to (13) for South Africa with the square value of correlation coefficients.
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Table 6: South African Köpen climatic regions from Seeber (Seeber, 1995).
Climatic classification for South African (Köppen climatic
Site
Köppen Classifications
Designation
Northern Cape:
W
Dessert climate. (BW)
South-Western Cape:
M
Mediterranean climate with winter rain. (Cs)
K
Karoo: Desert climate. (BW and BSk)
Southern coastal belt:
A
Rain during all seasons. (Cf )
South-eastern coastal belt:
SE
Warm temperate with summer rain. (Cfw)
Eastern coast and Zululand:
E
Sub-tropical with summer rain. (Cfw and Cfa)
D

Drekensberg and interior KwaZulu-Natal:
Warm temperate with summer rain. (Cwb)

L

Lowveld (Northern province):
Hot steppe with summer rain. (BShw)

NT

Northern Province:
Hot steppe with summer rain. (BShw)

H

Highveld (Mpumalanga, Gauteng and Free state):
Warm temperate with summer rain. (Cwb)

Sn
Ss

Northern Steppe (Free State and North-West):
Steppe summer and autumn rain. (BSkw)
Southern Steppe (Eastern Cape and Free state):
Cold Steppe with autumn rain. (BSkw)

system)
Data points
Upington
Bethlehem,
Cape Point
Beaufort
Port Alfred
East London

Durban,
Richard Bay
Ladysmith,
Umtata
Pietermaritzburg
Skukuza
Tshipise,
Warmbad,
Rustenburg,
Pretoria
Spring,
Bishop,
Ermelo,
Belfast

Klerksdorp, Kimberley
Fort Beaufort

The observed coefficients reflect variability from one Köppen class to another. The variability
noticed in all coefficients in Table 7 is peculiar with rain rate conversion method as testified by
several authors (see for example [1, 20]). The discrepancy in the coefficients was brought to light by
Emiliani et al. [20] when they observed variability in both the coefficients and the regions (such as
temperate, tropical and moderate tropical). The variability trends of the coefficients are again found
to increase as the integration time increases. In the work of Emiliani et al., they also confirmed very
disperse values of coefficients both using percentage of exceedence approach and rain rate approach
(conversion factor), even within the same climatic region. As shown in their example, the wide
variations of these coefficients are not uncommon, ranging between −173% and 579.79% in tropical
subset, between −109% and 555.2% in the temperate subset, and between −143% and 336% in the
cold subset [20].
In the case of the two Islands, the polynomial fit shows a positive value for the C coefficient, which
differs from the trend shown in the South Africa region. Using the square correlation coefficient
value, it is noted from the table that the polynomial and linear fits give a better performance
than the power fit, though the result of the power fit distribution is acceptable because the average
square correlation coefficient records its least value at 0.956. The implication of this is that using the
equiprobable approach gives a better approximation than the conversion factor approach. Using
the conversion factor method (at equal rain rate), the square correlation coefficient records its
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worst value at 0.479 and the best value at 0.990. The polynomial and logarithm fits gave better
approximations compared to the power fit. Gough and Marion islands classes are approximated
using both the equiprobable method and conversion factor approach. Polynomial, power and linear
fits perform very well under the equiprobable method in the two islands. Although the polynomial
and linear fits seem to do better than power fit especially in the case of Gough Island, all the three
chosen fits do very well in Marion Island. Under the conversion factor approach, none of the chosen
fits seem to approximate the distribution well.

Table 7a: Average coefficient for Equations (11), (12) and (13) with their Köppen climate classifications for
the South Africa region.
Site
Designation/expression
coefficients

W

M

K

A

SE

E

Polynomial Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 1.000

ρ = 0.997

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.996

ρ = 0.999

A

0.002

0.001

0.002

0.0005

0.0004

0.0014

B

1.023

1.231

1.255

1.273

1.257

1.2021

C

−0.126

−0.503

−0.370

−0.646

−0.536

−0.3543

Power Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 0.980

ρ = 0.971

ρ = 0.983

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.9983

D

1.993

1.547

1.850

1.087

1.064

1.063

E

0.829

0.931

0.867

1.041

1.044

1.046

Linear Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 0.998

ρ = 0.997

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.950

ρ = 0.998

F

1.205

1.318

1.376

1.314

1.291

1.334

G

−2.007

−1.213

−1.331

−1.029

−0.839

−2.115

Polynomial Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.797

ρ = 0.768

ρ = 0.750

ρ = 0.985

ρ = 0.766

ρ = 0.79

H

1.284

1.042

1.912

1.820

1.789

1.622

I

−1.017

−0.885

−1.356

−1.257

−1.194

−1.537

J

1.134

1.284

1.328

1.286

1.265

1.313

Power Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.990

ρ = 0.830

ρ = 0.730

ρ = 0.859

ρ = 0.721

ρ = 0.678

K

0.930

1.064

1.084

1.085

1.080

1.025

L

−0.037

−0.035

−0.039

−0.030

−0.028

−0.044

Logarithm Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.989

ρ = 0.839

ρ = 0.820

ρ = 0.868

ρ = 0.821

ρ = 0.688

M

−0.038

−0.043

−0.048

−0.036

−0.033

−0.052

N

0.995

1.059

1.077

1.082

1.078

1.021

Table 7b: Average coefficient for Equations (11) to (12) for the two islands.

Location

Polynomial
Fit
R1 (p)/R5 (p)

a

Gough
Islands

ρ = 0.997

0.002

1.062 1.157

ρ = 0.915

Marion
Island

ρ = 0.999

0.001

1.110 0.524

ρ = 0.999

Location

Polynomial
Fit (cf )

h

Gough
Islands

ρ = 0.414

0.301

Marion
Island

ρ = 0.115

b

I

c

j

Power
Fit
R1 (p)/R5 (p)

Power
Fit (cf )

Linear
Fit
R1 (p)/R5 (p)

f

g

4.567 0.667

ρ = 0.998

1.196

0.092

1.151 1.009

ρ = 0.999

1.199 −0.292

d

k

e

l

Logarithm
Fit (cf )

m

n

0.351 1.191

ρ = 0.012

1.325 0.020

ρ = 0.014

0.026

1.329

−0.617 0.330 1.158

ρ = 0.0016

1.199 0.008

ρ = 0.0013

0.007

1.119
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Table 7c: Average coefficient for Equations (35), (36) and (37) with their Köpen climate classifications for
the South Africa region.
Site
Designation/expression
coefficients

D

L

NT

H

Sn

Ss

Polynomial Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.996

ρ = 0.997

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

A

0.0007

0.002

0.0025

0.0009

0.0014

0.0006

B

1.185

1.108

1.102

1.201

1.071

1.239

C

−0.483

−0.424

0.581

−0.252

−0.389

−0.615

Power Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.998

ρ = 0.956

ρ = 0.980

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.999

D

1.071

1.086

1.028

1.071

1.635

1.021

E

1.032

0.891

1.049

1.014

0.929

1.092

Linear Fit R1 (p)/R5 (p)

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.998

ρ = 0.996

ρ = 0.999

ρ = 0.998

ρ = 0.999

F

1.267

1.295

1.265

1.284

1.231

1.284

G

−1.322

−1.721

−1.405

−1.012

−1.645

−0.980

Polynomial Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.809

ρ = 0.725

ρ = 0.584

ρ = 0.864

ρ = 0.824

ρ = 0.734

H

1.123

1.383

1.014

1.259

1.606

2.686

I

−0.788

−0.716

−0.655

−0.956

−1.110

−1.548

J

1.224

1.218

1.204

1.289

1.187

1.247

Power Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.698

ρ = 0.650

ρ = 0.506

ρ = 0.762

ρ = 0.979

ρ = 0.629

K

1.086

1.383

1.083

1.103

0.993

1.044

L

−0.021

−0.016

−0.020

−0.023

−0.033

−0.031

Logarithm Fit (cf )

ρ = 0.579

ρ = 0.782

ρ = 0.514

ρ = 0.772

ρ = 0.984

ρ = 0.659

M

−0.025

−0.019

−0.023

−0.028

−0.037

−0.036

N

1.084

1.115

1.081

1.127

0.987

1.042

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a proposed Hybrid method for the conversion of five-minute integration time to
one-minute equivalent is presented, as well as a comparison of the proposed model with two global
models. In the proposed Hybrid method, the strength of each category of model classes were combined to produce a hybrid model. The selected model consists of regional parameters in order to
characterize the rain rate pattern for a defined area. The resulting one-minute cumulative distribution of rain rate is fitted with polynomial, power, linear and logarithmic fits. The performance
tests of these fits are optimized using standard deviation and root-mean square of absolute relative error at the control site of Durban. The results show that the equiprobable approach gives
better results than the conversion factor approach. In addition, the second order polynomial fit
performs relatively better than its other counterparts. The evidence of good performance by the
second order polynomial fit makes it a good candidate for conversion of rain rate from five-minute
to equivalent one-minute in South Africa and her Islands. The coefficients of hybrid models are
categories using Koppen method and finally second order polynomial fit is adopted for the region
with their respective coefficients.
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Abstract— Electric and Magnetic Field solutions of Maxwell’s equation describing TEMP
waves traveling in conducting but lossy media are derived using the Natural Transform.
1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we apply the Natural transform to Maxwell’s equations to determine the transient
electric and magnetic fields solutions. Using the Sumudu transform, Maxwell’s equations were
solved by M. G. M. Hussain et al. [9] and F. B. M. Belgacem [5].
Now the Two sided Natural transform of the function f (t) ∈ (−∞, ∞) may be defined on the
both sides of real line t ∈ (−∞, ∞),
Z ∞
N[f (t)] =
e−st f (ut)dt; s, u ∈ (−∞, ∞)
(1)
−∞

The Eq. (1) is defined precisely
Z

Z

0

N[f (t)] =

e

−st

f (ut)dt +

−∞
−

∞

e−st f (ut)dt

0

= N [f (t)] + N+ [f (t)]
= N[f (t)H(−t)] + N[f (t)H(t)]
Now for the function f (t)H(t) where H(t) is unit step function, the Natural transform of f (t) ∈
(0, ∞) is defined by [10]
Z ∞
N+ [f (t)] = R(s, u) =
e−st f (ut)dt; s > 0, u > 0
(2)
0

provided the function f (t)H(t) is defined in the set
n
t
A = f (t)|∃M, τ1 , τ2 > 0, |f (t)| < M e τj ,

if t ∈ (−1)j × [0, ∞)

o
(3)

The integral Eq. (2) converges to Laplace transform [11] when u ≡ 1 [10], and into Sumudu transform [1–4] for s ≡ 1 [10]. The more details of Natural transform for its Multiple Shift,Heaviside’s
Expansion formula etc can be seen in [7].
Meanwhile, we take advantage to give certain properties of Natural transform [7] without proof
which will be useful in Maxwell equation solving. The Natural transform of function derivative f (t)
w.r.t ‘t’, n-times
n−1

X sn−(k+1)
sn
N [f (t)] = Rn (s, u) = n R(s, u) −
f k (0)
u
un−k
+

n

(4)

k=0

The proof of Eq. (4) given in [7]. For n = 1, 2 in Eq. (4) gives Natural transform of first and second
derivative of f (t) w.r.t ‘t’ [10]
h 0 i
s
f (0)
N+ f (t) = R1 (s, u) = R(s, u) −
u
u
0
h 00 i
2
s R(s, u) − s.f (0) f (0)
+
N f (t) = R2 (s, u) =
−
u2
u

(5)
(6)
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Natural transform of Convolution of two functions [7]
N+ [(f ∗ g)] = uF (s, u)G(s, u)
The inverse Natural transform related with Bromwich contour integral [7]
Z γ+iT
st
1
−1
N [R(s, u)] = f (t) = lim
e u R(s, u)ds
T →∞ 2πi γ−iT

(7)

(8)

Next we apply the above properties to Maxwell’s equation.
2. MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS SOLUTION

The planar transverse elcetromagnetic wave (TEMP) propagate in z direction in lossy medium
with constant permittivity ², permeability µ and conductivity σ. The electric field vector E and
magnetic field vector H are related by [5, 9]
∂H
(9)
∂t
∂E
O×H =²
+ σE
(10)
∂t
When the electric field vector is polarized along x direction thus E = Ex (z, t) and magnetic
field along y direction H = Hy (z, t). The Maxwell’s equations of Eqs. (9) and (10) expressed
in differential equation as
O × E = −µ

∂Hy
∂Ex
+µ
=0
(11)
∂z
∂t
∂Hy
∂Ex
+²
+ σEx = 0
(12)
∂z
∂t
Application of Natural transform to the Eqs. (11) and (12) and setting N+ [Ex (z, t)] = F (z, s, u),
N+ [Hy (z, t)] = G(z, s, u), where (s, u) are Natural transform variables w.r.t. ‘t’, gives
µ
∂F (z, s, u) sµ
+
G(z, s, u) − H(z, 0) = 0
∂z
u
u
∂G(z, s, u) s²
²
+ F (z, s, u) − E(z, 0) + σF (z, s, u) = 0
∂z
u
u
Differentiating Eq. (13) partially w.r.t. ‘z’ gives
µ ∂H(z, 0)
∂ 2 F (z, s, u) sµ ∂G(z, s, u)
+
=
2
∂z
u
∂z
u
∂z
Substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (15) for ∂G(z,s,u)
, simplying and arranging
∂z
·
¸
·
¸
µ ∂H(z, t)
sµ²
∂ 2 F (z, s, u)
s2 µ² sµσ
F (z, s, u) =
− 2 E(z, 0)
−
+
2
2
∂z
u
u
u
∂z
u
t=0

(13)
(14)

(15)

(16)

Now we reduced to differential equation only in F (z, s, u). Now substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (16)
· 2
¸
·
¸
h sµ² µσ i
∂ 2 F (z, s, u)
s µ² sµσ
µ² ∂E(z, t)
−
+
F (z, s, u) = −
+
E(z, 0) −
(17)
∂z 2
u2
u
u2
u
u
∂t
t=0
Now consider the initial and boundary conditions
Ex (∞, t) = finite
Ex (z, 0) = Hy (z, 0) = 0
∂Hy (z, 0)
∂Ex (z, 0)
=
=0
∂z¸
·
· ∂z
¸
∂Hy (z, t)
∂Ex (z, t)
=
=0
∂t
∂t
t=0
t=0
E(0, t) = f (t); t ≥ 0 and 0; t < 0

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
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Using the initial conditions Eqs. (19) and (21).The R.H.S of Eq. (17) is 0. Thus
· 2
¸
d2 F (z, s, u)
s µ² sµσ
−
+
F (z, s, u) = 0
dz 2
u2
u
Substituting γ 2 =

s2 µ²
u2

+

sµσ
u .
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(23)

And the resulting homogenous differential equation solution is
F (z, s, u) = A(s, u)e−γz + B(s, u)eγz

(24)

Using the boundary condition Eq. (22) gives B(s, u) = 0 in Eq. (24)
A(s, u) = N+ [f (t)] = f (s, u)
F (z, s, u) = f (s, u)e

(25)

−γz

(26)

Now multiplying and dividing the R.H.S of Eq. (26) by the parameters su
F (z, s, u) =

suf (s, u)e−γz
su

(27)

By the application of Eq. (5) and Eq. (8)
"
F (z, s, u) = uN+ [f 0 (t) + f (0)]N+

1
2πi

Z

γ+i∞

γ−i∞

#
st
e u e−γz
ds
s

(28)

Applying inverse Natural transform on both sides of Eq. (28) and using the Convolution theorem
Eq. (7),
Z th
i 1 Z γ+i∞ e stu e−γz
0
dsdτ
E(z, t) =
f (t − τ ) + f (0)
2πi γ−i∞
s
0

(29)

which is the transient electric field E(z, t) of TEMP waves in lossy medium.
Similarly the transient solution of magnetic field H(z, t) of TEMP waves in lossy medium is
given by
Z t
Z γ+i∞ st
£ 0
¤ 1
e u cos γz
g (t − ζ) + f (0)
dsdζ
H(z, t) =
(30)
2πi γ−i∞
s
0
3. CONCLUSION

It should be noted that electric field solutions are real and magbetic field solutions are imaginary
from their reduced homogenuous differential equations as was expected.
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Abstract— Magneto-dielectric substrates with thin magnetic films show great potential in
realizing electrically small antennas with enhanced bandwidth, improved directivity, and high
efficiency. This is the first time to introduce 10-µm thick self-biased NiCo-ferrite films as a
practical means to tune a patch antenna by loading Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite (F/R/F) sandwich
structures. The central resonant frequency of the base line patch antenna with composite of
Rogers and alumina substrate is 2460 MHz with a bandwidth of 42 MHz. However, with F/R/F
loading of the alumina substrate, this frequency is down shifted to 2380 MHz with a greatly
improved bandwidth of 74 MHz. In addition, the gain of the magnetic antenna with F/R/F
sandwich structure is enhanced by 2.4 dB over the unloaded antenna.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous growth of wireless communication technologies, design and manufacturing of
miniaturized microwave components are among most critical issues in communication systems [1, 2].
In the RF front-end, patch antennas with small size and high performance are highly desirable.
Planar device size can be minimized by using a substrate with high relative permittivity. However,
antennas with high-permittivity substrates result in decreased bandwidth and the excitation of
surface waves, leading to lower radiation efficiency and larger element coupling in arrays. It also
becomes difficult to achieve impedance matching on high-permittivity substrates, due to large
reactance of the coaxial probes used to feed the antenna.
Achieving relative permeability larger than 1 (µr > 1) in antenna substrates can lead to antenna
miniaturization, enhanced bandwidth, tunable center frequency, polarization diversity, and beam
steering [3–5]. Bulk ferrite materials, composites of ferrite particles in polymer matrix, metamaterials with embedded metallic circuits, etc., have been used as antenna substrates for achieving
µr > 1. However, these bulk ferrite materials or ferrite composites are too lossy to be used at
frequencies > 600 MHz under self-bias condition, i.e., no bias magnetic field is needed, and large
biasing magnetic fields are needed for these antennas to operate at higher frequencies. In order to
be practically feasible in miniature antenna applications, such as handheld wireless communication
devices, where battery power and space for electronics are at a premium, it is important for antenna substrates to be comprised of self-biased magnetic materials, in which no external bias field
is applied.
Magnetic thin films provide a unique opportunity for achieving self-biased magnetic patch antenna substrates with µ > 1 [6–8] and operating frequencies > 1 GHz. The strong demagnetization
field for magnetic thin films, Hdemag = 4πMs , allows for a self-biased magnetization with high ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequencies (up to several GHz), a necessary condition for multi-ferrite
RF devices to operate in the cellular and WLAN bands.
Most recently, we have proposed to use novel magnetoelectric composite substrates for antennas
with low-loss magnetic film materials and low-loss dielectric materials. In our previous work,
new designs of electronically tunable patch antennas with magnetic metallic magnetic films were
investigated [9], which showed that the bandwidth was increased by 50% over the non-magnetic
antennas. Fielding addition, a new self-biased ferrite film of NiCo-ferrite was investigated and
adopted in our recent research of antenna miniaturization [10, 11]. We have successfully achieved
self-biased ring antennas at 1.7 GHz with a wide range of tunable resonant frequency with high
quality self-biased ferrite films [11], which shows great potential in the applications of antenna
miniaturization for mobile handheld wireless communication devices.
In this paper, we report on patch antennas miniaturized by using Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite sandwich structures on the alumina substrate, thus essentially creating a magneto-dielectric substrate
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for practical applications. The magnetic patch antennas were fabricated by loading the antenna
with an F/R/F structure adjacent to the patch. These antennas show an enhanced bandwidth of
up to 76% over the base line counterparts at 2.4 GHz, a large central resonant frequency tunability
(190% of the −10 dB bandwidth), and a significantly enhanced gain by 2.4 dB over the non-magnetic
antenna.
2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NICO-FERRITE FILMS AND DESIGN OF PATCH
ANTENNAS

In this work, we used self-biased spinel NiCo-ferrite films fabricated by a low-cost spin-spray deposition process [8], a wet chemical synthesis process at a low-temperature of 90◦ C. NiCo-ferrite films
with the composition of Ni0.23 Co0.13 Fe2.64 O4 were deposited onto both side of the Rogers material.
As the surface of the Rogers material is very rough, it is possible to get the ferrite film with a
thickness of 10 µm, and this is the first time to get it. Since the ferrite films were deposited on both
side of the Rogers substrate, the total thickness of the ferrite film is 20 µm. A small sample was
used for the characteristics measurement. The in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loops
of the NiCo-ferrite films were measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with the
external magnetic field applied in the film plane, out of the film plane, respectively. The in-plane
hysteresis loop shows an in-plane coercivity of 165 Oe as well as the self-biased magnetization of the
film under zero applied magnetic fields. There is a huge difference between the in-plane hysteresis
and the out-plane hysteresis, indicating that the magnetization stays in the film plane under zero
bias magnetic field. The NiCo-ferrite film showed an in-plane homogeneous magnetization with
an in-plane relative permeability of ∼ 10. The in-plane resistivity of the NiCo-ferrite film was
measured to be 5.6 × 103 Ω· cm.
The geometry of the patch antenna is shown in Fig. 1. It is a conventional microstrip line-fed
patch on a 200 × 200 alumina substrate (εr = 9.9) with a thickness of 2 mm. This antenna is fed by
an SMA connector mounted at the side of the substrate. The copper patch for this non-magnetic
antenna has a length of L2 = 20.0 mm, and a width of W1 = 30.0 mm. The width of the feed-line is
2.0 mm and the length is 20.8 mm. The width of the inset is 2.0 mm and the length is 7.0 mm. The
working frequency of the patch antenna without ferrite film is about 2.46 GHz in this paper, which
means our designed antenna can work for the WLAN and Bluetooth bands. To our knowledge,
this is the first time to demonstrate the advantages of NiCo-ferrite film to work at this frequency
band.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE PATCH ANTENNA WITH F/R/F
SANDWICH STRUCTURES

The F/R/F sandwich structure was composed of Rogers Duroid6010 material with a very thin
thickness of 10 mil. NiCo-ferrite films were deposited onto both side of Rogers material and the
thickness of ferrite film on each side was about 10 µm, thus one could get a Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite
(F/R/F) sandwich structure. This sandwich structure has the same surface dimension of 200 × 200 as
the alumna substrate. The side views of the antenna with Rogers material and magnetic antenna
with F/R/F sandwich structure are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The total thickness
of sandwich structure (Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite) is about 0.274 mm.
The measured reflection coefficient for the magnetic antenna with sandwich structure is plotted
in Fig. 3, along with that of the base line patch with Rogers and alumina substrate for comparison.
The base line patch antenna (composite Rogers and alumina only) shows a resonant frequency of

Figure 1: Geometry of the non-magnetic rectangular patch antenna. L1 = 51 mm, L2 = 20.0 mm, L3 =
13.8 mm, W1 = 30.0 mm and H = 2.0 mm. The dimension of the inset is 7.0 × 2.0 mm2 .
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Figure 2: (a) Side view of the patch antenna with Rogers material. (b) Side view of patch antenna with
Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite sandwich structure loading.

Figure 3: Measured reflection coefficient of the patch antennas with Rogers material and F/R/F sandwich
structures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Radiation patterns of H-plane. (b) Measured gains against frequency.

2460 MHz, and a 2 : 1 VSWR bandwidth of 42 MHz. When the F/R/F sandwich structure is added
above the alumina substrate, the resonance shifts down to 2380 MHz. This indicates a frequency
shifting of 80 MHz relative to the non-magnetic substrate, or equivalent to approximately 190% of
the bandwidth, relative to the non-magnetic substrate. The antenna bandwidth is 74 MHz with
the addition of the F/R/F, an increase of 76% relative to non-magnetic antenna, which is because
of the magnetoelectric substrates could provide a higher ratio of relative permeability and relative
permittivity than their dielectric counterpart. As shown in Fig. 3, the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient at the resonant frequency is also improved with the ferrite film. Clearly the F/R/F
sandwich loading leads to the enhanced bandwidth and improved impedance matching.
The antenna radiation patterns of H-plane and gains were measured in the anechoic chamber.
The maximum detected power at the broadside is about 6.19 mW for the non-magnetic patch,
which increases to 10.9 mW for the magnetic antennas. The gain comparison technique was used
to determine the radiation patterns and gains of the antennas, which were plotted in Figs. 4(a) and
(b), respectively. As we have indicated in the first section, the designed patch lies on the interface
between two material half spaces, that is the free space above the patch and the substrate below
the patch. The patch antenna acts like a generator that is driving two loads in parallel and the
power split between the loads is inversely proportional to the ratio of the characteristic impedance.
To deliver more power to the free space, the permeability of the substrate could be increased. For
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the fabricated magnetic patch antenna in this paper, there is a Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite sandwich
structure between the rectangular patch and the alumina substrate, thus to improve the effective
permeability of the whole substrate at GHz frequencies. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the fabricated
magnetic antenna gain is enhanced by 2.4 dB at the central resonant frequency of 2.38 GHz over
the non-magnetic antenna at the resonance of 2.46 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

Ferrite/Rogers/Ferrite sandwich structures have been introduced as a practical means to tune a
patch antenna by loading a commercially available substrate. Measurements on magnetic patch
antennas demonstrate that the central resonant frequency can be varied downward over a tuning
of 190% of the antenna bandwidth, which indicates that the self-biased magnetic films do lead to
minimized antennas by shifting down the resonance frequency. The working frequency bandwidth
increased of 76% over the non-magnetic antenna, which shows that the designed magnetic antennas
have significantly enhanced bandwidth. Also antennas with magnetodielectric substrates show
significantly improved antenna gains at GHz frequency range.
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Abstract— In this paper, an approach of tuning the magnetic permeability of split-ring resonator (SRR) has been presented. A varactor diode has been embedded into a SRR structure,
and its capacity can be tuned by controlling the applied voltage. By this method, the resonance
frequency and effective permeability are found to be easily tuned. Using the Finite-DifferenceTime-Domain method and retrieval method, we have respectively simulated the tunablity of
permeability by changing the geometry of split and by changing the applied voltage of varactor
diodes. The HFSS simulation results shown that the resonance frequency of permeability shifts
toward a higher value with increasing the size of split, while it is also found that the resonance
frequency of permeability shifts toward a lower value by increasing the applied voltage.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, more attention has been given to the so-called metamaterials, which are believed
that they will find many important applications in electromagnetic engineerings and materials engineering. In 1968, metamaterials firstly have been proposed based on the electromagnetic theory by
a scientist named Veselago from the former Soviet Union, who had proved that a metamaterial can
possess negative permittivity and negative permeability [1]. The vectors of electric field (E), magnetic field (H) and Poynting vector energy (K) consistent with the left-handed coordinate system,
therefore it is termed as the Left-Handed Materials. However, at that time, materials possessing
both negative permittivity and permeability have not been found in nature, therefore the idea of
metamaterial has attracted less attention. Until 1999, Pendry et al used two artificial structures;
split-ring resonators [2] as well as plasmonic wires (PWs) [3], to prove that negative magnetic and
negative electric permittivity can be obtained, respectively. In 2000, D. R. Smith et al. have fabricated a metamaterial based on the Pendry’s theory, which show that both the permittivity and
permeability are negative [4]. Since then, research on metamaterials booms. In this paper, we use
the basic element of metamaterials (i.e., SRR) to study the possibility of tuning the permeability
dispersion behaviors by two approaches: one is to change the dimensional size of SRR split. The
other way is to embed a varactor diode into the SRR structure and tune its permeability by the
biased voltage. Our results show that the latter one is more flexible and easier to tune the permeability, which will enable the metamaterials to deal with the increasingly complex electromagnetic
environment.
2. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

When the wavelength of incident electromagnetic wave is much larger than the dimensions of SRR,
SRR can be thought to exhibit the capacitive and inductive behaviors. According to the Faraday’s
law, when the propagation direction of incident EM wave is normal to the plane of SRRthe variation
of magnetic field of EM wave will give rise to an induced-current in two SRR elements respectively.
The current move to the same under an external magnetic field Lorenz forcecharges with different
polarity will be produced and distributed between two SSR elements. Such an effect is equivalent
that there is coupled capacitor (Cg ) between two SRR elements, as shown in Fig. 1. This capacitor
and the distributed inductance will form a LC resonance circuit at a certain frequency. The
resonance frequency is dependent on the values of capacitance and inductance. In this case, the
effective permeability (µ) of SRR element can be described by the following equations [5]:
F ω2
µ (ω) = 1 − 2
ω − ω02 + iΓω
.
√
ω0 = 1 LC

(1)
(2)

where ω0 is the resonance frequency of SRR element, L and C is the effective inductance and
capacitance, Γ is the damping factor due to metal losses, F is a factor related to the dimension
of SRR element. Generally, Γ is so small that it can be neglected. Therefore, when the frequency
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Figure 1: A single unite cell of SRR structure.

√ ω0 , negative µ(ω) can be obtained. As indicated in
√1−F
Equation (2), ω0 is proportion to the 1/ C. Keeping other parameters constant, changing the
effective capacitance will give us an approach to tune the resonance frequency and permeability.

(ω) falls within the range of ω0 < ω <

3. SRR STRUCTURES DESIGN AND RESULTS DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Permeability Tuned By Controlling Geometry of SRR

A straightforward method to tune the permeability of SRR is to vary the dimensions of a SRR
element, for instance, the size of split of SRR, the space between the inside and outside SRR
element, the perimeter of a SRR element. Here, we show how to tune the permeability of SRR
by changing the size of split. A SRR element has been shown as Fig. 1. The substrate of SRR
is Flame Resistant 4 (FR4), a type of material used for making a printed circuit board, whose
relative permittivity is ε ≈ 4.4 + 0.001i and dimension is 30 mm × 30 mm × 0.25 mm (thickness).
The material of metallic ring is copper with a thickness of 15 µm. The length (d) of SRR outside
arm is 24 mm. The width (w) of SRR is 2.5 mm. The space (c) between two SRR elements is
3.5 mm. The split (g) of SRR is 2 mm. The conductivity (σ) of copper is 5.8 × 107 S/m, FR4 with
electric loss tangent tan δe ≈ 0.02. The resonance frequency of SSR is f ≈ 1.4 GHz. Its effective
inductance (L) is about 23 nH. The effective resistance (R) is about 0.7 Ω.
HFSS software is employed to simulate the response when the electromagnetic wave is propagating through the SRR structure. Due to the perfect magnetic conducting (PMC) and perfect
electric conducting (PEC) boundaries, we are simulating a structure that is periodic and of infinite
extent in the transverse plane. So in HFSS, two faces perpendicular to the Z-axis are PEC, two
faces perpendicular to the Y -axis are PMC, the other two faces are wave ports. Cg about 0.54 pF
is the capacitance of the resonance ring, which is dependent on the capacitance of split and the
capacitance between two metallic rings. This value can be obtained by the Ansoft Q3D Extractor
simulation [5]. Based on the simulation results, we can get the microwave SRR scattering spectra.
According to the Maxwell equations, electromagnetic wave can not propagate inside a medium with
negative permeability, i.e., there will be an electromagnetic wave propagation forbidden band in the
scattering spectra. As shown in Fig. 2 (Transmission spectra), an obvious peak can be seen around
the resonance frequency for each split size, which also means that the reflection of electromagnetic
wave is strongest around this frequency.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of resonance frequency (fr ) on the split size of SRR. Clearly,
with increasing the split size, fr is monotonously increasing. When the split size (i.e. “g” value in
Fig. 1) is increased from 0.5 mm to 4 mm, the resonance frequency is increased from 1.15 GHz to
1.27. The tunable range ∆f can be expressed as |f (0.5) − f (4)| ≈ 100 MHz.
Using the retrieval method based on the Transfer matrix, the effective permeability can be
extracted from the obtained S parameters [6, 7] Compared with the experimental, the retrieval
method can be obtained directly the effective permeability of SRR structures, however, it is very
difficult to select the correct branch of the refractive index (n), they suggested to measure more
than one thickness to identify the correct branch [8, 9]. Equations (3) and (4) are the core formula
of retrieval method [6]. Z is the impedance of SSR. d is the thickness of SRR element. K is the
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wave number of the incident wave.
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(1 − S11 )2 − S21

(3)
(4)

fr / (GHz)

S21/ (dB)

The extracted effective permeability dispersion spectra are shown in Fig. 4. The real parts of
permeability are shown in Fig. 4(a). Within some frequency range, the negative µ0 has been
obtained in the SRR elements. When the “g” value varies between 0.5–4 mm, the frequency with
the minimum µ0 values can be tuned between 1.17 GHz–1.23 GHz. Besides, we also learn that the
permeability of SRR element shows a typical resonance type dispersion behavior, which mean that
µ0 value abruptly increase around some frequency then abruptly decrease to a negative value. Such
a resonance type dispersion behavior can be commonly seen in metamaterials. The imaginary parts
of permeability are shown in Fig. 4(b). Obviously, a dispersion peak can be observed in each µ00 -f
spectrum. Since µ00 represent the magnetic loss arising from the material under study, the µ00 -f
spectra in Fig. 4(b) manifest that there is a magnetic loss associated with the SSR element. For
some applications, such as the electromagnetic wave absorption for stealth technology, large µ00
is necessary for dissipating the absorption of electromagnetic energy into the heat by means of
magnetic losses.

0.5 (mm)
1 (mm)
2 (mm)
4 (mm)

g / (mm)

f /(GHz)

Figure 2: Microwave transmission spectra of SRR
element with different split sizes.

Figure 3: The resonant frequency of SRR element
with different split sizes.
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Figure 4: Permeability dispersion spectra tuned by selecting different split size. (a) Real parts, (b) imaginary
parts.
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3.2. Electric Tunablity of Permeability

For this method, a diode with variable capacitance was introduced into the structure of SRR element. The basic idea is that applying difference voltage on a diode will change its capacitance,
which will result in variable effective capacitance of SRR and final realization of variable permeability. The SRR shown in Fig. 5 has the same geometry as the one shown in Fig. 1. The split size (g)
of SRR is specified as 2 mm. Diode with variable capacitance are embedded into the outside ring, as
indicated in Fig. 5(a). The diode used here is SMV-1408 manufactured by Alphar [10]. According
to the datasheet of SMV-1408 diode, its parasitic resistance (Rd ) is about 0.6 Ω. When the biased
voltage varies between 0–30 V, its capacitance value is between 4.08–0.95 pF. The capacitance ratio
C(1v)
= C(10V
), which is a parameter describing the ability of capacitance to be
(τ ) is 4.1 (τ = CCmax
min
)
tuned. The lager ratio τ a diode has, the greater tunable frequency range.
Figure 5 shows the capacitance of varactor and the effective capacitance of SRR are connected in
series, so the effective capacitance of SSR embedded with a diode is C = (Cg Cd )/(Cd + Cg ), Cg is a
constant for a specified SSR structure, Cd is the capacitance of the diode. Increasing biased voltage
will result in the capacitance of diode to be decreased. Consequently, the effective capacitance
of SRR will increase. According to Equations (1) and (2), the change of effective capacitance in
Fig. 5 will give rise to the resonance frequency shifting toward lower values and will result in the
permeability dispersion behaviors to be altered. Fig. 6 shows the dependence of resonance frequency
on the biased voltage of diode. As shown, fr monotonously decreases with increasing the biased
voltage. When the biased voltage changes from 0 V–30 V, fr changes from 1.67 GHz to 1.45 GHz.
The extracted effective permeability dispersion spectra are shown in Fig. 7. Negative µ0 value
also can be obtained within some frequency range for the SRR element embedded with a diode.
When the biased voltage changes between 0 V ∼ 30 V, the frequency with the minimum µ0 values
can be varied between 1.42 GHz–1.64 GHz. The permeability dispersion spectra are much like the
w

g

Cg
Z(E)

Cd

c

Z(E)

X(K)
Y(H)

d

X(K)
Series Resistance Y(H)

Capacitauce

(a)

(b)

f / (GHz)
r

Figure 5: (a) A single unite cell of the varactor diode embedded in the SRR structures, (b) the HFSS model
for the varactor diode loaded in SRR structure.

Voltage / (V)

Figure 6: Dependence of resonance frequency of SSR on the biased voltage of diode.
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Figure 7: Permeability dispersion spectra tuned by the biased voltage. (a) Real parts, (b) imaginary parts.

ones shown previously in Fig. 4. The µ00 ∼ f spectra are given in Fig. 7(b). The dispersion peaks
can also be found in the µ00 ∼ f spectra. Except that the dispersion peaks are wider than the ones
found in Fig. 4(b). Comparing the above two approaches of tuning the permeability dispersion
behaviors, the latter one is preferred in terms of convenient, active and effective.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We have simulated the tunablity of permeability of SRR structures by changing the geometry
of split and by changing the biased voltage of varactor diodes, using the Finite-Difference-TimeDomain method and retrieval method. Accordance to the HFSS simulation results and retrieval
data, we clearly justify that the resonance frequency of permeability shifts toward a higher value
with increasing the size of split. It is also found that the resonance frequency of permeability shifts
toward a lower value with the biased voltage increasing. Comparing these two structures, as can
be seen, electrically controlling the diode is the better way to tune the permeability dispersion
behaviors.
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Abstract— We propose an optical single sideband (OSSB) modulation scheme using stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) to achieve OSSB modulation in fiber. Driving with 10.87 GHz RF
signal into Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), due to the SBS effect, lower sideband of modulated
signal is amplified and upper sideband is attenuated as well. By properly adjusting the phase
shifter for phase difference between the two paths of electrical signal, output signal is OSSB
format. After 25 km and 50 km SMF transmission, we can observe good system performances
including sideband power ratio (SBPR) > 12 dB and 10 dB, phase noise < −71 dBc/Hz and
< −65 dBc/Hz measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) and an electrical spectrum
analyzer (ESA), respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Radio-on fiber (ROF) technology can be applied to a fiber network to transmit microwave signal.
The communication system with ROF technology can transmit microwave signals over a long
distance with high fidelity. Such technology can make effective usage of the broad bandwidth
and low transmission loss characteristics of the fiber, and can solve the last mile problem as well
as deliver the broadband data to the user by using microwave. In traditional intensity modulation,
the optical carrier is modulated to generate an optical signal with double sideband (DSB) format.
DSB modulation produces two sidebands on both sides of the carrier. The beating components
between the carrier and two sidebands induce interference at the receiver. Over a long haul fiber
transmission, RF signal will cause severe power degradation due to chromatic dispersion [1]. In
order to overcome RF power degradation due to fiber dispersion, optical single sideband (OSSB)
modulation technique must be implemented. The fact that OSSB modulation can remove a half of
the optical spectrum is expected to attain a dispersion benefit since the optical spectrum has been
reduced by a factor of two. Several OSSB generation methods [2–5] have been proposed to solve
dispersion-induced RF fading.
By eliminating one of the sidebands, OSSB modulation not only immunizes to fiber dispersion,
but it also increases the spectral efficiency twice. One way for generating OSSB signals is to exploit
the Hilbert transform [6]. For example, using a dual electrode Mach- Zehnder modulator can be
reality to generate OSSB signal [7]. The other way to generate OSSB signals is to utilize narrow
optical filter. The narrow optical filter at the end of the ODSB transmitter output eliminates one
of the sidebands to achieve OSSB modulation. Nonlinear effects are interactions between light
waves, which can cause noise and crosstalk. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) occurs when
signal power reaches a level sufficient to generate tiny acoustic vibrations in the glass. Acoustic
waves change the density of a material, and thus alter its refractive index. Since the light wave
being scattered itself generates the acoustic waves, the process can cause input light degradation.
In this study, we propose an OSSB modulation scheme using SBS effect in fiber. The Brillouin
frequency is about 10.87 GHz in 1550 nm region in SMF. We present a smart technique for OSSB
modulation of the 10.87 GHz ROF system based on characteristics of SBS in fiber. The output
wavelength with OSSB modulation format can prevent fiber dispersion induced RF signal fading.
Using the SBS effect in fiber to enhance OSSB is realizable to implement. The results show that
OSSB modulation performance is enhanced with this technique.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental system configuration of our proposed OSSB system using electroabsorption modulator laser (EML) associated with feedback light injection technique based on SBS effect in fiber
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The OSSB system using feedback light injection technique based on SBS effect in fiber.

The main parts of transmitter consists of an EML, a microwave signal generator, a RF power
amplifier, a RF power splitter, a phase shifter and a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The EML
light source includes a single mode laser and an electro-absorption modulator (EAM). The wavelength of optical wave from EML is 1550.1 nm, and the operation current is 84 mA. RF signal is
generated by a microwave signal generator then fed into a RF power amplifier to increase signal
power. Amplified signal goes into a RF power splitter to split two copies. One copy of RF signal
passes through a phase shifter then couples into EML. The other copy is feeds into MZM as modulating signal. EML output signal launches into a 10 : 90 coupler. 90% light is modulated by the
microwave signal at 10.87 GHz via a MZM. The insertion loss of the MZM is about 7 dB.
Since MZM has the sensitive characteristic regarding the input light sources polarization state.
A polarization controller (PC) needs to be added on in front of the MZM input section. This
function is to adjust the state of polarization (SOP) of the input light.
The remaining 10% light acts as feedback light to enhance OSSB modulation. The modulated
signal is launched into SMF and interacts with the feedback light from the circulator. For 25 km or
50 km SMF transmission, we use an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to measure optical spectrum.
On the other hand, photo-detector (PD) transforms optical signal to electrical one, then we measure
the frequency spectrum by using an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows the optical spectra of the DSB signal with 10.87 GHz modulation. When the laser
diode is modulated by the small-current signals, the laser diode output exhibits frequency modulation (FM), which can be express as
·
¸
Z
ELD (t) = cos · ωc t + β A · cos(ωm τ + ϕ)dτ
(1)
t

where ωc is the angular frequency of the carrier, β is the FM index, A is the amplitude of the
signal, ωm is the modulation angular frequency, t is time, and ϕ is the phase of the signal. The
frequency-modulation EML output is remodulated by the signals at the MZM. Thus, the output
of the MZM can be expressed with the aid of Bessel function as
X
p
E0 (t) = 1 + m cos(ωm t + ϕ + θ) ·
Jn (h) cos(ωc t + nωm t + nϕ)
(2)
n
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(b)

Figure 2: The measured optical spectra of DSB and SSB. (a) DSB signal with 10.87 GHz modulation. (b) SSB signal with 10.87 GHz modulation using feedback light injection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The SBPR as a function of RF signal modulation frequency with and without feedback light
injection for (a) 25 km and (b) 50 km.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The phase noise as a function of RF signal modulation frequency with and without feedback light
injection at 100 kHz offset frequency of 10.87 GHz for (a) 25 km and (b) 50 km.

where m is the amplitude modulation (AM) index, and θ is the relative phase between FM and
AM signals. Here, the lower sideband (LSB) is suppressed when θ = 0, whereas the upper sideband
(USB) is suppressed when θ = π. Thus, by choosing proper β, m and setting θ to be 0 or π, OSSB
modulation can achieve. In Figure 2(b), we use feedback light injection based on SBS effect to
enhance OSSB modulation performance.
We launched electrical source at 10.87 GHz to EML and MZM. The Brillouin frequency of the
fiber in 1550 nm region is about 10.87 GHz. The temperature coefficient of the Brillouin frequency
is about 1.4 MHz/◦ C. The sideband power ratio (SBPR) is defined as power difference between
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The SBPR and phase noise as a function of feedback light injection power at 10.87 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The phase noise with and without feedback light injection. Modulation frequency at 10.87 GHz
for (a) 25 km and (b) 50 km.

LSB and USB. It indicates that SBPR can present the level of SSB.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the SBPR as a function of RF signal modulation frequency with and
without feedback light injection for 25 km and 50 km. For 25 km we can obtain the SBPR is 12 dB
and 7 dB at 10.87 GHz with and without feedback light injection. When transmitting 50 km with
and without feedback light injection technique, the SBPR is 11 dB and 8 dB. The SBPR can be
improved 5 dB and 3 dB since the Brillouin frequency of the fiber in 1550 nm region is 10.87 GHz.
Figures 4(a) and (b) display the phase noise as a function of RF signal modulation frequency
with and without feedback light injection at 100 kHz offset frequency of 10.87 GHz for 25 km and
50 km SMF. After 25 km transmission, the phase noise is measured to be −68 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz
offset without feedback light injection. With feedback light injection, the phase noise is measured
to be −71 dBc/Hz. The phase noise can be improved 3 dBc/Hz. After 50 km transmission, the
phase noise is measured to be −60 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz offset without feedback light injection. With
feedback light injection, the phase noise is measured to be −65 dBc/Hz. The phase noise can be
improved 5 dBc/Hz. In Figures 4(a) and (b), the phase noise are almost the same as the modulation
frequency are not at 10.87 GHz. The SBPR and phase noise as a function of feedback light injection
power at 10.87 GHz are shown in Figures 5(a) and (b), respectively. When feedback light power is
increased, the SBPR can be enhanced.
Figures 6(a) and (b) show the phase noise with and without feedback light injection at 10.87
for 25 km and 50 km, respectively. In Figures 6(a) and (b), we observe the phase noise can be
improved 3 dBc/Hz and 5 dBc/Hz with feedback light injection technique for 25 km and 50 km
SMF transmission.
4. CONCLUSION

We propose an OSSB modulation scheme using SBS effects in fiber to enhance OSSB modulation
performance. Using this method to construct the OSSB system can replace a complex circuit or
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device to exploit the Hilbert transform of the conventional OSSB systems. Good performances
can achieve that OSSB signals have > 12 dB and 11 dB SBPR, phase noise < −71 dBc/Hz and
−65 dBc/Hz on 10.87 GHz carrier over 25 km and 50 km SMF transmission. With feedback light
injection, the SBPR and phase noise can be improved 5 dB and 3 dBc/Hz for 25 km SMF transmission. For 50 km with feedback light injection, the SBPR and phase noise can be improved 3 dB and
5 dBc/Hz, respectively. As the mention above, the OSSB modulation with feedback light injection
based on SBS effect in fiber thus has potential applications in ROF systems.
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Abstract— We propose an optical single sideband (OSSB) modulation scheme using self-phase
modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) effects of SOA
to achieve wavelength conversion. Drive with the 9 GHz RF signal into electro-absorption modulator laser (EML) and IM modulator. By properly adjust the phase shifter for phase difference
between the two paths of electrical signal. FWM signal is OSSB format for a 25 km SMF transmission. Finally, we use an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to observe optical spectrum.
1. INTRODUCTION

In traditional intensity modulation, the optical carrier is modulated to generate an optical signal
with double sideband (DSB) format. DSB modulation produces two sidebands on both sides of the
carrier, and the beating components between the carrier and two sidebands induce interference at
the receiver. Over a long haul fiber transmission, RF signal will cause severe power degradation
due to chromatic dispersion [1]. This phenomenon will degrade systems’ performance. In order to
overcome RF power degradation due to fiber dispersion, optical single sideband (OSSB) modulation
technique must be implemented [2]. The fact that OSSB modulation can remove a half of the
optical spectrum is expected to attain a dispersion benefit because the optical spectrum has been
reduced by a factor of two. Several OSSB generation methods [3–6] have been proposed. By
eliminating one of the sidebands, OSSB modulation not only immunizes to fiber dispersion, but it
also increases the spectral efficiency twice. One way for generating OSSB signals is to exploit the
Hilbert transform [7]. Using a dual electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator can be reality to generate
OSSB signal [8]. Another way to generate OSSB signals is to utilize narrow optical filter. The
narrow optical filter at the end of the ODSB transmitter output can eliminate one of the sidebands
to achieve OSSB modulation [9]. Optical amplifier plays an important role in a long haul fiber
transmission system, the use of semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) as an optical amplifier is very
attractive since it can potentially be used to help upgrade fiber penetration, easily integrated and
small compact. However, SOA also has several nonlinearity effects such as self-phase modulation
(SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), self-gain modulation (SGM), cross-gain modulation (XGM)
and four-wave mixing (FWM) that will degrade systems’ performances. In this letter, we propose
an OSSB modulation scheme using SPM, XPM and FWM effects of SOA to achieve wavelength
conversion. The translation wavelength possessing OSSB modulation format can prevent fiber
dispersion induced RF signal fading. Using the phase modulation effects in SOA to generate
OSSB format is relatively simple to implement. It only needs SOA and electrical phase shifter to
construct the OSSB system instead of a complex circuit or device to exploit the Hilbert transform
of the conventional OSSB systems.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental system configuration of our proposed OSSB system to operate wavelength conversion based on SPM, XPM and FWM effects of SOA associated with electrical phase shifter is shown
in Fig. 1. The main parts of transmitter consists of a tunable laser source as local oscillation light,
a polarization controller (PC), a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), a microwave signal generator
with 9 GHz, a RF power splitter, a phase shifter, a RF power attenuator and an electro-absorption
modulator laser (EML).
The MZM input light source is 1549.6 nm provided by a tunable laser source, because the optical
modulator has the sensitive characteristic regarding the input photo source’s polarization state. A
PC needs to be added on in front of the MZM input section. This function is to maintain the
input light at the specific polarization state when the light launches into the optical modulator.
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9 GHz RF signal is generated by a microwave signal generator and fed into a RF power splitter to
split two copies. One copy of RF signal passes through a phase shifter and adjusts optimal power
with tunable RF power attenuator, then feeds into optical modulator. Another one copy of the RF
source supplies to EML as modulating signal. Two paths of optical light are combined by an optical
coupler. Passing through an optical power attenuator to adjust the suitable input power avoids the
SOA output power saturation. Output signal launches into the band-pass filter to filter out the
noise which provided by SOA. For a 25 km SMF transmission, we use an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) to measure optical spectrum. On the other hand, PD transforms optical signal to electrical
one, and measures the output frequency spectrum by using an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA).

Figure 1: Experimental setup of OSSB modulation based on SPM, XPM and FWM effects of SOA.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Conceptual diagram of (a) OSSB modulation system for wavelength conversion technique, (b) optical spectrum before passing through SOA, (c) optical spectrum after passing through SOA, (d) filtering
out λFWM and adjusting parameters of system achieved OSSB signal.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows a conceptual diagram of OSSB modulation system for wavelength conversion
technique using SOA and electrical phase shifter. Two optical signals, λEML and λLO are launched
into SOA as shown in Fig. 2(b).
After passing through SOA, the FWM effect causes new optical signal (λFWM ) to appear shown
in Fig. 2(c). In general situation, FWM is a bad noise disturbance item. However, this kind of
non-linear effect can easily perform wavelength conversion. Filter out FWM and adjust parameters
of system can realize OSSB system shown in Fig. 2(d).
In the case of a single RF tone modulation, the OSSB optical field can be written as [10]
·
¸
n h
Km1
m1 α1
E(t) = E0 +
sin(ωm t) × exp i ω0 t +
sin(ωm t + β1 )
2
2
¸¾
m2 α3
Km1 α2
sin(ωm t + β2 ) +
sin(ωm t + γ)
(1)
+
2
2
where ω0 denotes the optical carrier frequency, ωm is the subcarrier frequency, and m is modulation
index. k, α1 , α2 , β1 , and β2 denote modulation decrease factor, prechirp parameter, SPM chirp
parameter, phase difference of prechirp from AM modulating term and phase difference of SPM of
SOA from AM modulating term, respectively. α3 is a chirp parameter which is relevant to XPM,
γ can be any value between 0 and 2π.
In our experiment, we launched electrical source at 9 GHz to EML and IM modulator. The
wavelength of optical wave from EML was 1550.8 nm. EML was biased to −0.1 V, and the operation
current was 75 mA. SOA operation current was 320 mA. Fig. 3 shows the optical spectrum in back
of the optical coupler. Because 9 GHz RF signal is fed into EML and IM modulator, we can observe
two optical carriers with DSB modulation format.
By the nonlinear effects of SOA, the optical spectrum can be observed in Fig. 4. In the Fig. 4,
λFWM appears in the right side and it also has DSB modulation format. The FWM efficiency is
defined as the FWM signal power at the SOA output divided by signal power at EML. When the
input signal power is too much, the converted signal power decreased, which is due to the gain
saturation of SOA. The conversion efficiency in our experiment is about −20 dB.
Figures 5 and 6 show the λFWM from DSB format transformed to SSB format, when we tune
the phase shifter and the operation current of SOA. We tune the phase shifter to adjust the phase
difference between the two ways of electrical signal. When two orthogonal waves are modulated
at the same single tone RF carrier, propagate in SOA. Due to SPM and XPM effects of SOA, the
λFWM can reveal SSB modulation. In this way, we can observe the transformation of modulation
format by tuning phase shifter.

Figure 3: Measured optical spectrum in back of the
optical coupler.

Figure 4: Measured optical spectra based on nonlinear effects of SOA.
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Figure 6: λFWM from DSB format transformed to
SSB one at the lower sideband.

4. CONCLUSION

We propose an OSSB modulation scheme using SPM, XPM and FWM effects of SOA to achieve
wavelength conversion. Using this method to construct the OSSB system can substitute a complex circuit or device to exploit the Hilbert transform of the conventional OSSB system. In the
future work, we can enhance the wavelength conversion efficiency and transmit digital signal in our
proposed OSSB system.
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Abstract— We experimental demonstrated a gain clamped C-band EDFA with a stable wide
dynamic range performance by using the ASE selective-feedback gain-clamping technique. The
gain of 16.2 dB with variation ±0.26 dB for the input signal power from −35 to −5 dBm and
the maximum NF of 6.6 dB for the input signal power from −35 to −10 dBm were obtained,
respectively. Therefore, a wide dynamic range of the input signal of 25–30 dB can be achieved.
We also applied a saturation tone signal (on/off) for simulating the 16-channels DWDM signals
(add/drop) to investigate the gain variation for the probe signal. When the number of channel
signals are added or dropped in our proposed C-band EDFA scheme, the gain variation is less
than 0.13 dB for the signals wavelength range from 1530 to 1564 nm.
1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to enlarging the bandwidth of optical amplification in frequency domain, the optical amplifiers with wide-band uniform-gain characteristics are also play an important role in WDM systems
with the optical add-drop multiplexers (OADMs) [1] and the optical cross-connects (OXCs) [2]. In
the conventional WDM transport systems, the input optical powers of Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) will change when transmission channels are adding or dropping. Since EDFA is usually
operated in saturation region, so its saturation output power is invariable. However, Erbium-doped
fiber has longer transition time, when the carriers are dropped from excited state to ground state.
The total output optical power variation is depended on the number of signal channels working
in the EDFA at all times. The gain of each channel signal is dependent on the present channel
number. Both the gain and the output signal power of each channel will decline when the number
of channels increases, this may degrade the signal reception. In contrast, both the gain and the
output signal power of each channel will increase when the number of channels decreases, this
will degrade the overall performance of the system due to nonlinear effects in fiber [3]. In recent
years, there are three common methods to design gain clamping for optical fiber amplifiers: (1)
using electro-optical feedback in pumping source to compensate [4], (2) by putting an additional
compensation signal [5], (3) by an optical loop to compensate the gain [6]. In this paper, we refer
to the third method and propose an alternative approach to achieve the gain clamping. We focus
firstly on the cost-effective design of a gain-clamped C-band EDFA based on the ring-fiber laser
cavity using a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) technique, then the gain flatness and variations, and the
noise figure was characterization for the further WDM applications.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An experimental setup of C-band EDFA with an ASE selective-feedback gain-clamping technique
is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of a C-band EDFA, a FBG with a 3-dB Bandwidth of 0.142 nm and
centre wavelength at 1532.95 nm, a 1 × 2 optical coupler, a 3-ports optical circulator (OC), and a
variable optical attenuator (VOA), The ASE power spectrum of EDFA is also shown in Fig. 3. A
specific wavelength signal from ASE spectrum was firstly reflected by FBG. Then the 1532.95 nm
signal from the ASE was backed into EDFA through a circulator (Port 2 to Port 3), a VOA, and
an optical coupler, in which the optical loop was form a ring cavity. The 1532.95 nm-wavelength
signal was re-amplifying by the EDFA and traveling through the above mention optical loop that a
1532.95 nm-wavelength fiber laser was created. The key component FBG in this scheme serves as a
laser feedback wavelength selector and also as a noise filter. The optical power of 1532.95 nm signal
injected to EDFA was controlled by a VOA. A tunable laser source (TLS) was used to simulate a
different input signals level at the wavelength of C-band. The input signal level, output signal level
and gain of the proposed gain-clamping EDFA are characterized by using an Optical Spectrum
Analyzer (OSA, ADVENTEST Q8384) with a resolution of 0.01 nm.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup of the gain-clamping C-Band EDFA with an ASE selective-feedback.

Figure 2: Optical gain characteristics versus various
input signal power at different attenuation values.

Figure 3: Noise figure as a function of the input
signal power at different attenuation values.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the optical gain characteristics versus various input signal power for a single-channel
operating in open-ring and the gain clamped with different attenuation values (VOA = 0 ∼ 25 dB).
The gain-performance of amplifier working in open-ring (VOA = ∞) is also shown in the figure.
The power levels of input signal from −35 dBm to 0 dBm at 1550 nm are employed in this study.
The good gain-clamping trends were observed at low attenuation values (e.g., VOA = 0 ∼ 5 dB)
for a closed-ring system, in which the gain curves were flat within a wide range of the optical power
levels of input signal. The ring-fiber laser power of the proposed scheme was decreased as the
attenuation value is increased. When attenuation was set at a higher value, the experiment scheme
was similar to an open-ring case. If attenuation value ≤ 5 dB, however, the dynamic range of 30 dB
with a flatting-gain-curve was achieved for the power of input signal from −35 dBm to 0 dBm.
Therefore, the optical power of the ring-fiber laser must be adjusted to an appropriate attenuation
value to obtain the superlative gain clamping effect. Thus the gain clamped at 16.2 dB with a
flatness of 0.26 dB, which having high gain and wide dynamic range, was obtained at VOA = 5 dB
and the input signal power levels from −35 dBm to −5 dBm. Fig. 3 shows the calculated noise
figure at 1550 nm as a function of the input signal power at different attenuation values. Lower
noise figure values were presented at VOA = 0 ∼ 5 dB. Noise figure ≤ 7 dB, in the proposed scheme,
were obtained when the input signal power of −35 dBm to −10 dBm.
Optical gain of the gain-clamping EDFA versus the wavelength of input signal at different
attenuation values is shown in Fig. 4. The gain of long wavelength was large than that of the short
wavelength, in general, when the VOA < 5 dB. The gain increases with the wavelength within the
range from 1540 to 1560 nm. In contrast, the gain of the long wavelength (1540–1560 nm) is less
than that of at the short wavelength of 1533 nm when the VOA > 5 dB. In addition, the gain
spectrum of the gain-clamping EDFA with the VOA = 5 dB was flat than that of the VOA < 5 dB
and VOA > 5 dB, respectively.
Figure 5 shows an experimental setup for investigating the gain-variation of probe-signal when
a saturation tone signal was adding or dropping into the gain-clamping EDFA. The saturation tone
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Figure 4: Optical gain versus the wavelength of input signal at different attenuation values.

Figure 5: Experimental setup for investigating the gain-variation of probe-signal when a saturation tone
signal was adding or dropping into the gain-clamping EDFA.

Figure 6: Gain spectrum of open ring and close ring with saturation tone signal adding or dropping.

signal, in this experiment, was used to simulate 16-channel signals in WDM system. The optical
power of probe-signal was set at −30 dBm for each channel (1530–1560 nm) and the optical power
of the saturation tone signal of −18 dBm at wavelength of 1545 nm was employed.
Figure 6 shows the gain spectrum of open ring and close ring with saturation tone signal at
on-state (adding) and off-state (dropping), respectively. The attenuation value (VOA) was selected
at 5 dB due to EDFA operating in wide-dynamic range and lower noise figure. A large difference
of gain values of 12.0 dB, which the peak gain relative to the flat-region (1540–1560 nm), in the
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open ring case was observed. However, the gain-spectrum was flat and with a minimum difference
in gain values at C-band range (1530–1560 nm) was obtained in close ring case. Furthermore, the
gain difference at wavelength of 1530 nm to 1564 nm of ≤ 0.13 dB was achieved when the saturation
tone signal was added or dropped in the gain-clamping EDFA. The obtained results show that
the proposed scheme is highly appropriate for the applications of wide-dynamic and stable gainclamping.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A gain clamped C-band EDFA has been proposed and demonstrated using an ASE selectivefeedback gain-clamping technique. At attenuation value of 5 dB, the gain of amplifier was clamped
about 16.2 dB with a gain variation of 0.26 dB when the input signal power levels of from −35 dBm
to −5 dBm. The gain-clamped amplifier also has a flattest gain spectrum with gain variation
≤ 0.13 dB within the wavelength range from 1530 nm to 1564 nm. The gain spectrum is nearly
unchanged when the input optical power fluctuant with the channels added or dropped. According
to the above results, the proposed gain-clamping amplifier can endure large power variations for
WDM systems.
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Abstract— The paper experimentally demonstrated the 1550 nm optical return-to-zero (RZ)
pulse using a 2.5 GHz radio frequency (RF) signals to drive a TO-can-packaged gain-switching
distribution feedback (DFB) semiconductor laser, a fiber ring self-injection locking, and an nonreturn-to-zero on/off keying (NRZ-OOK) modulating techniques. The obtained RZ-pulse of
58.46 ps was transmitted and characterized in the optical fiber link. At BER = 10−9 , the receiver
power of −21.9 dBm and power penalty of 1 dB were obtained over a fiber link with a transmission
distance of > 10 km.
1. INTRODUCTION

To achieve high speed and high capacity operation in the telecommunication systems, e.g., high-bitrate optical time division multiplexed/wavelength division multiplexed (OTDM/WDM) systems,
the sub-picoseconds optical RZ-pulses play an important role for this goal. The multiplexed optical
pulses with a sufficiently narrow width would greatly increase the transmission capacity. Especially
in the OTDM system, the sub-channels in one communication channel can be simultaneously
multiplexed and transferred more optical signals [1]. In previous studied, the performance of RZOOK format signal was preferred than that of NRZ-OOK format because the RZ-OOK formats
are more robust to the nonlinear propagation distortions than the NRZ-OOK format [2]. However,
it’s well known that multiplexed optical pulses with a sufficiently narrow optical pulse width in the
optical time-domain would increase the transmission capacity. The requirements of transmitted
performances in the optical time domain for the pulse signal are not only having high peak power
but also in the smallest timing jitter. When the pulses are generated during the turn-on time of
gain-switch process, there are a few drawbacks such as a lower side mode suppression ratio (SMSR)
and a larger timing jitter. The reduction of the SMSR under gain-switching conditions is due to
the large fluctuations in the photon density, which cause by the strongly excited the side modes of
diode lasing. As a consequence, the SMSR of gain-switching DFB laser was smaller than 25 dB.
In contrast, the timing jitter of gain-switch diode laser can be mainly attributed to from the
spontaneous noise [3].
Frequency injection-locking technique has a great capability to produce an optical pulse with
very low jitter characteristics, SMSR improving and intrinsic bandwidth enhancing when a laser
diode was with an optical injection [4, 5]. In this paper, a gain-switching DFB laser with fiber ring
optical self-injection scheme to generate a high-quality single-mode and short optical RZ-pulse was
proposed and experimental demonstrated. We also studied the transmission performances of the
obtained RZ-pulse over an optical fiber link.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for optical pulse generation using a fiber ring self-injection
locking with a gain switching DFB laser. An RF signal and a DC bias current were combined
through a Bias Tee to modulate a DFB laser and generate the pulse trains. The following Equations
are the modulation current I(t) applied to the laser diode from both DC bias current Ibias and RF
signal parts [3, 6]:
I(t) = Ibias + Imod sin 2π f (t)
M = Imod / (Ibias − Ith )

(1)
(2)

where Imod is RF signal current, Ith is laser diode threshold currents and M is modulation index
M <1, it was at the condition of small-signal modulation and operated in the linear region. M >1,
however, it is at the condition of gain-switching modulation.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for gain-switching DFB-LD with a fiber ring optical injection.

In this experiment, a DFB laser operating in gain-switching was obtained by using a DC bias
current biased at a linear region near the threshold point and a RF driving signal The DC bias
current is 10 mA and the RF signal frequency is 2.5 GHz with a power of 15 dBm, in this work.
The optical pulses from the laser were coupled into a 2 × 2 (90/10) coupler through a polarization
controller (PC). The most parts of optical pulses were obtained from the 90% output port of 2 × 2
coupler and went through an optical delay line (ODL) and then amplified by an erbium-doped filter
amplifier (EDFA). The amplified optical-pulse signal was next filtered by a tunable optical filter
(TOF) to eliminate the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. A variable optical attenuator
(VOA) was used to control the optical amplified power which the power will be properly injected
into a DFB laser. In addition the optical pulses can be further controlled by the ODL and a PC
device to achieve an optimum re-injection. Finally, the time and the linear polarization state of the
re-injection pulses were synchronized with the emitted pulses from the gain-switched DFB laser.
The working principle of the proposed fiber ring, which consisted of PC, coupler, DL, EDFA, TOF,
VOA Coupler and PC, was as same as an external cavity for compensating the photon density
when the dynamic transient of the pulse is ON. The optical pulses in our experimental setup were
characterized by an optical spectrum analyzer (ADVENTEST Q8384) with a resolution of 0.02 nm
and a 40 GHz Digital Communication Analyzer (Agilent 86100C).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The light-current (L-I) characteristics of a TO-can packaged DFB laser at temperature of 20◦ C is
shown in Figure 2. The threshold current of DFB laser diode was 9.6 mA. To operate the device
at the linear region, the DFB laser diode was driven at 10 mA, which was near a threshold point.
The frequency response of the TO-can packaged DFB laser was characterized with and without
optical injection, as shown in Figure 3. The injection ratio (which, the injection optical power over
laser the emission power) controlled by a VOA was 5 dB. The cutoff frequency of the free-running
DFB laser was about 3.3 GHz at the DC bias current of 10 mA. However, the cutoff frequency of
DFB laser can improve up to 5.45 GHz after an optical injection applied. A flat frequency response
curve was also presented under the optical injection.
In frequency domain, the optical spectrum of gain-switching DFB laser with and without the
fiber ring self-injection locking is shown in Figure 4. The peak power and center wavelength
of a gain-switching DFB laser without optical injection were −18.96 dBm and 1549.232 nm. In
contrast, the peak power and center wavelength of a gain-switching DFB laser with a self-injection
were −12.94 dBm and 1549.349 nm Furthermore, the SMSR improving of 34.3 dB (from 27.8 dB to
61.2 dB) and line-width reducing of 0.172 nm (form 0.361 nm to 0.189 nm) were obtained when the
gain-switching DFB laser with a fiber ring self-injection.
The waveform of optical pulse without and with optical injection is shown in Figures 5(a) and (b)
using a sampling oscilloscope. In time domain, very severe time jitter presented in the waveform of
optical pulse is shown in Figure 5(a) when the gain-switching DFB laser without optical injection.
The pulse RMS jitter of 1 ps, pulse-width of 58.46 ps and pulse peak power of 3.24 mV were obtained
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Figure 5: The optical pulse of gain-switching DFB. (a) Without optical injection. (b) With fiber ring optical
self-injection. (c) The obtained optical pulse train with a fiber ring optical self-injection.
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when the gain-switching DFB laser with optical injection. In addition, the generated 2.5 GHz
optical pulse train and the round trip time of the pulse train of 403 ps are shown in Figure 5(c).
Therefore, the performances of 2.5 GHz optical pulse generated from a gain-switching DFB laser
with an optical self-injection were effectively improved in the proposed scheme.
The obtained 2.5 GHz optical pulse train (as mention above) was further transformed to an
optical return-to-zero (RZ) pulse train for transmission characterization In this study, the 2.5 GHz
optical pulse was first coupled into MZM-modulator and the modulator subsequently modulated by
a 2.5 Gbit/s PRBS electrical signal with the word length of 27 − 1 NRZ-OOK format data. Then a
2.5 Gbit/s RZpulse train was obtained at the output port of MZM-modulator. A sub-picoseconds
width of the RZ pulse of 58.46 ps was achieved in the proposed scheme. Particularly, to generate
a RZ-OOK format pulse train the data rates of NRZ-OOK signal have to match the frequency of
2.5 GHz RF signal. Finally, RZpulse signals were transmitted and characterized over a 10 km fiber
link. The received power levels of −21.9 dBm and power penalty of 1 dB at the BER of 10−9 were
achieved, respectively.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have been demonstrated a gain-switching TO-can packaged DFB laser with fiber
ring optical self-injection to generate an optimum RZ-pulse. In frequency domain, the peak power
of −12.94 dBm, center wavelength of 1549.349 nm, line-width of 0.189 nm and SMSR of 61.2 dB
were obtained In contrast, the pulse characteristics in time domain show that the pulse RMS jitter
of 1 ps, pulse-width of 58.46 ps and pulse peak power of 3.24 mV were also achieved. In addition,
the optical RZ-OOK format pulse-signal generated by modulating the 2.5 Gbit/s NRZ-OOK format
data was successfully transmitted over a 10 km SMF link. The received power levels of −21.9 dBm
and power penalty of 1 dB at the BER of 10−9 were obtained, respectively. 10 Gbit/s optical
RZ-pulse based on the above scheme are ongoing study in our laboratory.
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Abstract— A novel high-count-channel optical fiber filter in amplitude sampled fiber Bragg
grating (ASFBG) based on full duty-cycle sampled function with spectral Talbot effect is proposed
for dense-wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM) system applications. Under the Talbot conditions, the self-imaging phenomenon can be appeared with the refractive index modulation with
Gaussian spatial profile is used within the total sampling period, and high-count channels, wider
spectral range, and high energy in-band channels can be obtained with the reflection spectral
covers the whole C band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber gratings have found important applications in optical communication and fiber-sensing systems. Among the many applications, the increasing demand on the number of wavelength channels
has attracted considerable interests in the design and implementation of multichannnel devices
based on sampled fiber Bragg gratings (SFBGs) [1]. Two types of sampled fiber Bragg gratings are
most frequently employed in practice, i.e., amplitude sampled fiber Bragg grating (ASFBG) and
phase-only sampled fiber Bragg grating (PSFBG). The main drawback of the conventional ASFBG
is the trade-off between the spectral range and the channel energy efficiency according to Fourier
transform in which the spectral range in frequency domain is inversely proportional to the duty
cycle in each sampling period. An interleaved structure was proposed to improve the fiber utilizing efficiency by inserting two or three sets of wavelength shifted ASFBGs to the grating-absent
portion [2]. Although the channel density can be increased by the interleaving structure, it does
not improve the energy efficiency since duty cycle of each set of ASFBG does not change. The
most attractive feature of phase-only sampled FBGs (PSFBGs) is the high energy efficiency [3].
It has been estimated that for
√ phase-only SFBGs, the peak refractive index modulation ∆n must
be increased by a factor of N only as opposed to N in the conventional ASFBGs in order to
increase the number of wavelength channels N within a given bandwidth. The enhancement of the
energy efficiency is, however, at the expense of increasing significantly the fabrication complexity.
Recently, it has been shown that the multi-channel generation can be implemented by exploiting
Talbot effect in sampled and chirped FBGs, in which the channel density (or free spectral range,
FSR) can be effectively multiplied by changing the chirp coefficient with no need to change the
sampling period as the case in conventional SFBGs [4]. However, when we examine the structure of
an ASFBG used under condition of Talbot effect, it is found that the duty cycle of each sampling
period must also be kept small (< 0.2–0.3) in order to obtain clean multi-channel outputs [5, 6],
which also results in low energy efficiency and the practical application is thus very limited. It
is also noted that the energy enhancement in each channel in Talbot-based ASFBGs cannot be
obtained by increasing the grating length due to the energy saturation caused by the grating chirp.
The Talbot effect in PSFBGs for multi-channel generation has also been proposed [7] to enhance
the energy efficiency with a limited fiber length. It is shown that, under the Talbot condition, the
PSFBGs using less phase transitions is capable of generating superior high-count DWDM channels
with high energy efficiency. Nonetheless, the manufacturing difficulty of PSFBGs still remians.
In this paper, we propose a novel ASFBG structure that has a full duty cycle (= 1) for efficient generation of broadband high-count channels operated under spectral Talbot effect. This
structure integrates advantages of amplitude sampled FBGs (easy and straightforward making),
phase-only sampled FBGs (high energy efficiency and short fiber length) and Talbot effect (inherit
high efficiency in high-count channel output and arbitrily FSR tuning). It is shown that the energy
efficiency of the structure is almost comparable to that of the PSFBGs with the same fiber length
(no Talbot). The direct use of a simple Gaussian beam profile or combination of Gaussian profile
yields high uniformity, high isolation and high-count channel outputs.
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2. FULL DUTY-CYCLE ASFBGS

In an ASFBG, the refractive index modulation ∆n0 (z) of length L along the fiber axis z can be
expressed as follows:
·
¸
2πz
∆n0 (z) = ∆n0 s(z) cos
(1)
Λ(z)
where ∆n0 is the peak refractive-index modulation, Λ(z) is the grating period at z with Λ0 being
the nominal grating period. The sampling function with a grating period of P can be written as:
s(z) = sp (z) ∗

+∞
X

δ(z − nP )

(2)

n=−∞

where sp (z) is the sampling function in one period. δ(x) is the delta function and symbol “∗”
represents the operator of convolution, n is an integer. The ASFBG with a linearly chirped grating
period, Λ(z) = Λ0 (1 + cg z), where cg is the chirp coefficient. The Talbot condition among Λ0 , P
and cg can be expressed as [4, 5]:
µ ¶
s Λ0
(3)
cg =
m P2
where s and m are integers (m being positive), such that s/m is an irreducible rational number, the
value of m decides if an integer or a fractional self-imaging Talbot effects occurs [5]. In the Talbot
effect conditions, the FSR can be arbitrary modulated by, δλ = ∆λ/m, where ∆λ = λ2B /(2n0 P ),
and λB = 2n0 Λ0 , n0 represents the average refractive index of the propagating mode. The drawback
of conventional ASFBG with Talbot effect is the low reflectivity energy efficiency, because of Talbot
effect phenomena can only be obtained when the spatial band width is much smaller than the spatial
bandwidth as shown:
mP
dc ¿
(4)
s L
where dc = P1 /P is the duty cycle of the ASFBG. It means the Talbot effect can only be obtained
when the duty cycle is very small (generally smaller than 0.1). In our work, we found that the
Talbot effect limitation conditions can be expanded by:
δλ ≥ ∆ω

(5)

where ∆ω is the bandwidth of discrete reflection bands as the whole grating length L. It means
that the Talbot effect phenomenon can be obtained as long as the FSR is greater than or equal
to the bandwidth of discrete reflection bands. Based on the conditions, a new ASFBGs structure
that has a full duty cycle (= 1) for efficient generation of broadband high-count channels operated
under spectral Talbot effect. In this way, Gaussian sampling function (GSF) is used for the full
duty cycle structure:
" µ
¶ #
z 2
− P/2 < z < P/2
(6)
sp (z) = exp −g
P/2
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Schematic of the chirped CASFBG and Gaussian ASFBG.
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where g is the coefficient of Gaussian. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the conventional amplitude
sampling function (CASF) compared with the Gaussian sampling function (GSF). Fig. 1(a) shows
the refractive index ∆n0 (z) is linearly chirped along the fiber axis z corresponding with Eq. (3).
Fig. 1(b) shows the CASF, in which the “unused” grating result in the low energy efficiency of
the conventional. Fig. 1(c) is the ASFBG structure of GSF with the full duty cycle, in which the
“unused” grating is totally taken up. Thus, the spectral reflectivity energy efficiency is highly improved, and the side lobes of the reflection channel can be efficiently diminished by the apodization
of Gaussian function.
3. SIMULATIONDS AND DISSCUSSION

The simulation is based on the transfer-matrix method [8]. In our simulation, the following grating
parameters are used: n0 = 1.485, Λ0 = 521.8855 nm, and the sampling period P = 1.0 mm.
Fig. 2 shows the multi-channel reflectivity spectra of the ASFBG with GSF (called as GSFBG).
In the simulations, the following parameters are used: ∆n0 = 6.0e − 4, g = 20, and grating
length L = 40 mm. In Fig. 2(a), s = 0, m = 1, cg = 0, i.e., a uniform ASFBG, the FSR is
∼ 0.8 nm (100 GHz) only determined by the sampling period P = 1 mm, as expected. In Fig. 2(b),
s = 1, m = 1, cg = 5.2188e − 4(1/mm), the FSR is ∼ 0.8 nm (100 GHz), it is exactly an inverse
integer spectral Talbot-effect. In Fig. 2(c), s = 1, m = 2, cg = 2.6094e − 4(1/mm), it is seen that
the FSR is reduced by a factor of 2 to 0.4 nm (50 GHz) with the same sampling period P = 1 mm.
while in Fig. 2(d), s = 2, m = 3, cg = 3.4792e − 41/mm, it is a direct fractional Talbot effect, the
FSR is reduced by a factor of 3 to 0.27 nm (33 GHz). Fig. 2 shows that the self-imaging effect can
be obtained in the GSFBGs.
Figure 3 shows the detailed comparison spectrum of the conventional ASFBG (CASFBG) with
GSFBG under the Talbot effect condition. In the simulation, the Gaussian coefficient g = 8 was

(a)

(a)

(b)
(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2: The multi-channel reflectivity spectra of
ASFBG with Gaussian sampled function at different
Talbot effect conditions. (a) s = 0 (cg = 0); (b)
s = 1, m = 1 (cg = 5.2188e−4/mm); (c) s = 1, m =
2 (cg = 2.6094e − 4/mm); (d) s = 2, m = 3 (cg =
3.4792e − 4/mm).

Figure 3: Comparison spectrum of the ASFBG with
conventional sampled function and Gaussian sampled function under the Talbot effect condition. (a)
s = 1, m = 2, N = 40 (cg = 2.6094e − 4/mm); (b)
s = 1, m = 2, N = 40 (cg = 2.6094e − 4/mm).

Figure 4: High-in-count channels obtained by ASFBG used Gaussian sampled function with Talbot effect.
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used. Fig. 3(a) shows the spectrum of a CASFBG with Talbot effect, i.e., the grating length
P1 = 0.1 mm, in which the FSR is δλ = 0.4 nm. Fig. 3(b) shows the spectrum output of GSFBG.
It is clearly seen from Fig. 3, the channels of GSFBG are much better than the CASFBG at the
channel uniformity, the higher energy efficiency, and the higher channel isolation. These features of
the Talbot effect based GSFBG are especially useful for generating broadband high-count-channel
DWDM devices. Fig. 4 shows the capability of using GSFBG to generate 85 channels with a FSR
of 0.4 nm. In the simulation, the following parameters are used: ∆n0 = 8.0e−4, g = 15, L = 10 cm,
cg = 2.6094e − 4(1/mm). It very clear from Fig. 4 that, based on the Talbot effect, the GSFBG can
generate high energy efficiency channels and very high-count channels which could cover the whole
C band, breaking the limitations with CASFBG, in which only low energy efficiency channels and
several channels can be obtained.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we obtained the high-count channels with a full duty-cycle amplitude sampled in
the ASFBGs under spectral Talbot effect. GSF of ASFBGs is examined with various integer or
fractional Talbot effects by using different Talbot conditions. It is shown that with the GSF, 85
channels that cover the whole C band is be obtained. The Talbot effect based on a full duty cycle
which provides a novel method to generating high-channel-count FBG filters with great uniformity
and higher energy efficiency by a convenience fabrication.
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Abstract— On the basis of the coupled mode theory, the influence of grating period of uniform
fiber Bragg grating on delay was investigated by using numerical simulation method. The result
shows that grating period has a remarkable impact on the delay. The maximum value of the
delay can be obtained by parameters optimization, which is 17.3013 µs occurs near the Bragg
wavelength, but it decays exponentially.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber Bragg grating has developed dramatically and performed an important role in fiber communications and optical fiber sensing in recent 30 years [1, 2]. Recently, the introduction of slow light
with a wide range of novel properties results in unique spectral characteristics of fiber Bragg gratings [3], especially slow light delay of fiber Bragg grating is studied emphatically. K. B. Rochford
and S. D. Dyer [4] reported reconstruction of minimum-phase group delay from fiber Bragg grating transmittance or reflectance measurements. The results indicate that phase reconstruction is
compared to exact solutions using the reflectance from a uniform grating. An intermediate windowing process improves the recovery accuracy. J. T. Mok, ect. [5] observed 0.68 ns pulses delayed
by 4.7 pulse widths in a 30 cm silica FBG without pulse broadening. Improved slow-light delay
performance of a broadband SBS system using fiber Bragg grating was reported [6]. Tunable delay
slow-light in an active fiber Bragg grating was also studied [7]. These studies provide a very simple
approach to control the light group delay. However, this approach requires very high power signal,
which limits its practical implications.
In this work, based on the coupled theory, the effect of grating period on delay was studied
by using numerical simulation method and slow light delay characteristics was demonstrated by
parameters optimization. The results show that grating period has a remarkable influence on the
delay induced by the fiber Bragg gratings, the maximum value of the delay can be reached um
order, but its wavelength width is very narrow, and slow light delay decays exponentially.
2. THEORY

Fiber Bragg gratings are produced by exposing an optical fiber to a spatially varying pattern of
ultraviolet intensity. For sake of simplicity, we studied an unchirped uniform fiber Bragg grating
whose refractive index can be described as follows [8]
·
µ
¶¸
2π
δneff (z) = δneff 1 + v cos
z
(1)
Λ
where δneff is the “dc” index change spatially averaged over a grating period, v is the fringe visibility
of the index change, Λ is the grating period and
Λ=

L
N

(2)

where L is the grating length, N is the total number of the grating periods.
According to coupled mode theory, synchronous approximation and the boundary condition of
the fiber Bragg grating [9–11]. The amplitude reflection coefficient can be expressed as
³√
´
−κ sinh
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
³√
´
³√
´
ρ=
(3)
√
σ̂ sinh
κ2 − σ 2 L + i κ2 − σ̂ 2 cosh
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
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and the reflectivity

³√
´
sinh2
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L
³√
´
(4)
±
cosh2
κ2 − σ̂ 2 L − σ̂ 2 κ2
±
±
where κ = πvδneff λ is the “ac” coupling coefficient, σ = 2πδneff λ is the “dc” coupling coefficient,
σ̂ is a general “dc” self-coupling coefficient and σ̂ = δ + σ. The detuning δ is defined as
µ
¶
π
1
1
δ = β − = 2πneff
−
(5)
Λ
λ λB
¯ ¯
γ = ¯ρ2 ¯ =

the Bragg wavelength λB is expressed as
λB ≡ 2neff Λ.

(6)

The delay of the reflected light induced by the fiber Bragg grating can be determined from
Eq. (3). If we denote θρ = phase(ρ), then at a local frequency ω0 , we may expand θρ in a Taylor
series about ω0 . Since the first derivative dθρ /dω is directly proportional to the frequency ω, this
quantity can be identified as a time delay. Thus, the delay time τρ for reflected light of a grating
is expressed as [12]
dθ
λ2 dθρ
τρ =
=−
(7)
dω
2πc dλ
3. CALCULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

7.45

8 0.524µm 0.531µm 0.542µm

7.40
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7.30

Delay (fs)

Delaymax (fs)

Setting n0 = 1.46, ∆ = 0.002, a = 5 µm, δneff = 0.0001, v = 1, L = 1.06252 cm and Λ = 0.5314 µm,
the delay-wavelength curve of uniform fiber Bragg grating can be obtained from Eq. (7). The curves
of the delay as functions of the wavelength λ and the maximum values of delay in uniform fiber
Bragg grating can be obtained by adjusting the grating period Λ and keeping the others parameters
as constant as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Fig. 1 shows the influence of Λ on the maximum delay
delaymax as function of Λ. It can be seen that the delaymax decreases from 7.4083 fs to 7.1384 fs,
with Λ increasing, Λ and the delaymax is approximately linear relationship.
In order to further study influence of grating period on delay characteristics in uniform fiber
Bragg grating, we compared delay versus wavelength for four different values of grating period.
As shown in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the delay curves are blue-shifted with Λ increasing from
0.524 µm to0.553 µm, furthermore, the degrees of the deviation are remarkably different and large.
In addition, the maximum value of delay is decreased. It shows that the grating period has a
remarkable impact on delay-wavelength curves in fiber Bragg grating and such impact is apparently
different.
Delaymax curve of uniform fiber Bragg grating can be calculated by parameters optimization.
Setting n0 = 1.468, ∆ = 0.0012, a = 6.4 µm, δneff = 0.004, v = 23, L = 42.5008 cm and Λ =
0.5317 µm. In this case, the reflection coefficient γ as functions of the wavelength λ with Λ =
0.5317 µm can be calculated from Eq. (4) as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the reflection
spectra is blue-shifted, peak top becomes much flattened and the bandwidth changes especially
broaden. At the same time, the maximum values of reflection coefficient γ increased to 100%.
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Figure 1: Influence of Λ on delaymax .
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Figure 2: Delay versus wavelength for various Λ
done.
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Figure 3: Reflection spectra as a function of wavelength with Λ = 0.5317 µm.
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Figure 4: Delaymax versus wavelength with Λ =
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Figure 5: Influence of wavelength on slow light delay
with Λ = 0.5317 µm.

As shown in Fig. 4, the delaymax -λ curve with Λ = 0.5317 µm can be given by parameters
optimization. The delaymax curve is also obviously blue-shifted and becomes flattened, especially
the bandwidth has tends to 100 nm. The delaymax increased to 17.3013 µs occur at the Bragg
wavelength, at the same time, the maximum value of delay corresponds to the minimum value of
reflection coefficient.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows the influence of wavelength on slow light delay in uniform fiber Bragg
grating with the others parameters optimization and Λ = 0.5317 µm. It can be seen that the slow
light delay is an exponentially decaying of rapidly shocks, which is rapidly reduced to 0 µs from
17.3013 µs, especially shocks of the deviation is no more than 0.03 nm. On the whole, the grating
period has a strong influence on the slow light delay of uniform fiber Bragg grating.
4. CONCLUSION

The influence of grating period of uniform fiber Bragg grating on delay is discussed by using
numerical simulation method based on the coupled mode theory and slow light delay characteristics
is studied by parameters optimization. The calculated result shows that grating period has a
remarkable impact on the delay this grating, between the reflection spectra and delaymax curve are
blue-shifted, peak top become flattened and the bandwidth change broaden, the maximum value
of the delay is 17.3013 µs occurs at the Bragg wavelength with Λ = 0.5317 µm, especially slow light
delay is an exponentially decaying of rapidly shocks, they offer references for designing system.
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Abstract— The fiber-based stimulated Brillouin scattering coupled equations were solved by
the method of implicit finite difference with prediction-correction. The influence of the Brillouin
gain coefficient on time delay and pulse broadening was investigated within the gain range of
0∼16. The result indicates that the time delay and the pulse broadening factor increase with
increasing gain in the small signal regime and decrease in the gain saturation regime. However,
the Stokes pulse will reach gain saturation at a larger gain for smaller gain coefficient and its
maximum time delay is accordingly larger.
1. INTRODUCTION

Slow light based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in optical fibers has attracted much more
interests for its potential application in optical buffering, data synchronization, optical memories
and optical signal processing. Compared with previously demonstrated slow-light techniques [1, 2],
such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [3] and coherent population oscillations
(CPO) [4], it has a lot of advantages, for instance, the simple, flexible and easy-to-handle SBS can
be realized in room temperature; the optical fiber components based on it can easily integrated
with the existing telecommunications infrastructure; the slow-light resonance can be tunable within
the optical communications wavelength windows; the use of optical fiber allows for a relaxed pumppower requirement owning to long interaction length, small effective mode area and so on.
However, the SBS-induced group index change is always so small in standard single mode fiber
and dispersion shift fibers (DSFs) [5] to delay the time very little. In order to explore suitable
optical fibers served as slow light generation with much efficiency, some special optical fibers, such as
chalcogenide fiber [6, 7], tellurite fiber [8], bismuth fiber [9] and so on, have been extensively studied,
these kinds of optical fiber are usually with large gain coefficient and low loss coefficient. Though
long pulse delay can be obtained using cascaded fiber segments joined by unidirectional optical
attenuators to overcome pump depletion (gain saturation) and amplified spontaneous Brillouin
emission (ASBE), it’s always accompanied with serious pulse distortion [10]. So gain tailoring is
used in pulse distortion management to keep a balance between time delay and pulse distortion [11–
13]. To overcome the narrow band spectral resonance of SBS which limits the maximum data rate
of the optical system, a simple and inexpensive pump spectral broadening technique is used in
broadening the SBS slow light bandwidth [14–16], which paves the way towards real applications
based on SBS slow light.
Numerical studies of SBS slow light focusing on different pulse parameters were also studied [17, 18], which provide an insight into the SBS slow light process, but we can’t learn a lot about
how the optical fiber structures and Brillouin gain parameters influence on the SBS process, the
time delay and the pulse shape.
In this paper, the SBS model in optical fiber was described and the three coupled SBS equations were solved by the method of finite difference with prediction-correction, the effects of gain
coefficient on time delay and pulse broadening were demonstrated. These results provide base for
designing optical buffer, time delay line or other optical components based on the SBS slow light
technologies.
2. NUMERICAL MODEL AND DISCUSSION

The process of SBS is the interaction of two counter-propagating waves, a strong pump wave and
a weak Stokes wave. If a particular frequency relation is satisfied
vpump = vStokes + vB ,

(1)
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where vpump and vStokes are the frequency of pump wave and stocks wave respectively, vB is the
Brillouin frequency. Then an acoustic wave is generated which scatters photons from the pump to
the Stokes wave and the interference of these two optical waves in turn stimulates the process [19].
From a practical point of view, the process of SBS can be viewed as a narrowband amplification
process, in which a continuous-wave pump produces a narrowband gain in a spectral region around
vpump − vB . In this paper, the Stokes pulse is set on the SBS gain line center to achieve the
maximum delay.
For simply describing the SBS process, assume: (1) Transverse field variations are neglected,
Stokes and pump fields are assumed to vary with time t and space z only. (2) The slowly varying
envelope approximation (SVEA) SBS model is used, i.e., the field amplitudes are assumed to vary
slowly in time and space as compared with their temporal and spatial frequencies. (3) The initial
(t = 0) phonon field is zero and the Stokes output grows from an injected Stokes field at z = 0.
(4) The frequency difference between the pump and Stokes wave is set to the Brillouin shift of the
fiber, i.e., the Stokes pulse is on the SBS line center.
Considering a Brillouin amplifier where the pump wave counter-propagates through the fiber
with respect to the Stokes pulse, the SBS process can be described by one-dimensional coupled wave
equations involving a backward pump wave (−z direction), a forward Stokes wave (+z direction),
and a backward acoustic wave. Under the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) and
neglecting the transverse field variations, the equations are written as follows [20]:
−

∂Ap n ∂Ap
α
+
= − Ap + ig2 As Q,
∂z
c ∂t
2
α
∂As n ∂As
+
= − As + ig2 Ap Q∗ ,
∂z
c ∂t
2
∂Q ΓB
+
Q = ig1 Ap A∗s ,
∂t
2

(2)
(3)
(4)

where Ap , As , and Q are the amplitudes of the pump wave, the Stokes wave, and the acoustic wave,
respectively; n is the group refractive index when SBS is absent; α is the loss coefficient of the fiber;
ΓB /2π is the bandwidth (FWHM) of the Brillouin gain; g1 is the coupled coefficient between the
pump wave and the Stokes wave, g2 is the coupled coefficient between the pump (Stokes) wave and
the acoustic wave, g0 = 4 gΓ1Bg2 is the peak value of the Brillouin gain coefficient.
According to the small signal steady state theory of stimulated Brillouin scattering, the pump
power Pcritical required to reach Brillouin threshold in a single pass scheme is related to the Brillouin
gain coefficient g0 by the following equation:
g0 (Pcritical /Aeff )Leff ∼
= 21,

(5)

where Pcritical is the power corresponding to the Brillouin threshold, Leff is the effective length
defined as Leff = α−1 [1 − exp(−αL)], from Eq. (5) we can obtain the threshold pump intensity:
Icritical = Pcritical /Aeff ∼
= 21/(g0 Leff ).

(6)

Once reaching the threshold pump intensity, a large part of the pump power is transferred to the
Stokes wave, resulting in the generation of Stokes wave at the output depletes the pump seriously
and leads to serious Stokes pulse distortion. In our simulations, we consider the pump intensity is
near the Brillouin threshold and obtain the Stokes gain around 16 using the previous parameters,
here the Stokes gain is defined as:
µ
¶
Pout
Gain = log
,
(7)
Pin
where Pout and Pin are the output and input of the Stokes power, respectively.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

The Eqs. (2)–(4) were numerically solved by the method of implicit finite difference with predictioncorrection [21], setting fiber length L = 25 m, pump wavelength λ = 1550 nm, group refractive index
n = 1.45, effect mode area Aeff = 50 µm2 , loss coefficient α = 0.2 dB/km, gain bandwidth (FWHM)
ΓB /2π = 40 MHz, gain coefficient g0 = 5 × 10−11 m/W. We assume the pump wave is CW and the
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Stokes wave is Gaussian shaped with the peak power of 0.1 µW and the FWHM pulse width of
120 ns.
The curves of the pulse delay and pulse broadening factor as a function of the gain with different
gain coefficient g0 were shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the time delay increases
linearly with Stokes gain when the gain is small (≤ 10), that’s because the pump isn’t completely
affected when the gain is small. For larger gain, pump depletion becomes more and more seriously,
the time delay increases slowly with gain and reaches its maximum before decreasing with gain.
At the same time, for larger gain coefficient, the time delay decreases with increasing gain more
quickly and even leads to pulse advancement which can be explained by gain saturation. It can
also be seen that the smaller gain coefficient reaches the gain saturation at a larger gain and the
maximum time delay is accordingly larger, the gain saturation limits the maximum time delay for
a Stokes pulse at a given input power.
The pulse broadening factor for different gain coefficients as a function of gain was shown in
Fig. 2. It shows that the pulse broadening factor is also increasing linearly with gain when the
small signal regime holds. As the gain further increases, the pulse broadening factor increases
slowly with gain and then gradually decreases to less than 1, it means that the pulse become more
and more narrower, the pulse with larger gain coefficient narrows more seriously than the smaller
one. The time delay is always accompanied with pulse distortion, the Stokes pulse broadens a little
in the small signal regime but can narrow largely in the gain saturation regime. Fig. 3 shows the
normalized output pulse shapes with the gain coefficient g0 = 5 × 10−11 m/W at gain = 0, 12, and
17, respectively. The output Stokes pulse with a maximum time delay ∼ 45 ns at gain =12 with a
little distortion while the output Stokes pulse is advanced by 42.9 ns at gain =17 but is distorted
substantially.
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Figure 2: Pulse broadening as a function of gain
with different gain coefficients.
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Then we consider the time delay and pulse broadening factor varying with the gain coefficient at
a given pump peak power 0.125 W shown in Fig. 4. We can see that the time delay increases with
the increasing gain coefficient in a linear fashion. Fig. 5 shows that the pulse broadening factor
also increases with the increasing gain coefficient. Note that the maximum gain parameter is 6.25
at the gain coefficient g0 = 1 × 10−10 m/W, which satisfies the small signal condition.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We make a numerical study of the SBS slow light in optical fibers, and consider the influences of
gain coefficient on time delay and pulse broadening. In the small signal regime, we find that the
time delay and the pulse broadening factor increase with the increasing gain coefficient. In the gain
saturation regime, the pulse with larger gain coefficient decreases more quickly in the gain range
of 0∼16. For the gain larger than 16, the pulse advancement becomes more obviously and the
distortion also becomes more seriously, which may render the delay useless. We also investigate the
time delay and pulse broadening factor vary with the increasing gain coefficient at a given pump
power whose gain parameter is in the small signal regime, and find that the time delay and pulse
broadening factor are proportional to the gain coefficient.
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Abstract— To elastically design a dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fiber (DCC-PCF) for
dispersion compensation, we use multi-layers of cladding holes as outer core rings. In previous
study, the design of DCC-PCF with single outer core ring is difficult to give well consideration
to wavelength-adjusting and maximum dispersion coefficient simultaneously. In this study, by
using multi-layers of outer core ring, the maximum value of dispersion coefficient can be hold and
the adjustment of the compensated wavelength is unrestricted. The design-elasticity enlarges
the negative chromatic dispersion significantly. The numeric results indicate that the minimum
chromatic dispersion of the previous 1-ring DCC-PCF is about −7700 ps/km-nm whereas that of
the 3-ring DCC-PCF is about −10500 ps/km-nm at around a wavelength of 1.55 µm. Thus, the
negative chromatic dispersion of the proposed structure is approximately 1.36 times larger than
that of the previous one.
1. INTRODUCTION

In optical fiber communication systems, chromatic dispersion in single mode fibers (SMFs) induces temporal optical pulse broadening, resulting in serious restrictions in the transmission data
rates. Currently, dispersion-compensating fibers (DCF) are extensively used to minimize the negative effects of chromatic dispersion. J. L. Auguste et al. reported a design of DCF by using a
dual-concentric-core fiber (DCCF) structure. The dispersion coefficient of their DCCF was up to
−1800 ps/nm-km [1]. Recently, additional research involved altering the air hole size of a specific
layer of PCF to design dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fibers (DCC-PCF) [2–5].
For previous studies, the DCC-PCF (referred to as 1-ring DCC-PCF in this study) was composed
of two concentric cores to propagate two supermodes, which are named as inner and outer modes.
To separate the two concentric cores, the cladding holes at a specific layer (which is referred to as
outer core ring, OCR) in a DCC-PCF is reduced. Consequently, the mode-couple between inner
and outer modes then results in a negative dispersion for the guiding mode. However, the size
of holes at the OCR and in the cladding may all influence the value of dispersion coefficient and
the compensated wavelength. Therefore, the design of DCC-PCF with single OCR is difficult to
give well consideration to wavelength-adjusting and maximum dispersion coefficient simultaneously.
In this work, to elastically design a DCC-PCFdesigning the compensated wavelength and the
dispersion coefficient independently, we introduce three layers of OCR in a DCC-PCF structure
(referred to as 3-ring DCC-PCF). Thus, the dispersion coefficient can be always kept at a maximum
value when the compensated wavelength is adjusted.
2. SIMULATION MODELS AND THEORIES

Figures 1(a) and (b) show the cross-sectional views of the 1-ring and 3-ring DCC-PCFs respectively.
The cladding of the photonic crystal fibers consists of a triangular lattice of air holes with a diameter
of d = 1.350 µm and a pitch (center-to-center distance between the holes) of Λ = 1.500 µm in a
background of undoped silica, whose refractive index can be estimated by using the Sellmeier
equation [6]. The solid core is formed by removing a central air hole. The fourth layer of 1-ring
DCC-PCF or the third, fourth and fifth layers of 3-ring DCC-PCF are with smaller air holes (with
a diameter of dr = 0.534 µm, d3 = 0.755 µm, d4 = 0.950 µm and d5 = 0.755 µm respectively), which
define the outer core ring, separate the cladding region into inner cladding and outer cladding.
Two types of structure can be considered for a 3-ring DCC-PCF, a symmetric type (with a
diameter of d3 = d5 ) and an asymmetric type (d3 6= d5 ). Fig. 2(a) depicts the relation between the
effective indices and wavelength for 3-ring DCC-PCF of both types by using plane-wave expansion
(PWE) method. The effective index curves of inner and outer modes are intersected at a phasematching wavelength λ0 , λ0 ≈ 1.55 µm in this work, which is designed as the operating wavelength
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Figure 1: Cross-sectional view of (a) previous structure (1-ring DCC-PCF) and (b) proposed structure
(3-ring DCC-PCF). Λ = 1.500 µm, d = 1.350 µm, dr = 0.534 µm, d3 = d5 = 0.755 µm, d4 = 0.950 µm.

Asym type (d 3 =0.677 µm-d 4 =1.000 µm-d5 =0.900 µm)
Sym type (d 3 =0.800 µm-d4 =0.905 µm-d 5 =0.800 µm)

(a)
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Figure 2: Relations of (a) the effective indices and (b) slope differences between outer and inner mode to
wavelengths for symmetric and asymmetric type DCC-PCFs. Λ = 1.500 µm, d = 1.350 µm.

for dispersion compensation. The fundamental mode coincides with the inner mode at wavelengths
of λ < λ0 . Nevertheless, at wavelengths of λ > λ0 , the fundamental mode switches to the outer
mode. The chromatic dispersion coefficient D is defined as
D=

−λ d2 neff
,
c dλ2

(1)

where λ represents the wavelength, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and neff is the effective indices
of the fundamental modes guided in a fiber at various wavelengths. According to Equation (1),
the chromatic dispersion coefficient D at λ0 signifies the transient rate of break, i.e., the slope
difference between effective index curves of inner and outer modes. The inner mode distributions
of symmetric and asymmetric types are identical. Therefore, the smaller the slope of outer mode
curve, the larger the absolute value of D.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the neff -curve of outer mode for the asymmetric type DCC-PCF (d3 =
0.677 µm and d5 = 0.900 µm) is steeper than that of the symmetric one (d3 = d5 = 0.800 µm).
Fig. 2(b) shows the dependence of the slope difference between outer and inner mode on wavelengths
for these two types. As shown in the figure, the slope difference of the symmetric type is larger
than that of the asymmetric one. This predicts that the chromatic dispersion D of a symmetric
type DCC-PCF is larger than that of the asymmetric one. Therefore, this study focuses on the
symmetric OCR structure from now on.
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(b)

Figure 3: Dependence of the (a) effective indices and (b) slope difference between outer and inner mode on
wavelengths for some structures. Λ = 1.500 µm, d = 1.350 µm.

Figure 4: Dependence of the dispersion coefficient on wavelength for the structures previously mentioned in
Fig. 3. Λ = 1.500 µm, d = 1.350 µm.

Some tailor tendencies for OCR-design were generalized from several simulation results. For a
symmetric OCR structure, tailoring the hole-size of middle OCR-layer (fourth layer) can alter the
phase-matching wavelength λ0 , while the hole-size of both sides of OCR-layer (third and fifth layers)
determines the slope of neff -curve of outer mode. Some symmetric OCR DCC-PCFs are simulated
for λ0 ≈ 1.55 µm. Fig. 3(a) indicates the dependence of the effective indices on wavelengths for these
structures; the inset is a magnified plot of a section. It is difficult to recognize which one of outer
mode neff -curve is flatter in Fig. 3(a), thus the slope differences between outer and inner modes
are estimated and shown in Fig. 3(b). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the slope difference of the DCC-PCF
with d3 = d5 = 0.755 µm and d4 = 0.950 µm is a largest one. This predicts that the chromatic
dispersion D of this structure will be maximum. By substituting neff into Equation (1), we can
evaluate the dispersion coefficient D. Fig. 4 indicates the dependence of the chromatic dispersion
coefficient on wavelength for all of the structures mentioned above in Fig. 3. Just as expectancy,
the dispersion coefficient D of the DCC-PCF with d3 = d5 = 0.755 µm and d4 = 0.950 µm is the
largest. Numerically, the minimum chromatic dispersion of the proposed multi-OCR DCC-PCF
(with Λ = 1.500 µm, d = 1.350 µm, d3 = d5 = 0.755 µm, d4 = 0.950 µm) is about −10500 ps/km-nm
at around a wavelength of 1.55 µm.
To compare the proposed structure with a previous 1-ring DCC-PCF, the dispersion value of an
optimum-designing 1-ring DCC-PCF is evaluated in this article. The hole diameter of dr = 0.534 µm
for the OCR in the 1-ring DCC-PCF is deliberately designed to locate the phase-matching wavelength at the wavelength of 1.55 µm. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the chromatic dispersion coefficient on wavelength for the previous (1-ring) and the proposed (3-ring) DCC-PCF. As shown in the
figure, the 1-ring DCC-PCF has a minimum chromatic dispersion of about D ≈ −7700 ps/km-nm
whereas the 3-ring DCC-PCF has a minimum chromatic dispersion of about D ≈ −10500 ps/km-
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Figure 5: Dependence of the chromatic dispersion on wavelength for the previous (1-ring) and the proposed
(3-ring) DCC-PCF.

nm at around a wavelength of 1.55 µm. Thus, the negative chromatic dispersion of the proposed
DCC-PCF is approximately 1.36 times larger than that of the previous one.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This article proposes an elastic method for designing a DCC-PCF for dispersion compensation.
In previous structure with single outer core ring, the design of DCC-PCF is difficult to give well
consideration to wavelength-adjusting and maximum dispersion coefficient simultaneously. In this
study, by using multi layers of outer core ring, the dispersion coefficient can be always kept at
a maximum value when the compensated wavelength is adjusted. The numerical results exhibit
that the negative chromatic dispersion coefficient for the proposed DCC-PCF is approximately 1.36
times greater than that of the previous work at around a wavelength of 1.55 µm.
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Abstract— To achieve a polarization-maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PM-PCF) with ultrahigh modal birefringence, three types of photonic crystal fiber geometric structure, named as 8
Large-Holes (type I), 10 Large-Holes (type II) and Air-Walls (type III) structures, are simulated
and compared with each other. The numeric results indicate that the birefringence of type III
is largest in the three types of structure, but the fabrication of the Air-Wall is quite difficult.
The birefringence of type II is just less than that of type III slightly; nevertheless, its fabrication
process is considerably simpler than that of type III. Therefore, type II can be chosen as a
compromising approach. For the eventual design, the birefringence of the proposed PM-PCF
(type II) at λ = 1544.6 nm is up to 26.98 × 10−3 .
1. INTRODUCTION

In conventional single mode fibers (SMF), unpredictable birefringence brings about polarizationmode dispersion (PMD) and induces pulse broadening; results in serious restrictions in the data
rates of high-speed optical communication links. Conventional polarization-maintaining fibers
(PMF, such as elliptical core fibers, bowtie structured fibers, and PANDA fibers) with a modal
birefringence about 5 × 10−4 typically, which are designed to significantly reduce the governing
factor of small random birefringence fluctuations.
Recently many articles used photonic crystal fibers (PCF) to realize a polarization-maintaining
photonic crystal fiber (PM-PCF) [1–6]. Modal birefringence of about 10−3 order is achieved typically for PM-PCF at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. T. P. Hansen et al. designed two neighboring solid
rods to consist an asymmetric elliptical core [3]. T. Nasilowski et al. used three solid rods instead
of using two rods to form a highly elliptical core [5]. M. Chen et al. used three solid rods and four
big elliptical air-holes to replace the holes nearest the central rod [6].
In this study, three types of PM-PCF are simulated and compared with each other. Type I with
three solid rods is similar to the structures of [5, 6]; nevertheless, eight larger holes are used near
the elliptical core instead of cladding holes or big elliptical holes. Types II and III in this work are
more novel structure. Finally, a compromising approach can be selected as a proposed PM-PCF
with some tradeoff between birefringence and fabrication-difficulty.
2. SIMULATION MODELS

The cross-sectional views of three types of PM-PCF structure are shown in Figures 1(a), (b) and
(c), respectively. Figure 1(a) indicates the type I, named as 8 Large-Holes in this study, structure
with three solid rods and eight large holes near the elliptical core. The PCF consists of a triangular
lattice of cladding holes with a diameter of dS = 1.00 µm, and a pitch of Λ = 1.56 µm. The
eight large holes (colored in yellow) with a diameter of dL situated at both sides of the elliptical
core. Figure 1(b) shows the structure of type II, which is named as 10 Large-Holes in this study.
In this structure, five large-holes (colored in yellow) with a diameter of dL at each side of the
elliptical core touch side-by-side with each other inseparably. To compare the birefringence between
these two types of PM-PCF structure, the diameters dS and dL are identical for types I and II.
Therefore, w = 3Λ + dL in Figure 1(a) must be equal to w = 5dL in Figure 1(b); as a result,
dL = 3Λ/4 = 1.17 µm. Figure 1(c) exhibits the structure of type III, which is named as Air-Walls
in this study. For the sake of comparing with types I and II again, two air-walls with a height of
h = dL and a width of w, which is equal to the w of types I and II, are used in place of four and
five large holes in types I and II.
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Type II

Type I

(a)
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h

dS
dL Λ
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dL Λ

(b)
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(c)

Figure 1: Cross-sectional views of PM-PCF with (a) 8 large-holes, (b) 10 large-holes and (c) air-walls
structures. Λ = 1.56 µm, dS = 1.00 µm, dL = h = 1.17 µm.

Figure 2: Dependence of birefringence on wavelength for PM-PCFs shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: Relationship between birefringence and
wavelength for the proposed PM-PCF (type II) with
different shrink ratio α.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The mode birefringence of a fiber is defined as the difference in effective refractive index of the slow
mode and fast mode:
B = |nslow − nf ast |
(1)
where B is the mode birefringence of a fiber, nslow and nf ast represent the effective refractive index
of the slow mode and fast mode, respectively. In this study, nslow and nf ast can be evaluated by
means of the plane-wave expansion (PWE) method to simulate each structure; the B values at a
range of wavelength are then figured out by using Equation (1).
Figure 2 shows the dependence of birefringence on wavelength for three types of PM-PCFs
shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2, the birefringence value of type III is largest among the
three types of structure. However, for carrying out the Air-Walls in the fiber is quite difficult. The
modal birefringence of type II is just less than that of type III slightly. On the contrary, it is greatly
larger than that of type I. Nevertheless, its fabrication process is considerably simpler than that of
type III. Therefore, type II can be chosen as a compromising approach in this study.
For the structure of 10 Large-Holes, Figure 2 reveals that the maximum value of birefringence
is occurred at a wavelength which is too far from the habitual wavelength of optical-fiber communications (1.55 µm). To shift the maximum-birefringence wavelength toward a wavelength of
1.55 µm while still keeping its birefringence at an original value, we attempted to shrink the whole
structure with a scale-reduction factor α (α is named as shrink ratio in this work). For the sake
of convenience, the α is defined as a shrink ratio of geometric parameter while the structure is
scaled down with the hole-diameters (dS , dL ) and pitch (Λ) in a same rate. Figure 3 indicates the
relationship between the birefringence and wavelength for the proposed PM-PCF (type II) with
different shrink ratio α. For the case of α = 1, the structure represents an unshrinking PM-PCF of
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type II. Therefore, the curve of birefringence for α = 1 (blue curve) shown in Figure 3 is identical
to that of 10 Large-Holes structure (green curve) shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 3, the
maximum values of birefringence for each shrunken structure are almost identical. However, the
wavelength that a maximum birefringence occurred is shifted to a shorter wavelength when α is
decreased. Ultimately, an appropriate value of α = 0.53 is selected through several numerical calculations as shown in Figure 3. The geometric parameters of the proposed PM-PCF (10 Large-Holes
structure) are recorded as follows: the pitch of Λ = 1.56 × 0.53 ≈ 0.83 µm, the cladding-holes
diameter of dS = 1.00 × 0.53 = 0.53 µm, the large-holes diameter of dL = 1.17 × 0.53 ≈ 0.62 µm.
The birefringence value is up to 26.98 × 10−3 at a wavelength of 1544.6 nm.
4. CONCLUSION

Three types of elliptical core polarization-maintaining photonic crystal fiber are compared with
each other by their modal birefringence values. The Air-Walls structure (type III) has a largest
birefringence among the three types of structure. However, the fabrication of the Air-Walls is quite
difficult to achieve a PM-PCF of type III. The 8 Large-Holes structure (type I) is easy to realize,
but its birefringence is smallest among the three types of structure. As a happy medium, the
10 Large-Holes structure (type II) not only has a large birefringence value close to an Air-Walls
structure but is easy to carry out. For a 10 Large-Holes structure, to shift the wavelength for
maximum birefringence occurred toward the habitual wavelength of optical-fiber communications
(1.55 µm), we shrink the whole structure with an appropriate ratio. Ultimately, the birefringence
of the proposed PM-PCF with a pitch of 0.83 µm, a cladding-holes diameter of 0.53 µm, and a
large-holes diameter of 0.62 µm is up to an ultra-high value of about 27×10−3 at a wavelength of
1544.6nm.
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Toughened Epoxy Filled with Ferromagnetic Particles as High
Temperature Resistant Microwave Absorbing Coating
Zhenjiang Song, Jianliang Xie, Jianing Peng, Peiheng Zhou, and Longjiang Deng
State Key Laboratory of Electronic Thin Films and Integrated Devices
University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Jianshe Road, Chengdu 610054, China

Abstract— In this work, microwave absorbing coatings consisted of toughened epoxy and ferromagnetic particles were prepared. The epoxy groups and isocyanate groups were investigated
by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Mechanical properties of the coatings are
effectively improved comparing with the one employing unmodified epoxy in room temperature.
After heat treat at 150◦ C for approximate 100 hours, the coatings still have special impact
strength between 45 and 50 Kg · cm according to Chinese National Standards GB 1732–1993 and
flexibility about 2–3 mm according to Chinese National Standards GB 6742-2007. Complex permittivity ε(f ) and permeability µ(f ) of the ferromagnetic particles were measured using network
analyzer in the frequency range from 2 to 18 GHz, to explain the reflection loss behavior of the
coatings tested in microwave chamber. The morphology of ferromagnetic particles and their
random dispersion in the coatings were observed by field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM).
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic absorbing materials are used for a wide range of businesses [1], expecially the
kind of absorbing coatings because of their simple technics and convenient operation. With good
performace properties, such as size stability, creep resistance, and strength, epoxy resins is studied
as an attractive material at coatings [2]. However, epoxy resins also have disadvantage at brittleness
due to the reported three-dimension network [3]. Therefore, we toughened the epoxy resins with
a prepolymer which were isocyanate-terminated in this work. After mixing with ferromagnetic
particles, the microwave absorbing coatings are prepared.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Materials and Fabrication of Polyurethane

Polyester with an average molecular weight of 1,000 g/mol was used to fabricate the polyurethane
with 2,4-toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and pretreated by drying under a vacuum to remove moisture.
Dibutyl tin dilaurate (DBTD) and other chemical reagents were used as-received. The isocyanateterminated prepolymers of polyurethane (PU) were prepared by reaction between the hydroxyl of
polyester and the isocyanate (NCO) of TDI. Firstly, 100 g polyester was added into 200 g dimethylbenzene as sovent in a three-necked glass flask in nitrogen atmosphere. After that, the flask was
preheated to about 60◦ C in an oil bath. Then the mixture of the calculated TDI, 0.5 g DBTD, and
dimethylbenzene were poured slowly into the flask with vigorous agitation. The temperature of
polymerized was controlled at about 85◦ C for two hours. The progress of the reaction was monitored by measuring the content of NCO groups in the isocyanate-terminated prepolymers according
to Chinese Chemical Industry-standard HG 2409-1992. When the content of NCO was almost constant, the reaction was considered to be complete. The chemical structure of isocyanate-terminated
prepolymer is shown in Chart 1.
CH3

O
HN

NCO

C

CH3

O
O

R

O

C

NH
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Chart 1 Schematic chemical structure of isocyanate-terminated prepolymer.
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2.2. Preparation of Microwave Absorbing Coatings

Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A epoxy resin (EP) having an epoxy value of about 0.02–0.04eq./l00 g
was a commercial product(supplied by Wuxi Resin Factory of Blue Star New Chemical Materials
Co., Ltd.). Before used, the solid EP was dissolved in the mixture of butanone and cyclohexanone.
Microwave absorbing coatings was prepared by incorporating 80 wt.% ferromagnetic particles
into the compound of EP and PU. The mixtures were poured into a mold and cured at room
temperature for seven days. The spcimen was cut to a thin sheet with thickness of 3.5 mm, and
then processed into cylindrical toroidal shape with inner diameters 3.00 mm and outer diameters
7.00 mm, for relative complex permittivity (εr = ε0 − jε00 ) and permeability (µr = µ0 − jµ00 ) test
using the transmission/reflection coaxial line method.
For mechanical properties test, the mixtures were coated on a 5 mm × 5 mm metal plate for
impact strength and adhesion test, and a 5 mm × 12 mm rectangular sectors for flexibility test
through an air compressor by atomizing method.
2.3. Characterization

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained using Bruker Tensor 27 at transmission
mode in the spectral range from 4000 to 400 cm−1 . Firstly, the powder KBr was compressed into
a pellet, then the liquid polmer were directly daubed onto the KBr pellet.
The ferromagnetic particles and their random dispersion in the coatings were observed by field
emission scanning electron microscope (Model JSM-7600F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).
The moisture attaching to the ferromagnetic particles was analysed by thermo-gravimetric analyses (TG, Netzsch STA 449) carrying out from 40◦ to 800◦ with nitrogen protection, flow rate
22 ml/min, at the heating rate of 10 K/min · PU, EP, and toughened EP were examined by differentical scanning calorimetry (DSC) also using STA 449 at the heating rate of 10 K/min under
nitrogen atmosphere.
Agilent 8720 ET network analyser was used to measure the spcimen of cured coating within the
frequency range of 0.5–18 GHz.
Impact strength was tested according to Chinese National Standards GB 1732-1993 determination of impact resistance of film. Flexibility was tested according to Chinese National Standards
GB/T 6742-2007 paints and varnishes-bend test (cylindrical mandrel). Adhesion was tested according to Chinese National Standards GB/T 5210-2006 paints and varnishes-pull-off test for adhesion.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The Chemical Structure of PU and the Toughened EP with PU

In Fig. 1, FTIR spectrum of NCO shows a broad and intense absorption at around 2270 cm−1 .
Besides, the N-H bands are characterized at 3298 cm−1 and 1536 cm−1 . The band around 1109 cm−1
is attributed to the vibration of eater -C-O. The C = O from the chemical reaction of NCO and
OH are observed at 1730 cm−1 [4, 5]. Consequently, the desired preplymer is obtained (Chart 1).
From Fig. 2, we could speculate the main chemical strcture of the toughened EP. At the
prime phase of mixing EP with PU, epoxy characteristic absoption at 910 cm−1 and absorption

Figure 1: FTIR spectrum of the polyurethane compose.

Figure 2: FTIR spectrum of the mixture of EP and
PU.
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at 2270 cm−1 belonging to NCO group are distinct shown in Fig. 2. In the inset of Fig. 2, FTIR
spectrum of the wavenumbers range of 850 to 1900 cm−1 are given.After toughen process finished,
the FTIR spectrum exhibits an intensive absorption band of urethane group at 1730 cm−1 , with a
drop of NCO group absorption at 2270 cm−1 , and the pendant secondary hydroxyl groups (-OH)
absorption on the epoxy resin spectrum at 3470 cm−1 shifted to lower wavenumber, like the absorption band of N-H at 3298 cm−1 [6]. The epoxy characteristic absorption at 910 cm−1 also shifts
to a lower wavenumber. The epoxy cycle does not react with NCO groups without a catalyst [6].
However, catalyst DBTD engaged in the prepared process of PU prepolymer may survive, so the
reaction of oxazolidone formation may occure, and the main chemical groups reaction are shown in
Chart 2.
3.2. The Microstructure of the Microwave Absorbing Coatings and Its Molecular Level Explain
of High Temperature Resistance

Figure 3 shows the random dispersion of particles in as-prepared coatings. In Fig. 4, from DSC
curve of the toughened EP, the exothermal peak in the range of 150–270◦ belongs to the reaction of
oxazolidone formation, which is the chemical structure for high temperature resistance [7]. Different
from conventional epoxy resins which is rather brittle resulted from the three-dimension network,
our EP toughened with PU exhibites excellent flexibility due to its semi-IPN stucture [8]. We have
tested the mechanical properties of the coatings, and listed in Table 1. Cured at room temperature
for seven days, the coatings show good mechanical properties. Even high temperature treated, the
coatings prossess promising flexibility based on its molecular level thermal stability.
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R NH C O
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O
R CH CH2 OCN R'
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O

N
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Chart 2 Urethane formation and oxazolidone formation.

Figure 3: SEM of coating section.

Figure 4: DSC of EP,PU,and the mixture of EP and
PU.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the microwave absorbing coatings.
Coatings
Treated coatings

Impact strength /Kg · cm
50
50

Flexibility /mm
2
2–3

Adhesion /MPa
14.78
——

Coatings: cured at room temperature for seven days
Treated coatings: high temperature treated at 150◦ for 80 hours after cured completely.
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(b)

Figure 5: Electromagnetic parameters of the coatings: (a) complex permittivity ε; (b) complex permeability
µ.

Figure 6: Reflection loss plot of coatings with thickness at 0.80 mm and 0.90 mm.
3.3. The Microwave Absorbing Property of the Microwave Absorbing Coatings

Based on the complex permittivity ε(f ) and permeability µ(f ) of the testing sample, we can obtain
the reflection loss RL of this microwave absorbing coatings. The following equation is given for a
single-layer absorbing layer [9]:
RL (dB) = 20 log | (Zin − Z0 ) / (Zin + Z0 ) |
p
√
Zin = Z0 (µr /εr ) tanh {j (2πf t/c) µr εr }

(1)
(2)

where Z0 is the impedance of free space, Zin is the input impedance; µr and εr are the the relative
complex permeability and permittivity of the absorbing layer, respectively; f is the frequency of
the electromagnetic wave; t is the coatings thickness; c is the velocity of light.
The complex permittivity and permeability of the spcimen of the coatings are shown in Fig. 5.
Using the Equation (1), (2) and the parameters tested aboved, the RL can be evaluated as
shown in Fig. 6. Microwave absorbing coatings with 0.80 mm and 0.90 mm thickness are designed.
The RL values exceeding −6 dB are achieved in the frequency range of 8 GHz to 18 GHz with the
thickness 0.9 mm. So our prepared coatings may be applied as microwave absorbers for X- and
Ku-band frequencies.
4. CONCLUSION

The toughened EP with PU are prepared and characterized by structural, compositional andmorphological tests. Coatings with good mechanical properties are obtained, expecial at high
temperature resistance. Molecular level reasons for aboved merits of designed coatings are given.
Electromagnetic parameters and RL of the microwave absorbing coatings indicatepotential in practical application. This kind of coatings has light weight as well as excellent impact strength,
flexibility, and adhesion.
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Influence of Localized Surface Plasmon on Radiation Pattern of
Nano-optical Antenna
S. F. Jiang, H. Gao, F. M. Kong, and K. Li
School of Information Science and Engineering, Shandong University, Jinan 250100, China

Abstract— Two optical dipole antennas (ODA) models comprised of a pair of gold nanorods
(PNRs) and a pair of gold nanoellipsoids (PNEs) are introduced in this paper. Their far-field
directivities at 600 nm are carefully studied by FDTD method. We find the radiation pattern of
ODA is analogous to that of dipole antenna but the side-lobes occur more easily and earlier as
the total length of ODA increases owing to existing of localized surface plasmon (LSP). In this
paper, we present an analysis and explore on the influence of LSP on radiation pattern of ODA.
Our results hold a great promise for improving the performance of optical antennas for various
applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research in nano-optics and plasmonics has generated considerable interest in the optical
antennas, and some studies are currently focused on how to transplant classical radio wave and
microwave antenna theories into the optical frequency regime [1–7]. By analogy to classical antenna
theory [8], the far-field directivity for an optical antenna is also a very important parameter because
the appropriate far-field directivities are need for different applications. Taminiau et al. [9] only
study the angular emission of a single emitter near a metallic nanoparticle by experiments and
numerical calculation. Besides, Gao et al. [10] study two ODA models (PNRs and PNEs) and
put forward an inference that surface plasmon polaritons might strongly influence the far-field
directivity of ODA. In order to analysis and explore this inference, the far-field directivity of the
two ODA models with the particles length increasing is carefully simulated and studied.
2. ANTENNA MODELS

In this paper, the two ODA models are similar to that of Gao et al. They are shown in Figure 1.
The calculation regions are 2000 nm × 2000 nm × 2000 nm for both PNRs and PNEs. The dielectric
constant of gold is approximated by modified Drude Model [11].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We carefully study the far-field directivity of the above two ODA models with the particles length
L increasing. Some important results are showed in Figure 2. Through the far-field directivity
figures, we find that the far-field directivity of ODA become more directed with L increasing, and
then when L increases to long enough, the dipole radiation pattern is lost and side-lobes occur,
even main-lobe will change the ordination completely. Generally speaking, the changing tendency
of the radiation patterns of ODA with the total antenna length increasing is analogous to that of
dipole antenna, but has the difference that the tendency changes much faster with the increasing
of the total antenna length. For example, Figures 2(i) and 2(j) show that apparent side-lobes occur
for both PNRs and PNEs when the total length (2 ∗ L + G) is only 370 nm, which is much smaller
than one wavelength.
The differences between the models of ODA and dipole antenna could be explained as below:
First of all, metals are not perfect conductors at optical frequencies, but are instead strongly
correlated plasmon described as a free electron gas. Incident radiation is no longer perfectly reflected
from a metal’s surface. Instead, radiation penetrates into the metal and gives rise to oscillations

(a) PNRs

(b) PNEs

Figure 1: Two ODA models used in FDTD calculation, where (a) stands for PNRs and (b) stands for PNEs.
In the simulation, D = 40 nm, G = 10 nm, L changes from 40 nm to 200 nm with the step is 5 nm. Here, the
wavelength of the incident light λ = 600 nm.
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(a) Reference

(b) L=40

(c) PNRs

(d) PNEs

(e) PNRs

(f) PNEs

(g) PNRs

(h) PNEs

(i) PNRs

(j) PNEs

(k) PNRs

(l) PNEs

Figure 2: The far-field directivity figures for the two ODA models at the different L. (a) stands for radiation
pattern of the dipole emitter as reference. (b) stands for that of a pair of spheres for both two models. (c),
(e), (g), (i), and (k) stand for that of the PNRs model, while (d), (f), (h), (j), and (l) stand for that of the
PNEs at the appropriate L.

of the free-electron gas. Here, oscillations of the free-electron gas on the surface of metallic nanoparticles are called localized surface plasmon (LSP). Secondly, optical antennas are typically fed
by induced current of the local field of an electric emitter, not by real currents. So the local field
distribution on the optical antenna will influence its induced current, and then influence its radiation
pattern. Because LSP can strongly enhance local electric field of the particles [12–14], besides, the
highly localized fields near the antenna make optical antennas can support higher-order multipolar
modes in addition to the fundamental dipole mode [15, 16]. Therefore, we infer that LSP might
influence the far-field directivity of ODA. Compared the Figure 2(i) with 2(j), larger side-lobes
and less directivity are found in PNEs than that of PNRs at the same geometrical parameters.
Xie et al. [17] simulate and illustrate that PNEs can excited much stronger LSP between two
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L=180 nm

(a) PEC Nanorod pairs

(b) PEC Nanoellipsoid pairs

Figure 3: The far-field directivity figures for PEC nano-particles with the same geometric parameters as the
PNRs and the PNEs at the L = 180 nm.

(a) L=40 nm

(b) L=180 nm

(c) L=200 nm

Figure 4: The field profile at the appropriate length L.

nanoparticles than PNRs with the same geometrical parameters. That implies that LSP does have
an influence on the far-field directivity of ODA.
In order to verify the inference, based on the same geometrical parameters, we use a pair of
perfectly electric conductor (PEC) nanoparticles, which do support LSP at the optical frequencies,
to substitude the gold ones for two models. According to our inference, when L = 180 nm, the
PEC models will not occur side-lobes because the total antenna length (2 ∗ L + G) only is 370 nm,
which much smaller than the incident wavelength. The far-field directivity figures are shown in
Figures 3(a) and (b). Apparently, the results are consistent with our inference. This does illustrate
the exsiting of LSP make higher-order multipolar modes be excited more easily and then influence
the radiation pattern.
The existing of LSP make a standing surface charge wave appear on the surface of the nanoparticles [18]. In order to further explore the function and influence of LSP on ODA, the distributions of oscillating charges are obtained by recording the distributions of the amplitude of
the electric field’s normal component beside the nano-particles with L increasing. According to
the Gauss’s law, the electric field’s normal component reflect the surface charge density, and then
reflect the surface current. Here, take the PNRs models for example, we choose to record the
field distribution in planes 4 nm off the side of the PNRs. We wound call this distribution “the
field profile” hereafter. The field profiles at different L are recorded, several interesting results are
shown in the Figure 4. In the field profiles figures, strong electric field can be seen at the nanorod’s
ends, indicating strong charge pileup there. These are signatures of LSP modes. When L is short
(L = 40 nm), there is one node (indicated by a white arrow) in the field amplitude, or equivalently
in the surface charge density, along the nanorod. This means the LSP mode has an index of 1 (referred to as the m = 1 mode hereafter). But when L is long enough (L = 180 nm), there are three
nodes in the charge density, which means this is the m = 3 mode. When L continues to increase
(L = 200 nm), much higher order LSP mode (m = 5) appears on the surface of the nano-particles.
The field profile figures illustrate that higher-order LSP modes are excited when the particle length
L is long enough, and much higher order LSP modes are excited with L increasing. In other words,
higher-order LSP modes strongly influence the radiation pattern of ODA, or the existing of LSP
excited at tips of the ODA make higher-order modes be excited more easily and then influence its
far-field directivity.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We carefully study the far-field directivity of two ODA models by calculating the far-field directivity
and comparing the far-field directivity figures with the particles length L increasing. We find farfield directivity of ODA is analogous to that of dipole antennas. We find the changing tendency of
the radiation patterns of ODA as the total antenna length increases is analogous to that of dipole
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antenna but the critical condition which the side-lobes exist occurs more easily and earlier for
ODA. In this paper, we carefully explore the appropriate field profile and verify that the existing of
LSP make higher-order multipolar modes be excited more easily and then influence the radiation
parttern. This paper illustrates that the appropriate angular directivity of ODA can be achieved
by choosing nano-particles with proper length and controlling LSP excited at the particle tips. Our
results also hold a great promise for improving the performance of the nano-optical antenna for
various applications.
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Abstract— The Supercontinuum spectrums were generated in different zero-dispersion photonic crystal fibers with 130 fs ultrafast laser pulses. The photonic crystal fibers of zero-dispersion
point at 800 nm, 1060 nm and 2 µm were engaged. The Supercontinuum spectrums with different
pulse energies and different central wavelengths were obtained and the difference between them
were discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Supercontinuum (SC) could be used in optical frequency comb, sensor light sources and biological
test, so it is very important to get a wide spectrum. Normally it was generated by injecting
ultralshort pulses into micro-structure fibers, such as photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) or taped fibers.
In 1996, the first photonic crystal fiber was made successfully by J. C. Knight, T. A. Birk [1].
In 2000, Ranka’s team first reported the SC generation in PCF with anomalous dispersion at
800 nm [2]. The SC generation in PCFs [3, 4] is influenced by dispersion, which included Grouped
Velocity Dispersion (GVD), Third Order Dispersion (TOD), and by nonlinear effects, which include
Self Phase Modulation (SPM), Self Steeping (SS), and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) [5–7]. In
these effects, the influence of the GVD is very important, so we discussed this effect by experiment.
In this paper, we used three different zero-dispersion PCFs to generate the SC by using an
ultra-fast Ti:Sipphire laser with 130 fs pulse width with different conditions.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL

The effects of the dispersion and the nonlinear terms in the PCF is usually discussed by the modified
Nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) as below [5]:
Ã
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∂ |A|2
i ∂
2
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+ A+
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|A| A − TR A
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2 ∂T
6 ∂T 3
ω0 ∂T
∂T
where, A is the slowly varying pulse envelope; z is the pulse propagation distance; α is the effects
of fiber losses; γ is the nonlinear parameter; β2 is second order dispersion parameter; T is measured
in a frame of reference moving with the pulse at the group velocity; β3 is third order dispersion
parameter; ω0 is the central wavelength of the pulse; TR is Stimulated Raman Scattering parameter.
These parameters have important significance on effecting the SC generation in fibers.
In order to see the effect of the GVD, we calculate the SC in normal and anomalous dispersion
conditions. The parameters are: for normal dispersion condition:
β2 = 6.43 ps2 km−1 , β3 = 0.1 ps3 km−1 , γ = 0.075 (mW)−1 ,
T0 = 100 fs, P0 = 2 kW, T r = 5 fs, z = 10 cm.
For anomalous dispersion condition:
β2 = −5.69 ps2 km−1 , β3 = 0.06 ps3 km−1 , others are as same as normal condition.
Figures 1 and 2 are the spectra when the pulses with central wavelength 800 nm propagate
through the fibers. As is shown in Figure 1, the spectrum range is from 700 nm to 1000 nm with
the parameters of fiber No. 1 in the normal GVD. Figure 2 shows that the spectrum range is
from 680 nm to 1780 nm in anomalous GVD of fiber No. 2. Compared with the two figures, the
supercontinuum range in anomalous GVD is much wider than the one in normal GVD. This means
the zero-dispersion point is very important in SC.
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3. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 3 is the setup of the experiment. We used a Mira-900 Ti:Sipphire pulsed laser pumped by
a Verdi-V6, the output pulses (800 nm, 130 fs, 80 MHz) are guided into the PC fibers by using an
objective lens. A Faraday rotator is used to prevent the CW light from going back to the pump
laser.
From the Figure 4, we could see when the pulsed energies increase, the SC spectrum became
wider and flatter.
1
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Figure 1: SC generates in the normal GVD area.
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Figure 2: SC generates in anomalous GVD area.

Figure 3: Setup of the experiment.

Figure 4: SC with different pulse energies. line a
is with 8.75 nJ, line b is with 11.2 nJ, line c is with
13.75 nJ.

Figure 5: SC with different pump central wavelength. Line a is with 810 nm, Line b is with 820 nm,
and line c is with 830 nm.
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Figure 6: SC with different zero-dispersion photonic crystal fibers. Line a is with 800 nm, Line b is with
1060 nm,and line c is with 2000 nm.

From Figure 5, we can see there is no big difference between these three spectrum. The reason
is that the zero-dispersion point of the PCFs is at 1060 nm, which is much far from the central
wavelength of the pump laser.
Figure 6 is the SC with different zero-dispersion photonic crystal fibers. Line a is with 800 nm,
Line b is with 1060 nm,and line c is with 2000 nm. From Figure 6 we can see, the shorter the
wavelength is, the wider the SC is. This is because the pump light source is near 800 nm, the PCFs
of 1060 nm and 2000 nm is at normal dispersion, the SC is narrow. Next step, we would do more
experiment with different zero-dispersion point of the PCFs.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed the Supercontinuum spectrums generated in different zero-dispersion photonic crystal
fibers with 130 fs ultrafast laser pulses. The photonic crystal fibers of zero-dispersion point at
800 nm, 1060 nm and 2 µm were engaged. The shorter the wavelength is, the wider the SC is. At
the same time, the SC was discussed with different pump energies and different wavelength. The
higher the pump source, the wider the SC is.
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Abstract— In the paper, the principle is described of measuring magnetic fields with very low
levels of magnetic induction, of the order of unities of µT. The method described in the paper
aims to ascertain the presence of a small amount of ferromagnetic material on a small area. It
can, however, be also applied when examining the homogeneity of weak magnetic fields. The
most important part of the device proposed here is the detection element, which evaluates the
changes in magnetic properties of the surrounding environment, and interacts with the given
ferromagnetic material. An integral part of the device is the demodulator, which processes
the detected signal, from which only the part carrying useful information is selected. The useful
information is deformed by convolution distortion and thus the signal must be reconstructed in an
appropriate way. The reconstruction is associated with the decoder, which facilitates obtaining
additional information in cases when the results of reconstruction are not unambiguous. A
detailed analysis of the functions of detectors working on different principles has shown that our
requirements are best satisfied by a simple ferromagnetic probe with a core of small diameter.
The detecting part is designed in the form of a pen complemented with an oscillator with a
resonance frequency of 300 kHz. The demodulator is implemented in the form of two PLL phase
detectors, which are followed by a third-order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz.
The circuitry terminates in a high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.34 Hz, which removes
the dc component of the signal. The proposed meter will be used to establish the homogeneity
of a weak magnetic field in biomedical applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

If the detector of a reading head is moved over a surface on which a thin layer of ferromagnetic
material has been deposited, then in the ideal case the amount of ferromagnetic material c along the
detector path r is a function of c(r). The sensitivity of ideal detector to the ferromagnetic material
is concentrated in one point but in practice this condition is not fulfilled. The magnetic field is
dispersed over the surrounding environment and thus an actual detector reacts to all ferromagnetic
materials present in its vicinity. This fact is described by the point spread function (PSF) h(r).
This is a spatial analogy to the Dirac pulse. The PSF of detectors actually comes close to the
Gauss curve (1), which is manifested by sloping or even overlapping signal edges,
r2
1
h (r) = K0,s √ e− 2σ2 ,
σ 2π

(1)

where K0,s is the detector sensitivity, σ is the dispersion, which gives the spread of detector sensitivity in the surrounding environment. In practice we try to design the detector such that its
point spread function is as narrow as possible, coming close to the Dirac pulse. The shape of PSF
depends, above all, on the area of the detector front; we endeavour to make this area as small
as possible. The detector behaves like a linear system: the output signal is a convolution of the
amount of ferromagnetic material and PSF
y (r) = h (r) ∗ c (r) .

(2)

In the spatial region, the detector behaves like a low-pass filter; the higher frequencies are
suppressed and this is manifested as chamfered edges of the signal. The spatial frequency response
of the distorting filter is given by the Fourier transform of PSF
+∞
Z
2 σ2
ωr
r2
1
Hr (ωr ) =
K0,r √ e− 2σ2 e−jωr dr = K0,s e− 2 .
σ 2π

(3)

−∞

Detector attenuation increases fast with increasing spatial frequency ωr ; the larger the dispersion
σ is, the lower the cut-off spatial frequency of the filter and the steeper the filter. Electronic filters
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work in the time domain; for the transition from the space domain to the time domain, the law of
motion will be employed: path r equals the product of velocity v and time t
r = vt.
The frequency response of the distorting filter can then be expressed by the relation
³ω ´
1
H (ω) = Hr
,
v
v

(4)

(5)

from which it is apparent that the frequency response of the distorting filter depends on the velocity
of detector motion.
There are two basic types of detector [1]: induction detector operating on the principle of Faraday’s induction law, and inductive detector, which detects the presence of ferromagnetic material
by changing the detector coil inductance. In the course of motion over a magnetized material, alternating voltage is induced in the induction coil, whose waveform corresponds to the distribution
of magnetic induction. The principle is simple but inapplicable in our case; the induction near the
surface of ferromagnetic layer is very low, lower than the induction of the Earth’s magnetic field. To
obtain a signal whose level would make it applicable, the coil surface would have to be large, which
is in contradiction with the demand for low dispersion. Common detectors of weak magnetic fields
are single and double ferromagnetic probes [1, 2]. The field coil and the current source are intentionally designed such that the core is being oversaturated. The waveform of magnetic induction is
detected by the coil winding, in which the voltage induced passes through a band-pass filter tuned
to the second harmonic. The voltage after the band-pass filter is rectified. The spectrum does not
contain the even harmonics and thus there is zero voltage on the probe output. If the coil core is
inserted into an external magnetic field, its intensity in the half-wave of one polarity will be added
up with the magnetic field of the field coil and subtracted in the other half-wave. The core in one
half-wave will thus be oversaturated more than in the other. The waveform of magnetic induction
in the core will be asymmetrical, and so will the waveform of induced voltage [2]. The asymmetrical
waveform contains the even harmonics; the second harmonic passes through the band-pass filter
and is rectified by a rectifier. On the probe output there will be a voltage whose magnitude depends
on the induction of external magnetic field. The band-pass filter must be sufficiently selective because we try to extract from the induced voltage the second harmonic in the presence of the much
more pronounced fundamental frequency [2]. The sensitivity of the simple ferromagnetic probe is
sufficient for our purposes. When testing the function of the meter we have fabricated we used as
a reference detector the FLC 100 ferromagnetic probe manufactured by Stefan Meyer Instruments.
The manufacturers claim that a magnetic field of 50 µT induction will change the voltage on the
probe output by 1 V.
2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SENSOR

The fabricated device consists of an appropriate detector, demodulator, reconstruction circuit, and
decoder, as shown in Fig. 1.
2.1. Detector

In the design of the sensor the detection element chosen was the oscillator, which is an LC circuit
complemented with an amplifier, which makes up for the energy losses and thus the circuit becomes
a source of permanent oscillations. A positive feedback guarantees that the amplitude and phase
conditions are fulfilled. In the design of the oscillator we endeavoured to minimize the effect of

Figure 1: Block diagram.
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Figure 2: Schematic of detection oscillator.

surrounding signals. The barrier capacitances of the semiconductor employed mistune the supply
voltage, which results in parasitic frequency modulation. This may lead to a feedback being formed
through the supply voltage distribution, and the circuit need not be stable. Large capacitances will
be used in the LC circuit and this will reduce the proportion of barrier capacitances in the total
capacitance. We also tried hard to make the coupling between the circuit and the amplifier as loose
as possible — the LC circuit is connected via a capacitive divider.
Both the coil inductance and the capacitance of the capacitors employed are temperaturedependent. The temperature dependence of the capacitance is primarily given by the type of
capacitor dielectric [3, 4]. The temperature dependence of the inductance is given by the thermal
expansivity of the coil and also by the temperature dependence of the permeability of its core.
The temperature dependence of the frequency will be reduced if the thermal coefficients of the
capacitance and of the inductance compensate each other. If the oscillator amplifier is excited up
to the non-linear part of its transfer characteristic, the oscillator may be pulled by an interfering
signal. Interference propagating through the supply voltage distribution can be prevented by an LC
low-pass filter. For the convolution distortion to be attenuated as much as possible it is necessary
to choose the detector with the narrowest possible spatial pulse response; the response width is
directly proportional to the size of the detection area. The oscillator is assembled using SMD
components on a small board, which is connected to the demodulator by a coaxial cable (shielded
two-wire line) terminating in a connector.
2.2. Demodulator

An integral part of the device is the demodulator, which processes the signal detected, from which
only the part that carries useful information is selected. This information is deformed by convolution
distortion so that the signal must first be reconstructed in an appropriate way.
The phase detector measures the phase shift between two signals and produces a voltage on its
output a certain characteristic of which (the mean value, for example) corresponds to this phase
shift. The phase detector output signal is usually rectangular and the information about the phase
shift is carried by the mean value, which we obtain by filtering. In the simplest case the loop
filter is a first-order low-pass filter [5, 6]. The transfer function of the filter markedly influences the
dynamic properties of PLL.
The demodulator supply voltage is 12 V; an IC3 stabilizer produces a smooth stable supply
voltage for PLL. Connectors for the supply intake have intentionally a great number of pins; at the
prototype stage its further extension was taken into account, in which case some further circuits
might also require different supply voltages. The prototype can be further extended.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The device was implemented according to the description given above. The detection coil itself is
a winding of several tens of turns on a ferrite core of 2 mm in diameter; it is placed on the detector
board and connected to the oscillator. An implemented device is shown in Fig. 5.
The reference detector employed to test the function of the whole facility was the FLC 100
ferromagnetic probe (Stefan Meyer Instruments). The manufacturers claim that a magnetic field
of 50 µT induction generates on the probe output a voltage change of 1 V [7].
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Figure 3: Block diagram of phase lock.

Figure 4: Schematic of demodulator.

Figure 5: Implemented device.

In the verification, we used a substance with a deposited layer of ferromagnetic ink, which was
magnetized by applying a strong permanent magnet. On the reference probe output we obtained
a signal with 20 mV amplitude. This means that the magnetic induction of magnetized ink is
1 µT. With the bar code not applied, the detection oscillator oscillates on the frequency f1 =
(311698 ± 95) Hz. Applying one wide bar of magnetic ink directly to the front of the detection coil
core of the designed detector reduced the frequency by f = (97 ± 5) Hz, or f = (−312 ± 16) ppm.
The results of measuring on the demodulator are as follows. At rest the control voltage VCO
Uf1 = (2.196 ± 0.002 V).
After applying a 5 mm wide magnetic bar the voltage drops by Uf = (−2.95 ± 0.45) mV, i.e.,
Uf = (−1340 ± 210) ppm.
After amplification, the amplitude swing of the signal acquires a value of ca. 1 V (Fig. 6 in [20]).
The convolution distortion can be observed clearly on the signal. If the detection is performed by
the edge of the coil core, the amplitude swing of the signal is smaller (approximately 0.7 V, Fig. 7
in [21]), but the convolution detection is manifested to a lesser extent (because the surface of the
edge is smaller). The output signal exhibits 50 Hz mains interference, as can be seen from the
voltage waveforms in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Output signal of demodulator.
4. CONCLUSION

The device described in the paper can be used with advantage to establish the presence of a
small amount of ferromagnetic material. It can also be used to examine the homogeneity of weak
magnetic fields. The most important part of the device is the detection element, which assesses
the changes in the magnetic properties of the surrounding environment when the element is moved
over a source of magnetic field, and which interacts with the ferromagnetic material present. A
simple ferromagnetic probe, FLC 100 (Stefan Meyer Instruments), can be used to this purpose
but the detection is not very sharp. Detection by the detection oscillator that we designed and
implemented is sharper but still leaves scope for improvement. It would be of advantage to use a
coil core of less than 2 mm in diameter.
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Abstract— In order to synthesis more efficient adsorbant of heavy metal ions, the condensation
reaction of chitosan (CS) with salicylaldehyde (SD) to form Schiff base(SB) in ethanol using a
ultrasonic liquid processor was studied and was contrasted with conventional method. The IR
spectra of condensed chitosan from the two methods showed that their molecular structures were
identical. The reaction conditions such as the kind of solvents, power density and irradiation
time of ultrasonic, the pH condition and the reactant ratio were optimized using an orthogonal
design. It was found that a shorter reaction time and a higher product yield could be got
for the ultrasonic-assisted synthesis than that of traditional method. A condensation degree of
89.63% could be achieved under the optimization conditions: using 180 kW ultrasonic, taking
95% ethanol as solvent, at pH 4.0, with the SD/CS ratio of 6 : 1, ultrasonic irradiating for 60 min.
The adsorption of Cr (VI) ions onto chitosan and its condensation with salicylaldehyde was
investigated in magnetic field. Batch adsorption experiments were carried out as a function
of magnetic power and reacted time. The results showed that, magnetic field strengthen the
adsorption capacity, especial for Schiff bases.
1. INTRODUCTION

Chitosan (CS) is a partially N-deacetylated product from chitin and is particularly attractive linear polysaccharide, which has radicals of not only −OH but also −NH2 . There are many interesting properties with chitosan, such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, antibacterial, and
wound-healing activity [1–3]. The degradation products of CS are non-toxic, non-immunogenic and
non-carcinogenic [4–6]. Therefore chitosan was widely applied in many fields, such as biomedicine,
waste water treatment, fabric and textiles, cosmetics, nutritional enhancer, and in food processing,
especially for the adsorption of transition metal ions [7–11]. However, chitosan is the basic polysaccharides of which the −NH2 can form to be −NH+
3 in acidic condition. In addition, the –NH2 can
not entirely take part in the coordination with metal ions which may limit its adsorbed capabilities
and be disadvantaged for regeneration. Recently there was a growing interest in chemical modification of CS to improve its water-solubility and strengthen its adsorbed capabilities [12–16]. The
−NH2 of CS can react with aldehyde or ketone to form imine (Schiff base) which has an excellent
chelated ability with metal ions. It was reported hat the Schiff base of CS and 2, 4-pentanedione
have a strong chelating property with Cu2+ and Co3+ [17].
However, a long reaction time and low condensation degree may accompany with traditional
method. Recently, the ultrasonic–assisted technology was applied in organic synthesis [18–21]. It
can not only ameliorate reaction conditions and quicken reaction rate as well as increase yield, but
also enable for some reactions taken part hardly. Especially, it can obviously promote heterogeneous reactions. In order to synthesis more efficient adsorber of heavy metal ions, the condensation
reaction of CS with salicylaldehyde (SD) can form Schiff base(SB). The reaction was studied for
enhancing using a ultrasonic liquid processor and was compared with conventional method. The
parameters of effecting condensation degree were investigated using orthogonal design. In addition,
the adsorption of Cr (VI) ions onto chitosan and its condensation with salicylaldehyde was investigated in magnetic field through studying the effect of magnetic power and reacted time. And a
satisfied result was obtained.
2. EXPERIMENT
2.1. Reaction Mechanism

In the preparation of Schiff base (SB), chitosan can be acting as the primary amine and react with
aromatic aldehyde to produce the corresponding derivative. The preparation reaction of Schiff base
can be presented as Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The condensation reaction of chitosan with salicylaldehyde.
Table 1: Characteristic IR bands of chitosan and product Schiff base.

Sample

γC=O
(amide I)

δN H
(amide II)

CS
SB

1655.9
nd

1602.8
nd

Infrared (cm−1 )
δCH
γC=N
(aromatic
(imine I)
ring)
Absent
Absent
1631
757;894

γantis
(bridge
CO-C)
1154.2
1153

γC−O
(phenolic)
Absent
1277

γC=C
(aromatic
ring)
Absent
1582

CS: Chitosan; SB: Schiff base; nd: not detected; γ: stretching; δ: axial deformation.

2.2. Adsorption Studies

In order to study the chromium sorption in magnetic field studies, 100 mg sorbent was brought
into contact with 5 ml of Cr (VI) solutions and putted in magnetic field at constant intensity at
room temperature. After centrifuging the solutions, the concentration of unadsorbed Cr (VI) in the
topper was analyzed. The amount of adsorption was calculated based on the difference of Cr (VI)
concentration in aqueous before and after adsorption. The effect of intensity on metal adsorption
was studied by adjusting the magnetic intensity over the range of approximately 0.1–1 T. The effect
of reacted time was also evaluated to study the metal sorption kinetics.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Infrared Spectroscopy

The most significant bands found from the IR spectra of chitosan and the product Schiff bases were
showed in Table 1. The main bands observed in the IR spectra of the chitosan sample were: an
amide band (amide I) at 1655.9 cm−1 ; N-H angular deformation at 1602.8 cm−1 (amide II).
The IR spectra of the product Schiff bases presented a strong absorption band at 1631 cm−1 . It
could be attributed to the C = N vibrations characteristic of imines. The absorption at 1582 cm−1
could be attributed to the C = C stretching in the aromatic ring of the aldehyde. On the other
hand, there was no evidence of the characteristic band related to free aromatic aldehydes group
near 1665 cm−1 . The imine formation was confirmed by the IR spectroscopy.
3.2. Orthogonal Experiment of Ultrasonic-assisted Synthesis

There are many factors which effected on the condensation reaction assisted with ultrasonic. In
order to optimize the conditions, orthogonal design of four factors and three levels was investigated
and the results were shown as Table 2.
It can be known from Table 7 that primary factors effecting the preparation assisted by ultrasonic
were acidity and solvent. The ratio of reactants and ultrasonic irradiation time were in the next
place. The reaction condition of ultrasonic-assisted synthesis was optimized as follows: 89.63%
condensation degree could be achieved by using 180 kW ultrasonic in 95% ethanol at pH 4.0, with
SD/CS ratio of 6 : 1, and for 60 min of ultrasonic irradiation time.
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Table 2: The result of orthogonal design L9 (34 ).
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Adsorption quantity of CS
Adsorption quantity of SB
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0.8
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0.6
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0.4
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0
0
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5:1
6:1
6:1
4:1
5:1
5:1
6:1
4:1
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239.67
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80.16
8.43

Condensation
degree(%)
68.01
76.31
67.41
84.82
77.82
80.04
83.32
88.25
69.35

0
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Figure 2: The adsorption kinetic curves in nonmagnetic field.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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water
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236.30
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230.58
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228.55
78.72
78.77
80.79
76.86
72.27
76.18
8.52
2.59

Figure 3: The adsorption kinetic curves in magnetic
field.

3.3. Effect Parameters of the Adsorption of Cr (VI) Ions
3.3.1. The Adsorption Kinetics in Non-magnetic Field

The adsorption kinetic curves of CS and SB were shown in Figure 2. According to the Figure 2, the
changes of the adsorption quantities and absorption rates over time were similar for CS and SB.
It was increasing with the extension of adsorption time and being almost constant when the time
was up to a certain value and achieving ultimate equilibrium. It must spend 120 min to achieve the
equilibrium for the CS. However, the equilibrium time of the SB was about 60 min. It was obvious
that the absorption rate of SB was larger. It also could be seen that the absorption quantity and
absorption rate of the SB were higher than the CS in the corresponding period.
3.3.2. The Adsorption Kinetics in Magnetic Field

Figure 3 showed the adsorption kinetic curves of CS and SB in magnetic field of 400 kA/m and
the changes disciplinarian was similar with the adsorption kinetic curves without magnetic field
treatment. Whereas the adsorption equilibrium period of CS and SB were both shortened. The
equilibrium periods of CS and SB were 90 min and 30 min respectively. Comparing Figure 2 and
Figure 3, in the case with magnetic treatment, both of the absorption quantity and absorption rates
of CS and SB were more than that of without magnetic treatment in any corresponding adsorption
period. Namely their adsorption capabilities were enhanced by the magnetic field treatment.
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Figure 4: The effect of intensity of magnetic field on adsorption.
3.3.3. Effect of Magnetic Field Intensity on Adsorption

The effect of magnetic field intensity on adsorption was shown in Figure 4.
In the light of Figure 4, the adsorption capability of SB in the magnetic field was enhanced by a
treatment with magnetic intensity from 160 kA/m to 800 kA/m for 30 min. Ranging from 160 kA/m
to 480 kA/m, the absorption quantity and absorption rate were increasing dramatically. However,
after that the changes became slight. Taking into account energy conservation, the magnetic field
strength of 480 kA/m was recommended for the adsorption enhancement.
4. CONCLUSION

The chitosan can be modified to produce an efficient adsorbant of heavy metal ions, chitosan
Schiff base, by the condensation reaction of chitosan with salicylaldehyde. The reaction can be
promoted with a ultrasonic assisted technology. The reaction time can be shortened observably
by ultrasonic-assisted from 8 h to 1 h and resulted in a condensation degree of 89.63% under the
following conditions: with the reactant ratio (SD/CS) of 6, taking 95% ethanol as solvent, adjusting
the solution at pH 4.0, using ultrasonic treatment for 60 min.
The adsorption property of chitosan (CS) can be improved by the condensation reaction with
benzaldehyde to form a Schiff base. The chitosan-benzaldehyde Schiff base (SB) has an excellent
adsorption capability to Cr (VI). It can take two times more adsorption amount and a half shorter
saturation adsorption period for SB than that for CS. The adsorption can be expressed with the
Langmuir isotherm equation.
The adsorption capability, including adsorption amount and adsorption rate can be enhanced
by a suitable magnetic field treatment. For example, with the treatment of magnetic intensity of
480 kA/m, the adsorption equilibrium period for Cr (VI) on SB can be shortened from 60 min to
be 30 min. And the minimum SB dose for 30 mg/L Cr (VI) solution can be saved more 43% than
the normal process. However, the mechanism of magnetic treatment on the adsorption system is
still to be studied.
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Microscopic Image Processing in Studying Diverticular Disease
J. Mikulka
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering, Brno University of Technology
Kolejni 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— This article deals with initial research of designing microscopic image processing
methods in studying diverticular disease. In previous medical research a functional and structural changes were found in tissues of persons affected by diverticular disease. The acquired
images were processed manually. The goal of image processing methods research for automatic
or semiautomatic processing followed by manual supervising is to simplify and speed-up the image processing and evaluation of objects parameters. In addition to speed-up the processing the
goal is to increase the accuracy of evaluating the tissues properties.
1. INTRODUCTION

This article deals with initial research of designing microscopic image processing methods in studying diverticular disease [1]. The aim of the image processing is increasing the accuracy and speed-up
the processing. First step to increase the accuracy was to obtain more images representing several
regions of the same tissue to averaging the results of densities in each image. Second step to increase the accuracy was to change the approach in area measurement of monitored regions because
traditional manual methods are influenced by error (up to 50%).
The article describes design of particular methods for processing of first kind of images. The
set of images represents smooth muscle layer in which the goal is to evaluate number (density) of
cell nuclei in area of the whole image. The second set of images represents myenteric plexus layer.
The goal in this kind of images is to evaluating the ganglionic areas followed by determination of
neurons or glial cells density. The third set of images represents interstitial cells of cajal (ICC).
The goal of this kind of images processing is to evaluating number (density) of cells in observed
area. The ICC’s are monitored in smooth muscle layer and in myenteric plexus layer. In the first
mentioned layer is evaluated the density of cells in whole image, in the second layer is evaluated
density only inside the ganglionic area.
The aim of research is to design and implement image processing plug-ins which will be used as
tools for speed-up the processing of huge sets of images and providing more information compared
to manual processing.
2. PROPOSED APPROACH

The circular and the longitudinal muscle layer images are of sufficient contrast to use simple segmentation methods. Thus, no contrast enhancement is required. The cells detection algorithm
consists of seven steps:
1. Resizing: the first processing consists of resizing to 50% their original size in order to speed
up the processing.
2. Splitting the color channels: The red (R), green (G) and blue (B) color channels and the
grayscale image (Y) obtained by transformation of all channels (by means of the following
equation Y = 0.3 · R + 0.59 · G + 0.11 · B) were analyzed. In each type of image the best color
channel to next processing was found. The circular and longitudinal muscle layer images have
the best contrast in the red channel [2, 3].
3. Smoothing: To suppress the problem with interrupted boundaries of cells smoothing method
is required. The best results were obtained by means of median filtering with mask size of
10 [2, 3].
4. Thresholding: After smoothing the image, it is segmented by a thresholding method. The
threshold is established by triangle autothreshold method [4].
5. Skeletonization: After the image is binarized, it follows skeletonizing of objects in binary
image and detection of crossed cells with refinement of the skeletons [2, 3].
6. Counting: The number of skeletons representing the cells is established.
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Figure 1: Algorithm for extraction of cells from images of circular and longitudinal muscle layer.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 2: Intermediate results of the cut of circular muscle layer image processing; (a) original image, (b) red
channel, (c) red channel after median filtering, (d) segmented image, (e) refined skeletons, (f) final result.

Figure 3: ImageJ application window for interactive image processing.
Table 1: Comparison of image processing duration.
manual processing
processing time
of 1 image
processing time of
26 initial set images
processing time of 13 × 5
images of extended set

3 minutes

automatic processing
followed by
manual supervising
4 sec. + 20 sec.
for supervising

78 minutes

10.4 minutes

6.5 hours

52 minutes

7. Supervising: The previous result can be manually supervised. Two kinds of errors can exist:
Miss detection: a cell is not automatically detected and must be manually added.
False detection: a cell is automatically detected and must be manually removed.
The whole algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The intermediate results are shown in Figure 2.
3. IMAGEJ IMPLEMENTATION

ImageJ [5] is a public domain Java image processing program. It can calculate area and pixel value
statistics of user-defined selections. It can measure distances and angles. It can create density
histograms and line profile plots. It supports standard image processing functions such as contrast
manipulation, sharpening, smoothing, edge detection and median filtering. It is suitable for this
application of image processing. The application windows is shown in Figure 3.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The whole image processing was accelerated. In Table 1, is shown a comparison of manual processing and automatic processing followed by manual supervising in the case of 1 image and in the case
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Figure 4: Result of image processing by ImageJ after manual supervising; green dots mark all the cell nuclei.

of a set of images. It is clear that the proposed automatic image processing approach save much
time.
In Figure 4 area shown results of the processing by ImageJ tool after manual supervising.
Green dots mark all the cells nuclei. The algorithm can recognize the overlapped cells in many
cases. The manual supervising allow adding the marks and erasing the marks, as well. Processing
of one image takes about 4 seconds (Intel Core i3, 4 GB RAM, Windows XP). The average time of
manual supervising (adding and erasing of the marks) takes about 20 seconds.
5. CONCLUSION

The article shown the basic research in the field of microscopic image processing tools implementation. The aim is to simplify, speed-up, and increase the accuracy in image processing in studying
the diverticular disease. The proposed approach can find the cell nuclei, it can recignize the overlapped cells and it allow manual supervising of the results. The manual processing of one image
takes about 3 minutes and the automatic processing takes about 4 seconds, 24 seconds with manual
supervising.
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Accuracy of Volumetry Depending on Smoothing Level
J. Mikulka, E. Gescheidtová, and K. Bartušek
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering, Brno University of Technology
Kolejni 4, 612 00 Brno, Czech Republic

Abstract— To imaging soft tissues is usually used tomography by magnetic resonance. Ideally,
several tissue slices in three orthogonal planes (sagittal, coronal, transverse) are acquired. With
slices in three planes is following reconstruction of shape of examined tissues most accurate.
In case of acquired slices only in one plane the high spatial information lost occurs by image
acquisition. Then it is necessary the shape of tissue appropriately reconstruct. At first the images
are segmented and with use of particular segments the three dimensional model is composed. The
reconstructed model has step-surface. There are several methods for smoothing the shape. In this
article are discussed the methodology for shape smoothing. The results of volumetry with use of
several smoothing levels are compared. Impact of shape smoothing to quality of reconstruction
is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Image processing in biomedical applications is strongly developing issue. There were described
many methods and approaches for image preprocessing, segmentation and visualizing. In many
cases it is useful to evaluate volume of examined objects and monitor its development in time.
Typical example of examined object are tumors in human organs and monitoring their development
depending on time and efficiency of treatment. To imaging mentioned soft tissues is usually used
tomography by magnetic resonance. It is necessary the shape of tissue appropriately reconstruct.
At first the images are segmented and with use of particular segments the three dimensional model
is composed. The reconstructed model has step-surface. There are several methods for smoothing
the shape. In this article the methodology for shape smoothing are discussed. The results of
volumetry with use of several smoothing levels are compared. Impact of shape smoothing to quality
of reconstruction is discussed. It is shown that high level of smoothing suppress the step-surface
but the edge information is lost. Conversely the low smoothing level leads to poor reconstruction
with visible slicing.
2. SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION

In figure 1 is shown set of slices of mandibular disc. The slices were segmented by active contours
(edge-based level set approach) and the mandibular disc was extracted [1, 2]. The segmentation
method is described by:
Z
Z
F (ϕ) = λ gδ (ϕ) |∇ϕ| dxdy + ν gH (−ϕ) dxdy
(1)
Ω

Ω

where the first term means the length of the zero level curve of Φ (level set distance function) and
the second term is called weighted area of Ω−
Φ . λ, ν are the weighted coefficients of the mentioned
terms, δ(ϕ) is the Dirac function and H is the Heaviside function. The g function is the edge
indicator defined by
1
g=
,
(2)
1 + |∇Gσ ∗ I|2
where I is the original image and Gσ is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ.
By calculus of variation, the first variation of the functional in (2) can be written as
·
µ
¶¸
µ
¶
∇ϕ
∇ϕ
dϕ
= µ ∆ϕ − div
+ λδ (ϕ) div g
+ υgδ (ϕ) .
dt
|∇ϕ|
|∇ϕ|

(3)

This gradient flow is the evolution equation of the level set function Φ. The second and third term
in the Equation (3) correspond to the length and area energy functional. The first term penalizes
the deviation of the level set function from a signed distance function during its evolution.
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Figure 1: Selected slices of mandibular disc obtained by MR tomography and result of segmentation.

Figure 2: Reconstruction of mandibular disc with smoothing level 2.

Figure 3: Reconstruction of mandibular disc with smoothing level 3.

In Figure 2 is shown result of shape reconstruction of mandibular disc with smoothing level of 2.
In Figure 3 is shown result of shape reconstruction of mandibular disc with higher smoothing level
of 3. The surface of the second model is smoother and the net model is created by less number of
triangles. Three-dimensional models were created by ImageJ open-source software [3].
3. VOLUMETRY

The accuracy of volumetry was tested on images of liver tumor [4]. It was segmented manually
at first and by automated process as well. Automatic processing is the very fast but the value
of volume depends of the plane of obtained images. It is because of active contours segmentation
methods principle. This approach has a filtering ability and the steady-state contour does not
bound the edge of tumor exactly.
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Table 1: Segmentation results of the edge-based level set method.

Sagittal

Plane
Coronal

Sum of pixels [-]

3147

2631

3171

Pixel dimension [mm]

0.811

0.777

0.811

Total area [mm2 ]

2069.848

1588.411

2085.633

Slice thickness [mm]

7

7

7

14.49

11.12

14.60

9.70
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Tumor volume
[cm3 ]

automatic
segmentation
manual tracing

Approximate time
of processing [s]

automatic
segmentation
manual tracing

Transverse

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained by edge-based segmentation approach is better then result obtained by regionbased segmentation method. It is possible to use the results directly to creation of three dimensional
model of the mandibular disc.
The impact of smoothing level on shape reconstruction by ImageJ tool was tested. The lowest
smoothing level preserves the edges and small spatial details. The higher value of smoothing level
suppress the aliasing caused by tomography slicing but the small details are lost.
In the case of volumetry the compromise between speed and accuracy of processing must be
found. The manual processing can be more accurate than the automatic processing. It is very
depending on human factor. The automatic processing is much faster than manual processing. It is
best to use the automatic processing followed by manual supervising the results (area segmentation,
spatial model creation).
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Synthesis of Arc Ladder Filters with Transmission Zeros for Using
in the Feed Back of the Phase Lock Loop
Martin Friedl, Lubomı́r Fröhlich, and Jiřı́ Sedláček
Brno, FEEC BUT, UTEE, Kolejnı́ 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— In the field of a measurement of the fast one shot processes there is necessary to
use special frequency filters. This frequency filter is usually connected in the feed back circuit of
the phase lock loop (PLL), where performs a fine tuning of the frequency. Therefore the synthesis
and optimization of the ARC ladder filters with transmission zeros based on frequency dependent negative resistors (FDNR) was elaborated. Frequency filters designed using approximation
functions with transfer zeros (like Inverse Tchebyschev or Cauer functions) exhibit in comparison
to approximation functions with monotonic magnitude response in stop band essential higher
steepness of magnitude response in area of transitive band of filter. Active RC filters synthesized
using modern active elements grown from passive RLC filter prototypes with very small sensitivity on passive elements can be in comparison to their RLC prototypes realized relative easily.
These filters designed using active FDNR blocks as LP (low pass) filters or using SI (Simulated
inductors) active blocks in case of HP (high pass) filters can be designed with minimum active
and passive elements. During resulting optimization filter design process must be an influence
of real lossy active blocks (FNDR, SI) on resulting filter response respected. In contribution
here are presented some possibilities of filter optimization from this point of view. There are
also discussed and in some examples prescribed ways of filter synthesis with account of influence
of lossy active blocks on resulting filter magnitude response in case of Inverse Tchebyschev and
Cauer filter of LP and HP filters of higher (from 3rd to 7th) filter orders.
1. INTRODUCTION

The realization of filters with transmission zeros requires only a small increase in complexity. The
zero transfer in the transmission function of the filter is obtained by creating an additional resonant
circuit in the classical ladder filter structure. Thereby will achieve an increase steepness of the
transmission filter characteristics and significantly suppress the specific area (zero transmission) [1].
The presented paper describes possible to use of lossy FDNR elements in the filters with transmission zeros. There are advisedly used FDNR elements, by reason that by useful optimization
the value of the filter element can be achieved almost the same transmission characteristics as with
lossless blocks, however using half the number of OAs. In this paper also lossy FDNR blocks were
studied and determine the limits of the lossy.
2. LOSSY FDNR BLOCKS

By the design of frequency RLC filters is the biggest problem with the quality, size and price
of coils. Consequently, for low and medium frequencies, RLC filters are preferably replaced by
active filters RC (ARC). Their basic principle consists in replacement the coil through the use
of an active element with resistors and capacitors [2, 3]. One of the suitable method is solution
consists in the creation the ARC circuit with transfer function of the 2nd order, which is equal to
transfer functions of RLC filter through the use of FDNR blocks or SI blocks. FDNR elements
are preferably used for low pass filters. Filters with FDNR elements replace coils indirectly using
Bruton’s transformation [4], which transforms the initial RLC structure into equivalent behaving
the CRD structure (Fig. 1). This new structure does not contain an element of inductive character,
but uses the properties of the synthetic element FDNR.
R1
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L1

L4

L3

C1

Bruton
transformation

L5

R1

R2

R4

R3

R5

R2
C2
Rp1
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Cp2

Cp1
D1
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Figure 1: Design principle of active LP filter of the 3rd order with transfer zero.
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Figure 2: Grounded FDNR block with parallel lossy.
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Figure 3: Magnitude response of filter with lossy resistors 0–10 kΩ.

The active circuits realized of the FDNR elements can be separated into different types according
to their basic circuit characteristics [3]. The lossy FDNR grounded circuit (Fig. 2) can be realized
by the use one active element (OA) [5]. In this circuit the losses are represented by a parallel
capacitor. These losses correspond to resistors Rp1 and Rp2 parallel connected to capacitors in
the initial circuit of the RLC filter (Fig. 1). Thus it is very easy these lossy to simulate and to
investigate filter response to different values of the resistors Rp1 and Rp2.
3. SIMULATIONS OF LOSSY IN LOW PASS FILTER

The circuit simulations of the influence of lossy FDNR blocks with lossy resistors Rp1 and Rp2 in
the RLC filter (Fig. 1) were realized for inverse Tchebyschev low-pass filter. The different values
of the lossy resistors were reflected in the final transmission characteristics of filter (Fig. 3). The
simulations were realized for 3rd, 5th and 7th filter order for three values of minimum suppression
of the filter. The below inserted transmission characteristics in Fig. 3 correspond to 7th filter order
and the minimum value of the suppression filter 50 dB.
In the case that the lossy resistors in RLC filter (Fig. 1) modify the transfer function, due to
shifting of the cut-off frequency filter. The following graph (Fig. 4) shows the lossy influence for
the 7th filter order and the minimum suppression filter 30, 50 and 70 dB.
From the all simulations result these conclusion. The lossy resistors in circuit of the RLC filter
(Fig. 1), simulating the lossy of the FDNR element, significantly deform the final transfer of the
filter. The resulting distortion of the transfer characteristic of the filter (compared to the ideal
structure of the RLC filter) increases in case of the decrease values of the lossy resistors Rp1 and
Rp2 — there is a drop in the pass-band filter, to suppress the transmission zeros and to cut-off
frequency shift. Cut-off frequency shift depends on the value of the minimum drop filter (Fig. 4).
On the Fig. 5 is showed for better lucidity 3D transfer characteristics of low-pass filter of the 5th
order (Fig. 1) in dependence on the lossy resistors Rp1 and Rp2. The transfer drop in pass-band
of the filter, suppressing of the transfer zeros and cut-off frequency shift are clearly visible with
increasing lossy.
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Figure 4: The frequency shift in depending on lossy.

Figure 5: The 3D transfer characteristic of low-pass filter of the 5th order.
Table 1: Limit of lossy resistors.
Filter order
Rz min [W]
Frequency [kHz]

3rd
2
9.68

5th
4
9.04

7th
6
8.35

The RLC ladder structure of the filter shows that the higher order of the filter causes the higher
lossy, briefly the more lossy resistors will affect the filter characteristics. The number of lossy
resistors is equal to number lateral branches of the ladder filter considering the lossy after using
Bruton transformation and subsequent FDNR element replacement puts into effect in just lateral
branches, the expression is valid:
N=

n−1
,
2

(1)

where n means an odd filter order and N means the number of lateral branches, thus the lossy
resistors. From the previous results that the influence of the lossy resistor will be the smallest in
the 3rd order filter and the largest at the 7th order filter. The resulting limits were defined to drop
2 dB compared to pass-band filter and are shown in the table bellow.
The defined limits of the lossy resistors ensure enough emphasis of the transfer zeros yet. The
relatively high cut-off frequency shift is not critical because the frequency shift can be easily calculated in advance and corrected in the optimization step of filter design.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper have been investigated the effect of lossy influence in the structure of the RLC
filter. All the resulting transfer characteristics were shifted by 6 dB higher — thereupon impact
of the terminating resistors was suppressed, with the view of the better comparison all transfer
characteristics in the Fig. 3. The resulting limits of the lossy influence for three filter orders of the
low-pass filter by inverse Tchebyschev approximation are shown in Table 1. The defined limits of
the lossy resistors ensure enough emphasis of the transfer zeros yet and the relatively high cut-off
frequency shift can be corrected in the optimization step of filter design. The influence of the
lossy resistors could be guide by the design of active filters with lossy FDNR elements and help
for first early information to the designer what the lossy resistor will have an impact to resulting
filter characteristics. The designed filters are specifically established for use in the feedback phase
coupling (PLL). It becomes clear, that in area of the lossy FDNR element design, it will be in
some cases difficult to meet the acceptable limits of the lossy resistors. The unrealistic values of
components in the lossy FDNR element are the reason for it. Therefore, further research will be
focused on the optimization of the filters with lossy FDNR elements [6, 7].
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A 3D Magnetic Measurement for S/N < 0.01
Z. Roubal and T. Křı́ž
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering, Brno University of Technology
Kolejnı́ 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— The authors describe the process of developing a 3D meter designed for magnetic
field mapping in MR Image Reconstruction (MREIT). As the anticipated application of MREIT
involves the factor of an environment with strong electromagnetic disturbance, it is necessary to
use a measurement method insensitive to such conditions. The most significant spurious signals
affecting the process of measurement come from the supply mains and switched supply sources. In
order to suppress these influences, the authors utilize the principle of synchronous detection in a
lock-in amplifier; the amplifier facilitates the suppression of these spurious disturbing signals and
enables the selection of the required ones. In the designed 3D magnetic field meter, Hall probes
are used for the measurement of magnetic induction. At the beginning of the measurement, the
measuring device automatically corrects the reference signal phase shift for the maximum amplitude of the output direct voltage; also, the influence of Earth’s magnetic field is compensated.
The magnetic field map measured using the 3D meter is used for the reconstruction of material
properties of the measured sample.
1. INTRODUCTION

The EIT problem [1] recovers conductivity distribution satisfying the continuity equation
divJ = 0.

(1)

Current density J in a linear medium with interior conductivity σ can be obtained from electric
field E or the corresponding potential distribution Φ
J = σ · E = −σ · gradΦ

(2)

Further, we assume the electric field in a very thin layer of an electrically conductive medium which
can be described by the surface current density K. Magnetic flux density B corresponding to K
can be obtained according to the Biot-Savart Law
Z
µ0
K×R
B=
dS
(3)
4π
R3
S

For further numerical simulations, we divided the sample into NE triangle elements with centers
[xt , yt , zt ]. We suppose that current density K is constant on each element. Magnetic field in the
general point given by coordinates [xi , yi , zi ] can be calculated using the superposition principle
Bi ≈

NE
µ0 X Kj × Rij
∆Sj
4π
Rij3
j=1

(4)

Vector R represents the distance between the centre of the actual element [xt , yt , zt ] and the point
[xi , yi , zi ]. If we know certain components of the magnetic field, we can obtain the current density
distribution; see [5]. If we need to obtain the NE values of Kx and Ky components of surface
current density K, we have to know, for example, the same number of Bx and By components of
the magnetic field
Bix =

NE
∆Sj
µ0 X
Rijz 3 Kjy ,
4π
Rij
j=1

Biy = −

NE
∆Sj
µ0 X
Rijz 3 Kjx ,
4π
Rij

i = 1, ..., N E

j=1

The matrix notation for these 2 · NE algebraic equations is
·
¸·
¸ ·
¸
Bkoef x 0
Kx
Bx
=
⇔
0
Bkoef y
Ky
By

Bkoef K = B

(5)

From system (5), we can obtain very easily the required current density distribution [1]
K = B−1
koef B

(6)
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2. MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS

In order for a map of the magnetic field outside the measured sample to be created, the magnetic
induction must be measured (if possible) in a small volume, pointwise. Therefore, it is not possible
to utilize measuring coils or ferromagnetic probes. After considering all requirements related to
the measurement, we selected a magnetic field sensor using a Hall probe (Figure 1), which is
characterized by its applicability in a wider range of magnetic induction. The probe employs the
Hall effect and is mostly composed of a thin semiconducting platelet based on GaAs, Si or InSb.
Direct current I passes through current-carrying contacts C1 and C2 . A magnetic field of induction
B acts on the the moving charge carriers through the Lorentz force, which deflects them in a
direction perpendicular to the passing current and the magnetic induction vector. On opposite
sides at the platelet there generates the Hall voltage UH measured on contacts S1 and S2 . The
voltage magnitude is given by
UH =

RH
·I ·B
t

(7)

where RH is the Hall constant, I is the current passing through the semiconducting plate, t is the
plate thickness, and B the magnetic field induction perpendicular to the plane of the semiconducting
platelet. Today, all the sensor electronics together with the Hall probe are usually integrated in a
single chip. The selected A1302 EUA-T Hall sensor is distinguished by its easy availability and low
noise.
An amplifier providing for the Hall voltage amplification as well as an automatic offset compensation are already integrated in the sensor. With B = 0 T, there is a half-value of the supply
voltage on the sensor output; therefore, with the recommended supply voltage of 5 V, the output
shows the voltage of 2.5 V. Typical sensitivity for 25◦ C is 1.3 mV/100 µT. If a low-pass filter having
the bandwidth of 10 kHz is used, noise voltage on the output equals to 150 µV, which is consistent
with the magnetic induction minimum measurable value of 11 µT. The measurement of all three
components of magnetic induction was conducted by the help of three mutually orthogonal sensors.
In order to prevent undesirable interaction (such as that generated by a magnetic field induced
around the feeding conductor) between the sensors during measurement, it is necessary to scan
individual components of the magnetic field in a time multiplex; the unused sensors are not fed.
3. SYCHRONOUS DETECTION USING A LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER

The measured sample is excited by a source of sinusoidal-wave alternating current. Thus, we
have at our disposal a reference signal having a frequency identical with that of the measured
signal. Advantageously, the synchronous detection principle can be used to facilitate measurement
of the required signal below the environment disturbance level. The basics of a lock-in amplifier
utilizing synchronous detection are shown in Figure 2. The measured signal is amplified in an
input amplifier; on its output, then, the signal is led to the analogue mutliplexer, which switches
between the amplified signal and its inversion having the frequency of the reference signal. If we
assume the special case when a non-disturbed signal on the analogue multiplexer input is in phase
with the reference signal, then on the output there is a two-way rectified signal. This signal is
then filtered through a low-pass filter, with the output direct voltage proportional to the measured
signal mean value. If both the input and the reference signal have the same period T and the input
signal (compared to the reference signal) shows a phase delay with a time interval of ∆t, the output

Figure 1: Principial connection of the hall probe.

Figure 2: A lock-in amplifier.
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Figure 3: Theoretical dependence of the output signal mean value mean value on phase shift.

[log( V /

Hz

)]

[log( V /

Figure 4: The measured signal spectrum before synchronous detection [1].

Hz

)]

Figure 5: The measured signal spectrum after synchronous detection [1].

voltage mean value equals to

Uout

1
=
·
2·T

T
2

Z−∆t
uin (t) dt +

0−∆t

TZ−∆t

1
·
2·T

−uin (t) dt
T
2

(8)

−∆t

While the output voltage is maximal for the phase shift of (0 + k · 360)◦ between the measured and
the reference signal, it is zero for (90 + k · 180)◦ . The relation for ϕ between 0◦ and 360◦ can be
seen in Figure 3.
Through the measuring configuration indicated in Figure 2, the independence of the output
signal on the direct component is reached as the direct component is added to the measured signal in
the first half-period and deducted from it in the second half-period. Therefore, the oscillations in
Earth’s magnetic field and the direct disturbance from the Hall sensors supply have no effect on
the measured mean value of magnetic induction.
Synchronous detection also brings a positive influence on the suppression of noise 1/f . The
Hall probe shows the 1/f noise below frequency fc , which amounts to approximately 300 Hz–
5 kHz [2]. The measured signal is modulated on a frequency which is not a multiple of mesh
frequency within the range of several hundreds of Hz to several kHz. The signal spectrum before
synchronous detection can be seen in Figure 4, whereas the state after synchronous detection is
shown in Figure 5 [1]. Thus, if we select fmod < fk , the 1/f noise is suppressed. With the low-pass
bandwidth of fD = 20 Hz, the Teslameter sensitivity will rise to the value of Bmin 20 Hz
Bmin 10 kHz
11 µT
√
Bmin 20Hz = √
=
= 0.49 µT
22, 36
10 kHz/ 20 Hz

(9)

4. THE LOW-PASS FILTER

For the Sallen-Key low-pass filter, we applied the Gaussian approximation owing to the good
response to momentum discontinuity [3, 4]. The break frequency for the bandwidth of 6 dB was
determined to be 20 Hz, with the filter order of 10. The filter bandwidth constitutes a compromise
between the rate (speed) of measurement and sensitivity to weak magnetic fields. With the jump
change of input voltage, the output becomes stable after 0.6 s. Figure 6 shows a simulation voltage
transfer KU of the designed filter; frequency characteristics measured by the help of the Bode 100
analyzer are indicated in Figure 7. In order to suppress the direct offset influence, we used the
high-quality OP27 operational amplifier in the filter.
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Figure 6: Simulation KU through the low-pass filter.

Figure 7: The measured KU through the low-pass
filter.

Figure 8: Principal diagram 3D Teslameter.
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Figure 11: The output of a synchronous rectifier.
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Figure 12: Response to the
output (S/N = −40 dB).

5. OVERALL CONNECTION OF THE 3D MAGNETIC FIELD METER AND THE
MEASURED DATA

Each A1302 sensor has its own preamplification stage, on whose input there is a difference amplifier
compensating for the direct shift of the sensor (2.5 V in magnitude) and amplifying the signal 10
times.
By means of the direct shift elimination, any possible saturation in the measurement chain is
prevented. Through the K1 to K4 relays, we select the measurement range. The switching between
channels is realized using an Agilent measuring centre. The reference signal phase shift controlling
takes place through the AVR Atmega8A microcontroller; during calibration at the start of the
measurement, the output voltage is tuned to the maximum (the condition of ϕ = (0 + k · 360)◦ is
satisfied). The principal diagram can be found in Figure 8, with the internal configuration indicated
in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows a disturbed input signal with the spurious mesh frequency, having an
amplitude of 3 V; the measured signal with the frequency of 333 Hz has an amplitude of 0.3 V. At
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Table 1: Depend Ustr /UM = f (S/N).
S/N [dB]
0
−20
−40
−60

UNoise [V]
0.002
0.02
0.2
2

Ustr /UM
0.635
0.635
0.635
0.5

higher disturbance levels there occurs the saturation and related overloading of the measurement
chain.
Figure 11 describes the output of a synchronous rectifier and the Table 1 contains a summary
of the results for various relations of the measured and the spurious signals. The output voltage
response to the momentum discontinuity is shown in Figure 12.
6. CONCLUSION

The designed 3D magnetic field meter globally eliminates external influences of electromagnetic
disturbance and further reduces the effects generated by the noise of the applied sensor and active
amplifying elements. The use of the meter for the purposes of MREIT will enable not only the
verification of this novel method, but also the evaluation of its applicability for determining the
properties of an examined material. The measurement requirement for S/N < 0.01 was effectively
satisfied: It is possible to measure up to S/N > 0.001.
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The Study of Transport of Substances in the Plant Stems
Michaela Burdková and Tomáš Křı́ž
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering
Brno University of Technology, Kolejni 4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— Monitoring of tissue structures of Euphorbia plants in non-destructive manner is
possible using nuclear magnetic resonance-based tracking of angular momentum and the responses
of nuclei placed in a magnetic field with defined induction and interaction with high-frequency
electromagnetic waves. Characteristics of the response are dependent on the method of application of series of radiofrequency pulses. After the finish of phenomenon the resulting signal is
detected by the receiving coil of tomograph. Measured plant is sensed by magnetic resonance
imaging in several slices oriented perpendicular to the axis of the stem of the plant. The slices
are designed in the same distances between them from the bottom of the root to the top edge
of the plant. There is only part of the plant in the working area of the tomograph during the
measurement. The measurements are chosen using sensing techniques called spin echo and inversion recovery method. The acquired images are weighted by relaxation times T1 for spin echo
method respectively by T2 for inversion recovery method. Pictures weighted by relaxation times
are evaluated in the program Marevisi manually to determine vascular structure of plants. Longer
relaxation times correspond to places where there is a greater presence of water. Contrasts in the
image correspond to the chemical bonds in nutritive substances, viscosity agents and mobility of
molecules.
1. INTRODUCTION

For the study of substances in the tissues using tomographic imaging, there are several types of
instruments. This article focuses only on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Physical principle of
MRI is based on the fact that protons and neutrons have their own specific angular momentum,
called spin, which makes the whole nucleus acquires a magnetic moment [1]. MRI is used to
display tomographic tissue especially in medicine, but also in other fields which is closely related
to medicine, biology, for example for plant tissue cultures and determination of its morphology,
which is the main objective of this article. MRI is one of the non-destructive imaging techniques
for observing tissue. The main advantages of MRI are non-existence of harmful radiation and
adverse effects of the object, another advantage is the high image contrast in soft tissues. MRI
slices are obtained from a certain area of plant tissue that shows the spatial distribution of spins,
and these pictures are weighted by relaxation times T1 and T2 . Based on the obtained images
the reconstructed image is made and the internal structure of Euphorbia plants is the determined
from it. Higher intensity of the reconstructed image point corresponds to the higher T1 relaxation
time [2]. The aim of this project is a reconstructed image with recognizable morphology of vascular
tissues in stem section slices of plants, carried out using the methods of spin echo and inversion
recovery method with the chosen parameters.
2. SPIN ECHO AND INVERISON RECOVERY METHOD

The method of Spin Echo (SE) consist of two consecutive RF pulses with phases 90◦ and 180◦ , their
duration is in order of several milliseconds. By applying the first pulse the magnetization vector
flips to the transverse plane and the T2 relaxation begins to appeare then occurs the phasing out.
The application of second impulse leads to flip individual spins from the transverse plane by 180◦ ,
and the re-phasing occurs and by the receiving coil the ECHO signal is detected, whose amplitude
is dependent on the tissue’s T2 time. Image contrast can be adjusted by weighting relaxation times.
Method of Inversion Recovery (IR) consists of a sequence of RF pulses of 180◦ , 90◦ and 180◦ .
The first pulse inverts the magnetization vector. Then begin to apply the T1 relaxation and the
magnetization vector returns to its original equilibrium state. A subsequent second pulse reverses
the magnetization vector in the transverse plane. In the receiving coil the FID signal, whose
amplitude is dependent on the relaxation time T1 of the shown tissue, is detected. The IR is suitable
method for measuring of the relaxation time T1 and the SE is suitable method for relaxation time
T2 [3, 4].
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Figure 1: The layout of the slices of individual sections of Euphorbia cactus.

(a) 100 ms

(b) 80 ms

987

Figure 2: Non-weighted image of the stem cactus
slice.

(c) 60 ms

(d) 40 ms

(e) 21 ms

Figure 3: A series of slices with different times TE .

3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENETS

MRI images were recorded at 4.7 T MRI system/75 mm (200 MHz) at ÚPT AV CR, v.v.i. in Brno.
Scanned images were 256 × 256 pixels large and the size of the operation point was 26 × 26 mm.
System resolution was 0.1 mm/pixel. MRI images were measured perpendicular to the axis of the
stem of Euphorbia cactus in several slices, which were at different heights from the root to the
upper part of the plant (Figure 1).
The evaluation of pictures taken by the IR method with measurements of the T1 relaxation time
is done manually in the program Marevisi. The color in the image corresponds to the intensity that
is proportional to the number of proton nuclei in the place of the cactus stem. In the middle of
the Figure 2 you can see two light spots, which indicate higher water content (presence of vascular
bundles). The images made from the intensities obtained by tomography are weighted by relaxation
times T1 and T2 .
To measure the individual slices were selected following times TE: 21 ms, 40 ms, 60 ms, 80 ms
and 100 ms (Figure 3).
A series of frames is then weighted by Equation (1).
³
−TE ´
y = ρ 1 − 2e T2

(1)

which is obtained by weighting the resulting image (Figure 4), on which are indicated points 1
to 6. In these points is implied the presence of blood vessels. Each selected point in the image
corresponds to a measured relaxation time captured in the Table 1.
The IR method shows that the longer relaxation time corresponds to a higher intensity of the
point. Selected items 2, 3 and 4 are non-zero relaxation time T1 , which indicates a large amount
of water (vascular tissue), the remaining points with zero value of relaxation time become a place
where water level is zero (no vascular tissue).
Evaluation of T2 relaxation time measured using the SE method was performed similarly to the
time T1 . To measure the individual slices were selected following times TE : 21 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms,
500 ms and 1500 ms (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Plotted individual points of relaxation times T1 .

(a) 1500 ms

(b) 500 ms

(c) 100 ms

(d) 50 ms

(e) 21 ms

Figure 5: A series of slices with different times TE .
Table 1: The resultant values of relaxation times T1 .
Selected point in the image

Relaxation time T1 [ms]

1

0

2

35,455

3

51,553

4

17,186

5

0

6

0

Table 2: The resultant values of relaxation times T2 .
Selected point in the image

Relaxation time T1 [ms]

1

28,939

2

37,406

3

68,657

4

19,204

5

17,441

6

35,890

A series of frames is then weighted by Equation (2).
³ −t ´
y = ρ e T2

(2)

On the final weighted image (Figure 6) are selected points 1–6, in which a finding of vascular
tissue is expected. Each selected point in the image corresponds to a measured relaxation time
captured in Table 2.
The value of T2 relaxation times depends on the amount of water in the plant site. A nonzero
value of relaxation time reflects the fact that the site is located in vascular tissue. Since the points
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Figure 6: Plotted individual points of relaxation times T2 .

with a nonzero value are found all over the plant, then it follows that the plant has vascular tissue
all over the selected area.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The objective was to determine the morphology of cactus plants. Its exact structure was determined
on the basis of MRI measurement methods SE (TE : 21 ms (best contrast), 40 ms, 60 ms, 80 ms a
100 ms) and IR (TE : 21 ms, 50 ms (best contrast), 100 ms, 500 ms a 1500 ms) then weighted by
relaxation times T1 and T2 . Comparing Tables 1 and 2 the more sensitive method is SE (for the
IR method the zero values of relaxation time occures), also the resulting weighted image obtained
by SE method better captures the structure of plant and has more contrast for detailed view of
tissue culture. The plant was scanned in four sections, each section of the reconstructed images
and relaxation times were similar.
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The Frequency Source for Precision Synchronous Triggering
Z. Roubal and R. Kadlec
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering, Brno University of Technology
Kolejnı́ 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— A significant factor in demanding applications where precise synchronized triggering pulses (∆t < 1 ns) are required consists in the use of high-quality oscillators operating at
frequencies in the order of hundreds of MHz. The Butler crystal oscillator in connection with
a common collector is suitable for this frequency range, not least because of the fact that the
noted device is not prone to spurious oscillation. This article presents an investigation into the
optimization of amplification margin at the oscillation frequency, the maximization of short-term
frequency stability, and the minimization of power dissipation on the crystal section. For nonlinear analysis of the oscillator, the harmonic balance method is used. Based on the method,
we obtain the dependence of the crystal dissipated power on the damping resistor. The designated phase noise is recalculated to the crystal oscillator short-term stability, which constitutes
a decisive point for the precise synchronization of triggering pulses.
1. INTRODUCTION

In certain special applications there has emerged the need of establishing precision synchronization
of triggering pulse. For the purposes of the application described in this paper it is required that
there exist at least two connected triggering devices which, at the beginning of the process, are
phase- and frequency-synchronized. After the disconnection, the mutual detuning of the frequency
and phase must not be greater than that specified in the concrete application. The detuning
determines the indefiniteness of the triggering pulse (∆t < 1 ns) between both triggering devices,
with an identical time preset and independent operation of the oscillators for the period of Tmin = 60
minutes. Under strict input conditions, we designed a block diagram of the triggering devices and
optimized the crystal oscillator. Based on its phase noise, the oscillator short-term frequency
characteristics can be determined; then, from these characteristics, we can deduce whether the
crystal oscillator satisfies the input criteria.
2. A BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGERING

The fundamental part of every triggering device is a precise crystal oscillator. In the designed block
diagram, the first triggering device includes a reference crystal oscillator. The oscillator is placed in
a thermostat, which prevents the dependence of the oscillation frequency on the temperature of the
environment. The oscillator output frequency is divided by means of binary dividers. The outputs
of each monostable circuit in the individual dividers are led to a binary comparator; here, these
outputs are compared with the required set value. In the case of agreement, a triggering pulse is
generated.
In order for the second triggering device to generate the pulse synchronously with the first
one, it is synchronized at the start of the process through the use of a phase-locked loop (PLL).
The controlled crystal oscillator in the second triggering device is fine-tuned by the PLL operating
voltage. In less complicated situations, this voltage can be used as controlling for the varicap (the
voltage-controlled capacity diode). If more intensive requirements are placed on the short-term
frequency stability, we may select fine-tuning realized via the change of temperature of another
thermostat, which can be found inside the first one. In such cases, we do not apply the quality
factor of the used varicap. However, the time constant of this type of regulation is longer by
several orders when compared with the direct varicap fine-tuning; that is also why we opted for the
varicap-based controlling. During the disconnection of both triggering devices, the phase-locked
loop disconnects too, and therefore it is necessary to memorize the last value of the tuning voltage.
In the reference triggering device, a generator of sampling pulses is used; this generator samples the
low-pass filter output. At the moment of triggering circuits disconnection, the last tuning voltage
is stored through the use of an analogue memory or, more efficiently, by means of the chain of an
A/D converter, a memory, and a D/A converter.
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3. THE BUTLER CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

One of the most widely used crystal oscillators, which operates at the higher harmonic level of
the crystal, is the Butler oscillator. There are two connection variants: In the first variant, the
transistor operates in connection with the common base (Figure 2), while the other option involves
operation with the common collector (Figure 3). The oscillation frequency of this oscillator ranges
slightly above the crystal series resonance. Here, the crystal behaves as a highly selective resistor.
In order to apply the oscillations, we first need to perform correct tuning of the resonant circuit L1
and capacity divider C1 , C2 . The less frequently used connection of the Butler oscillator with the
common collector provides a lower output performance; at the same time, however, the presetting of
the direct operating point shows a very low degree of criticality, and there is no spurious oscillaton.
From the perspective of the alternating signal, the coil L1 is earthed through the lock-in condenser
CF . Intensive requirements are placed on the transistor T1 ; for utilization purposes, its transit
frequency fT ought to be 10 time the amount of the oscillation frequency. Thus, we will achieve
not only a neglectable phase shift caused by the transistor, but also the minimization of its effect
on the frequency stability. However, with the SB connection, this margin may generate spurious
oscillation modes, and that is why the SC connection is more suitable.. Spurious capacities of
electrodes of the applied transistor as well as the capacities of its semiconductor junctions ought to
be minimal so as not to affect tbe oscillation condition. Another requirement (which is nevertheless
seldom guaranteed by the manufacturer) consists in the minimum noise of the 1/f transistor. This
noise increases the phase noise of the crystal oscillator, thus worsening its short-term frequency
stability.

Figure 1: The triggering device block diagram.

Figure 2: The butler oscillator
in the SB connection.

Figure 3: The butler oscillator in
the SC connection.

Figure 4: The feedback circuit.
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4. THE BUTLER OSCILLATOR FEEDBACK BRANCH: AN ANALYSIS

For an easy understanding of the design of individual components of the feedback circuit it is suitable
to utilize the voltage transfer KU (s) of the feedback branch. Inductivity L0 , together with the static
capacity of crystal C0 , is tuned into resonance; therefore, we need not assume these components.
Resistor RE shows a value greatly exceeding the output impedance of the emitter follower, which
enables us to neglect it. In a contrary situation, the resistor would be paralelly matched with this
output impedance. Output impedance Rout , with the SC connection will be assumed as purely real
owing to the multiply higher boundary frequency fT. Then, the impedance can be included in the
equivalent series resistance of the crystal unit to total resistance of RT = Rhn + Rout . The feedback
circuit is shown in Figure 4.
A = C1 · Chn · L1 · RTL
B = RTL · Chn + RTL · C1 + RTL · C2
C = C1 · L1 + C2 · L1 + C1 · Chn · RT · RTL + C2 · Chn · RT · RTL + Chn · L1
D = C2 · C1 · L1 · RTL + C1 · Chn · L1 · RTL + C2 · Chn · Lhn · RTL
+ C1 · Chn · RT · L1 + C2 · Chn · RT · L1 + C1 · Chn · Lhn · RTL
E = C2 · C1 · Chn · RT · L1 · RTL + C2 · Chn · Lhn · L1 + C1 · Chn · Lhn · L1
F = C2 · C1 · Chn · RT · L1 · RTL
KU (s) =

(1)

s2 · A
B + s · C + s2 · D + s3 · E + s4 · F

The selected transistor was a BFR92A with fT = 4 GHz, which is a readily available type.
Further, a custom-made crystal having the AT cut, parameters of Rh5 = 50 Ω , Ch5 = 1 fF,
C0 = 6, 02 pF and fs = 226 Hz, and working at the fifth overtone was used. Utilizing the procedure
described in [3], we designed initial values of individual components. The impedance module C2
has a lower or identical value as Rh . L1 was selected from the batch E12 220 nH, C1 a L1 are
approximately in a resonance; quality Q of the coil L1 was lowered to 10 using the resistor RT L .
Inductivity L0 and capacity C0 are in a resonance.
C2 ≥ 47 pF

L1 = 220 nH

C1 = 26 pF

RTL = 1 kΩ

L0 = 1, 02 µH

The feedback branch amplitude frequency characteristics are shown in Figure 5; the phase characteristics can be seen in Figure 6. The parameter is the damping resistance RTL ; other components
have the initial values. It is obvious that, with the decreasing RTL , the gain margin decreased while
the phase characteristic passage through zero increased in steepness.
The oscillation condition, with the neglection of phase shift in the transistor, is satisfied if the
feedback circuit phase shift equals to 0◦ . The aim of the optimization is to achieve the highest
possible steepness of phase characteristics during the passage through zero. Furthermore, the value
of condenser C1 was stepped together with several values of the resistor RTL . Figure 7 shows the
dependence of voltage transfer |Ku | with the satisfied oscillation condition; the phase characteristics
steepness dependence is given in Figure 8. The ratio of oscillation frequency to the series resonance
frequency of the crystal unit is indicated in Figure 9. Using this ratio, we are able to determine
the necessary shift of the custom-made crystal series resonance.

Figure 5: Amplitude frequency
characteristic for parameter RT L .

Figure 6: Phase frequency characteristic for parameter RT L .

Figure 7: |Ku | in realized oscillation condition for parameter RT L .
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Figure 8: Difference phase for detuning around 5 ppm oscillation
frequency for parameter RT L .

Figure 9: Rate variation oscillation frequency to series resonance
crystal frequency.
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Figure 10: Phase noise L(f ) in the
output.
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Figure 11: Power dissipation in
the crystal unit without limiting
diodes.

Figure 12: Power dissipation in the
crystal unit with a vf dual diode
HSMS-2822.

Figure 13: Short-term stability.

5. THE CRYSTAL UNIT POWER LOAD

The crystal unit resonance frequency is influenced by its power load. In order to obtain good
medium-term frequency stability, we must not exceed the maximum value indicated by the manufacturer; contrary to that, in the making of the design, we ought to attempt to achieve the related
minimum value. for small excitation levels, there (approximately) holds that the proportional
change of resonance frequency equals to
∆f
= B · Ih2
fs

(2)

Constant B for the common AT cut is equal to 0.17410−9 . Using the Ansoft Designer program,
we simulated the crystal unit power load on the damping resistor RT L (Figure 11). This load
was further decreased by diodes connected antiparalelly to the coil L1 in accordance with [3].
Advantageously, we used a vf dual Schottky diode HSMS-2822, which has a low treshold voltage
(the result is shown in Figure 12). The crystal unit power load decreased (approximately) by a half.
These results are beneficial to the desing of the Butler oscillator as they have not been published
to date.
6. SHORT-TERM FREQUENCY STABILITY OF THE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

The short-term stability can be determined from the phase noise using the Allan variance. The
recalculation relation is given by [1].
Zfh
σy2 (τ ) = 2 ·

2
0

sin4 (πτ f )
f2
L
(f
)
·
df .
ν02
(πτ f )2

(3)

The recalculated short-term stability obtained from the phase noise (Figure 10) is shown in
Figure 13. The required maximum time for the triggering pulse generation is about 60 minutes,
which corresponds with the time interval of τ = 3600 s. The resulting short-term frequency stability
for this time satisfies the requirements of the setting..
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7. CONCLUSION

The concept of a precise synchronous triggering source was realized. Further, the Butler oscillator
was optimized for the maximum short-term stability and a minimum load of the crystal unit. From
the calculated spectrum of phase noise of the crystal oscillator, its related short-term stability was
determined. Thus, the requirements of the setting were satisfied.
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Evaluation of Characteristics of HV Electrometric Amplifier with
Low Input Current
Z. Roubal and R. Kadlec
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering, Brno University of Technology
Kolejnı́ 2906/4, Brno 612 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— In certain special applications, for example in various fields of chemistry, it is
necessary to measure voltage in the order of hundreds of volts from a high-impedance source.
Standard electrometric operational amplifiers cannot be used as their input range is limited to
the maximum of ten volts. Furthermore, it is impossible to increase the input range by a voltage
divider in situations when the required input resistance is, for example, 1014 Ω. A common
resistive divider in the input of an operational amplifier typically shows the maximum input
resistance of 1012 Ω.
A special circuit arrangement can be used in which the amplifier supply voltage is dynamically
shifted with the input voltage. This configuration saves the high input resistance of the applied
electrometric amplifier and extends the input voltage range to the desired value. In our configuration, the extended range is ±300 V. The proposed design of an HV electrometric amplifier utilizes
a high-voltage differential amplifier, which regulates the high-voltage source supplying the electrometric operational amplifier. The general feedback loop has to be frequency-compensated, and
this compensation is designed using the Pspice simulator. Characteristics of the HV electrometric
amplifier were confirmed by the measurement of freezing potentials.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of research into biochemical substances there has emerged the need to measure the
electric potential of phase changes upon solidification of aqueous solutions. This potential is referred
to as freezing potential or Workam-Reynolds phenomenon [1–6]; the effect is caused by an unequal
distribution of ions between the solid and liquid phases. At this point, it is necessary to note that
the results obtained by the related researchers differed in respect to the applied measuring method,
measurement system configuration, and methodology.
There are at least 15 crystalline phases of ice, which have been observed under different conditions. Most of them can be seen in the ice-water phase diagram (Figure 1).
Even though, at first sight, ice does not appear to be an electrical material, a steady current can
flow in it according to Ohm’s law. The observed current is generated by a flow of protons and the
process is similar to electronic conduction in semiconductors. Therefore, ice is sometimes referred
to as a “protonic semiconductor”. However, its static conductivity (6 · 10−10 S m−1 for pure ice
at −10◦ C) is too small in comparison with the static conductivity of water (5 · 10−6 S m−1 ). The
conductivity of ice may be increased through an addition of specific dopants [1]. The polarization
and electrical conduction in ice are possible only if, in the related lattice, there are few points where

Figure 1: The ice-water phase diagram [1].

Figure 2: The crystal structure of ice Ih [1].
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the ice rules are locally violated [1]. If the ice rules were strictly obeyed, the simplest change in
the orientation of a molecule would require the directions of all the bonds in the lattice to reverse
simultaneously.
This would involve large activation energy, and the overall polarization would not change. Once
these violations of ice rules, also known as protonic point defects, are present, their motion induces
the reorientation of molecules and jumps of protons from one water molecule to another. The motion
of protonic point defects causes the electrical conduction and polarization of ice [1]. The water
molecules are linked to one another by hydrogen bonds in such way that oxygens are tetrahedrally
surrounded by four other oxygen atoms at the distance of 2.764 A. Each molecule offers its hydrogens
to two other molecules and accepts hydrogen bonds from yet another pair of molecules, and thus
there is only one hydrogen between each pair of oxygen atoms (“ice rules”).
2. THE MEASURING APPARATUS

The basic research was materialized in laboratory conditions showing a lower degree of repeatability.
For this reason, we designed and built a new measuring apparatus (Figure 3(a)); the original apparatus is shown in Figure 3(b). When designing the innovated model (as compared to the original
version), we applied the principles of active shielding and reduced the leakage of the measurement apparatus; significantly, these structural steps enabled us to obtain higher measured values
of freezing potential.
The entire measuring device is positioned in a thermally insulated vessel where liquid nitrogen
will be produced (nitrogen boiling temperature equals to −195.80◦ C). The lower section of the
vessel shows a shape and configuration enabling high-quality accumulation and transfer of heat
(with cooling realized by means of liquid nitrogen); simultaneously, however, the vessel facilitates
the elimination of problems resulting from the change in linear expansion. In the shielded vessel
having a hot and a cold section there exists free, gas-filled space that prevents the occurrence of
air humidity freezing. At the very initial stage of measurement, the head housing a capillary as
well as the sample to be tested is inserted in an overcooled duralumin monobloc; thus, a repeatable
refrigeration process starts. At the moment of the sample insertion in the overcooled space, the
tested sample phase begins to change and the fluid — solid phase interface progressively moves
upwards; now, freezing potential is measured. Following the phase change reach of the other
electrode, freezing potential will discharge itself.
3. HV ELECTROMETRIC AMPLIFIER

In the process of designing an electrometric amplifier there may occur a certain technical problem
concerning high input voltage [7, 8]. As a consequence, the measured voltage value can range
within several hundreds of volts. A standard solution consists in applying a resistor divider at
the input, Figure 4. In electrobiology, however, we can not use this type of solution as the signal
source contains capacity in orders of pF; even when special high-ohm 100 GΩ resistors are used,
the discharge time constant of the circuit ranges within orders of tenths of seconds. It is therefore
obvious from the description that the discussed solution does not help us to meet the desired target.
One of the proposed methods of solution to the problem lies in the application of an electrometric amplifier not equipped with any input divider; in this type of amplifier, then, we assume

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The assembled apparatus. (b) The original apparatus for the measurement method verification.
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Figure 4: Resistor divider at the input.

Figure 5: The block diagram of an electrometric amplifier with floating power supply.

Figure 6: A floating supply electrometric amplifier:
An instance of oscillation.

Figure 7: A frequency compensated amplifier.

floating power supply in relation to the input voltage. Figure 8(a) shows the diagram of such an
amplifier. Here, the input voltage is amplified by an electrometric amplifier supplied from a floating
source. The related output is connected to a high-voltage amplifier supplied by a raising voltage
changer. This output manages a high-voltage straight line source, which shifts voltage levels of the
electrometric amplifier. The input voltage is read at the high-voltage source output. The internal
resistance of this configuration is defined only by the electrometric amplifier volume resistivity and
may reach up to 1014 Ω. The discharge time constant is, with inner capacity of the signal source,
approximately 1000 s, which will not affect the measured values of freezing potential.
A diagram of this type of electrometric amplifier has been designed and simulated using Spice.
In the design, a LMC6041 operational amplifier was utilized as an electrometric amplifier; typically,
its input current is 2 fA. Figure 5 presents the overall diagram. Operational amplifiers having the
input voltage of 300 V are generally not available, and therefore we built a high-voltage amplifier
based on discrete hv transistors. Owing to the connection sensitivity to oscillation, it is necessary
to use correct values of capacitor C1 . With respect to the maximum input resistance, the amplifier
does not have input protection. This problem is solved through the application of RC filter(s) R10
and C2 . The filter restrains voltage spikes at the input and the amplifier is capable of monitoring
the changes occurring at its own input.
Figure 6 provides an example of possible oscillations: the input voltage is shown as the violet
course, while the output voltage pertains to the dark green course. Figure 7 illustrates the situation following compensation. At the beginning of the measurement, the amplifier input must
be short-circuited in order to facilitate stabilization of the initial conditions. Simulation in the
Pspice environment indicates input resistance at 1014 ohm. The amplifier input current is markedly
represented by the charging of capacitor C2 during the input voltage changes. The configuration
of the input part of an HV electrometric amplifier is shown in Figure 8(b).
4. THE MEASURED DATA

Using a special electrometric amplifier as well as measurement apparatuses, we measured the potentials of chemical solutions. At the initial stage of the experiments, the measurement was degraded
by an electric charge in certain parts of the measuring apparatus. The effects on the concerned
parts manifested themselves adversely during the experiment evaluation. Voltage surge caused by
the freezing of the solution occurred non-repestedly and its amplitude showed different character-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) A concrete diagram of a floating supply electrometric amplifier (after compensation). (b) The
configuration of an HV electrometric amplifier.
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Figure 9: Only the charging of spurious capacities.

Figure 10: Time dependence: the freezing potential
of water.

istics. The situation is described in Figure 9, which shows the charging of spurious capacities.
After realizing the above-described structural modifications, we conducted the measurement of the
freezing potential of different solutions. An example of a freezing potential time behaviour is shown
in Figure 10.
5. CONCLUSION

A special HV electrometric amplifier was designed and frequency-compensated. In the process
of realizing the design, we utilized in full the principles of active shielding, and connected the
apparatus by means of a triaxial cable [9]. The amplifier is capable of performing measurement in
the order of hundreds of volts with a large input resistivity. By the help of the measuring apparatus,
we measured potential at the interface of the sample phase change. The measured data show that
this potential can be repeatedly measured using a structurally modified apparatus.
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Special High Voltage Function Generator
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Abstract— Goal of this project was to design, realize and test a special high voltage function
generator. This generator was designed for special testing of soft tissues. The aim of this project
was to generate electric field of defined shape. In course of design of the generator the properties of
the output electrode voltage was the key element. In this article the construction and parameters
measuring of the high voltage function generator is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The generator was designed for special tests of soft tissues. Possibilities of the soft issue testing are
described in literature (1). In this work the aim is to test the soft tissues in high voltage electric
field. Tissues are exposed to defined shape electric field up to 20 kV. Voltage of the output electrode
of the realized generator is possible to regulate in range 0 kV to 20 kV. Shape of the output voltage
is possible to choose as sine, square or ramp. Frequency capabilities of this voltage source start on
0 Hz and reach 300 Hz.
2. HV GENERATOR FUNCTION SCHEME

The high voltage generator has two basic parts: a low voltage and a high voltage part. The low
voltage part include a power source, isolation transformer, control module, optical isolation and
function generator. Second part is the HV module. In the HV module a HV transformer as a border
between low and high voltage part is the main part. The HV voltage transformer is designed as
a flyback. Block diagram of the HV generator you can see in Fig. 1. Output voltage 20 kV is
stabilized by the feedback signal FB — the voltage from HV output is connected throw the high
voltage divider and optocoupler to the control module. According to the feedback signal the control
module use a PWM signal for transistor and primary coil of the HV transformer switching.
Frequency and shape of the HV output signal is possible to change by the low voltage output
signal of the function generator. Function generator signal is connected to the control module
where will be actively integrated and throw the optical isolation connected to the PWM controller.
3. LOW VOLTAGE PART

Basic part of the low level part is the control module. Line voltage pass throw the separating
transformer 230 V/230 V and consequently is in switching power supply regulate to 24 V. The
switching power supply need to be design according to maximal output current for primary coil
excitation. Primary coil voltage is switched by the PWM controlled MOSFET transistor. Used
PWM controller precisely control output voltage according to the signal on this circuit comparator.
Due to this design, the circuit is quickly react to the output current changes and is able to decrease

AC power

Function

supply 230V

generator

Separating
transformer

Switching
power

230V/230V

24V DC
Low voltage part

Optocoupler
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VN
modul

HV output
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the high voltage generator.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the high voltage part.

output current and voltage. This is very important for life protection in case of accidental touch.
Setting of the output frequency is done by resistor and capacitor on the resonant frequency of the
transformer. Comparator inside the PWM controller is comparing the current voltage with value of
the requested voltage on the output electrode. High voltage is by HV divider decreased from 20 kV
to 1 V on the input control unit. Comparison of the regulation and the output voltage is provided
by an operation amplifier (OA). The operation amplifier work as a differential amplifier of the
regulation deviation. OA is also compensating a voltage spikes from the HV divider. The voltage
spikes could have influence on the device function and cause distortion of the output voltage.
The border between low and high voltage part is the HV transformer connected as a flyback
convertor. Scheme of the flyback converter is shown in Fig. 2. Using of this schematic circuit is
possible to calculate number of loops of the primary and secondary coil. Calculations are published
in [6, 9, 11].
4. HIGH VOLTAGE PART

Block diagram of the high voltage part is in Fig. 3. The main part of the HV block is HV transformer
TR2 working as a flyback converter. Inside the transformer a rectifier diode is connected. Secondary
winding SEC2 is possible to link to next module for multiplying of the output voltage. Resistor 1 GΩ
and the power resistor are as the HV divider connected between the output electrodes. Exceeding
of the 20 kV output voltage value cause on the 1 GΩ resistor voltage drop higher then 1 V and
consequently a change of pulse ratio of the PWM signal.
Limitation of the output current in case of direct contact is realized by pair of the 10 MΩ load
resistors, Fig. 4. Maximal voltage rating of these resistors is 20 kV. Output current is limited to
4 mA.
Frame of the electrode is made from polystyrene ring. Design of the ring you can see in on the
left Fig. 5. Homogenizer of the electromagnetic field is made by covering the ring by the aluminum
foil.
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Figure 4: High voltage load resistor −10 MΩ.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Homogenizer of the electromagnetic field with cuprextit board. (b) Linking of two modules by
the isolated spacing element.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Realized VN module. (b) Electric Discharge. Electrode distance is approximately 1.5 cm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) HV generator output voltage, Ugen = 1Vpp and fgen = 10 Hz. (b) HV generator output voltage,
Ugen = 1Vpp and fgen = 50 Hz.
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Cuprextit board is conductively connected to the electromagnetic field homogenizer. By the
linking of the five 20 kV modules is possible to design the 100 kV generator. Linking of two modules
you can see in Fig. 5.
5. REALIZED HV GENERATOR

Realized HV generator, in detail ring electrodes, 1 GΩ resistors and flyback transformer you can
see in Fig. 6. On the top the high voltage cable is connected. Voltage limit of this cable reach
30 kV. HV generator test is in Fig. 6. As you can see, discharge distance is approximately 1.5 cm.
6. HV GENERATOR PARAMETERS MEASUREMENT

Low voltage generator AGILENT was connected into the feedback loop of the flyback converter.
Output square-wave voltage of the generator was set to 1Vpp . Frequencies were changed in range
from 1 Hz to 3 kHz. The control unit is changing the PWM signal in an effort to obtain the same
shape of the secondary voltage as is the shape of the primary voltage. Amplitude of the output
voltage is approximately 20 kV.
7. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The measurement confirms that the output voltage is possible to regulate in range from 0 V to
20 kV. Frequencies of the output voltage could be changed in range from 1 Hz to 3 kHz with low
distortion. Frequencies over 300 Hz are under influence of the parasitic capacities. Voltage on the
output electrode needs to be soft for soft tissue testing. The output voltage of the generator can be
seen in Fig. 7. Input voltage has 1Vpp amplitude and frequency in range 10 Hz to 50 Hz. Squarewave input signal is under influence of parasitic capacities changed. The influence is dependent
on the frequency of the input signal. In addition, over 100 Hz the output voltage amplitude is
decreasing and signal start to have offset.
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Filter for Processing of NMR Signal
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Abstract— One of the fields of science, where is going forward continual development, is the
area of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Bulk of the NMR issues concerns on signal processing
in analog and digital form in NMR signal. In this paper is focused our attention on design of
active analog filter with frequency dependent negative resistor (FDNR). There is designed active
ARC filter based on ladder structure of the LRC filter, then the filter DCR is made through the
use of Brutton transformation and finally the DCR filter is converted to the filter with FDNR
elements. The designed and realized filter is used as a low pass filter, which aims to filter out
the noise of NMR signal. The filter is placed behind the mixer, which converts the useful NMR
signal to baseband. The designed and realized filter performs role of the anti-aliasing filter before
the A/D converter.
1. INTRODUCTION

The paper deals with the design of low-pass filter with lossy FNDR element. The purpose of
the using the filter is as anti-aliasing filter in NMR spectrometer signal path, see Fig. 1. Signal
of resonant nucleus detected by probe can be expected at µV level. Low noise preamplifier will
increase the level of NMR signal before mixer. The mixer bring useful signal to base-band. Interfrequency signal required to be filtered by low-pass filter with appropriate order. There is possible
to use Bessel or Butterworth approximation. Filter has to have low noise parameters. In general,
noise parameters are the most significant in all signal path design.
2. FILTER DESIGN

There is by the design of frequency RLC filters the biggest problem with the quality, size and price
of coils. Consequently, for low and medium frequencies, RLC filters are preferably replaced by
active filters RC (ARC). Their basic principle consists in replacement the coil through the use of
an active element with resistors and capacitors [1]. One of the suitable method is solution consists
in the creation the ARC circuit with transfer function of the 2th order, which is equal to transfer
functions of RLC filter through the use of FDNR blocks [2]. The filters with FDNR elements replace
coils indirectly using Bruton’s transformation [3], which transforms the initial RLC structure into
equivalent behaving the CRD structure (Fig. 2). This new structure does not contain an element of
inductive character, but uses the properties of the synthetic element FDNR, which are preferably
used for low pass filter.
The active circuits realized of the FDNR elements can be separated into different types according
to their basic circuit characteristics [4]. The lossy FDNR grounded circuit (Fig. 3(b)) can be realized
by the use one active element (OA) and in this circuit the lossy are represented by a parallel
MAGNET
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COUPLER

GAIN
40 dB
TRANSCEIVER

MIXER

LOW
PASS
FILTER
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20 – 60 dB

Figure 1: The anti-aliasing filter for mirror band after mixer and noise suppression.
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Figure 4: The optimized ARC filter with the lossy FDNR blocks.

capacitor. These lossy correspond to resistors Rp1 and Rp2 parallel connected to capacitors in the
initial circuit of the RLC filter (Fig. 2). Thus it is very easy these lossy to simulate and to observe
filter response to different sizes of the resistors Rp1 and Rp2.
The final design of the low-pass RLC filter of the 5th for cut-off frequency 10 kHz is on Fig. 3(a).
Through the use Bruton’s transformation and grounded lossy FDNR element (Fig. 3(b)) we obtain
circuit of the ARC filter with lossy FDNR elements.
The results of the simulation (Fig. 6) show that parallel lossy of FDNR elements have highly
influence to the resulting characteristic (the black curve). Therefore the optimization [5–7] was
done and the resulting transfer characteristic of ARC filter with the real OA (OPA355) [8] corresponds to the red curve. It is clear that by the using of the optimization was achieved almost the
same characteristic as it is at the RLC filter (the blue curve). There is possible of the using the
optimization to reach almost identical transfer as with the lossless FDNR elements with the lossy
FDNR elements. The optimization consists in spreading lossy from the lateral branch of the filter
to the whole circuit.
The resulting realization of the filter is on the Fig. 5. The measuring was done with the help
of vector analyzer Bode 100, by company OMICRON Lab [9]. During parameters verifying of
designed circuit was also searched the characteristic sentence of real active elements. Very crucial
is mainly sufficient width of the OA band, which is one of the key presumptions of the distortion-less
function of the filter in demanded band-pass and it is necessary to solve it with the regard to cut-off
frequency of the filter with the sufficient reserve, minimally one or two orders higher [10]. Very
good results were achieved by OA by company Texas Instrument [8] OPA355, which are determined
also for active filters and they have sufficient width of the band (GBW 200 MHz). The designed
low-pass filter was completed with the three amplifiers for processing of NMR signal.
At first, the transfer characteristic of the filter was measured (Fig. 6 — the green curve) and
after the transfer characteristic of the filter with amplifiers (Fig. 7) consequently there is obvious
gain 22 dB.
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Figure 5: The realized filter with the amplifiers.

Figure 6: The magnitude response of the filters: LRC, ARC, ARC optimization and the realized filter.

Figure 7: The measured magnitude response of the filter with amplifiers.
3. CONCLUSIONS

This contribution deals with synthesis and optimization of ARC low pass filter based on modified
simple and economic lossy building blocks (FDNR). The designed frequency filter will be used for
pre-processing of analogue signals before digitalization in the NMR signal processing area whereas
the resulting characteristics of the designed and measured filter show, that it is possible using it
with utilize of the optimization.
The quick progress of modern technologies enables realization of modern structures of analogue
frequency filters. In this context, there is necessary to evolve the synthesis and optimization meth-
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ods of these structures with regard to the possibilities of the modern active components (voltage OA
with GBW approximately 1 GHz, current conveyors, transimpedance OA). In the future research,
it will focused on optimization of the basic building block of 2nd order and their characteristics
with the modern active elements above they will be analyzed from the point of view of their usage
in circuits of higher orders and area of higher frequencies.
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Universal Arc Filters for Arc Oscillators with Automatic Sequential
Filtration
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Abstract— There are situations, when it is not possible to use standard types of filters, mainly
because of demands on using of digital tuning of complex filter and concurrently usage of higher
amount of transfer functions, which can be low pass-LP, high-pass-HP, band-pass-BP, bandreject-BR, but also low or high-pass notch-LPN/HPN and all-pass-AP. For this purpose, we
mostly use 2nd order ARC filters, which contain three or more operational amplifiers (OA).
Concerning these blocks, tuning or control of this filter is usually the easiest.
Except very familiar known filters as Akerberg-Mossberg, Kervin-Huelsman-Newcomb or TowaThoma, there is a further amount of circuit connections of universal ARC filters, which enable to
realize the transfer function of biquad. The article mainly deals with some other circuits, which
are not so familiar, but can be also successfully used as universal filters. These filters realizing
required circuit functions with the possibility of tuning of basic parameters of the circuit have been
used in special circuits with ARC oscillators for very low distortion with maximum suppression
of third harmonics.
1. INTRODUCTION

In area of low-frequency oscillators, ARC oscillators are used more and more often. Its parts can
be also in certain kind of connection also universal tuned filters see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. On the Fig. 1,
you can see the way of decreasing of alternation with the help of improved filtration and also bigger
suppression of higher harmonic elements, just during usage of universal filter ARC 2nd order with
the output LP. Another advantage of the connection on this figure is gaining neap signal (output
BP). Another way how to achieve decreased harmonic alternation is creating of realizing of the
filter with zero transfer LPN, see Fig. 2. In this connection, it is possible to set the zero frequency
in dependence on the fact which of the higher harmonic elements on the output of regenerative
stabilization member dominant [1].
For usage of the suitable universal filter in connection of ARC oscillators, it is necessary to work
out the synthesis of universal filters ARC 2nd order. There are many kinds of universal ARC filters
and in most cases these can realize transfer function H(s) in biquad form (1):
H(s) = K

b2 s2 + b1 s + b0
s2 + sωz /Qz + ωz2
N (s)
=K
=
K
.
D(s)
a2 s2 + a1 s + a0
s2 + sω0 /Q0 + ω02

(1)

One of the most used universal circuits in practice is Akerberg-Mossberg, Kerwin-HuelsmanNewcomb or Towa-Thomas. The first two listed filters enable current realization of filters of type
low-pass (LP), high-pass (HP), band-reject (BR), band-pass (BP), but also low-pass or high-pass
notch (LPN/HPN) and all-pass (AP). The tuning for these filters is realized by parallel change of
elements R1 -R2 a C1 -C2 . Both filters are characterized by an independent setting of individual
parameters and by usage of the band up to 10 MHz. Below stated filters and their qualities will be
mainly compared with these filters, which already found their usage in practice.
ARC
universal filter
F0

LP low K
BP

OTA

Figure 1: Principle of ARC oscillator.

ARC
universal filter
F0

LP
HP
BP

LPN

OTA

Figure 2: Principle of ARC oscillator.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the universal filter with 4OA [2, 5].
2. THE SYNTHESIS OF UNIVERSAL FILTERS

On the Fig. 3, there is a connection of a universal filter, which contains 4 operational amplifiers
(OA) and enables to realize transfer functions of type LPN, HPN, BR, LP, HP and BP. Possibilities
of tuning or retuning can be also realized with the help of capacitors CA and CB or resistors R1
and R2 where we have to consider dependence on Q-factor, by a change of the resistor RQ .
For derivation of transfer characteristics for individual outputs in OA in a circuit, we used SNAP
program, which is able to display function for a required output. A modified function for OA U1
can be seen in the following formula (2):
N (s)
D(s)
−R2 R3 R4 R5 RC RE −s (R1 R2 R5 RA RC RD RE CA )−s2 (R1 R2 R3 R4 RA RB RC RE CA CB )
=
. (2)
+R1 R3 R4 R5 RC RE +s (R1 R2 R4 R5 RA RC RD CA )+s2 (R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 RA RB RE CA CB )

H(s)=

For a modification of the function (2), it is necessary to choose suitable initial circuit conditions,
which can be the following ones: Ra = Rb = Rc = Rd = Re = R, Ca = Cb = Clad , R1 = R2 =
Rdig , R3 = RQ .
In a modificated transfer function (3), Rdig is equal to R1 , R2 and Clad is equal to CA , CB , these
elements enable fine or coarse tuning of a frequency circuit:
R5
R5
2
R R
R
2
2
N (s)
RC s + s R3 R45RBDCB + R1 RA RB5 CA CB
R s + s RQ R4 Clad + Rdig R2 Clad
H(s) =
=−
=
−
.
1
RC
RC RD
D(s)
R5 s2 + s R R
R5 s2 + s R 1C + R RC
+ R2 RA R
2
Q lad
dig
3 B RE CB
B CA CB

(3)

lad

From denominator of the function D(s) (3), we can derive relations for a frequency f0 (4) and
Q-factor (5):
s
1 1
1
f0 =
,
(4)
2π Clad Rdig R
s
1
Q0 = RQ
.
(5)
Rdig R
From the function (5), we can see dependence of setting of Q-factor by a resistor RQ on the
resistors R1 and R2 , which serve for a fine setting of a circuit frequency.
From numerator of the function N (s) (3) for an output of operational amplifier U1 at initial
conditions Ra = Rb = Rc = Rd = Re = R, Ca = Cb = Clad , R1 = R2 = Rdig , R4 = ∞, R3 = RQ is
accepted relation for LPN, HPN and BR:
¶
µ
¶
µ
R
R5
R5
R
R5
1
2
2
.
(6)
N (s) = −
s +s
+
=−
s +
2
R5
R3 R4 C
Rdig RC 2
R5
R Rdig RClad
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Figure 4: Simulation of BP output U2 CLC440/CL, Q = 1.
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Figure 5: Simulation of LP and LPN output U2 and U1 CLC440/CL, Q = 1.

For frequency notch of transfer fN is accepted relation R5 = (R. · fn2 )/f02 .
For transfer of OA U2 it is possible to create transfer function of type LP (7) and BP (8) at
initial conditions for LP: R4 = R5 and for BP: Ra = Rb = Rc = Rd = Re = R5 = R:
R2 R3 R4 RB RE (R5 −RC )
R1 R2 RA RB RD CA R (R5 −R4 ) (R5 −R)
1
+s
=
2 (7)
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 RA RB RE CA CB
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 RA RB RE CA CB
R5 Rdig RClad
R − R4
1
N (s)=
s
.
(8)
R4
RQ Clad
N (s)=

On the output of operational amplifier U3 it is possible to obtain LP and BP. However, there
is a problem with the fulfilling of the basic conditions from the relations (4) and (5). Because of
these reasons, it is not possible to use these transfer functions.
On the output of the last OA, or U4 after a derivation, we obtain functions for HP (9), LP (10)
a BR (11), under conditions for HP: R4 = R for LP: R4 = R5 = R45 and for BR at R5 = R:
(R5 − R4 )
(R5 − R) 2
=−
s ,
R5
R
¶5
µ
(R4 − R)
1
,
N (s) =
2
R4
Rdig RClad
¶
µ
(R4 − R)
1
2
.
N (s) =
2 +s
R4
Rdig RClad
N (s) = −s2

(9)
(10)
(11)

Out of above mentioned relations, it is possible to design complex values for individual components
and with the help of SPICE program we can verify the function of the entire filter. Some examples
of simulation are stated on the Figs. 4 to 5. One of the disadvantage of this circuit is a big scatter
of a value of the resistor R5 for transfer functions LPN, HPN and BR.
This resistor decides about a given function and his value lies at intervals from several Ω up to
M Ω. Another inconvenient factor can be also scatter of resistors Rdig , which we need as smallest as
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Figure 6: Example of universal filter with 3OA [2, 5].

possible for tuning with the help of digital potentiometers, regarding usage of circuits for the biggest
possible frequency. Thus, for a design Rdig max = 1 kΩ we obtain unrealized Rdig min = 10 Ω.
According to stated simulations, this circuit can be used maximally up to 1 MHz. On higher
frequencies, there is a significant characteristic deformation.
3. OTHER TYPES OF THE FILTERS

The example of other universal filter is on the Fig. 6.
At this circuit, there is not stated a complex synthesis of a circuit, but only a brief description of
the circuit. The circuit on the Fig. 6 is able to realize transfer functions of type LPN, HPN and BR
on the output of operational amplifier U1, on the output of OA U2 is gaining LP and BR and for
the output of U3 we have HP or BP. In the same way as at the above mentioned circuit, the tuning
of a frequency f0 with the help of resistor dependent on a Q-factor and another disadvantage
is a relation C3 /Clad for setting of a frequency of a transfer notch. The initial conditions are
Ra = Rb = R2 = R, C1 = C2 = Clad , R1 = R3 = Rdig , Rc = RQ .
4. CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the article tried to show the usage of universal tuned filters in practice, particularly in ARC oscillators. In these circuits, the universal filters A-M and K-H-N are used the most
often. Both these filters can realize parallel demanded transfer functions, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
They both enable independent setting of parameters and possibilities of digital tuning. However,
this article describes the synthesis of less known filters, which could be considered as universal
filters, under certain conditions. For the set circuits, there is a problem with the fact, that it is not
possible to create the realization of the filters with the parallel output of the set transfer functions,
as it is showed on the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, but also creating of individual transfer functions is also
very difficultly realized with the help of retuning of individual parameters. The circuits enable
to create digital tuning of the resonance frequency with the help of capacitors Clad to frequency
decades. Fine tuning inside the frequency decades is able to be realized with help of Rdig resistors.
Here we come to a problem of dependence on the Q-factor. Apart from the mentioned problems,
these circuits have big scatter of the building elements. At the end, it can be said that the described circuits cannot be used for the connections on the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It can be used in less
demanding connections, where the usage of transfer function is not demanded and where we need
the frequency to be digitally tuned, only roughly to frequency decades. The circuits were simulated
with OA CLC 440/CL and maximum frequency scatter is about 1 MHz, when the Q-factor is 10.
For the circuit design, the complete synthesis was created with the help of the programs SPICE
and SNAP.
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Abstract— The paper deals with MR imaging of plant fibres via Diffusion weighted imaging
(DWI) and Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Imaging plant fibres helps to better understand the
process of nourishing the plants, and also to come to know the internal structure of plants without
damaging them. To measure diffusion in the plant specimen, the well-known NMR method
was used, currently referred to as the Pulsed field gradient spin-echo (PFGSE). Experimental
measurement was conducted on an MR tomograph system with the gradient field B0 = 4.7 T.
Onion and dill were used as specimens to be measured. The values obtained by the PFGSE
method were used to calculate diffusion weighted images (DWI). The measurement of diffusion
weighted images was performed in 6 directions of the gradients (x, y, z, xy, xz, yz) and the data
obtained served to calculate the DTI image of the specimen being measured.
1. INTRODUCTION

Efforts aimed at obtaining in-depth knowledge of the way plants are nourished lead to the application of NMR measuring methods, which enable non-invasive measurement of the structure of
the fibres that nourish plants. Frequently, we are interested in how matter (nutrients, particles) is
transferred. By the Stokes-Einstein equation this motion of particles depends on temperature and
on the so-called diffusion coefficient of the substance [1]. This coefficient is denoted by the letter
D and physically, it expresses the degree of particle mobility. E. O. Stejskal and J. E. Tanner described the spectroscopic measurement of diffusion coefficients with the aid of the NMR technique
in 1965 [2]. The PFGSE (Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo) method was successively improved and
applied to the measurement of diffusion weighted images, DWI.
The data obtained by the PFGSE method are used to calculate ADC (Apparent Diffusion
Coefficient). One ADC value represents one pixel in the DWI image. In the calculation of ADC
(more frequently denoted D) the following calculation is used:
S
= e−bD ,
S0

(1)

where b is the so-called b-factor, which is calculated from the properties of gradient pulses that
are used in the PFGSE sequence [3, 4]. The quantity S describes an image weighted by the signal
intensity from a specimen that was obtained using the PFGSE sequence with gradient pulses in
a certain direction of the coordinate system. The quantity S0 denotes an image weighted by the
signal intensity without the application of gradient fields. Equation (1) is correct only for isotropic
materials or for measuring diffusion along one coordinate axis. To measure diffusion in plant fibres,
where the medium is anisotropic, it is necessary to use the following relation:
S
T
= e−b·D·b ,
S0

(2)

where b is a vector containing information not only about the size of the gradient but also about
its orientation. Matrix D represents a symmetrical tensor that contains diffusion coefficients D
calculated from the measurement along six independent coordinate directions. For the calculation
of diffusion it is also necessary to measure a seventh image, and this time without using gradient
pulses. When imaging a diffusion tensor, one voxel is in our case imaged by means of an ellipsoid.
To form the ellipsoid it is necessary to know the eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors v. These are
obtained from tensor D by means of the “diagonalization” process, as can be seen in Equation (3).
"
#
Dxx Dxy Dxz
diagonalization
D = Dyz Dyy Dyz
−→
λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , v1 , v2 , v3 .
(3)
Dzx Dzy Dzz
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Figure 1: Ellipsoid which depicts the diffusion tensor according to relation (3).

Figure 2: NMR probe with specimen (onion and dill).

Figure 1 shows imaging the ellipsoid on the basis of the knowledge of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
The eigenvalues determine the ellipsoid magnitude in individual directions, which are given by
eigenvectors v.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

To measure diffusion in plant specimens the well-known NMR method was used, which is referred
to as the Pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE). The experiment was conducted on an MR tomograph system with the magnetic field B0 = 4.7 T/120 mm (i.e., 200 MHz for 1H nuclei). Actively
shielded gradient coils yield a maximum gradient field magnitude of 180 mT/m [5–7]. Onion and
dill were used as specimens. The values measured by the PFGSE method were used to calculate
the diffusion weighted image (DWI). Each image voxel has an image intensity that reflects a single
best measurement of the rate of water diffusion at that location. The measurement was conducted
without and with gradients in axes x, y, z. However, the direction of fibres that nourish the plant
cannot be seen from these DWI images. The data measured were therefore added up with the data
measured with gradients in axes xy, yz and xz and the diffusion tensor was calculated according to
relations (2) and (4). The diffusion tensor was imaged with the aid of small ellipsoids. Each image
point, called voxel, is thus formed by an ellipsoid.
Rewriting relation (2) led to the following equation, which was used to calculate individual
diffusion coefficients:
p 
"
#
bx
Dxx Dxy Dxz
hp p p i
p 
T

b·D·b =
bx , by , bz · Dyz Dyy Dyz · 
(4)
 pby  .
Dzx Dzy Dzz
bz
In the experiment, the following combination of gradients was used: [0, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0],
[1, 0, 1], [ √12 , √12 , 0], [ √12 , 0, √12 ], [0, √12 , √12 ]. The magnitudes of gradients were set such that
p
p
√
√
√
√
bx = by = bz = bx · by = bx · bz = by · bz = 221.5 mm2 /s. This makes the calculation of
diffusion coefficients D simpler.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The procedure of processing the data measured is indicated in Fig. 4. By the application of
PFGSE, measurement data were obtained that represented the intensity of images in the so-called
k-space. These data represent a matrix of 64 × 64 pixels and to obtain a resultant image, they
must be transformed using the Fourier transform as, for example, in Fig. 4 (here the measurement
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was performed without gradients). The data are then filtered for pulse noise and the images are
calculated by the DWI and DTI methods.
NMR data
(PFGSE)

Adjusting
and filtering

Calculation
of b-factor

Calculation
of DWI

Calculation
of DTI

Depicting
of DWI

Depicting
of DTI

Figure 3: Algorithm for processing the data measured.

FT

Figure 4: Left: values measured in k-space obtained from tomograph system. Right: S0 image transformed
via FT.

Figure 5: NMR probe with specimen (onion and dill).

Figure 6: Calculated DWI images corresponding to individual elements in tensor D.
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The DTI image was calculated in the Matlab program, using relation (3) [8]. In Fig. 5 the
measured specimen of dill and onion is depicted in transversal slice, obtained by the DTI method.
It can be seen that the image in this 2D slice is made up of ellipsoids, which determine not only
the direction of the particle diffusion but also its magnitude.
Figure 6 shows nine diffusion weighted images of a transversal slice of the specimen being
measured. These images correspond to individual elements in matrix D. As is obvious from the
images, the highest resolution can be seen in the image measured with only the gradient in axis
x being used. The structure of the specimen measured can best be seen here. In the remaining
images, the structure can also be discerned on the main diagonal. When using gradients in two
axes we obtain weaker signals outside the diagonal; here, the plant structure is less pronounced.
4. CONCLUSION

To image via DTI the specimens measured, we used the PFGSE method and obtained images of
64 × 64 px in size. We chose this resolution in order to obtain a higher intensity of the signal
being measured. To get a more accurate image of the structure of plant fibres it would be better to
choose a higher image resolution (e.g., 128×128 px). However, even with the resolution used, it was
possible to obtain images of the fibre structure by means of ellipsoids, which give the magnitude
of the diffusion coefficient and also the diffusion direction. Putting together several 2D images of
ellipsoids we obtain a 3D structure from which curves can be plotted using the method of traction
anisotropy [1, 2] that will characterize directly the fibres in the plant. These problems will be the
subject of further works.
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Abstract— The dielectric properties of 0.9% NaCl in water with small content of sugar and
glucose, as well as of human skin, were measured in the millimeter (MM) waves range.
The measurement methods were chosen so that one could use them for the nondestructive control of glucose content (i.e., measurement only reflection of an electromagnetic wave, without
penetrating into the medium). To determine ε0 and ε00 , of lossy materials one usually measures
the power reflection coefficient and the phase of the reflected wave with the help of sophisticated
and expensive network vector analyzers. We developed a sufficiently simple method and scheme,
which consists in measuring the minimum of the power reflection coefficient R(f ) = Rmin (fmin )
and its frequency fmin in the cases of corresponding to this minimum from the following structures: a specially chosen plane-parallel matching plate made of a low-loss dielectric or resonator —
a medium under measurement with high losses (solution, blood, skin). This method was realized
in the MM waves range. Dielectric properties of glucose solutions in water and in a 0.9% NaCl
solution (physiological solution) have been measured. Also was measured dielectric properties os
human skin. The values of ε0 and ε00 have been measured near the elbow joint in the frequency
range from 30 to 80 GHz. Above 40 GHz, these data have been obtained for the first time,
whereas, at frequencies of 30–40 GHz, the values of ε00 obtained in our experiments are higher
than those available in the literature. Our method allows a real-time noninvasive determination
of glucose content in blood by measuring reflection on skin. We established a clear correlation
between glucose content W and the measured value of reflection coefficient as W increases after
an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) on an empty stomach. The functions Rmin (W ) show similar but individual behavior for each test person. It was established a correlation between glucose
content W after OGTT and the properties of skin. The results of the measurements described can
be used to implement real-time, including noninvasive, measurements of small glucose (sugar)
content in water, physiological solution, and blood.
1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the dielectric properties of sugar in water solutions, as well as blood imitators
and blood, in the millimeter (MM) wave range allow one to obtain valuable information on the
possibility of real-time control of glucose concentration in blood using MM waves. which is of huge
interest for diabetics [1, 2]. These investigations are also of interest for other applications such as
determination content of water solutions [3].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigations of the dielectric properties of glucose in water solutions, as well as blood imitators and
blood, in the millimeter (MM) wave range allow one to obtain valuable information on the possibility
of real-time control of glucose concentration in blood using MM waves. These investigations are also
of interest for other applications such as determination content of water solutions. We investigated
using methods described in [4] dielectric properties of glucose solutions in blood imitator (0.9%
NaCl in water). Results are presented in Table 1.
Also we investigated dielectric properties of skin in the MM region. Table 2 presents results for
forearm, joint at frequencies from 30 to 80 GHz. Above 40 GHz, these data have been obtained for
the first time, whereas, at frequencies of 30–40 GHz, the values of ε00 obtained in our experiments
are higher than those available in the literature [5].
For measurements dependence of reflection from skin on glucose content we used the matching
insert consisting of the resonant cavity based on rectangular waveguide. (Fig. 3.) Directional
coupler measures the reflection coefficient R of the cavity back wall of which is the object of study
(in our case the skin). Operating frequency ranged from 30 to 35 GHz. The dimensions of the walls
of the waveguide a = 7, 2 mm, b = 3, 4 mm. The ratio of the calculations was found to be 0.31. The
size of a diaphragm was 2.28 mm. Fig. 1 presents measurement set up.
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Table 1: Dielectric properties of glucose solutions in blood imitator.

Table 2: Dielectric properties of skin in the MM region.

The series of experiments show a correlation between glucose content W and Rmin in the region
where W increases after taking glucose on an empty stomach at frequencies of about 40 and 60 GHz.
At the same time just as in [6], where the measurements were carried out in the infrared band, it
is needed individual calibration for different persons. Based on this series of measurements were
constructed plots, which shows how changes in time module of the reflection coefficient as a function
of time elapsed since the adoption of sugar. Fig. 2 presents typical dependences for three different
persons. It is evident that this changes are in good accordance with usual “sugar curve” within
one hour, which have one maximum and practically the same values for t = 0 and t = tmax .
Figure 3 presents comparison of dependences on time obtained with our noninvasive sensor and
standard optical invasive sensor for two different persons.
Note that in the afternoon (after 3–4 p.m.), a variation in R for close values of W was much
greater than that before the noon. This fact indicates to certain physiological changes in skin at
the depth d that are associated with physical activity, which were pointed out also in [6].
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Figure 1: Set up for measurement of reflection from skin.

Figure 2: The reflection coefficient as a function of
time after OGTT.

Figure 3: Comparison dependences on time obtained
with our noninvasive sensor and standard optical invasive sensor.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The values of ε0 and ε00 have been measured near the elbow joint in the frequency range from
30 to 80 GHz. Above 40 GHz, these data have been obtained for the first time. The series of
experiments show correlation between glucose content W and reflection coefficient on skin R in the
region where W increases after OGTT. It has been established that during OGTT dependences of
reflection coefficients from noninvasive resonator sensor have the same shape but different values
for different persons.
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Abstract— A novel compact frequency selective surface (FSS) with a stable performance is
presented. A narrow band-pass circular FSS operating at around 16.6GHz is designed. The unit
cell consists of a double-sided metalized substrate with a circular hole in the center as well as
24 metal stubs surrounding the circular hole. In this way, incident EM waves enter the circular
cavity formed by the 24 metal stubs and excite a cavity resonance, leading to a narrow pass-band.
An approximate analytical formula is introduced to calculate the cavity resonant frequency. The
cavity resonance provides a very good wide-angle and polarization-independent stability. Further
more, there is no other frequency resonance up to 28GHz except the designed frequency. Finally,
we get a FSS which has advantages of high selectivity, stable performance and compact volume.
1. INTRODUCTION

For more than four decades, Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) have been widely studied for their
various applications in spatial microwave and optical filters. They have been used as polarizers,
filters, subreflectors, band-pass hybrid radomes for radar cross section (RCS) controlling [1, 2].
In these applications, it is necessary that FSS provide stable performance for different incidence
angles and polarization states. Many methods are adopted to improve the performance of FSSs.
Munk et al. studied the effects of dielectric loading on FSSs [3]. Three-dimensional structures
were designed to obtain isotropic FSSs [4]. Complementary FSSs have been analyzed in [5–8].
References [9–11] made use of resonant structures to design miniaturized FSSs whose dimensions
were much smaller than the operating wavelength. In order to get high quality factor of open
resonance structures, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology was introduced by Luo
et al. [12] to design high performance FSSs. SIW-FSS structures keep the advantages of conventional
metallic waveguides, such as high Q-factor, high selectivity, cutoff frequency characteristic, high
power capacity etc. Base on this method, many excellent SIW-FSSs were studied in [13–15].
In this paper, we proposed a frequency selective surface whose unit cell consists of a doublesided metalized substrate with a circular hole in the center as well as 24 metal stubs surrounding
the circular hole. An analytical equation is given to compute the cavity resonant frequencies. In
addition, the aperture resonance is adjusted to be far away from the cavity resonance in order not
to disturb the cavity resonance. In the end, we obtained a narrow band-pass frequency selective
surface with excellent performances. This narrowband FSS owns its advantages to high selectivity,
stable performance, compact volume and it is easy to be fabricated by the print circuit board
(PCB) technology without post processes.
2. THEORY AND DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the geometrical dimensions of the unit cell, where p = 15 mm, a = 2.4 mm, b =
6.3 mm, d2 = 0.2 mm, d1 = 1 mm, θ = π/12. The FSS arrays have a substrate with relative
permittivity of εr = 2.65, loss tangent of 0.001 and thickness of hsub = 1 mm. A hole with radius
a = 2.4 mm was punched through the substrate.
Finite element method (FEM) was used to calculate its reflection and transmission characteristics. Assume that the SIW-FSS is an infinite periodic structure. The four sides of the unit cell
are set to be periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and single SIW-FSS is excited by an incident
plane wave. Fig. 2 gives the transmission spectra under normal incidence. We can see from Fig. 2
that an evident resonance occurred at 16.6 GHz. The electric field distributions at 16.6 GHz are
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Figure 1: Geometrical configuration of the unit
cell.

Figure 2: Simulated frequency response of the structure.
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Figure 3: Electric field distribution diagrams of the
cavity T M110 resonance in which the white blank
corresponds to zero electric field and black corresponds to the strongest electric field. (a) Top view.
(b) Side view.
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Figure 4: Magnetic field distribution diagrams of
cavity T M110 resonance.

plotted in Fig. 3. The first resonance at 16.6 GHz corresponds to a cavity resonance introduced
by the circular SIW cavity. The electric field component is mainly Ez and it is perpendicular to
the incident plane as well as the incident field, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 4 gives the magnetic
field distribution at 16.6 GHz under normal incidence. It can be found that the magnetic field at
16.6 GHz exhibits two vortex-like magnetic fields with opposite directions. So we can affirm that
it is a T M110 cavity mode which is similar to that of a conventional circular cavity resonance.
The resonance frequency of T M110 cavity model can be approximately calculated by the following
formula
K
v11
T M110
fcav
= √
·
(1)
2π εr µ0 (P · b − Q · a)
where v11 represents the first root to the first-order Bessel function of the first class, P and Q
are modifying factors that are dependent on the geometry of the FSS unit cell, K is a constant
modifying factor.
For the circular resonant cavity T M110 mode, v11 = 3.832. The two modifying factor are taken
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Table 1: Frequency of cavity resonance in SIW cavity (d1 = 1 mm, d2 = 0.7 mm).
b (mm)
3.4
3.8
4.8
6.3
6.3
7.8
7.8
12.3
15.3
17.4

a (mm)
1.1
1.5
2.0
2.4
2.9
4.3
3.3
5.5
7.1
8.4

fcav calculate by (1) (GHz)
30.42
27.82
22.17
16.58
17.12
14.24
13.67
8.73
6.86
6.24

(a)

fcav calculate by FEM (GHz)
31.32
28.07
22.14
16.52
17.03
14.08
13.41
8.49
7.06
6.12

error (%)
2.87
0.89
0.14
0.36
0.53
1.14
1.94
2.83
2.83
1.96

(b)

Figure 5: Frequency responses of the FSS with different polarizations and incident angles. (a) Reflection.
(b) Transmission.

as P = 2.0 and Q = 0.55. Because the dielectric part of the region 1 (the inner dielectric cylinder
shown in Fig. 1) is removed, so we give K = 1.677 to modify the resonance frequency.
Calculated results of the cavity resonant frequency by formula (1) and FEM method are given
in Table 1. The discrepancy between these two methods is less than 3% over a frequency range
from 5 to 32 GHz.
3. FSS WITH STABLE RESONANCE

As we know that, in practical applications, it is necessary that FSS provide stable performance under
different incidence angles and polarizations. Usually, slot FSS based on SIW cavity are constructed
to get two resonances and then the two resonances are adjusted so as to be close to each other. A
transmission null is caused by the coupling effect of the two resonances. A rapid roll-off edge will
be generated by this transmission null. So a higher selectivity than that of conventional slot array
FSSs will be obtained at a wide frequency range [12]. Furthermore, multilayer and component
FSS-SIW structures are cascaded to obtain quasi-elliptic band-pass response [13, 16].
Figure 5 gives the frequency responses under different incidence angles and polarizations. From
Fig. 5 we can find that the resonance frequency of FSS is rather stable under oblique incidence
angles from 0◦ to 50◦ for both T E and T M polarization. Although an additionally unexpected
resonance appears under 50◦ oblique incidence of T E polarization, its transmission is still bellow
−20 dB, so this anomaly doesn’t impact the FSS’s performance at all. The central resonance
frequency is at 16.6 GHz and the −0.5 dB and −3 dB bandwidth are 10 MHz, 51 MHz, respectively.
The bandwidth ratio of different polarizations and different incident angles is very close to 1.0. In
addition, even up to 28 GHz, there are no other resonance frequencies.
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4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel compact frequency selective surface with stable frequencyselective performances. The FSS-SIW was fully studied and an approximate formula was derived
for the sake of calculating the frequency of the T M110 cavity resonance. The narrow pass-band
FSS has advantages of high selectivity, quite stable performance and its thickness is less than λ/18.
The presented FSS, by virtue of these advantages, provides practical applications to narrow-band
communications, electronic countermeasures, etc.
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Abstract— Transformation optics theory offers a revolutionary way of designing new functional
devices. In this paper, the Laplace equations plus Dirichlet boundary conditions are used to
obtain the material parameter tensors of the transformation medium. Wave shape transformer,
wave splitter and wave synthesizer were designed using this method. Full wave simulations
based on the finite element method verified this method. These new functional devices are more
favorable than the traditional ones because of their low loss and high transmission efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION

Transformation optics theory [1] gives a revolutionary technique to manipulate the propagation of
the electromagnetic wave (EMW). On the basis of the transformation optics theory, Pendry et al. [2]
proposed the coordinate transformation method to realize the invisible cloaks. The EMW can be
guided around the objects inside invisible cloaks and then return to its original trajectory. The
coordinate transformation theory is mainly based on the form-invariance [3] of Maxwell equations
during the coordinate transformation. The cloaking effects were verified by full wave simulations [4].
By means of metamaterials design, the cloaking effects were demonstrated at microwave frequency
by experiments [5].
By applying the coordinate transformation method, an omni-directional EMW concentrator [3]
was proposed, by which EMW was concentrated in the inner region of the concentrator. Chen et al. [6]
introduced the rotational coordinate transformation method by transforming the permittivity and
permeability of a shell surrounding an enclosed domain. Inside the enclosed domain, the EMW
from the outside will appear as if it was coming from a different angle. Cummer et al. [7] proposed
the acoustic cloaks by comparing the acoustic equations with Maxwell equations. By applying
finite embedded coordinate transformations, adaptive beam bends with arbitrary bend and beam
splitters with arbitrary split angles [8] were designed. Anti-cloak [9] was proposed to partially
defeat the cloaking effect of the invisibile cloak. All the above-mentioned new functional devices
are obtained from the coordinate transformation method, so we call them “transformation media.”
Such media have some good properties, such as low reflection and good impedance matching. These
properties make the transformation medium superior to traditional devices.
Based on the transformation optics theory and the coordinate transformation method [10–13],
we designed wave shape transformer, wave splitter and wave synthesizer in this paper. The wave
shape transformer can change the EMW’s shapes, for example, plane waves to convex waves or
concave waves. It can also change the cylindrical waves into plane waves. The wave splitter can
divide one plane wave beam into two or three plane wave beams. In contrast, the wave synthesizer
can combine two or three plane wave beams into one plane wave beam. In the following sections,
we will introduce the design process for such transformation media.
2. DESIGN METHODS

For the sake of simplicity, here we just discuss the two-dimensional (2-D) cases which can be
easily extended to the three-dimensional (3-D) ones. Consider a two-dimensional (2D) rectangle
structure ABCDE in the flat space, as shown in Fig. 1. After a finite embedded coordinate transformation [11], the rectangle structure ABCDE in the flat space is transformed to a complicated
structure ABCIHGF E in the distorted space.
This transformation process is a kind of general embedded coordinate transformation and the
transformed structure is very complicated. Here we use the Laplace equation [10] with the corresponding boundary conditions to solve the components of the Jacobian transformation matrix.
According to Ref. [10], the inverse form of the Laplace’s equations is
¶
µ 2
∂2
∂2
∂
+ 02 + 02 Ui = 0, i = 1, 2, 3
(1)
∂x02
∂x2
∂x3
1
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of constructing
wave transformers.

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the transformation process for the plane wave to convex cylindrical
wave.

where Ui denotes the original coordinates in the original flat space. The corresponding Dirichlet
boundary conditions then become U (ABCIHGF E) = U (ABCDE). This boundary condition
is equivalent to compressing the rectangle ABCDE to the complicated structure ABCIHGF E.
By solving Eq. (1) plus its boundary conditions, we can obtain λi (i = 1, 2, 3), where λi is the
eigenvalues of the tensor V and V 2 = AAT (A is the Jacobian transformation matrix). Thus, we
can obtain det A = λ1 λ2 λ3 . The material parameter tensors of the transformation media can be
solved by
·
¸
λ1
λ2
λ3
ε0 = ε0 diag
,
,
(2)
λ2 λ3 λ3 λ1 λ1 λ2
¸
·
λ2
λ3
λ1
0
,
,
µ = µ0 diag
(3)
λ2 λ3 λ3 λ1 λ1 λ2
This design process falls into two steps. The first step is to solve the Laplace equation with the
corresponding boundary conditions in order to obtain the eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , λ3 . The second step
is to obtain the material parameter tensors of the transformation media.
3. WAVE SHAPE TRANSFORMER

Based on Laplace equation [10] to solve the material parameter tensors of the transformation
medium, we can design, for example, the wave shape transformers transforming the plane wave to
convex cylindrical wave or to the concave cylindrical wave.
The transformation process from the plane wave to the convex cylindrical wave is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The rectangle stricture ABCDE is compressed into the complicated structure ABGDF .
The Laplace equation plus the corresponding boundary conditions can describe this transformation
process.
Comsol Multiphysics was used to design the wave shape transformer. As mentioned above, the
design process falls into two steps. The first step is to solve the Laplace equation with the boundary
conditions to obtain the material parameter tensors of the wave transformer. The other step is to
design the wave shape transformer. The PDE Module is used to obtain the material parameter
tensors firstly and the RF Module is used in the second step.
In the computation domain, all the outer boundary conditions are set as the scattering boundary
conditions except one input port while all the inner boundary conditions are continuity boundary
conditions. A plane wave is incident on the transformation medium. The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, the plane wave is transformed into the convex cylindrical wave
after passing through the transformation medium. After the transformation, EMW radiates into
the free space just as a cylindrical wave does. Moreover, just after the transformation medium, the
magnitude of transformed cylindrical wave is equal to that the original plane wave, which indicates
low loss during the transformation. These properties are valuable in practical uses.
Similarly, this transformation process can also change the plane wave to a concave cylindrical
wave and vice versa. The corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. From the left panel
of Fig. 4, the plane wave is transformed into the concave cylindrical wave after the transformation
medium just as if there was a concave mirror. The concave wave focuses firstly and then radiates into
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Figure 3: Electric field distributions for the plane-to-concave-cylinder wave transformer.

Figure 4: Electric field distributions for (left) plane-to-convex-cylinder wave transformer and (right) cylinderto-plane wave transformer.

the free space. The right panel of Fig. 4 illustrates the inverse process of the left one. The cylindrical
wave is transformed into a plane wave after the transformation medium. This transformation is
similar to the Ref. [14]. But our method is easier than the one in Ref. [14]. The material parameter
tensors are obtained by solving the Laplace equation and this process can be accomplished by
programming.
4. WAVE SPLITTER AND SYNTHESIZER

The transformation process for wave splitter is illustrated in Fig. 5. The rectangle structure ABCD
is compressed into the polygon structure ABEF GH. By this transformation, a plane wave beam
can be transformed into three plane wave beams.
As discussed in the above section, the transformation process can be described by the Laplace
equation with the corresponding Dirichlet boundary condition. By solving the above equations,
we can obtain the material parameter tensors of the transformation medium easily. A commercial
software Comsol Multiphysics is used to design the wave splitter. Here, we take three-output-wavesplitter as an example. By this design, a plane wave beam can be divided into three wave beams,
as shown in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6, a plane wave is split into three wave beams after the transformation medium.
The amplitude of the wave does not change after the transformation. This means that the loss
of the transformation medium is low. Using the same design idea, we can also design other wave
splitters, such as one-to-two and one-to-four wave splitters. Conversely, the method for the wave
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the wave
splitter transformation.

(a)

Figure 6: Electric field distribution for one-to-three
wave splitter.

(b)

Figure 7: The electric field distribution for (a) one-to-two wave splitter, (b) two-to-one wave synthesizer.

splitter can also be used in designing wave synthesizers. Fig. 7 gives the simulation results for wave
synthesizers.
In the left panel of Fig. 7, a plane wave beam is split into two plane wave beams. While in
the right panel, two plane wave beams are combined into one plane wave beam after the wave
synthesizer. Both devices are useful in the microwave range, especially in the design of waveguides.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed to obtain the material parameter tensors of the transformation medium
by solving the Laplace equation plus its Dirichlet boundary conditions. By applying this method,
wave shape transformer, wave splitter and wave synthesizer were designed. The wave shape transformer can transform plane waves into convex cylindrical waves or concave cylindrical waves. Besides, cylindrical waves can also be transformed into plane waves. The wave splitter can split one
plane wave beam into two or three plane wave beams. Conversely, the wave synthesizer can combine
two plane wave beams into one. Compared with the traditional devices, these transformation devices are of high transmission efficiency and low loss. These properties are valuable in the practice
uses.
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Abstract— We demonstrated, for the first time ever, a practical hybrid electromagnetic cloak
that works effectively under both TE and TM polarizations. To realize such a cloak, a TE cloak
and a TM cloak were firstly designed to work at the same frequency. By combining the two cloaks,
a hybrid cloak was realized. Different from the transformation-based cloaks, the proposed cloaks
are based on the highly surface-confined property of surface plasmons. The cloaking performance
of such cloaks is nonperfect. However, such cloaks can be made very thin and moreover are much
easier to be realized in practice. Both simulations and experiments verified our design.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic cloak, which can render a scatter invisible to incident waves, has attracted great
attention from the academic world since the first experimental verification at microwave frequency
by Smith et al. [1]. Since less-than-1 permeability or permittivity is required, metamaterials are
indispensible in implementing such cloaks. By delicately designing the distribution of constitutive
parameters of the cloak, perfect invisibility can be realized at a single frequency using the coordinate
transformation theory based on the form-invariance of Maxwell’s equations [2, 3].
The potent perfect invisibility is a highly desirable performance in many fields such as stealth,
un-invasive detection, solar energy harvesting, it is indeed rather a difficult work to realize such
cloaks in practice. Three main problems limit the development of EM cloak applications: loss,
bandwidth and thickness. Because most metamaterials are realized by resonant structures, the loss
is considerable while the bandwidth is rather narrow. Plus the multi-layer parameter matching
requirement of adjacent layers, the transformation-based cloaks can only realize single-frequency
invisibility theoretically. Gradually varying constitutive parameters of cloaks means multi-layer
arrangement and thus means large thickness. To solve the three problems, many schemes have
been proposed [4–8], such as plasmonic cloaks, transmission line cloaks. The above-mentioned
cloaks either work under TE- or TM-polarized incident waves. While, there is no cloak that can
operate both under TE- and TM-polarized waves simultaneously.
In this paper, we reported a thin hybrid EM cloak that can work simultaneously both under TE
and TM polarizations. This cloak is based on the surface confinement and surface propagation of
surface plasmon polariton (SPP). The strong surface confinement guarantees thin thickness while
the surface propagation makes the round-object transmission. A TE cloak and a TM cloak were
firstly designed to work under the same frequency, and then the two cloaks were combined to
construct the hybrid cloak. Both the simulation and experiment verified the cloaking effect of this
hybrid cloak.
2. DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS

The designed TE cloak is shown in Figure 1. To couple incident TE-polarized waves into SPPs
on the cloak surface, copper strips are arranged periodically along the cylinder axis direction with
a periodicity h = 12.5 mm. The strip width is h1 = 11.2 mm and its thickness is 0.02 mm. The
substrate is Rogers 5880, with a thickness t = 0.787 mm and dielectric constant εr = 2.2.
Figure 2 gives the comparison between the simulated electric field distributions with and without
the cloak at 8.6 GHz on (x, y) plane (Figures 2(a) and (b)), as well as the comparison between the
power flows with and without the cloak (Figures 2(c) and (d)). As shown in Figure 2, with the
cloak, incident waves are coupled into surface mode with strong field intensity around the copper
cylinder. This enables EM waves to travel around the copper cylinder so as to arrive at the back
region of the copper cylinder, as shown in Figure 2(c). Note since SPP waves are slow waves, there
phase fronts in the near field zone behind the copper cylinder is a bit distorted. Nevertheless, after
they travel in the far-field zone, the phase fronts restore themselves.
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Figure 1: The designed (a) TE cloak and (b) its unit cell.
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Figure 2: Simulation results: electric field distribution on (x, y) plane for a copper cylinder (a) with and (b)
without the TE cloak at 8.6 GHz; (c) and (d) give, respectively the power flow with and without the cloak
at 8.6 GHz.
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Figure 3: TM cloak: (a) the unit cell, (b) top view of the unit cell, (c) TM cloak structure

Figure 3 shows the designed TM cloak. To achive the cloaking effect under TM polarization,
circular rings with n = 24 metallic arcs on both sides are arranged periodically along the cylinder
axis direction with a periodicity h = 12.5 mm. The gap between each two adjacent metallic arcs is
s = 0.3 mm. Strip width of the metallic arc is w = 1 mm. The circular ring uses a substrate with
a dielectric constant of εr = 2.65 and a thickness of t1 = 1 mm.
Figure 4 presents the comparison between simulated electric field distributions with and without
the TM cloak on (x, y) plane at 8.6 GHz (Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively), and the power flow
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comparison (Figures 4(c) and (d), respectively). By such a comparison, quite good cloaking can be
observed in Figures 4(a) and (c). By combining the designed TE and TM cloaks, a hybrid cloak
can be implemented, as shown in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Simulation results of the TM cloak at 8.6 GHz: (a) and (b) show the electric field distribution on
(x, y) plane for a copper cylinder with and without the TM cloak, respectively; (c) and (d) give the power
flow with and without the TM cloak, respectively.

(b)

(a)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Structure of the hybrid cloak and its unit
cell: (a) the hybrid cloak; (b) perspective view of
the unit cell; (c) top view of the unit cell.

Figure 6: The fabricated sample.

Cloak
Copper
Air

Frequency/Hz

Figure 7: Measured transmission comparison under the same experiment setup.
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3. FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT

The designed hybrid cloak was fabricated using the conventional printed circuit board technique.
Copper strips were firstly etched on Rogers 5880 substrate. The substrate was rolled up to form
a cylinder. Then, the circular rings were put around the cylinder to realize TM cloaking and
meanwhile to fix the cylinder, as shown in Figure 6.
The sample was measured using the free space measuring system which consists of two rectangular horn antennas and vector network analyzer. Figure 7 gives the comparison of measured
transmission of the cloak, bare copper cylinder and air under the same experiment setup. As
shown in Figure 7, the transmission is approximately the same as that in air around 8.7 GHz. This
convincingly demonstrates the transparency of the hybrid cloak.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reported a thin hybrid EM cloak that can operate simultaneously under TE and
TM illumination. The underlying mechanism lies in the excitation of SPPs on the surface of this
cloak. The surface confinement of SPP allows the cloak to be thin while the surface propagation
property of SPP makes the round-the-object transmission. Both simulation and experiment results
verified the cloaking effect of this cloak.
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Abstract— A novel tunable dual-band filter from one-dimensional photonic crystals doped by
unmagnetized plasma is analyzed. Two defective PCs composed by ZnSe and Na3 AlF6 with one
defect layer made by unmagnetized plasma stacked in symmetric geometry are considered. By the
transfer matrix method and Bloch’s theorem, it is found that the frequency of the defect modes
can be modulated by plasma frequency and defect thickness. Without changing the structure
of the photonic crystal, the defect modes can be modulated in a larger frequency range. These
results may provide theoretical instructions for designing new optoelectronic devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals (PCs) have been the object of intensive studies in the last decade due to their
unique electromagnetic properties and potential applications [1, 2]. It has been proven that a
photonic band gap (PBG) could be formed as a result of the interference of Bragg scattering in a
periodical dielectric structure [3, 4]. And the periodicity is broken when introducing a defect into
a conventional PC, a localized defect mode can be seen inside the Bragg gap owing to the change
of the interference behavior of electromagnetic wave (EM wave). This characteristic can be used
to design PC waveguides [5], low-threshold lasers [6], filters [7], etc.
It is noted that this active research area has been extended to plasma photonic crystal (PPC),
which contains more particular characteristics than the conventional PCs. Plasma is a kind of
dispersive medium with its equivalent refractive index related to the frequency of an incident
electromagnetic wave. At the same time, plasma is combined with dielectric material to form
PPCs. The dispersion or the transmission properties of one-dimensional PPC (1DPPC) have been
studied. Hojo and Mase [8] first considered the dispersion relation of the EM waves in the 1DPPCs,
and found that its band gap becomes larger with increasing of the plasma density and thickness.
Li et al. [9] analyzed the characteristic of EM wave propagation in the PPCs, and found the PPCs
feature the structure of photonic energy band and energy gap. Liu et al. [10, 11] adopted finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method to study the propagation process with Gauss pulses passing
in the unmagnetized and magnetized PPCs. In time-domain, the reflection and transmission electric
field of EM waves have been investigated. In frequency-domain, the reflection and transmission
coefficients of the pulses through the two kinds of crystals have been computed. Furthermore,
Wang [12] and Kong [13] et al. are respectively investigated one dimensional photonic crystal doped
by unmagnetized plasma and magnetized plasma. Anomalous dispersion, omnidirectional gap and
the effect of random variations of structure parameters of 1DPPC are also discussed [14–16].
In this paper, we theoretically tend to investigate the dependence of the unmagnetized plasma
defect mode of the 1DPCs on the plasma parameters. According to the results of the transfer
matrix method, in contrast to normal defect mode, the two defect modes caused by one defect
layer in this paper can be modulated in a wider frequency range by changing plasma frequency and
width without altering the structure of the PCs.
2. THE MODEL AND COMPUTATION

In order to acquire a tunable double-band filter, according to reference [16] and [17], consider
periodic structure in the 1DPC with A/(HL)N D(LH)N /A, where A means the usual air, Hand
L respectively represent two kinds of material layers, and N is the number of periods. The defect
layer D, which generates defect modes inside the photonic band gaps, is the unmagnetized plasma
material. Its relative permittivity is a complex number varying with the plasma density or the
thickness, as shown in Equation (1)
ε(ω) = 1 −

2
ωpe
,
ω(ω − iν)

(1)
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The thicknesses of layers H, L and D are assumed to be dH , dL and dD , respectively. All the
electromagnetic wave (EM wave) is normally incident on the 1DPC.
The transmittance of the finite structure A/(HL)5 D(LH)5 /A with different plasma frequencie
and plasma width are calculated though the transfer matrix method. In this paper, only the TE
wave is considered. It is noted that the width of photonic band gap is intensively affected by the
ratio of permittivity for two dielectric layers in one period. In order to design a photonic crystal
with a wide band gap and a tunable defect mode in a wider frequency range, we choose the structure
parameters as the follows: εH = 6.65(nH = 2.58), µH = 1, dH = 0.0145 m, εL = 1.82(nL = 1.35),
µL = 1 and dL = 0.0272 m. Layers H and L refer to ZnSe and Na3 AlF6 , respectively. For EM waves
with the basic frequency f0 = c/2(nH dH + nL dL ) = 2 GHz or wavelength λ0 = 2(nH dH + nL dL ) =
0.15 m, nH dH = nL dL = λ0 /4 and the PC structure without defects can be considered a quarterwave stack.
In the next paper, we will investigate how the defect modes varies with plasma frequency and
plasma width amid the fixed structure of 1DPC.
2.1. Influence of Plasma Frequency

Here we only focus on the first band gap around 2 GHz, which the parameters are γ = 10 MHz,
and dD = 1/4λ0 = 0.0375 m. If the plasma frequency ωe equals zero, the defect layer corresponds
to the air layer. For the condition of εD = 1, µD = 1 and dD = 0.0375 m (1/4λ0 ), the defect mode
presents itself at the basic frequency f0 = 2 GHz. Figure 1 and 2 are shown the transmittance of the
finite structure A/(HL)5 D(LH)5 /A for different plasma frequency ωpe , in which solid, dashed and
dotted lines denote 0, 2π × 0.8 × 109 s−1 and 2π × 1.6 × 109 s−1 , for different ωpe , respectively, the
frequency of the defect mode rises (from f = f0 ) with the increase of plasma frequency. According
to Equation (1), with the increase of plasma frequency, the refractive index of defect layer decreases.
As a result of decreased optical width of defect layer, the resonant wavelength shortens and the
resonant EM wave frequency rises. In this case, there are two defect modes, as indicated by the
two resonant peaks 1 and 2 within the PBG. The presence of two defect modes can be ascribed to
the structural reflection symmetry [17].
It is clear in Fig. 2 that, as the plasma frequency swells from 0 to 2.6×109 GHz, the two defected
modes inside photonic band gap changes swiftly into the higher EM wave frequency. Obviously,
the first resonant peak changes faster from 1.70 GHz to 2.15 GHz, while the second resonant peak
changes from 2.29 GHz to 2.37 GHz. However, the peak height for the first peak decreases from 1
to 0.35 as the plasma frequency changes.
Figure 3 shows the electric field amplitude distribution for different frequency waves when ωpe =
2π × 0.8 s−1 . This feature of symmetry gives rise to two possible field solutions in the defect layer
at resonance. One solution proportional to cosine function belongs to an even symmetry which
corresponds to the lower energy state, as marked by 1. The other proportional to sine function is
an odd symmetry and is indicated by 1. If we choose the EM wave frequency in the PBG range, for
example, fp = 1.76 GHz, the field amplitude and energy distribution decreases to zero. It is noted
that from Fig. 4 the electric energy mainly locate at the defected layer for resonance frequencies.
When the incident wave has the first resonance frequency (fp = 1.749 GHz), there is only one
1
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Figure 1: Transmittance of the 1DPC doped by
unmagnetized plasma layer with different plasma
frequency.

ω / GHz

Figure 2: Transmittance of the finite structure
(HL)5 D(LH)5 obtained by the transfer matrix
method for different plasma frequency.
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Figure 3: Electric field amplitude distribution for
different frequency waves when ωpe = 2π × 0.8 ×
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Figure 4: Electric energy distribution for the frequencies in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5: Transmittance of the 1DPC doped by
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frequency.
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Figure 6: Transmittance of the finite structure
(HL)5 D(LH)5 obtained by the transfer matrix
method for different plasma width.

resonant peak in the defected layer, whereas there are two resonant peaks in the defected layer for
the second resonance frequency (fp = 2.307 GHz). From the view point of energy, electromagnetic
energy was restricted in the defected layer, which causes resonance effect. When the defected
layer is inserted into 1DPC, which leads disturbance to the space symmetry, a microcavity is
formed featuring its own resonance frequencies. In controlled conditions, the EM wave having the
frequencies near the resonance range will propagate in the 1DPC, otherwise it will be prohibited
to cross the PC.
2.2. Influence of Plasma Width

Now the effect of the thickness of plasma layer on the transmittance should be considered. For the
fixed thickness of layers H and L as the same as those in Fig. 2, the transmittances for three values
of dD , are calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 5. It is shown from Fig. 5 that the positions of
defected modes are sensitive to the values of dD . With the increase of plasma width from 0.0375 m
to 0.1125 m, the two resonance peak can be modulated in a wider frequency range.
Figure 6 shows the results for ωpe = 2π × 0.8 × 109 s−1 , in which the grey scale indicates the
transmittance. Obviously, for most plasma width, one value of dD has only two transmission peak
except in the low plasma width. Outside the channel, all the EM waves are nearly prohibited. With
the increase of plasma width, the two resonance peaks move to the lower frequency region. The
resonance peak moves to the lower frequency region will vanished in the lower band edge, while the
higher band edge generate a new resonance peak. Therefore, for a fixed dielectric width, we can
change the thickness of plasma layer to obtain arbitrary frequency channel.
3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have analyzed a novel tunable dual-band filter from one-dimensional photonic
crystals doped by unmagnetized plasma. Two defective PCs composed by ZnSe and Na3 AlF6 with
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one defect layer made by unmagnetized plasma stacked in symmetric geometry are considered. By
the transfer matrix method and Bloch’s theorem, it is found that the frequency of the defect modes
can be modulated by plasma frequency and defect thickness. Without changing the structure of
the photonic crystal, the defect modes can be modulated in a larger frequency range. These results
may provide theoretical instructions for designing new optoelectronic devices.
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Abstract— With the development of national missile defense system, we must rely on new
ways to penetrate the existing strategic balance to maintain. Near space vehicle is one of the
most promising means of a highly efficient of penetration. Near space vehicle can effectively
circumvent the Kinetic Energy Interceptor, but low-yield nuclear detonation may be faced with a
typical combat scenario. Nuclear explosions in near space on the impact of near space vehicle are
particularly important. In this paper, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been
discussed for complete simulation of nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) originating from an
atmospheric nuclear detonation in near space. The Compton current formula and the simplified
model of solving the Maxwell’s equations are described. In addition, the typical results that the
plasma flow field of near space vehicle is generated by the ionization between high-speed flight
and the thin air in near space are presented. The coupling between nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (NEMP) in nuclear exploding source region and the plasma flow field of near space vehicle
is studied. To achieve this purpose, the radiated field in nuclear exploding source region is
calculated using a late-model iterative equation including the electron plasma extra conductivity
effect. Because of the free electron plasma extra conductivity, the corresponding conduction
current is offset by the Compton current, resulting in significant decline in the peak transverse
electric field. The presented results may be used in electromagnetic compatibility analysis of near
space vehicle.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of national missile defense system, we must rely on new ways to penetrate
the existing strategic balance to maintain. Near space vehicle is one of the most promising means of
highly efficient of penetration [1]. Near space vehicle can effectively circumvent the Kinetic Energy
Interceptor, but the intercepting of low-yield nuclear explosion would be a typical combat scenario.
Therefore, it is important to research nuclear explosion in near space on the impact of near space
vehicle.
For a high-altitude explosion, the effective range of low-yield nuclear explosion shock wave is
finite and the irradiation effects such as a variety of high-energy rays and electromagnetic pulse are
extremely effective at far distance [2, 3]. In the present paper, the magnitude of electromagnetic
field at the distances from the burst point of 500 m to 1000 m under 5-kilotons nuclear explosion is
studied and the interaction of the radiated field in nuclear exploding source region with the plasma
flow field of near space vehicle is numerically simulated.
2. ELECTROMMAGNETIC FIELD IN SOURCE REGION

For nuclear explosions below an altitude of 100 or so kilometers the primary source of the electromagnetic pulse is Compton-recoil electrons produced by explosion gamma rays interacting with the
atmosphere [3, 4]. The electrons move forward quickly at the speed of light and interact with the
geomagnetic field. The Compton current produced by the gamma rays has two components. First,
the component in the direction radial from the burst produces principally a radial electric field Er .
Second, the geomagnetic field causes the Compton current to have transverse current components
perpendicular to the radial direction. Transverse current components directly generate transverse
electric field Eθ and Eϕ [4].
According to the relation between the time of explosion electromagnetic field changes with and
the space of that, we can retain the main physical quantities and ignore secondary factors, thus the
simulated model can be simplified. In spherical coordinates, this approximation mainly includes
two aspects. First, we can assume that the field with spherical coordinates in the θ direction and ϕ
direction changes slowly relative to the field changes with time. Second, the field which changes in
space relative to the field itself is a small amount. Maxwell’s equations in the spherical coordinates
can be divided into two sets of equations.
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Figure 1: Radial electric field waveform at various
distances to the burst point.
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Figure 2: Transverse electric field waveform at various distances to the burst point.

Transverse magnetic wave is described by the following equations
∂(rHϕ )
∂(rEθ )
+ rJθ + σrEθ = −ε
∂r
∂t
∂(rHϕ )
∂(rEθ )
= −µ
∂r
∂t

(1)
(2)

Transverse electric wave is described by the following equations
∂(rEϕ )
∂(rHθ )
− rJϕ − σrEϕ = ε
∂r
∂t
∂(rEϕ )
∂(rHθ )
= µ
∂r
∂t

(3)
(4)

Nuclear electromagnetic pulse in nuclear exploding source region also contains the radial field
which is described by the following equation
ε

∂Er
+ Jr + σEr = 0
∂t

(5)

If we know the calculation formula of Compton current and the temporal and spatial distribution
of conductivity generated by the secondary electrons, in accordance with the boundary conditions
and the above equations, the distribution of electromagnetic field can be obtained by difference
iterative method. Owing to the limitation of the space, the calculation formula of Compton current
and conductivity are omitted.
Regarding 5-kilotons nuclear device with explosion height of 60 km off the ground, the timedomain waveforms of the radial electric field and transverse electric field at various distances to the
burst point are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. Numerical results show that the peak electric
field strength is stronger than that of the radial field and the peak value reaches 26000 V/m. This
is because that the geomagnetic field deflects the Compton current powerfully in near space, thus
the deflected (transverse) Compton current is comparable with the radial current. Fig. 1 shows
that the radial electric field decays rapidly along the radial direction. However, the transverse
electric field is not sensitive to the distance. As the distance increases, the peak value only slightly
decreases (see Fig. 2).
3. PLASMA FLOW FIELD OF NEAR SPACE VEHICLE

Plasma flow field is produced by the ionization between the surface of high-speed near space vehicle
and the thin air, the distribution region of plasma flow field is not too far away from the near space
vehicle [5, 6]. From the simulation results, in the range of the altitude from 40 km to 60 km, the
higher the altitude, the lower the plasma electrons density and collision frequency, each rising
10 km, the electron density declined by one order of magnitude. Relatively speaking, the collision
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Figure 3: Typical electron density distribution.

Figure 4: Typical collision frequency distribution.

frequency rate of decline is slightly slower. The typical distributions of electron density and collision
frequency are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In the figures, wedge shape device is used as near space
vehicle.
4. COUPLING OF ELECTROMMAGNETIC FIELD AND PLASMA FLOW FIELD

When the plasma flow field exists in the nuclear exploding source region, the plasma flow field will
generate additional free electrons conductivity:
σp (ω) = ε0

ωp2
jω + ν

(6)

p
where, ωp = ne e2 /mε0 , ne is the free electrons conductivity, ν denotes the collision frequency of
plasma flow field. Thus the plasma flow field current density is
JP (ω) = σ(ω)E(ω)

(7)

Through the inverse Fourier transform, we can get:
Zt
JP (t) =

E(t − τ )σ(τ )dτ

(8)

0

σp (τ ) = ε0 ωp2 exp(−ντ )U (τ )

(9)

where, U (τ ) is Unit step function, obviously, as long as substituting J = Jϕ + JP for Jϕ , we can
concluded impact the transverse current Jϕ on the plasma flow field.
Zt
JP (t) =

ε0 ωp2 exp(−ντ )

exp(ντ )E(τ )dτ

(10)

0

After a series of transformation, the convolution equation can change the explicit iterative
equation of second order.
Jpn+1/2 (i) = exp(−ν∆t)Jpn−1/2 (i) + ε0 ωp2 exp(−ν∆t/2)E n (i)∆t

(11)

5. RESULT OF CALCULATION

Regarding 5-kilotons nuclear device with explosion height of 60 km off the ground, the time-domain
waveform of the radial electric field without considering the existence of plasma flow field has been
shown in Fig. 1. What follows, we consider the influence of plasma flow field. The distribution
of plasma flow field is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We set the observe point located on the
up-surface the vehicle and the radial electric field strength is given in Fig. 5. In practice, if the
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Figure 5: Radial field of the up-surface.

Figure 6: Radial field of the low-surface.

Figure 7: Radial field of the front-surface.

Figure 8: Radial field of the back-surface.

Figure 9: Transverse field of the front-surface.

Figure 10: Transverse field of the back-surface.

vehicle is moving above the explosion point, the radial electric field strength of low-surface is
given Fig. 6. Considering that the vehicle and the explosion point are in a same height with the
observe points located in front-surface and back-surface, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 depicted the electric field
strength. Numerical results show that the radial electric field is influenced by the plasma flow field
significantly in source region. The air conductivity increased for the existence of free electrons of
plasma, so the total radial current decreases significantly and the large radial electric field can not
be generated. Because both the thickness and electron density of plasma flow in the front district
of the vehicle are smaller than them in other area, less energy are absorbed in front district and
the peak value of electric field reaches 55 V/m as shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 11: Transverse field of the up-surface.

Figure 12: Transverse field of the low-surface.

Because the transverse electric field is not sensitive to the distance, we can take the transverse
field of a distance (r = 800 m) as typical value and calculate the propagation characteristic of
transverse electric field in the plasma flow field. The transverse electric fields which penetrate
though the plasma are shown in Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. Comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 12 with Fig. 2, it can
be seen that the electromagnetic pulse duration is significantly longer when it propagate through
the plasma flow field. The relaxation time reaches microsecond level. Because of relaxation response
of plasma flow, the transverse electric field which penetrates through the plasma flow field is an
oscillating and attenuating waveform. The peak value of transverse electric field is up to 600 V/m
after transverse electric pulse reaches the front-surface of the vehicle as given in Fig. 9.
6. CONCLUSION

The peak value of electromagnetic field in nuclear exploding source region is tens of thousands of
volts. However, because of the existence of the plasma flow field near the surface of near space
vehicle, the frequency of the radiation field is much smaller than the plasma cutoff frequency. The
energy is mainly reflected or absorbed by the plasma, thus the electric field value which reaches
the surface of near space vehicle is order of magnitude smaller than the KV. The presented results
may be used in electromagnetic compatibility analysis of near space vehicle.
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Abstract— A symmetric three-layer slab waveguide with air as core and anisotropic left-handed
materials as claddings is investigated. Some dispersion equations are derived and corresponding
dispersion curves are plotted, respectively. From these curves, with the increase of the waveguide
thickness, their operating frequencies become widely such as surface T E0 mode, surface T E1
mode and oscillating T M1 mode. However, for the surface T M0 mode, its dispersion curves
move down and operating frequencies get narrow, and for oscillating T E1 mode, its dispersion
curves move to left and cutoff frequencies become less. Since all experimental realization of lefthanded materials have narrow bands, thus, these new features may give us a direction to increase
band width.
1. INTRODUCTION

Left-handed materials (LHMs) are artificially fabricated structures possessing certain desirable
properties which are not available in natural materials. The typical features include negative
refraction, reversed Doppler shift, reversed Cherenkov radiation [1], and reversed Goose-Hanchen
shift [2, 3]. Till now, LHMs have been realized successfully in microwaves [4], THz waves and optical
waves [5, 6]. An LHMs waveguide has unique properties and becomes one interesting topic. The slab
waveguides with the LHM core layer have been discussed and found some typical properties [7–11].
However, LHM is usually constructed by periodic arrays of metallic wire and split-ring resonator
(SRR). Therefore, they should have anisotropy and dispersion material feature. Some scholars have
studied slab waveguides with anisotropic LHMs. Z. Liu [12] has found the enhancement of photon
tunneling by a slab of anisotropic negative refractive index material; T. Pan [13] has obtained
the dispersion properties and energy flux properties in a slab waveguide; Hamidreza Salehi etc. [14]
have investigated single negative LHM slab waveguide and discussed their device applications. But,
they all solved dispersion equations by using a graphical method which can only decide whether the
solutions exist. In this paper, we will consider slab waveguides containing anisotropy and dispersion
LHMs and calculate numerically dispersion equations of guided modes.
A three-layer slab waveguide with right-handed materials (RHMs) in the core and LHMs in
the claddings is examined in this paper. Through Maxwell’s equations, considering anisotropy and
dispersion LHMs, some dispersion equations for TE and TM modes are obtained, respectively.
Solving these equations as frequency from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz, we plot corresponding dispersion
curves, and find some new dispersion properties.
x

↔

↔

ε1

µ1
h
µ 2 = 1 .0

ε 2 = 1. 0
↔

ε1

0

↔

z

µ1

Figure 1: Schematic geometry of a symmetric three-layer slab waveguide including left-handed materials.
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2. THE DISPERSION EQUATIONS OF THE ANISOTROPIC AND DISPERSIVE LHM
SLAB WAVEGUIDE

A three-layer slab waveguide including LHM is shown in Fig. 1. The core layer of thickness h is
air with permittivity (ε2 = 1) and permeability (µ2 = 1). The claddings are the anisotropic LHM
↔
↔
with permittivity tensor ε1 (ε1x , ε1y , ε1z ) and permeability tensor µ1 (µ1x , µ1y , µ1z ). For simplicity,
we assume that the claddings extend to infinity, and the time-and z-factor exp[i(ωt − βz)] that
multiplies all the field components is neglected from all equations. Where ω and β denote angular
frequency and the longitudinal propagation constant. Usually, slab waveguide can support TE
and TM modes. For TE modes, through Maxwell’s equations, their electromagnetic fields in the
claddings satisfy following equations:
−iβHx −

∂Hx
= iωε1y Ey
∂x
β
Ey
Hx = −
ωµ1x
∂E y
= −iωµ1z Hz
∂x

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

Besides, in the core layer, the corresponding electromagnetic field equations can be obtained by
ε2 and µ2 instead of permittivity and permeability in Eqs. (1a)–(1c). From above equations, after
some algebraic manipulations, electric fields of TE modes in the slab waveguide are written as:
Ey1 = E1 exp[−α1 (x − h)], x > h
Ey2 = E2 cos(k2 x − ϕs ), 0 < x < h
Ey3 = E3 exp(α1 x), x < 0

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

where E1 , E2 and E3 are electric fieldqamplitudes in each layer. α1 denotes an evanescent coefficient,
µ1z
2
2
which can be expressed as α1 =
µ1x (β − k0 ε1y µ1x ), and k2 represents the transverse wave
p
number, which can be expressed by k2 = k02 ε2 µ2 − β 2 . Besides, k0 and ϕs are wave number in
vacuum and a phase constantrespectively.
1z
Considering anisotropic LHMs, we assume µµ1x
< 0. This condition can meet easily for example as
q
√
1z
the case of T. Pan [13]. For real α1 = µµ1x
(β 2 − k02 ε1y µ1x ), we find that β < k0 ε1y µ1x . Similarly,
p
p
√
2
2
for real k2 = k√
ε2 µ2 . But, √
for imaginary k2 = k02 ε2 µ2 − β 2 ,
0 ε2 µ2 − β , that demands β < k0 √
we have β > k0 ε2 µ2 . Therefore, as β < min(k0 ε1y µ1x√
, k0 ε2 µ2 ), we define these modes as
√
TE oscillating guided modes, however, as β increases to k0 ε2 µ2 < β < k0 ε1y µ1x , we call these
modes as TE surface modes.
From above discussions, for TE oscillating guided modes, according to boundary conditions,
after some algebraic manipulations, the dispersion equation is obtained as follows:
¶
µ
µ2 α1
−1
= mπ
(2d)
k2 h − 2 tan
µ1z k2
ForqTM oscillating guided modes, the evanescent coefficient in the cladding can be rewritten as
1z
= εε1x
(β 2 − k02 µ1y ε1x ), and the dispersion equation can be obtained that the permeability is
replaced by the corresponding permittivity.
A slab waveguide with air core layer and LHM claddings, like a metal waveguide, some surface
modes can exist. For TE surface modes, k2 in Eq. (3) is an imaginary number and let k2 = iα2 ,
two types of TE surface modes exist and corresponding dispersion equations are obtained easily as
follows:
µ
¶
µ2 α1
−1
k2 h + 2 tanh
=0
(4)
µ1z α2
α10

For the even TE surface mode or surface T E0 mode in its field without node in a slab and
µ
¶
µ2 α1
−1
k2 h + 2 coth
=0
µ1z α2

(5)
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For the odd TE surface mode or surface T E1 mode in its field with one node in a slab.
For TM surface modes, the corresponding dispersion equations of odd surface mode and even
surface mode can be obtained that permeability is replaced by the corresponding permittivity and
α1 replaced by α10 , respectively.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To the best of our knowledge, the realization of negative-refractive index is by two ways [4, 12]. The
first one is by periodic arrays of metallic wire and split-ring resonator (SRR) and the second one
employs photonic crystal. In this paper, we consider the first one by the metallic composite LHMs
with periodic arrays of metallic wire, SRR and glass filled. From above LHMs, they should employ
some inherent properties, such as material dispersion and material anisotropy, etc. Considering
LHM material dispersion, we employ an experimental model in microwave bands [11] with dielectric
permittivity and magnetic permeability written as:
ε(ω) = 1 −

ωp2
,
ω2

µ(ω) = 1 −

F ω2
ω 2 − ω02

(6)

ω0
= 4.0 GHz, ω2πp = 10.0 GHz. When frequency increases from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz,
where F = 0.56, 2π
permittivity and permeability in Eq. (6) are negative simultaneously. Then, considering extremely
1z
anisotropic LHMs, which meets µµ1x
< 0, we assume that LHM employs positive permittivity and
permeability in the transverse direction and negative ones along the longitudinal direction, such
as: ε1x = ε1y = 2.25 > 0, ε1z = ε(ω) < 0; and µ1x = µ1y = 1 > 0, µ1z = µ(ω) < 0. Based on above
parameters, the oscillating guided modes and surface modes are discussed detail as follows.

3.1. Dispersion Properties for T E Modes

Fixing waveguide thickness h = 2 cm, through Eqs. (3)–(6), dispersion curves (the effective refractive index versus frequency) for TE oscillating guided modes and surface modes are plotted in
Fig. 2, respectively. As frequency from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz, we find only one oscillating T E1 mode
(dashed line), and two surface modes T E0 and T E1 (solid lines). Usually, an LHM slab waveguide
with air core layer, we regard as a hollow waveguide and only surface modes are exist. However, in
this case, both surface mode and oscillating mode can exist. This is because we consider practice
dispersion LHM. The curve of surface T E0 mode is upper that of surface T E1 mode. For oscillating
T E1 mode and surface T E1 mode, their dispersion curves connect smoothly to form a whole curve.
Although effective-refractive index of surface T E0 mode is bigger than that of surface T E1 mode,
they are always between 1.0 and 1.5. But, for oscillating T E1 mode, its effective-refractive index is
1. 5

1. 5
1. 45
1. 4

Surface TE1 mod e

Effective-refractive Index

Effective refractive index

(1)

Surface TE0 mod e
1

0. 5

Oscillatin g TE1 mod e
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(3)

1. 3

(4)
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Figure 2: Dispersion curves (the effective-refractiveindex as a function with frequency from 4 GHz to
6 GHz) for TE oscillating guided modes (dashed
lines) and surface modes (solid lines). h = 2 cm, the
core layer is air, the claddings are the anisotropicdispersive LHMs and filled glass.
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Figure 3: Dispersion curves of surface T E0 modes
(solid lines) for different waveguide thickness. h
equals to 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm, the other
corresponding parameters employed are the same as
Fig. 2.
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small and between 0 and 1.0. For all guided modes, operating frequency of surface T E0 mode is the
widest and oscillating T E1 mode the narrowest. As frequency increases, their effective-refractive
index increases, too. That shows a normal dispersion property and their group velocities (vg = dω
dβ )
are all positive. Moreover, as frequency increases, vg becomes fast.
Next we discuss the dependence of mode dispersion properties on waveguide thickness. From
Eqs. (3) to (6), some dispersion curves with different waveguide thickness h are plotted in Figs. 3
and 4, respectively. From Fig. 3, surface T E0 mode can exist as frequency from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz.
As h increases from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm, the curves move to down and its effective-refractive index
becomes less. But, its operating frequencies become wide. So, we can change the core layer
thickness to widen bands and adjust the waveguide effective-refractive index. However, for all
these dispersion curves, their index is always between 1.0 and 1.5. With the increase of frequency,
their effective-refractive index increases. It reveals normal dispersion properties and positive group
velocities. Form Fig. 4, both oscillating T E1 mode (dashed line) and surface T E1 mode (solid line)
exist as frequency from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz. The effective-refractive index for the former is from
0 to 1.0, while for the latter is between 1.0 and 1.5. The group velocity of the former is less than
that of the latter. As different h, two curves of surface T E1 mode and oscillating T E1 mode always
connect each other to form a smooth curve. As h increases, the curves move to left. Thus, for
oscillating T E1 mode, its cutoff frequencies become less, and for surface T E1 mode, its operating
frequencies become wide. Wide bands can overcome LHM shortcoming and open a door for practice
applications.
3.2. Dispersion Properties for T M Modes

Effective-refractive Index

Effective-refractive Index

Similarly, we choose the same parameters as Section 3.1 and plot some dispersion curves (the
effective-refractive index versus frequency) of TM modes. Firstly, we fix waveguide thickness
h = 2 cm., two dispersion curves for TM modes are plotted in Fig. 5, respectively. As frequency
from 4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz, we only find one oscillating T M1 mode (dashed line) and one surface
T M0 mode (solid line). But, surface T M1 mode cannot exist. It is different from that of above
T E modes. Besides, we also find the effective-refractive index for oscillating T M1 mode is between
0 and 0.8, but, the effective-refractive index for the surface T M0 modes is in a narrow region
(between 1.0 and 1.2). For the surface T M0 mode, its effective-refractive index increases linearly as
frequency. So, they have positive group velocities and almost fixed value as frequency from 4.0 GHz
to 6.0 GHz; but, for the oscillating T M1 mode, its effective-refractive index increases monotonously
as frequency from 5.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz. So, it has positive group velocities, furthermore, its group
velocity increases with frequency.
For different waveguide thickness, some dispersion curves of TM modes are plotted in Figs. 6

Frequency

Figure 4: Dispersion curves of oscillating T E1
guided modes (dashed lines) and surface T E1 modes
(solid lines) for different waveguide thickness. h
equals to 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm, the
other corresponding parameters employed are the
same as Fig. 2.

Frequency

Figure 5: Dispersion curves for the TM oscillating
guided modes (dashed lines) and surface modes (solid
lines). The waveguide parameters are the same as
Fig. 2.
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Frequency

Figure 6:
Dispersion curves for the surface
T M0 modes (solid lines) for different waveguide
thickness. h equals to 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and
2.0 cm, the other corresponding parameters employed are the same as Fig. 2.

Frequency

Figure 7: Dispersion curves for the oscillating T M1
modes (dashed lines) for different waveguide thickness. h equals to 1.8 cm, 2.0 cm, 2.2 cm and 2.5 cm,
the other corresponding parameters employed are
the same as Fig. 2.

and 7, respectively. From Fig. 6, as h changing from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm, the surface T M0 mode
exists and has following dispersion properties. As h increases, the curves move down. Its effectiverefractive index decreases and operating frequencies become narrow. So, we can decrease waveguide
thickness to improve band width and to increase mode effective-refractive index. This is one new
feature and may help us realize the wide bands and ultra thin LHM slab waveguide. Besides, all
curves almost parallel each other and they may have the same group velocity. So, group velocity
of surface T M0 mode is almost independent of waveguide thickness. From Fig. 7, surface T M1
mode cannot exist and only oscillating T M1 mode exists as different waveguide thickness. This is
different with above TE modes. As h increases, the curves move to left. Thus, its effective-refractive
index becomes bigger as same frequency and its cutoff frequencies become less, but its operating
frequencies become wide. So, we can increase waveguide thickness to improve band width. This is
another new feature and may find a way to realize LHM waveguide practice application.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A symmetric three-layer slab waveguide with air in the core and anisotropic LHMs in the claddings
is investigated. Some dispersion equations for oscillating modes and surface modes are obtained
and corresponding dispersion curves are plotted, respectively. For TE modes, as frequency from
4.0 GHz to 6.0 GHz, we find even and odd surface modes (T E0 , T E1 ) and one oscillating guided
mode (T E1 ); for TM modes, we find only even surface modes (T M0 ) and one oscillating guided
mode T M1 . They have some important dispersion properties as follows.
(1) The effective refractive index increases with frequency and reveals normal dispersion property.
(2) With the increase of waveguide thickness, for oscillating T E1 modes, the dispersion curve
moves to left and its cutoff frequencies become small; for oscillating T M1 mode, the dispersion
curve moves to left and its cutoff frequencies become small, too. However, its operating frequencies
become wide.
(3) With the increase of waveguide thickness, for surface T E0 and T M0 modes, the curves move
to down and their effective-refractive index becomes less. For surface T E0 mode, its operating
frequencies get wide, but, for T M0 modes, its operating frequencies get narrower. Besides, for
surface T E1 modes, the curves move to left, so its cutoff frequencies decrease and its operating
frequencies become wide.
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Abstract— A new modulation scheme for short range signal transmission is considered. The
signal is modulated by sinusoidal waveforms and it is based on the majority of positive or negative
waveforms in a symbol interval to determine which symbol, 1 or 0, is transmitted. The system
performance implemented with this new modulation scheme is simulated and compares with the
traditional BPSK modulation, it has the result that when the system is not synchronized and
the transmitted signal suffers a delay greater than a threshold then the new design modulation
scheme has a better performance than the traditional BPSK modulation and its allowable delay
range is also larger than the BPSK format. With this modulation method we can simplify the
receiver terminal hardware structure and to reduce the total system cost.
1. INTRODUCTION

As time evolves, many new wireless communications [1–3] have been developed and some wireline
communications have been replaced by their equivalent wireless communications. Wireless communications have been applied in our surrounding environments either in the long range transmission
or in the short distance communications; however in the wireless transmission it has serious interference problems [4] than that in the wireline transmissions. In this paper it is mainly considers
the synchronization problem. In the communication system the goodness of synchronization at the
receiving terminal determines the correctness of the demodulated signal and in order to generate
correct demodulated signal it needs to know the correct starting position of the received symbols
otherwise the system performance will be deteriorated. In this paper for short range transmission
we develop a new modulation scheme and compare its performance, such as Bit Error Rate (BER),
versus signal transmission delay time with the traditional applied BPSK modulation [5–8]. This
paper is organized as follows. A new modulation format and its associated demodulation mechanism are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 the system performance with the new modulation
scheme is performed through MATLAB simulation. Finally a conclusion is drawn in Section 4.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF SIGNALS

As shown in Fig. 1 is the definition of the transmitted signals. For the symbol 0 it is the combination
of one positive sinusoidal wave and two negative sinusoidal waves while for the symbol 1 it is
the combination of two positive sinusoidal waves and one negative sinusoidal wave as shown in
Equations (1) and (2) respectively with period of 3π.
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Signal 0

T=3*π us
F=83.3 KHz

Signal 1

T=3* π us
F=83.3 KHz

Figure 1: Construction of signals.
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Figure 2: Functional block diagram for demodulation (method I).
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out

Sample
at t=T

Figure 3: Functional block diagram for demodulation (method II).

In the new modulation design it has two demodulation methodologies and is described in the
following: Method I: As shown in Fig. 2 is the functional block diagram for the traditional demodulation process. It first finds the basis ϕ1 (t) and ϕ2 (t) for the transmitted symbols, S1 (t)
and S2 (t) respectively. The basis ϕ1 (t) and ϕ2 (t) are entered into the integrator to perform the
integration over a symbol time, it uses one bit for one symbol in this paper. After integration,
the signal is passed through Detector [9] to determine the symbol is one or zero as illustrated in
Equations (3)–(6).
S1 (t)
ϕ1 (t) = √
ε1
Z ∞
C21 =
S2 (t)ϕ1 (t)dt

(3)
(4)

−∞

d2 (t) = S2 − C21 ϕ1 (t)
d2 (t)
ϕ2 (t) = √
ε2

(5)
(6)

where ε1 is the energy of symbol S1 (t) and ε2 is the energy for symbol S2 (t).
Method II: The demodulation method is illustrated in Fig. 3. At the receiver terminal it bases
on the number of positive and negatives waveforms it receives in one symbol interval to perform
the demodulation process. From the definition of S1 (t) and S2 (t), if it has more positive waveforms
then the transmitted signal will be S2 (t), otherwise if it has more negative waveforms then the
receiver will detect the signal is transmitted from S1 (t).
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
3.1. Sampling Time

From Sampling theory we know that with a symbol interval of 3π, it will meet the Nyquist rate
requirement when the sampling interval is less than 3π/2. From this consideration if we select 10
samples per symbol interval it would be able to meet this Nyquist rate requirement and it would
also be a proper choice from the considerations of BER performance and the hardware cost. From
the simulation results as shown in Fig. 4, the system BER almost has the same performance when
the number of samples per symbol interval is selected as either 10 or 128. As shown in the figure
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the result with 10 sample points is shown with solid line with circle while for 128 sample points it
is represented by the solid line.
3.2. Simulation Results Without Delay

The system performance, BER vs. SNR, is compared between our proposed new modulation
method and the traditional BPSK modulation with a period of 2π. The system performance
is simulated in the channel with additive white Gaussian noise when the transmitted signal is
maintained at the same power level [10, 11]. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 5 where the
solid line with hollow circle represents the result from the implementation of Method I modulation,
solid line with solid circle is the result from using Method II modulation and the solid line is
the result from BPSK modulation. It also reveals from the figure that at the same SNR the
BPSK has the lowest BER performance and under no delay assumption it has 2 dB degradation
in Method I modulation comparing with the BPSK modulation while it is 13 dB worse in the
Method II modulation. Since the new modulation we proposed is for short range transmission we
will then consider when the SNR is fixed the delay effect on the system performance when the noise
effect is ignored.
3.3. The Allowable Delay Range When the SNR Is Fixed

In this subsection we consider when SNR is fixed at certain level the relation between delay and
system BER, it has simulation results as shown in Fig. 6 where we maintain the SNR at 16 dB and
find how long the delay will be when the BER is so large that we could not successfully demodulate
the transmitted signal. In the simulation the period for BPSK is selected as 2π while it is 3π
for the new modulation method and its result is shown in Fig. 6. In the figure the dotted line
represents the Method I modulation while Method II results is represented by the line with solid
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circle and the result with BPSK modulation is represented by solid line; it appears that when the
delay is around 7π/10 and 8π/10 for Method I and Method II respectively, the BPSK will have
better performance than both new modulation methods while when the delay is greater than 7π/10
and 8π/10 respectively for Method I and Method II modulations the new modulation method has
better performance than the traditional BPK modulation.
In the traditional BPSK demodulation when the phase shift is greater than 90 degrees it will
incur demodulation error; as shown in Fig. 7 when the received signal is located in the right half
of the real axis it is demodulated as a ‘0’ symbol while it is demodulated as a ‘1’ symbol when
the received signal is located in the left real axis. Therefore when the signal suffers more than
±90◦ phase shift in the BPSK modulation it will generate a detected error. However with our new
proposed modulation method it makes decision from the waveform point of view when the received
waveforms have more positive waveforms then it is detected as the symbol ‘1’ while if it has more
negative waveforms it is declared as symbol ‘0’ transmitted and therefore the effect of the phase
shift or the delay on the system performance will not be so great than that in the traditional BPSK
modulation.
4. CONCLUSION

A new modulation scheme and receiver design was introduced in this paper. The signal was
modulated by sinusoidal waveforms and at the receiver terminal it was based on the majority
of positive or negative waveforms in a symbol interval to determine which symbol, 1 or 0, was
transmitted. Although the system performance vs. noise of our proposed modulation scheme was
not as good as the traditional BPSK modulation but since our proposed modulation system was for
short range transmission the noise effect on the system was not the main issue in our consideration.
On the other hand we used the detection principle based on the majority number of positive or
negative waveforms to find the transmitted symbol and we simulated the new system performance
and compared its system performance with the traditional BPSK modulation when the system is
not synchronized; when the transmitted signal has a delay greater than a threshold then the new
design had a better performance than the traditional BPSK modulation and its allowable delay
range is also larger than the BPSK format. With this modulation method we can simplify the
hardware structure of the receiver terminal and also to reduce the total system cost.
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Subgridding Scheme for FDTD in Cylindrical Coordinates
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Abstract— A grid resolution compensation scheme based on subgridding is proposed and evaluated for improving the performance of the finite-difference time-domain method implemented in
cylindrical coordinates. The scheme introduces subgrids into the domain with smaller azimuthal
grid spacings. This work investigates interpolation methods used for estimating unknown but
required field values at the interface between grids with different azimuthal grid spacings. It is
found that cubic, cubic spline and trigonometric interpolation cause less than 1% error in estimating the frequencies of the propagating modes of a microstructured optical fiber. Multiple subgrids
have the potential for significant domain size reduction and minimum time step enlargement.
1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate analysis of the electromagnetics of dielectric structures with complicated wavelength-scale
geometry variation most often requires a numerical approach. This work presents a study of subgridding methods for improving the efficiency of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
implemented in cylindrical coordinates. FDTD in cylindrical coordinates is attractive for the analysis of geometries with continuous [1, 2] or discrete [3] azimuthal invariance, and the interest of this
work is structures with discrete azimuthal invariance. Examples of structures possessing this symmetry include point defect two-dimensional photonic crystal cavities [4, 5], microgear resonators [6]
and microstructured optical fibers [7] (MOFs).
The numerical methods described herein will be applied to the analysis of microstructured optical
fibers. MOFs differ from standard optical fibers by the inclusion of micrometer scale geometric
features in the fiber cross section that run the entire length of the fiber [8]. Figure 1(a) illustrates
the magnetic field associated with a MOF made up of a triangular hole array with 7 holes missing
from the center. The field is confined to the central defect region due to both a larger effective index
there as well as Bragg reflection from the periodic dielectric distribution surrounding the defect
region. These confinement mechanisms along with the highly nonuniform dielectric distribution
make the modal properties of MOFs significantly more complicated than the modal properties of
standard optical fibers.
However, MOFs are similar to standard fibers in their geometric uniformity along the propagation direction. Because these fiber geometries are uniform along the longitudinal direction, the field
behavior along this direction may be characterized by a propagation factor exp (jβz). Derivatives
with respect to z can be evaluated analytically which reduces the computational domain from three
to two dimensions while still maintaining a fully vectorial solution to Maxwell’s equations. This
approach has been called the “compact” version of FDTD [9–11] and is applicable to waveguide
geometries continuous along the propagation direction [1, 12, 13].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Course grid/fine grid boundary. (b) Field distribution in microstructured optical fiber.
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2. METHODS

Though several electromagnetic numerical methods exist that are capable of analyzing microstructured optical fibers with varying degrees of accuracy and computational effort [14], the finitedifference time-domain method is advantageous when extending geometry domains to three dimensions and when incorporating nonlinear materials. Semianalytical approaches based on the
effective index method [15] require little computational effort but come at the expense of inaccuracies in the vector properties of the fiber modes. The plane-wave expansion method [16] is a
fully vectorial approach, but it assumes a periodic geometry. To analyze non-periodic geometries,
a supercell must be defined and be large enough to limit cross talk with neighboring cells. Finitedifference methods [17] are fully vectorial mode solvers that solve an eigenvalue problem to obtain
the propagating modes as a function of β. Computational domain size is limited in these methods
due to the superlinear scaling in execution time for solving large matrix problems [18]. Localized
function methods [19] seek to reduce the matrix size with judicious use of spatially local basis
functions; however, calculating matrix elements can be computationally intensive, and scaling to
three-dimensional problems may still result in large matrices. Furthermore, some prior knowledge
of the field solutions must be known to select appropriate localized functions. The finite-element
method [20] is popular due to its flexibility in handling arbitrary geometries and efficient discretization of fine geometrical details, but it involves eigenvalue solution, and scaling to three-dimensions
can be problematic.
The FDTD method [21] is attractive due to its generality, ease of implementation, linear scaling
in execution time with problem size, and ability to handle dispersive and nonlinear materials.
FDTD often has the best performance when analyzing structures with three-dimensional material
variation.
Previous work has implemented the compact FDTD (cFDTD) method using Maxwell’s equations written in cylindrical coordinates [3]. Derivatives with respect to z can still be evaluated
analytically, and the cross section of the geometry is represented in polar coordinates (r, φ). The
cylindrical coordinates form of cFDTD has a number of advantages over the more common cartesian
coordinates form for analyzing MOFs. Representing the cross section in polar coordinates more
naturally conforms to the circular shape of the fiber geometry. This aids in reducing discretization
errors at material boundaries as well as enabling a uniform distance between the computational
boundaries and the structure under investigation. This uniform spacing can be set at the minimum
distance to achieve accurate results, and there are no remaining regions in the domain corresponding
to unnecessarily long distances between the boundary and the geometry. For example in cartesian
coordinates FDTD, the extra space in the corners of the domain are essentially wasted domain
space.
Another advantage of using cylindrical coordinates is the natural ability to implement looped
boundary conditions for structures that posses periodicity in the azimthuthal direction or discrete
azimuthal invariance [3]. In these geometries only the periodic unit sector is required for analysis,
and spatially looped boundary conditions can be enforced. For MOFs utilizing a triangular photonic
crystal lattice in the cross section, this results in a reduction by a factor of six in the cross sectional
domain size.
3. SUBGRIDDING

While cFDTD implemented in cylindrical coordinates has several advantages for analyzing MOFs,
its performance suffers due to its inherent nonuniform grid spacing. In cylindrical coordinates,
the cell size along the azimuthal (φ) direction increases as the radius increases according to ∆s =
i∆r∆φ where i is the radial index, ∆r is the radial discretization length and ∆φ is the azimuthal
angular discretization. Even for uniform ∆r and ∆φ, the actual FDTD cell size along φ (which is
∆s = i∆r∆φ) increases as i increases. This results in high resolution for small i and low resolution
for large i. Figure 1(b) illustrates the grid resolution compensation strategy to be discussed below.
If one considers only the grid region to the left of the course grid/fine grid boundary, this inherent
grid nonuniformity can be seen.
Although the small resolution for small i would appear beneficial for resolving detailed geometry
near r = 0, it can also over-resolve the geometry and introduce an unnecessarily small ∆r∆φ which
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simultaneously causes an unattractive reduction in ∆t due to the Courant stability condition
1
∆t < q
.
1 2
2
c ( ∆r ) + ( ∆r∆φ
)2 + ( β2 )2

(1)

Ideally a large ∆t is sought so that steady state conditions can be reached in a minimum
number of time-steps. This inherent non-uniformity in cell size for cylindrical coordinates FDTD
motivates the development of techniques for controlling the cell size to compensate the inherent
grid nonuniformity. This allows better resolution at large i and an increase of grid size near the
origin so that ∆t can be increased.
In order to improve the resolution at large radius, the grid spacing along φ can be reduced as
i increases. The result is a computational domain consisting of annular regions with different ∆φ
values. The challenge is in handling the interface between these regions. Figure 1(b) illustrates the
FDTD gridding scheme implemented in cylindrical coordinates investigated in this work. Both a
course grid and a fine grid are displayed along with the interface between the two. In the example
shown in Figure 1(b), the spatial resolution is improved at a given i by reducing the azimuthal
angular discretization ∆φ by two. Assuming the fine grid represents the necessary grid resolution at
a given radius for sufficiently accurate results, utilizing the subgrid approach depicted in Figure 1(b)
reduces the number of grid points at smaller radius (in the course grid) by a factor of two. If there
are an equal number of radial points in the course grid as there are in the fine grid, this results
in a reduction by 1/4 of the total spatial grid points in the domain and an increase by two of
the smallest stable time step. Total execution time is reduced to 3/8 that of a purely fine grid
calculation. If more subgrids are included, the reduction in execution time improves. For example,
with three interfaces between four regions with different ∆φ, execution times can be reduced by
more than a factor of 8.
The spatially staggered arrangement associated with the Yee approach [22] makes interfacing
course and fine grids challenging. In particular, the green arrows labeled by “interpolated fields
needed at these radii” correspond to vector components of the magnetic field that must be inferred from neighboring values in order to obtain updated values of the electric field along the
boundary. To infer the unknown magnetic field components, interpolation along the φ direction
is used. Linear, cubic, trigonometric and cubic spline interpolations are investigated. Linear interpolation assigns the average value of the two nearest neighboring values to the unknown field
value. Cubic interpolation fits a third order polynomial to the four known field values closest to
the unknown field value and estimates the unknown field value from this cubic polynomial. Cubic
spline interpolation uses a cubic polynomial to interpolate but does so in such a way that the first
derivative of the interpolating polynomial is smooth and the second derivative is continuous along
the entire interpolation region [18]. Finally, trigonometric interpolation refers to using a truncated
trigonometric Fourier series to estimate the unknown field values. This interpolation technique is
motivated by observing that the discrete rotational invariance of the structure gives rise to Bloch’s
theorem in the φ direction which states that the field in this direction can be represented by the
product of a complex exponential function and a Fourier series [3].
4. RESULTS

Results for error in the frequency and propagation loss as a function of βa (where a is the distance
between holes in the triangular lattice) when compared to an FDTD calculation run in which the
entire geometry is discretized using the fine grid are shown in Figures 2(a) and (b).
Figure 2(a) shows that the subgridding introduces less than 1% error into the calculated propagating mode frequencies for a given β value and that cubic, trigonometric and cubic spline interpolations are all better than linear interpolation. This is consistent with the expectation that higher
order interpolation methods will more accurately estimate unknown field values associated with a
complicated and rapidly varying field.
Figure 2(b) shows that except for one data point corresponding to trigonometric interpolation
at βa = 3.8 the subgridding introduces less than 30% error into the calculated propagation loss as a
function of β. Although the error in calculating propagation loss is significantly higher than that for
propagation frequency, obtaining an accurate value for propagation loss is more sensitive to other
variables such as the performance of the perfectly matched layer absorbing boundary conditions.
For the propagation loss, it appears that overall the four interpolation methods investigated here
perform similarly well with the linear interpolation method exhibiting slightly lower error for some
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Percent error in propagating frequencies between a uniform fine grid and a subgridded geometry
utilizing various interpolation methods. (b) Percent error in propagation constant between a uniform fine
grid and a subgridded geometry utilizing various interpolation methods.

β values. That the linear interpolation method performs best is surprising, as higher order interpolation methods are expected to better estimate these complicated fields. It should be pointed out
that the interpolation may cause charge or current build up at the interface associated with Gauss’s
laws for electric and magnetic fields. These charges and currents would effect the electromagnetic
energy flow in and out of the fiber core and could effect the ensuing propagation constant.
5. CONCLUSION

A strategy for nonuniform grid compensation in cylindrical coordinates FDTD is proposed and
evaluated. The technique utilizes concatenation of grids along the radial direction with different ∆φ
values. At the interface between regions with different ∆φ interpolation of required but unknown
field values is used. It is found that cubic, cubic spline and trigonometric interpolation result in
the lowest error in estimating the propagation frequency, and that linear interpolation results in
the lowest error in estimating the propagation loss. Using a single subgrid as illustrated in this
work reduces the overall domain size by one fourth and increases the minimum ∆t by two. Using
several subgrids will results in significantly lower domain sizes and larger ∆t.
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Nonlinear Electromagnetics in Negative Index Metamaterials
A. K. Popov
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, USA

Abstract— The paper reviews several schemes of nonlinear-optical coupling between the ordinary and backward electromagnetic waves in negative-index metamaterials, which meet the
requirements of phase matching. They are aimed at applications to compensating strong losses
inherent to plasmonic metamaterials and to design of novel photonic devices for optical sensing
and data processing. The outlined possibilities of implementation of originally strongly absorbing microscopic samples of plasmonic metal-dielectric composites for the remote all-optically
tailoring of their transparency and reflectivity as well as the options for creating of unique ultracompact photonic sensing devices are demonstrated through numerical simulations. Different schemes of coherent energy transfer from strong control field to the negative-index signals
described here present the approach to compensating losses in the plasmonic metamaterials alternative to that based on the population inversion. It turned out that similar extraordinary
distributed-feedback nonlinear-optical propagation processes are possible through Raman scattering on optical phonons having negative dispersion and negative group velocity.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nanostuctured negative-index metamaterials (NIMs) form a novel class of artificial electromagnetic materials that promises revolutionary breakthroughs in photonics. Such metamaterials are
expected to play a key role in the development of novel photonic microdevices and all-optical data
processing chips. Significant progress has been achieved recently in the design of bulk, multilayered, negative-index, plasmonic slabs. The problem, however, is that these structures introduce
strong losses inherent to metals that are difficult to avoid. Unlike ordinary materials, the energy
flow and wave vector (phase velocity) are counter-directed in NIMs. Negative-index properties
and, therefore, backwardness of electromagnetic waves are usually achievable only within a certain
wavelength band. Metamaterials remain ordinary, positive index, outside such interval. This opens
the opportunities of unique schemes of nonlinear-optical coupling between the ordinary and backward electromagnetic waves, which meet the requirements of the phase matching. It is because
all wave vectors remain parallel, whereas some of the energy flows inside the metamaterial appear
counter-directed. Such unusual nonlinear propagation processes exhibit extraordinary properties
not achievable in ordinary nonlinear optical materials and not described in the literature [1–3]. The
coupling schemes under consideration are also different to phase matching in crystals with periodically poled nonlinearity at the nanoscale [4]. This paper is to propose several phase-matched
coupling schemes for ordinary and backward electromagnetic waves to present the analysis of the
output properties for one of them in the context of their applications to compensating strong losses
inherent to plasmonic metamaterials and to design novel photonic devices for optical sensing and
data processing. Each of the schemes provides different distribution of the coupled fields (hot zones)
across the originally strongly absorbing metamaterial slab. The outlined possibilities to implement
originally strongly absorbing microscopic samples of plasmonic metal-dielectric composites for the
remote all-optically tailoring of their transparency and reflectivity as well as the options for creating
of unique ultracompact photonic sensing devices is demonstrated through numerical simulations.
Different schemes of coherent energy transfer from strong control field to the negative-index signals
described here present an approaches to compensating losses in NIMs alternative to that based on
the population inversion.
2. COHERENT NONLINEAR-OPTICAL COUPLING OF ORDINARY AND
BACKWARD ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES: BASIC CONCEPT

An extraordinary electromagnetic property of the negative-index (NI) metamaterials (NIMs) stems
from the fact that energy flow and phase velocity of electromagnetic waves become counter-directed
inside the NIM slab. Such phenomenon of backwardness of electromagnetic waves does not exist
in naturally occurring materials. The appearance of backward electromagnetic waves (BW) can be
explain as follows. The direction of the wave-vector k with respect to the energy flow (Poynting
vector) depends on the signs of electrical permittivity ² and magnetic permeability µ:
¡
¢
¡
¢
S = (c/4π)[E × H] = c2 k/4πω² H 2 = c2 k/4πωµ E 2 .
(1)
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(c)

Figure 1: Proposed coupling schemes. (a) S1,2 and k1,2 are energy fluxes and wavevectors for the ordinary,
positive index signal and generated idler; S3 and k3 — for the negative index control field. (b), (c) Alternative
prospective schemes. (b) NLO chip amplifies signal travailing against the control beam [n(ω1 ) < 0] and
frequency upconverts it to the contrapropagating beam. (c) NLO chip shifts frequency and reflects back the
signal traveling along the control beam [n(ω2 ) < 0].

√
If ² < 0 and µ < 0, refractive index becomes negative, n = − µ², and vectors S and k become
contradirected, which is in striking contrast with the electrodynamics of ordinary, positive index
(PI) media (PIM). Hence, magnetic response at optical frequencies, including magnetic nonlinear
polarization, opens new avenues in electromagnetics and for its numerous revolutionary breakthrough applications. Such property does not exist in naturally occurring materials but becomes
achievable in the plasmonic metamaterials. Particularly, nonlinear-optical (NLO) propagation processes intrinsic to mixing of ordinary and backward electromagnetic waves possess unprecedented
properties [1–3].
2.1. Phase Matching of Counter-propagating Waves: Possible Coupling Schemes

To explain basic principles underlying the proposal, consider nonlinear optical (NLO) coupling of
ordinary and backward waves in the most simple case of continuous wave regime. Usually, negative
index exist only inside a certain frequency band. The metamaterial remains ordinary, PI, outside
that band. Figure 1 depict three possible options of phase matched NLO coupling of the ordinary
and backward waves. Consider an example depicted in panel (a). Assume that the wave at ω1 with
the wave-vector k1 directed along the z-axis is a PI (n1 > 0) signal. Usually it experiences strong
absorption caused by metal inclusions. The medium is supposed to possess a quadratic nonlinearity
χ(2) and is illuminated by the strong higher frequency control field at ω3 , which falls into the NI
domain. Due to the three-wave mixing (TWM) interaction, the control and the signal fields generate
a difference-frequency idler at ω2 = ω3 − ω1 , which is assumed to be a PI wave (n2 > 0). The idler,
in cooperation with the control field, contributes back into the wave at ω1 through the same type of
TWM interaction and thus enables optical parametric amplification (OPA) at ω1 by converting the
energy of the control fields into the signal. In order to ensure effective energy conversion the induced
traveling wave of nonlinear polarization of the medium and the coupled electromagnetic wave at
the same frequency must be phase matched, i.e., to meet the requirement of ∆k = k3 − k2 − k1 = 0.
Hence, all phase velocities (wave vectors) must be co-directed. Since n(ω3 ) < 0, the control field is
a BW, i.e., its energy flow S3 = (c/4π)[E3 × H3 ] appears directed against the z-axis. This allows to
conveniently remotely interrogate the NLO converting chip and to actuate frequency up-conversion
and amplification of signal directed towards the remote detector. Such signal can be, e.g., incoming
far-infrared thermal radiation emitted by the object of interest, or signal that carries important
spectral information about its chemical composition of the environment.
The research challenge is that such unprecedented NLO coupling scheme leads to changes in
the set of coupled nonlinear propagation equations and boundary conditions compared to standard
ones known from the literature. This, in turn, results in dramatic changes in their solutions and
in maltiparameter dependencies of the operational properties of the proposed nonlinear-optical
photonic devices.
2.2. Equations for Slowly-varying Amplitudes of the Coupled Fields

It is convenient to introduce the slowly-varying effective amplitudes of the waves, ae,m,j , and nonlinear coupling parameters, Xe,m , for both, the electric (e) and magnetic (m) types of quadratic
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(2)

nonlinearity, χej , in the form:
q
q
p
p
(2)
(2)
aej = |²j /kj |Ej , Xej = |k1 k2 /²1 ²2 |2πχej ; amj = |µj /kj |Hj , Xmj = |k1 k2 /µ1 µ2 |2πχmj .
The quantities |aj |2 are proportional to the photon numbers in the energy fluxes. Equations for
the amplitudes aj are identical for the both types of the nonlinearities:
da1 /dz = iX1 a∗2 a3 exp(i∆kz) − (α1 /2)a1 ,

da2 /dz = iX2 a∗1 a3 exp(i∆kz) − (α2 /2)a2 ,

(2)

da3 /dz = −iX3 a1 a2 exp(−i∆kz) + (α3 /2)a3 .
(3)
Details can be found in Ref. [3]. We note the following three fundamental differences in Eq. (3) as
compared with their counterpart in ordinary, PI materials. First, the sign with X3 is opposite to
those with X1,2 because ²3 < 0 and µ3 < 0. Second, the opposite sign appears with α3 because the
energy flow S3 is against the z-axis. Third, the boundary conditions for the control field are defined
at the opposite side of the sample as compared to the signal and idler because the energy flows
S3 and S1,2 are counter-directed. Indeed, this leads to dramatic changes in in their solution and,
consequently, in the propagation properties and in energy-exchange between the coupled waves in
double domain PIM/NIM slab compared to those known from textbooks on nonlinear optics for
their counterparts in ordinary materials.
2.3. Manley-Rowe Relations Extraordinary Spatial Behavior

For loss-free (α1,2 = 0), off-resonant (X1 = X2 = X3 = X = X ∗ ) coupling, one readily derives the
following Manley-Rowe relations with the aid of Eqs. (2) and (3):
¡
¢
d |a1 |2 − |a2 |2 /dz = 0,
(4)
¡
¢
¡
¢
2
2
2
2
d |a3 | − |a1 | /dz = 0, d |a3 | − |a2 | /dz = 0.
(5)
Equation (4) predicts that the difference of the numbers of photons ~ω1 and ~ω1 remains constant
through the sample, which indicates their creation in pairs due to split of photons ~ω3 . However,
Eq. (5) predict that the differences of the numbers of photons ~ω1 and ~ω3 as well as of ~ω2 and ~ω3
also remain constant through the sample. This looks like breaking of energy conservation law and
is in seemingly striking difference with the fact that the sum of the corresponding photon numbers
is constant in the analogous case in a PIM. Actually such unusual dependencies stem from the fact
that the waves propagate in the opposite direction. Consequently, extraordinary distributions of
these fields across the slab and the dependence of their output values on the linear and nonlinear
optical properties of the given NIM and on the input intensities of the coupled fields is expected,
especially when conversion efficiency become large. Particularly, conversion rate is expected to grow
across the slab with a different rate than in the ordinary medium at standard coupling geometry.
Eq. (5) indicate unusual feedback, which provides such correlated depletion of the control field on
one hand and growth of the signal and the idler on the other hand so that they difference must
remain constant along the metaslab. Absorption would change such behavior which may strongly
depend on the absorption dispersion and on the phase mismatch.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE NONLINEAR OPTICAL REFLECTOR AND AMPLIFIER

Analytical solution is not possible for the problem that underlies the concept of the proposed
sensor. Figs. 2 and 3 display the results of numerical simulations for the model depicted in
Fig. 1(a). Here, z is the length across the slab of thickness L, T3 (z) = |a3 (z)/a3L |2 and T1 (z) =
|a1 (z)/a3L |2 are transparency, η2 (z) = |a2 (z)/a3L |2 is photon conversion efficiency, g = Xa3 (L),
p
(2)
Xej = |k1 k2 /²1 ²2 |2πχej , a3L = a3 (L) is amplitude of the input control field. Absorption indices,
αj , for the coupled field are indicated, ∆k = 0. Fig. 2 illustrates the case of weak input signal
so that the depletion of the control field due to the conversion becomes significant only in the
vicinity of z = L. Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the possibility to achieve many orders amplification of
the signal traveling against the control beam and its conversion to the frequency-shifted wave for
the intensity of the income control field corresponding to gL ≈ 15 . . . 20. Then the numbers of the
output photons ~ω1 and ~ω2 make about 10% of that of the input contra-directed control field,
which means amplification on the order of 107 . Fig. 3 demonstrates stronger energy conversion
effect due to higher input intensity of the signal which, however, leads to lower overall amplification. Investigations show significant difference in the operational properties of sensors utilizing the
scheme depicted in Fig. 1(a) and those shown in Figs. 1(b), (c).
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Figure 2: Distribution of the coupled fields across the sensor and output characteristics of the amplified
transmitted and generated beams as well as of the depleted control field for the case of weak input signal
a10 = 10−4 a3L .
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Figure 3: Distribution of the coupled fields across the metaslab, output characteristics of the amplified
transmitted and generated beams and of the depleted control field for the case of strong input signal a10 =
0.1a3L .
3.1. Estimations

Estimations of characteristic parameters of sensor and control field based on the outlined simplified
models predict that with χ(2) ∼ 10−5 ÷ 10−6 ESU (∼ 103 ÷ 104 pm/V), which is on the order of that
for CdGeAs2 crystals, the typical values of the parameter gL ∼ 1 . . . 10 required for amplification
of the signals can be achieved for the slab thickness in the microscopic range and for the power of
the control field in the kW range with focusing on the spot of the diameter about 50 µm.
4. OPTICAL PHONONS AND DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK

A different scheme of TWM of ordinary and backward waves (BW) has been proposed in [6].
It builds on stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), where two ordinary electromagnetic waves excite
backward elastic vibrational wave in a crystal and TWM. The possibility of such BWs was predicted
by L. I. Mandelstam in 1945 [5], who also pointed out that negative refraction is a general property
of the BWs. The possibility to replace negative index composites with ordinary crystals and thus to
simplify the experimental studies of unparallel properties of coherent NLO energy exchange between
the ordinary and backward waves has been shown [6]. Extraordinary nonlinear propagation and
output properties of the Stokes electromagnetic wave in one of two different coupling geometries,
depicted in Fig. 4, both utilizing the backward elastic waves were investigated. Such unusual
properties are in a striking contrast with those attributed to the counterparts in the standard
schemes that build on the coupling of co-propagating photons and phonons. They are also different
from the properties of the phase-matched mixing of optical and acoustic waves for the case of the
latter has energy flux and wave vector directed against those of one of the optical waves. The
revealed properties can be utilized for creation of optical switches, filters, amplifiers and cavityfree optical parametric oscillators based on ordinary NLO crystals without the requirement of
periodically poling at the nanoscale [4].
The dispersion curve ω(k) of phonons in the crystals containing more than one atom per unit
cell has two branches: acoustic and optical. For the optical branch, the dispersion is negative, in
the range from zero to the boundary of the first Brillouin’s zone (Fig. 4) and the group velocity of
ph
optical phonons, vvgr , is antiparallel with respect to its wave-vector, kph
v , and phase velocity, vv ,
because vgr = ∂ω(k)/∂k < 0. Optical vibrations can be excited by the light waves due to the
two-photon (Raman) scattering. The latter gives the ground to consider crystal as the analog of
the medium with negative refractive index at the phonon frequency and to examine the processes of
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Figure 4: Negative dispersion of optical phonons and two phase matching options, (a) co-propagating,
(b) contra-propagating fundamental, control, and stokes, signal, waves. Insets: relative directions of the
energy flows and the wave-vectors.

parametric interaction of the three waves, two of which are ordinary electromagnetic waves and the
third is the wave of elastic vibrations with the directions of the energy flow and of the wave-vector
opposite to each other.
5. CONCLUSION

Extraordinary propagation properties of three-wave mixing and coherent energy exchange between
ordinary and backward electromagnetic waves are investigated and the applications to design of
ultracompact photonic devices with unparallel function properties are discussed.
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Abstract— In this paper, a realization to synthesize the recently invented concept of a D’B’
boundary is studied numerically. The idea behind the realization is to cover a DB boundary
by a quarter-wave transformer with strongly uniaxial permittivity and permeability dyadics. In
the numerical computations, the extreme parameters are approximated by finite values and the
deviation of the behavior of the structure from that of an ideal D’B’ boundary is evaluated. It
turns out that when the axial constitutive parameters are large but not infinite, the performance
degrades for grazing-incidence waves. On the other hand, when the DB boundary below the
transforming layer is approximated by a material half space with very-low refractive index, the
performance of the D’B’ response suffers for wave spectrum close to the normal incidence.
1. INTRODUCTION

In electromagnetics, special attention has recently been paid to new boundary conditions. Among
interesting novel sets of such electromagnetic boundaries are the so-called DB and D’B’ boundaries [1]. At a DB boundary, the normal components of the electric and magnetic flux densities
vanish [2, 3], whereas the condition at a planar D’B’ boundary is that the normal derivatives of
the normal components of these flux densities are zero. This is in contrast with “traditional”
boundary conditions, like PEC (perfect electric conductor), PMC (perfect magnetic conductor),
and impedance conditions [4], which restrict the freedom of the tangential field components.
While there are procedures to create a material realization for the DB boundary using various
types of anisotropic and even bi-anisotropic medium structures [5], the realization of a D’B’ boundary has turned out to be very difficult to achieve. However, in March 2011 the idea was put forward
that making use of a DB boundary, using a strongly anisotropic layer with so-called waveguiding
medium, the DB effect is tranformed to a D’B’ boundary condition [6]. In particular, the axial
components (components along the normal to the planes in the structure) of both the permittivity
and permeability dyadics have to grow towards infinity in this medium. A quarter-wave thickness
of such a planar layer transforms the DB condition into D’B’ for the whole spectrum of plane waves,
regardless of their transversal wavenumbers.
In this presentation, this theoretical idea to synthesize the D’B’ boundary is studied numerically.
In particular, the non-ideality aspects are given attention, in other words the question how well a
structure can approximate the D’B’ behavior even if it is made of real materials that do not have
extreme anisotropic parameter ratios.
2. REFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS OF A D’B’ BOUNDARY

The procedure for checking that a waveguiding material structure works as a D’B’ surface is to
compute its response to incident plane waves with arbitrary polarization and incidence angle. Since
it can be shown that the reflection eigenwaves for the D’B’ boundary (and also for the DB boundary)
are the TE and TM waves, it is sufficient to restrict the polarization of the incident wave to these
two special polarizations. Furthermore, because it is known that the eigenwaves in a uniaxially
anisotropic medium are also TE and TM polarized [8], also material structures that are uniaxial
with respect to the normal of the boundary are suited for testing the material realizability of D’B’
boundaries.
Assuming that the boundary is parallel to the xy-plane, with unit normal uz , the TE polarized
wave is defined as uz · E = 0, and correspondingly the TM-polarization obeys uz · H = 0, with the
notation of electric E and magnetic H fields.
Then the boundary conditions read
½
uz · D = 0
DB boundary :
(1)
uz · B = 0
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with the electric D and magnetic B flux densities. For the same planar boundary, the D’B’
conditions are
½
∇ · (uz uz · D) = ∂z Dz = 0
D’B’ boundary :
(2)
∇ · (uz uz · B) = ∂z Bz = 0
where the z-components of the flux densities are Dz = uz · D and Bz = uz · B.
In fact, in addition to the fact that an incident TE wave is reflected as a TE wave and an
incident TM wave is reflected as a TM wave for the D’B’ boundary, the reflection characteristics
are very particular. It turns out that D’B’ works as PMC for TE-polarized incidence and as PEC
for TM incidence.
Hence the eigenpolarizations of a DB and D’B’ plane can be replaced by corresponding PEC
and PMC planes. The essentials of this correspondence are condensed in the following Table [7].
Note there also the duality between the DB and D’B’ on one hand, and the PEC and PMC on the
other.
In the following, the idea is to study how well an approximative waveguiding material realization
reproduces the D’B’ behavior. The incident wave is assumed TE-polarized and the response is
compared to the ideal PMC reflection coefficient, which is R = +1, for all incidence angles. Due to
the duality between the electric and magnetic problems, the same results apply for the TM-polarized
excitation, when the electric and magnetic material parameters of the waveguiding structure are
interchanged.
3. D’B’ BOUNDARY FROM AN IDEAL DB BOUNDARY

As mentioned above and shown in detail in [6], the D’B’ boundary condition can be mimicked by
a layered structure where a planar DB ground plane is covered by a “quarter-wavelength” layer
of material according to Figure 1. This medium needs to be anisotropic in both permittivity
and permeability such that the normal components are very large,
√resulting into a “waveguiding”
mechanism. The thickness of the layer is d = π/(2kt ) with kt = ω µt ²t .
The D’B’ boundary appears as a PMC boundary for a TE-polarized wave (uz · E = 0) and as
a PEC boundary for a TM-polarized wave (uz · H = 0). Let us examine in the following how well
Table 1: Boundary conditions involving normal field components can be replaced by effective PEC and PMC
conditions for fields with TE and TM polarizations. Note also that the PEC (= D’B) and PMC (= DB’)
boundaries are “cross-combinations” of the primed and non-primed restrictions for the normal components
of D and B.
DB
D’B’
DB’
D’B

TE
PEC
PMC
PMC
PEC

TM
PMC
PEC
PMC
PEC
R D ’ B’

z
D’B’

{

d

+ t It
µ z uz uz + µ t It
z uz uz

DB

Figure 1: An extremely anisotropic layer transforms a DB-boundary into a D’B’ boundary. The axial
components ²z and µz tend to infinity. The thickness of the layer is kt d = π/2.
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Figure 2: The phase of the TE reflection coefficient from a layer with increasing axial permeability, shown
in linear and logarithmic scales, as a function of the incidence angle θ. Solid line: µz = 10µ0 ; Long-dashed
line: µz = 100µ0 ; short-dashed line: µz = 1000µ0 . The transversal relative permittivity and permeability
are assumed to be unity.
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an approximative realization of the D’B’ boundary works when the axial components are large but
still finite.
The reflection coefficient for the electric field reads in this case as a function of the incidence
angle θ:
−βη0 + j tan(βd)µt ω cos θ
RTE =
(3)
βη0 + j tan(βd)µt ω cos θ
p
p
where β = kt 1 − µ0 ²0 sin2 θ/(²t µz ) and the free-space wave impedance is η0 = µ0 /²0 .
Figure 2 shows the phase of the E-field reflection coefficient from a boundary where an ideal
DB boundary is covered by an anisotropic layer where the transversal material parameters are
²t /²0 = µt /µ0 = 1 and the axial permeability parameter µz grows. The curves are for a TEpolarized wave for which the axial permittivity does not matter.
For this TE-polarized incidence, the D’B’ boundary should look as a PMC whose electric reflection is R = +1 independently of the incidence angle. Hence the phase is zero over the whole range.
The figure shows that with increasing axial permeability parameter, the reflection approaches that
of D’B’. Only the grazing incidence (θ = π/2) remains a singular limit.
Figure 3 shows the effect of the tranversal parameters, whose increase also helps in getting
closer to D’B’. This is an interesting result since it means that to achieve an effective waveguiding
layer, the axial parameters do not need to be very large relative to the transversal parameters, but
essential is their magnitude to the free-space parameters. Note also that with increasing transversal
parameters, the physical thickness of the layer decreases.
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Figure 4: Like in Figure 1, but the bottom DB boundary is replaced by a zero-permittivity, zero-permeability
medium.
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Figure 5: The phase (solid line) and amplitude (dashed line) of the TE reflection coefficient as a function of the
incidence angle θ when the parameters of the bottom layer in Figure 4 vary. Left panel: ²/²0 = µ/µ0 = 0.1;
right panel: ²/²0 = µ/µ0 = 0.01; For the anisotropic layer, the longitudinal permeability is µz = 100µ0 in
all cases, and the transversal relative permittivity and permeability are assumed to be unity.

In these examples, only the TE incidence was analyzed. The TM-case is dual to this one:
the curves are exactly the same — for the magnetic field reflection coefficient — when the axial
permittivity grows. The results can be directly applied by replacing µz /µ0 by ²z /²0 in the figures.
4. FULL-MATERIAL REALIZATION OF THE D’B’ BOUNDARY

How, then, to realize the DB boundary on the bottom of the waveguiding layer? As has been
shown in [3], a medium with vanishing permittivity and permeability produces the correct boundary
conditions (in fact, it suffices that the components of the permittivity and permeability normal to
the boundary vanish). This is shown in Figure 4.
But it is difficult to achieve vanishing permittivity and permeability. Figure 5 shows how the
small but finite values of the bottom medium affect the D’B’ performance of the top surface.
From the figure we can observe that, of course, the reflection is no longer that of PMC if the
bottom medium parameters start to grow. In particular, close to the normal incidence, there
appears a gap where the structure let part of the incident energy to be transmitted. This is a
“filtering effect” similar to the one discussed in [3].
Note that in the above computations, for this TE excitation, the axial permittivity Ez has no
effect. The waveguiding phenomenon is forced by the large value of the axial permeability µz .
5. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical tests were carried out on the performance of the waveguiding realization of the recently [6]
introduced idea to fabricate a planar D’B’ boundary using a waveguiding structure. It was shown
that with increasing values of the axial permittivity and permability, the structure converges to
D’B’. The most problematic range is grazing incidence. The increase of the transversal parameters
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also helps in mimicking D’B’: for example for the values of 10 for the relative transversal parameters
and 100 for the axial ones, the phase angle is less than 0.06 (around 3 degrees) for all incidence
angles less than 85◦ . If the DB layer on the bottom of the waveguiding structure is realized by an
isotropic low-permittivity, low-permeability medium, the structure also works well as D’B’ when
these parameters approach zero. The effect that this non-ideality causes is that close to normal
incidence, a “filtering” phenomenon takes place: the structure is no longer a perfect reflector.
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Raindrop Size Distribution Model for the Prediction of Rain
Attenuation in Durban
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Umlazi, Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa

Abstract— The paper is focused on the modeling of raindrop size distribution in Durban, South
Africa. The maximum likelihood estimator approach is employed with lognormal distribution to
model the dropsize distribution for Durban. The raindrop size is classified into two regimes
based on the available data. The goodness-of-fit method (Kolmogrov-Smirnov test (K-test) is
then employed to optimize the selected model for different rain rate regime. The results are
compared with the existing models such as the work done in West-Africa, Europe and Asia. The
proposed South Africa model seems appropriate for the region to estimate rain attenuation both
in terrestrial and satellite links.
1. INTRODUCTION

The development of complex radio access networks has resulted in the increase of spectrum occupancy and demand for higher bandwidths; hence it is imperative to employ the advantages of higher
frequencies, which are capable of supporting these demands. The obvious candidates are microwave
and millimeter bands. The advantages offered by microwave and millimeter waves have attracted
immense interest from academia and the communications industry. The main characteristics of
both waves include short wavelength (hence small components), large bandwidth, and frequency
re-use. An electromagnetic wave propagating through a region containing raindrops suffers two
attenuating effects: one is absorption through which part of its energy is absorbed by the raindrops
and transformed into heat; and the other is scattering where part of energy is scattered in all
directions. The calculation of these two attenuating mechanisms is based on the understanding of
the characteristics of raindrops.
The best known raindrop size distribution model is Laws and Parsons [1], which was adopted by
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) for the calculation of specific attenuation due
to rain. Marshall and Palmer [2] determined raindrop density by analytical method and further
extended to other classes of rain type by Joss et al. [3]. Most of the contributors used temperate
data to model the DSD which may lead to overestimation of rain attenuation as confirmed by
several authors who had carried out measurement in some part of the world [4–6] and compared
their results with the temperate counterparts.
In southern part of Africa, less work has been done in this area and need proper attention
because of its mixed climatic characteristics that describe most of the southern African regions.
Furthermore, in the Southern Africa the advancement in the area of telecommunication at higher
frequencies especially satellite communication which operates at bands that are impaired by hydrometeor effects. This paper aims to solve this problem by presenting the results of raindrop size
distribution model measured in Durban, South Africa. The results will be useful for telecommunication systems designers in estimating rain attenuation in the region.
2. STATISTICAL THEORY OF DSD MODELLING FOR DURBAN

Earlier techniques used in modelling raindrop size distribution seem to have begun with fits to
the average drop distributions measured at single rain rates. Most of these fits were applied
directly to the drop size distribution data as by Marshall and Palmer [2]. In order to improve
the modelling approach and results, there is need to employ a systematic method such as moment
and maximum likelihood techniques to estimate modelling parameters. Ajayi and Olsen [4] used
the method of moments to estimate modelling parameters for the tropical region of West-Africa
while Barclay et al. [7] considered the maximum likelihood method for the Australia. In this paper,
the maximum likelihood approach is considered for Durban raindrop size distribution model. The
estimator method is then applied to the three-parameter lognormal distribution.
Measured raindrop size distribution can be approximated as the product of total number of
drops of all size NT (D) and probability density function of lognormal distribution. In this work,
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probability density function (pdf) of three-parameter lognormal distribution is used and expressed
as:
N (D) = NT (D) × pdf(D; γ, µ, σ)
(1)
where random variable mean drop diameter D is said to have a three-parameter lognormal distribution if the random variable Y = ln(D−γ), where D is greater than γ, is normally distributed (µ, σ 2 ),
and σ is considered to be greater than zero. The probability density function of three-parameter
lognormal distribution is then given by Pan et al. [8] as:
pdf(D; γ, µ, σ) =

√ 1
σ 2π(D−γ)

2
−1
exp 2σ
2 [ln(D − γ) − µ]

γ<D<∞

σ>0

(2)

and Equation (2) will be zero if the condition in the equation is not met. Parameter σ 2 is the
variance of Y ; it is the shape parameter of D and µ is the mean of Y .
Cohen et al. [9] define the likelihood function for a random sample of drop size distribution as a
function of diameter with size n with pdf(D; γ, µ, σ) (2) as:
( n
) n
X
Y
¡
¢ ¡
¢
2
2
2 −n/2
2
· exp −
L D1 , . . . , Dn ; γ, µ, σ = 2πσ
[ln(Di − γ) − µ] /2σ .
(Di − γ)−1 (3)
1

1

Adopting partial differential of logarithm of Equation (3) and equating to zero, results in the
following maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) equations:
n
∂ ln L
1 X
= 2
[ln(Di − γ) − µ] = 0
∂µ
σ 1
n
n
1 X
∂ ln L
= + 3
[ln(Di − γ) − µ]2 = 0
∂σ
σ σ
1

(4)

n
n
∂ ln L
1 X [ln(Di − γ) − µ] X
= 2
+
(Di − γ)−1 = 0
∂γ
(Di − γ)
σ 1
1

By elimination, σ 2 and µ are eliminated from Equation (4), the resulting residual part of the
equation as a function of γ becomes:
·n
¸" n
µn
¶2 #
n
n
P
P
P
P
P
2
i −γ)
−1
(5)
λ(γ) =
(Di −γ)
ln(Di −γ)− ln (Di −γ)+(1/n) ln(Di −γ) −n ln(D
(Di −γ) = 0
1

1

1

1

1

From Equation (4), µ̂ and σ̂ 2 are estimated as:
µ̂ = (1/n)

n
X

ln(Di − γ̂),

1

σ̂ 2 = (1/n)

n
X

"
ln2 (Di − γ̂) − (1/n)

1

n
X

#2

(6)

ln(Di − γ̂)

1

In order to provide a solution for γ in Equation (5), only admissible roots for which γ < D1 are
considered. A standard iterative method of Newton-Raphson approximation method is adopted for
solving Equation (5) and thus, γ̂ is estimated.
Table 1: Classification of N (D) based on rain rate regimes.
Rain Type
Regime one
Regime two

Diameter Range (mm)
0 < R ≤ 20
20≤ R ≤100
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3. DROPSIZE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT IN DURBAN

In recent years, the introduction of advanced measurement tools has improved modelling techniques
and thus more reliable models have been developed. Raindrop size distribution data used in this
study was collected with a Joss and Waldvogel distrometer (JWD), specifically RD-80. The equipment comprises: a sensor, which is the outdoor unit, as well as a processor and computer unit which
are indoor. RD-80 consists of electromechanical sensors which convert mechanical momentum of
falling drops into electrical pulses. The distrometer has 50 cm2 of sampling area with an accuracy
of 5%. It collects raindrop sizes ranging between 0.3 mm to 5.3 mm in diameter with 20 bins or
channels of diameter classes. The equipment is placed at latitude 30◦ 580 E, longitude 29◦ 520 S, and
altitude of 139.7 m at the School of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Engineering in the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Howard College, Durban. In the present study the distrometer was installed
in December 2008 and commenced full operation in January 2009 till now, with a sampling interval
integrated over one minute. In the analysis, the measured data is classified using drop diameter
tabulation according to Waldvogel [10], and rain rate regimes according to Timothy et al. [6]. The
latter method of classification is adopted in this study. Table 1 summarizes the classifications using
diameter as presented by Timothy et al. [6].
The database used in this study consists of a year pool of data with 125 different rain events
spread over 6,000 minutes of sampling time. The data sampling months are December 2008 to
December 2009, although there were missing events in some months when samples were not recorded
by the distrometer data logger. Figure 1 shows a sample profile of total NT (D) for all analyzed
events at logarithmic scale. The peak of total NT (D) recorded was at profile of 2292 mm−3 .
In modelling DSD for Durban, two regimes of DSD evolution were used, which are based on
rain rate above and below 20 mm/hr. Three-parameter lognormal probability density function
and estimates of its parameters are obtained using MLE as explained using Equations (1) to (6).
The MLE method is used to construct estimates of parameters that match the probability density
function of lognormal distribution. Forty DSD samples are considered for this work, twenty-four
for DSD regime of rain rate lower than 20 mm/hr and sixteen for rain rate above 20 mm/hr. In the
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Figure 1: (a) Profile of total NT (D). (b) Profile log of rain rate against time.
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Figure 2: PDF on N (D) at R = 1.94 mm/hr.
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Figure 3: PDF on N (D) at R = 19.86 mm/hr.
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first regime of DSD where rain rate is less than 20 mm/hr, Figure 2 shows one of the samples while
Figure 3 represent the second DSD regime where rain rate is greater than 20 mm/hr.
The pdf of regimes with less than 20 mm/hr rain rate show that over 67% of drops fall within
diameter range of 0.5 mm and 0.9 mm, while the rain rate regime greater than 20 mm/hr shared
45% of peak drops between 0.5 mm and 0.8 mm, and 20% of remaining peaks were found between
0.9 mm and 2 mm.
In order to see the degree of discrepancy of the chosen estimator with respect to probability
density function of the data, a goodness-of-fit test is used to carry out the analysis. In this work,
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test (K-test) is chosen because the experimental sample size is small (20 data
points) and this is the strength of the K-test over Chi-square whose accuracy depends on large
sample size. Press et al. [11] and Massey [12] explain the K-test as a comparison between vertical
difference of empirical distribution function (ecdf) and theoretical distribution function (cdf). The
empirical cdf is given as:
fn (xi ) =

1
· [number of observations ≤ x]
n

(7)

on the vertical difference between the theoretical and experimental cumulative distribution functions. The K-test is mathematically expressed as:
D = max absolute (F (xi ) − Fn (xi ))

(8)

1≤i≤n

where xi . . . xn is a random sample cumulative distribution function for either ecdf or cdf.
The hypothesis regarding the distribution under test is rejected provided that test statistics D
in Equation (8) is greater than the critical value as shown in the K-test table. A significance level of
0.05 (5%) is chosen most of the time and sometimes in some other important industrial applications
a lower significance level is considered. In this study, 5% significant level is used. Table 2 gives a
summary of the K-test with remarks at their various classes of DSD regimes. The table confirms
Table 2: Kolmogorov-smirnov goodness-of-fit test for the DSD modelling.
Classifications
Critical
Critical
Classifications
value at 5%
Based on two value at 5% Hypothesis
Based on two
Regimes
significance
significance Accepted
Regimes
(mm/hr)
(mm/hr)
level
level
1.94
2.00
2.93
3.08
3.92
4.12
4.15
5.96
6.11
6.73
6.98
7.21
8.36
8.93
9.00
9.79
11.59
12.86
15.02
16.36
17.92
18.26
19.89

0.15896
0.17526
0.1362
0.14981
0.16883
0.17859
0.17859
0.13681
0.14734
0.13527
0.15192
0.13527
0.15134
0.12391
0.12078
0.1448
0.14949
0.13451
0.13035
0.12693
0.09455
0.13073
0.1002

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

20.50
25.32
34.02
35.24
41.90
46.32
57.17
59.33
61.74
62.42
64.65
64.79
69.08
71.07
77.70
84.76

Hypothesis
Accepted

0.09522
0.10822
0.0916
0.0777
0.10911
0.08596
0.10445
0.12822
0.10072
0.11006
0.10661
0.10117
0.12026
0.0873
0.08279
0.09737

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Sample Size = 20 Channels
Significant level of 5% = 0.29408
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the suitability of lognormal distribution and MLE parameters to be appropriate for describing
DSD modelling for Durban. It is noted that at all the chosen regimes, the entire hypotheses were
accepted for the MLE estimators.
4. DROPSIZE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT IN DURBAN

Raindrop size distributions have been achieved using the three-parameter lognormal distributions.
The parameter NT (D) is modeled primarily from the average raindrop data. The results presented
in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are variations of total NT (D), with rain rate obtained at Durban for the
two rain rate regimes. The least square regression technique is then applied and their respective
power law coefficients are obtained as shown in Equation (9).
NT (D) = 284 R0.744
NT (D) = 63 R

0.706

1.94 mm/hr < R ≤ 20.0 mm/hr

(9)

20.0mm/hr < R ≤ 100.0 mm/hr

In the sample for lower rain rate, it is observed that the power fit curve is most influenced by
many data points. Rain rates higher than 20 mm/hr are noted to be best represented by the power
law; thus the classifications for this power law fit starts for point rain rate of 1.94 mm/hr. In the
analysis, 24 selected lower rain rate data points were considered in order to get a reasonable power
fit. The square of correlation coefficient for the lower rain rate samples is 0.955, which is reasonable
for a good fit. In the case of higher rain rate, the power fit is reasonably accurate and this reflects
in the square of correlation coefficient of 0.975.
The resulting parameters µ, σ 2 and γ are plotted in Figures 5 to 7 for the two classes of rain rate
regimes. Examining Figure 5, the scatter data points are wider apart as rain rate increases. This
may be as a result of an internal instability in the raindrops as variation of diameter increases. The
square correlation coefficients testify to this: with the lower rain rate, the correlation is 0.4974,
while at higher rain rate it gives 0.3426. The following relations are obtained for the mean of the
two rain rate regimes:
µ = −1.3652 + 0.6531 ln(R) 1.94 mm/hr / R / 20.0 mm/hr
µ = −0.9663 + 0.4062 ln(R) 20.0 mm/hr / R ≤ 100.0 mm/hr

(10)

The two parameters σ 2 and γ also depend on rain rate and are given as follows for the two regimes
of DSD:
σ 2 = 0.0954 − 0.00121 ln(R) 1.94 mm/hr < R ≤ 20.0 mm/hr
σ 2 = 0.9486 − 0.2035 ln(R)

(11)

20.0mm/hr < R ≤ 100.0 mm/hr

and,
γ = 0.3345 − 0.2891 ln(R) 1.94 mm/hr < R ≤ 20.0 mm/hr
γ = 0.1808 − 0.1283 ln(R) 20.0 mm/hr < R ≤ 100.0 mm/hr
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Figure 4: (a) Variation of NT (D) m−3 mm−1 rate with rain rate less than 20 mm/hr for Durban, (b) variation
of NT (D) m−3 mm−1 with rain rate with rain rate less than 20 mm/hr for Durban greater than 20 mm/hr
for Durban.
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Variation of mean with rain rate less than 20 mm/hr for Durban
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Figure 5: Variation of mean µ mm with log of rain rate less than 20 mm/hr for Durban.
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Figure 6: (a) Variation of σ mm with log of rain rate with log of rain rate greater than 20 mm/hr for Durban,
(b) Variation of mean σ 2 mm with log of rain rate greater than 20 mm/hr for Durban.
5. SELF-CONSISTENCY (SC) OF PROPOSED DSD

The method proposed is validated by comparing the observed rain rates with computed ones using
the DSD model, and Gunn and Kinnzer terminal velocity. Self-consistency of the model is determined by the degree of departure from unity of coefficient ratio of the observed to estimated rain
rate. The coefficients of self-consistency (SC) is computed for all selected rain rates starting from
1.94 mm/hr to 84.76 mm/hr. The minimum coefficient of SC considered for regime of rain rate less
than 20 mm/hr falls within 12% of unity, while for the regime greater than 20 mm/hr falls within
18% of unity. The expressions for self consistency for the two regimes of rain rate are derived using
second order polynomials, and expressed as:
N ormalized (R) = 1.2853 − 0.2169X + 0.0082X 2
−3

N ormalized (R) = 0.0345 − 3 × 10

X + 3 × 10

−6

0 < R ≤ 20 mm/hr
X

2

20 < R ≤ 100 mm/hr

(13)

Here X = ln(R).
6. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED MODEL WITH EXISTING MODELS

Comparison of proposed models for South Africa is tested against its counterparts from other regions
using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) method. Figure 8 shows sample of the comparison
between the proposed model and other raindrop size distribution models as describe in [13]. RMSE
error is calculated for all the compared models by using the following formula:.
v
u n
uX [M easured N (Di ) − M odeled N (Di )]2
RMSE = t
(14)
n
i=1

where, N (Di ) is raindrop size distribution at different diameter sizes and n is the number of channels
considered. In the overall analysis, the RMSE differences are a bit large for the compared models
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Comparision of measure and model ditribution at 41.90 mm/hr
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Figure 7: Variation of γ with log of rain rate greater
than 20 mm/hr for Durban.
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Figure 8: Comparison of measured, proposed
and other existing models of N (D) at R =
41.90 mm/hr.

but the proposed model shows lower values of RMSE between the proposed model and measured
DSD. The performance analysis using RMSE at region of rain rate less than 20 mm/hr confirms that
the proposed model performs better in all fifteen spectra of DSD samples. The average minimum
RMSE is found with proposed model with value of 51.19 while the lowest RMSE is associated
with the Marshall and Palmer model [2]. The best performances based on RMSE are rated in
ascending order as follows [13]: Marshall and Palmer, Atlas et al., Timothy et al., Ajayi et al., and
the proposed South Africa model.
In the case of regime of rain rate greater than 20 mm/hr, the average minimum RMSE is obtained
in the proposed model with value of 27.23 and the least is found with Marshall and Palmer. The
performance based on RMSE is presented in ascending order as followings: Marshall and Palmer,
Atlas et al., Timothy, Ajayi et al., and the proposed model.
7. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to present modelling of raindrop size distribution. The raindrop size
distribution spectra showed that the major part of the drop density falls within the 0.3 mm and
4.0 mm diameter range. Using the maximum likelihood regression method on the collected data,
the three-parameter lognormal distributions are estimated for two rain rate regimes. The technique
employed gives proper description of the DSD distribution curves very well even at lower rain rate.
In this study, it was confirmed that Marshall and Palmer and other considered DSD models are not
adequate to describe raindrop size distribution in the southern Africa region. A simple lognormal
distribution model is proposed to describe the raindrop distribution for Durban using two rain rate
regimes. Based on the comparisons carried out, it was found that the proposed model performs
better than its counterparts; though at higher rain rates, the distribution patterns of Timothy et al.
(Singapore) and Ajayi et al. (West-Africa) seem to give closer representation of distribution. This
shows a similarity in the DSD distribution of the South Africa with the two regions. Though, the
majority of southern Africa is grouped as sub-tropic region.
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Abstract— This paper presents aerosol optical depth (AOD) data and aerosol radiative forcing obtained from AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) and Moderate resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) from September 2004 to September 2005 at Xianghe, China. The
results show that aerosol optical depth derived from MODIS has good agreement with AERONET
observation at Xianghe station through this period. In average, MODIS AOD showed a small
systematical overestimation than that of AERONET. The higher MODIS AOD also results overestimation of aerosol radiative forcing than AERONET one, e.g., 12–17 Wm−2 on the ground,
2–3 Wm−2 on the top of atmosphere, and 9–12 Wm−2 in the atmosphere respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

The aerosols is the most important factor leading to the air pollution. It’s direct and indirect radiative forcing could have a profound impact on climate change. Atmospheric aerosol research is a very
active branch for the environment and climate change research. Aerosol properties from the ground
measurements and remote sensing retrievals are two common observational approaches. These observations can not only promote knowledge of the aerosol physical, chemical and radiative properties, but also provide an essential input parameter for aerosol model. Satellite observations can give
the global distribution of aerosol characteristics for long-term, and even at higher-resolution. The
satellite remote sensing can compensate the shortcoming of ground-based observations which can’t
reflect changes in pollutant spatial distribution and trends of the specific deficiencies. However,
satellite observations can’t provide as many aerosol physical and chemical properties as the ground
based measurments do, and to accurately estimate the optical thickness obtained form satellite is
also difficult caused by the surface albedo and aerosol model uncertainty. On the other hand, the
current satellite retrieval of aerosol are mainly on dark background such as the marine and land
surface with dense vegetation, while in the mainland with high reflectivity, especially in arid and
semi-arid areas, satellite retrieval of aerosol information is still scarce.
Many experts have done the comparison between MODIS aerosol data and AERONET observations [3, 6, 7, 9]. Currently many calculations of the aerosols radiative forcing are mainly obtained
from satellite data because of its international wide. However, the aerosols radiative forcing from
direct observation data is still limited. So comparison the ARF calculated by the observed data
and the satellite is very necessary.
2. DATA
2.1. The Observed Data in Xianghe Station

A CIMEL Sun/sky radiometer was installed in September 2004 and since then Xianghe has become
one of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) sites. AODs at eight wavelengths (340, 380, 440,
500, 670, 870, 1020, and 1640 nm) are retrieved with an uncertainty of 0.01 ∼ 0.02. Aerosol
size distribution, refractive index and single-scattering albedo are retrieved from the sky radiance
measurements and AODs [1].
2.2. MODIS Retrieved Aerosol

MODIS is onboard both Terra and Aqua satellites launched by NASA in the United State. Because
of its advantage of having 36 spectral channels varying from visible, near infrared to infrared, the
highest spatial resolution of 250 m, scanning width of 2330 km, it provide for aerosol remote sensing
with a feasible means. NASA MODIS data sets release of aerosol optical depth (AOD) Level 2
products operationally with a resolution of 10 km × 10 km [2].
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Table 1: The aerosol data in Xianghe station.
Parameters
τ
ω
g
dV/d (lnR)
(umˆ3/umˆ2)

wavelength (nm)
340, 380, 440, 500, 670, 870, 1020, 1640
440, 670, 870, 1020
440, 670, 870, 1020
50, 65.6, 86.077, 112.939, 148.184, 194.429, 55.105, 334.716, 439.173,
576.227, 756.052, 991.996, 1301.57, 1707.75, 2240.702, 2939.96,
857.452, 5061.26, 6640.745, 8713.14, 1432.290, 15000

2

TERRA

1.2

0.8
Y = 1.023 X + 0.023
R2 = 0.9421

0.4

AQUA

1.2
MODIS AOT (550 nm)

MODIS AOT (550 nm)

1.6

0.8

0.4

Y = 1.099 X + 0.02
R2 = 0.9281

0

0
0

0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
Observation AOT (550 nm)

2

0

(a)

0.4
0.8
1.2
Observation AOT (550 nm)

(b)

Figure 1: Scatterplots of MODIS versus AERONET aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at 550 nm wavelengths.
(a) Terra, (b) Aqua.
3. RESULTS
3.1. The Comparison of MODIS and AERONET Aerosol Optical Depth

The frequency of aerosol optical thickness data in Xianghe observation is one minute. In order
to compare with MODIS, we averaged the observed AODs which are 30 min before or after the
transit time of MODIS. The number of ground-based aerosol observations within that time can be
up to 60, then the difference of the averaged ground-based AODs and MODIS retrieved AODs are
analyzed.
Figure 1 shows that the aerosol optical thickness of either the Aqua satellite or the Terra
satellite have a good correlation with that of ground-based observations The correlation coefficient
R2 reaches larger than 0.92, indicating that the difference is small. The correlation coefficient of
ground-based observations and Terra inversion can get 0.9421, the correlation coefficient of groundbased observations and Aqua inversion can also get 0.9281. The correlation coefficient R2 of Xianghe
station is 0.89 analysed by Li [5]. Levy [4] got the results: y = 1.009X + 0.029, R2 = 0.791 for
all land areas. Compares to the two results, the value here is much better. Possible reason is that
when compared with satellite the observations data having high frequency: one minute per data.
The average value of the samples can be well reflected the state of the atmosphere during satellites
transit.
Though both are in good agreement, the aerosol optical thickness of MODIS is larger than
that from ground-based observations. It may cause by MODIS’s algorithm underestimated surface
albedo. Our results show that the MODIS aerosol optical thickness is much larger than groundbased observations in a very clean day. In polluted day (when the aerosol optical thickness is larger)
the MODIS results are still larger, but the difference gets relatively small.
3.2. The Comparison of MODIS and AERONET ARF

The (ARF)suf terms were determined by the difference between the observed and computed radiation by SBDART without aerosols. The (ARF)toa terms were calculated separately with and
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without aerosol. (ARF)suf − (ARF)top gives the ARF of the atmosphere, (ARF)Atm [8]. When
calculating the ARF using MODIS data, both the aerosols Single-scattering albedo and the aerosol
asymmetry factor are from AERONET data. Figure 2 show that the ARF calculated by MODIS
aerosol is bigger than that calculated by observed data in any conditions.
The (ARF)suf of TERRA satellite changes from −246 Wm−2 to −10 Wm−2 . The (ARF)suf
calculated by AERONET observed data is −196 Wm−2 to −14 Wm−2 . The average of (ARF)suf
is −56 Wm−2 , −35 Wm−2 , calculated by TERRA and AERONET respectively. The difference
between them is 21 Wm−2 .
The (ARF)suf of Aqua satellite changes from −250 Wm−2 to −5 Wm−2 . The results of (ARF)suf
calculated by AERONET observed data vary from −192 Wm−2 to −14 Wm−2 . The average
of (ARF)suf is −58 Wm−2 , −41 Wm−2 , calculated by Aqua and AERONET respectively. The
(ARF)suf is overestimated 17 Wm−2 by the satellite data.
The range of the (ARF)toa calculated by TERRA satellite aerosol data is −43 Wm−2 to 8 Wm−2 .
The (ARF)toa changes from −31 Wm−2 to 7 Wm−2 calculating with AERONET aerosol data.
The average (ARF)toa of all samples is −7 Wm−2 , while the observation value is −4 Wm−2 . The
difference between them is 3 Wm−2 .
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of the ARF and the cosine of the solar zenith angle for (red) observation and (blue)
MODIS.
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The Aqua satellite (ARF)toa range is −59 Wm−2 to 8 Wm−2 , While the AERONET (ARF)toa
range is −40 Wm−2 to −8 Wm−2 . The difference of the average (ARF)toa between Aqua and
AERONET is 4 Wm−2 .
The (ARF)atm calculated by TERRA satellite MODIS aerosol data is 10 Wm−2 to 238 Wm−2 ,
the (ARF)atm of AERONET is 8 Wm−2 to 193 Wm−2 . The average of (ARF)atm is 49 Wm−2 ,
40 Wm−2 , calculated by TERRA and AERONET respectively. The (ARF)atm of TERRA is
9 Wm−2 bigger than that of AERONET.
The Aqua satellite (ARF)atm range is from 3 Wm−2 to 231 Wm−2 , while the ARF of AERONET
changes from 8 Wm−2 to 181 Wm−2 . The average of (ARF)atm is 50 Wm−2 , 37 Wm−2 , calculated
by Aqua and AERONET respectively. The (ARF)atm of TERRA is 13 Wm−2 bigger than that of
AERONET.
4. SUMMARY

This paper compared the MODIS aerosol optical thickness with the AERONET aerosol optical
thicknessand a good correlation between these two data sete were found. The Square of correlation
coefficient between MODIS aerosol optical thickness and the observed aerosol thickness is lager
than 0.92, indicating the MODIS measurements are greater than the ground-based observations.
The larger MODIS aerosol optical depth produce high values of ARF accordingly, which are
17–21, 3–4, and 9–13 Wm−2 larger than that of the ground-based observations, with respect to the
ground, the top of atmosphere and the aerosphere respectively.
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2-D Pattern Synthesis for Cylindrical Arrays
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Abstract— A simple algorithm of 2-D pattern synthesis for cylindrical arrays is introduced in
this paper. According to the characteristic of cylindrical array, the whole array can be seen as a
linear array whose elements are the identical circular arrays. Therefore, the beam pattern can be
obtained by the product of the linear and circular arrays’ beam pattern and the synthesis process
is decomposed into two individual 1-D pattern syntheses of subarrays to approach the desired
sidelobe level. Numerical examples illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Conformal antenna arrays have extremely wide prospect of application for its low RCS and small
effects on aerodynamic performance of the carrier. Because of its curved structure and conformal to
the carrier, a more challenging problem has been proposed to synthesize patterns for these arrays,
which is more difficult than the synthesis of linear and planar array.
There has been significant attention paid to the area of conformal array pattern synthesis in
recent years, and a wide variety of techniques have been developed for the synthesis of conformal
arrays. A simple algorithm was proposed in [1] to achieve desired patterns for a wide variety of
array geometries. Literature [2] also presented a pattern synthesis method for arbitrary arrays
based on adaptive array. However, there is no evidence to indicate their flexibility to conformal
arrays. Intelligent optimization algorithms have also been applied in this area. A modified particle
swarm optimization algorithm was introduced in [3] to optimize the pattern of cylindrical conformal
antenna array for sidelobe level suppression and null control in certain directions. In [4], a synthesis
technique was proposed for the optimization of the element excitations of conformal phased array
with improved NSGA-II. In [5], the authors indicate that the cylindrical array can be seen as a
linear array while beam forming. However, these algorithms are mostly used in the case of 1-D
pattern syntheses.
In this paper, a new method is present to solve the 2-D beam pattern synthesis for cylindrical
arrays. Due to the geometry feature of cylindrical array, it can be seen as a linear array with its
elements of identical circular arrays. Thanks to this characteristic, the 2-D synthesis process can
be accomplished by two individual 1-D pattern synthesis of linear and circular array. Compared
with previous methods, the new method is simpler for 2-D pattern synthesis with fixed sidelobe
level.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As one of the most familiar conformal array, the geometry of a finite and periodic cylindrical array
of M × N is shown in Figure 1. With reference to a Cartesian system O(x, y, z), the far-field beam
pattern in the generic direction (θ, ϕ) can be written as
F (θ, ϕ) =

M
N
X

wi exp{ikVi e(θ, ϕ)}

(1)

i=1

where wi is the complex excitation voltage of the ith element, and k = 2π/λ is the phase constant.
Vi and e(θ, ϕ) are the position vector of the ith element and the unit vector on the direction (θ, ϕ),
which can be expressed as follows
Vi = ex xi + ey yi + ez zi
e(θ, ϕ) = ex cos θ cos ϕ + ey sin θ cos ϕ + ez sin ϕ

(2)
(3)
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Figure 1: Geometry of cylindrical array.

Figure 2: 2-D beam pattern for the cylindrical array.

3. PATTERN SYNTHESIS

One of the most differences between conformal array and traditional array is that the beam pattern
can not be obtained by the product of array factor and element pattern. However, since the
cylindrical array consists of a series of identical circular arrays, the whole array can be seen as a
linear array whose elements are these identical circular arrays. Then array beam pattern can still
be obtained by the product rule. Therefore, the beam pattern of cylindrical array G(θ, ϕ) can be
expressed by the following formula
G(θ, ϕ) = G1 (θ, ϕ) × G2 (θ, ϕ)

(4)

where G1 (θ, ϕ) is the beam pattern of the linear array and G2 (θ, ϕ) is the beam pattern of the
circular array. Assume the complex excitation vector of linear array and circular array are w1 =
[w11 , w12 , . . . , w1M ]T and w2 = [w21 , w22 , . . . , w2N ]T respectively. Then the beam pattern G1 (θ, ϕ)
and G2 (θ, ϕ) can be written as
G1 (θ, ϕ) = wT1 a1 (θ, ϕ)

(5)

wT2 a2 (θ, ϕ)

(6)

G2 (θ, ϕ) =

where a1 (θ, ϕ) and a2 (θ, ϕ) are the steering vector of the linear array and the circular array respectively. From (4) (5) and (6), we have
¡
¢¡
¢
G(θ, ϕ) = wT1 a1 (θ, ϕ) wT2 a2 (θ, ϕ)
¡
¢
= wT1 ⊗ wT2 (a1 (θ, ϕ) ⊗ a2 (θ, ϕ))
= wT a(θ, ϕ)

(7)

in which a(θ, ϕ) = (a1 (θ, ϕ) ⊗ a2 (θ, ϕ)) is the steering vector of the whole cylindrical array and its
weight vector can be obtained as follows
w = w1 ⊗ w2

(8)

where “⊗” denotes the Kronecker product.
Usually, there are expected signal, noise and interference embedded in the receiving signal. The
adaptive beamformer can control the nulls according to the interference and gets the optimal weight
vector:

−1
J
X
∗
 2
 a∗ (θd , ϕd )
w = µR−1
σj2 aj aH
(9)
j
i+n a (θd , ϕd ) = µ σn I +
j=1

where (θd , ϕd ) is the look direction while σn2 and σj2 , j = 1, 2, . . . , J are the power of noise and
interferences respectively. However, when interferences are more than array elements, it will fail to
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form nulls adaptively but depress the sidelobe level in the area of interferences [6]. According to
this feature, we can control the beam pattern by adjusting the intensity of the interferences.
When the above method is used in 2-D beamforming, we should set a large number of interferences in 2-D angle area, which will lead to a large amount of computation. Since the beam
pattern in the elevation direction is mainly determined by the linear array while the beam pattern
in the azimuth direction is mainly determined by t he circular array, the beam pattern is controlled
separately in the direction of azimuth and elevation. Through the following iteration, the optimal
weight vector w1 and w2 for linear and circular array can be obtained respectively.
½
0
θj in mainlobe region
2
σj (k + 1) =
(10)
max{0, Γi (k)} θj in sidelobe region
here k denotes the kth iteration, Γj (k) = σj2 (k) + α [G(θj , k) − Gd (θj )], and Gd (θ) is the desired
beam pattern in the direction of azimuth or elevation. After we get w1 and w2 , weight vector of
the cylindrical array can be obtained by (8).
When the circular arrays arrange equidistantly in the z axis, the linear array becomes a uniform
linear array and Chebyshev polynomials can directly be used as the weight vector.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Consider a uniform cylindrical array with M = 8 and N = 25, whose space between neighboring
elements is half wavelength. Assume the looking direction is (θd , ϕd ) = (0◦ , 0◦ ), and the desired
beam pattern has a sidelobe level of −30 dB. The synthesis process starts with unity values of
weighting function. Since the linear array is uniform, Chebyshev polynomials are used as w1 . The
final synthesized beam pattern with the method above is shown in Figures 2–4. Figure 2 shows the
final synthesized 2-D beam pattern for the cylindrical array and Figures 3, 4 show the slices in the
azimuth and elevation direction respectively. It can be seen form the figures that the results using
our method meet the design requirements well.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an efficient 2-D pattern synthesis method is proposed based on cylindrical arrays.
According to the geometry characteristics, a cylindrical array can be seen as the integration of
linear array and circular array. So that 2-D pattern synthesis process can be accomplished through
two 1-D pattern syntheses base on the linear and circular array with the desired sidelobe level,
respectively. It can significantly reduce the amount of computation while the finally obtained beam
pattern can meet the design requirements well. Validity of the algorithm has been illustrated with
simulations.
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Abstract— A stack-structure antenna with Minkoski-islandbased patch for circular polarization and wideband applications has been presented in this paper. The proposed antenna structure is stacked by two FR4 substrates. The bottom substrate is fed by single-feed line coupled
with aperture; while the Minkoski-island-based patch is etched on the top substrate which is
responsible for the excitation of the wideband response in dual-mode and radiating the circular polarization in orthogonal mode. The stacked form antenna presents the axial ratio (AR)
with 3-dB bandwidth of 30 MHz obtaining 1.2% of bandwidth percentage at 2.44 GHz and the
wideband response with 10-dB bandwidth of 290 MHz possessing 12% of bandwidth percentage particularly. The radiation patterns show the directional patterns at 2.34 GHz and 2.5 GHz
resonance frequencies respectively. The peak power gains are 0.11 dBi and 0.2 dBi correspondingly. The polarization pattern at 2.44 GHz displays the right-hand circular polarization (RHCP)
characteristics. It can be properly applied to the WLAN band.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the circular polarization scheme of antenna has been widely used for wireless
communications. It has the advantage of solving problems of polarization mismatch and multipath interference. Owing to the above-mentioned reasons, there are many relevant research results
that have been dealt with [1–6]. In addition, the stack-structure antennas and aperture-coupled
stack antennas were specifically developed for broad-band, highgain and highefficiency transceiver
applications [3–6]. However, the stacked patches were just the square, ring, ring slot or loop features.
For the sake of a good orthogonal mode, a Minkoski-island-based patch is thus proposed. The
aperture-coupled stacked antenna constructed with single feed line and Minkoski-island-based patch
can make a circularly polarized radiation pattern. Details of the antenna design, the simulation
and related experimental results are investigated in the following sections.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The proposed antenna in Fig. 1(a) consists of two FR4 substrates with thickness (h1 = h2 = 1.6 mm)
and relative permittivity (²r1 = ²r2 = 4.4). The bottom substrate is fed by a 50-Ω-impedance singlefeed line coupled with aperture. The Minkoski-island-based patch is done by etching process on
the top substrate, which excites the wideband response with dual mode and circular polarization
with orthogonal mode. The detailed dimensions in Fig. 1(b) are W × L = 50 × 44 mm2 , W1 × L1 =
3.0 × 17.5 mm2 , W2 × L2 = 21.3 × 21.3 mm2 , G1 × Lg = 1.5 × 28 mm2 , Wp × Wp = 2.5 × 2.5 mm2
and W3 × W3 = 2.3 × 2.3 mm2 respectively.
3. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

In Fig. 2, the simulated and measured results are quite matching each other. The impedance
bandwidth (290 MHz with 12% of bandwidth percentage) of the proposed antenna at center frequency (2.67GHz) is obtained. The measured AR spectrum at resonant frequency of 2.44 GHz
(3-dB bandwidth of 30 MHz) is presented in Fig. 3. The minimum AR is 0.51 dB for 2.44 GHz. The
surface current distribution shown in Fig. 4 is simulated from HFSS software. Fig 4 also indicates
that the vector and scalar current distribution with excited frequencies of 2.34 GHz and 2.5 GHz
respectively and the Minkoski-island-based patch can create dual-mode frequency characteristics
as orthogonal mode whose phase angle is 90◦ which can perform the circular polarization (CP)
operation for antenna. In field analyses, the 2-D radiation patterns are obtained by an automatic
measurement system in an anechoic chamber. The 2-D patterns at resonant frequency of 2.34 GHz
and 2.5 GHz are presented in Fig. 5. The directional patterns with peak gains (0.11 dBi and 0.2 dBi
respectively) are also exhibited. The circular polarization pattern of 2.44 GHz shows the right-hand
circular polarization peak gain (0.3 dBic) in Fig. 6.
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Figure 1: Configurations of the proposed antenna. (a) Structure. (b) Dimensions.
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Figure 6: Measured CP radiation patterns of the proposed antenna for 2.44 GHz.
4. CONCLUSIONS

An aperture coupled stack-form antenna with Minkoski-island-based patch for circular polarization
and wideband applications has been well presented in this study. A good orthogonal mode can be
achievable by using Minkoski-island-based patch technique and the directional radiation patterns
are obtained as well. The right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) characteristics are presented.
This especially designed antenna can be usefully and properly applied to the WLAN band of wireless
communication systems.
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Abstract— In this paper, we investigate and compare two different antenna types for UHF
SATCOM applications; proposed Moxon type (bent dipole) and conventional egg beater (loop)
antennas in terms of antenna performance and physical size. Bent dipole and egg beater antennas
are simulated using HFSS software. Prototype antenna for Moxon type is also fabricated and
measured for its return loss using Agilent network analyzer and compared to that of an egg beater
antenna. Antenna gains are also simulated. Simulation results show that Moxon type antenna
has more impedance bandwidth than egg beater antenna with smaller dimensions and hence can
be used for broadband SATCOM applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

For UHF SATCOM mobile applications, antennas are required to have high-performance including
a broadband operation, circular polarization as well as a large angular coverage from horizon to
zenith. For airborne systems at these frequencies, wavelength could be on the order of meters
and conventional antennas may be “too big” for deployment. Compact size antennas with desired
antenna performance become very crucial part of these airborne systems. In this paper, a novel
antenna “Moxon type” bent dipole is proposed for circular polarization and its performance is
compared to a conventional egg beater antenna whose dimensions are larger than the proposed
Moxon type antenna.
For UHF satcom applications, broadband antennas can be employed such as sleeve dipoles [1].
However, for mobile applications, the antenna size is critical and obtaining a circular polarization
with sleeve dipoles will result in complicated antenna structures. Egg beater antennas are another
choice for obtaining circular polarization with loop antennas at UHF frequencies [2]. Egg beater
antennas may not be easily deployable on mobile platforms due to their dimensions. In this paper,
we implement a Moxon type antenna [3] (bent dipole over a ground plane) to obtain circular
polarization with its compact size compared to conventional eggbeater antenna which comprises
two circular loops fed with a quadrature coupler for circular polarization. Rest of the paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2, moxon type bent dipole antenna and egg beater antenna will be
described in details, in Section 3, simulation and experimental results are given and finally paper
is concluded.
2. MOXON TYPE BENT DIPOLE AND EGG BEATER ANTENNAS
2.1. “Moxon Type” Bent Dipole Antenna for Circular Polarization

A sketch of one of the bent dipole antenna is shown in Figure 1. The length of the one arm of
the dipole is L + W , the arm is bent toward a ground plane from L distance away from the center

Figure 1: Bent dipole antenna over a ground plane.

Figure 2: Two perpendicular bent dipole antennas
for circular polarization radiation.
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Figure 3: Two circular loop antennas for circular
polarization radiatio.

Figure 4: Loop antenna over a ground plane.

Figure 5: Z11 and Z22 , impedances of the dipole antennas.

of the dipole. The end point of the bent dipole antenna is H away from the ground plane as in
Figure 1. The bent dipole is fed from the center of the antenna with a differential input. The
RHCP is obtained simply by placing two dipole bent antennas perpendicular to each other, one
in x-z plane, the other in y-z plane as in Figure 2. The bent dipole antennas are made of four L
shaped metallic rectangular conductors which have square cross-sectional areas.
The electromagnetic simulations are performed using HFSS (for antenna) and ADS (matching
circuit) software. For the simulations, the geometrical parameters are chosen as follows to obtain
good RHCP properties as well as good impedance matching: W — length of vertical arms —
126.5 mm, H — distance from the ground plane — 12 mm, L — length of horizontal arms —
138.5 mm, Cross sectional area of the antenna is 4 × 4 mm (copper rectangular tubes).
The ground plane is finite and its dimensions are 4L × 4L. The power handling capability has
not been taken into consideration for simulations. The material for the antenna conductor is chosen
as copper. The two dipole antennas are fed by a 90 degree phase shift from the two lumped ports
in simulations. In real implementation, the antennas are fed by a quadrature coupler connected to
the center of the dipole antennas.
2.2. The “Eggbeater” Antenna for Circular Polarization

To form the eggbeater antenna, two circular loop antennas are located perpendicular to each other
as shown in Figure 3. The loop antennas are made of metallic circular conductors which have
square cross-sectional areas. A sketch of one of the loop antenna is shown in Figure 4. The radius
of the loop is r and the loop antenna is H away from the ground plane as in Figure 4. The RHCP
is obtained simply by placing two loop antennas perpendicular to each other, one in x-z plane, the
other in y-z plane as in Figure 3. One of the loops is shifted in z-direction with respect to the other
loop so that two loops do not intersect.
The electromagnetic simulations are performed using HFSS software. For the simulations, the
geometrical parameters are chosen as follows to obtain good RHCP properties as well as good
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Figure 6: S11 and S22 , input return loss of the bent dipole antennas.

Figure 7: Bent dipole RHCP gain radiation pattern at 240, 280 and 310 MHz.
Table 1: Maximum RHCP and LHCP antenna gains for bent dipoles.
Frequency (MHz)

Max Gain (dB — RHCP)

Max Gain (dB — LHCP)

240

3.98

−9.34

280

5.31

−10.2

310

8.18

−8.85

matching: r — radius of the loops — 170 mm (2 ∗ π ∗ r is around one wavelength at 280 MHz), H
— distance from the ground plane — 130 mm (approximately 1/8 wavelength at 280 MHz). One of
the loop is shifted 5 mm in z-direction with respect to the other loop. Cross sectional area of the
antenna is 4 × 4 mm (copper rectangular tubes). The material for the antenna conductor is chosen
also as copper. The two loop antennas are fed by a 90 degree phase shift from the two lumped
ports. In real implementation, the antennas will be fed by a quadrature coupler connected to the
center of the loop antennas.
3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 displays the input impedances and the S parameters of the two dipole antennas,
real part (green, blue curves) and imaginary parts (red curve). For the above assumed dimensions,
it is seen that antennas have series resonance around 250 MHz, and the real part of the impedance
is changing from 20 to 60 Ohms between the interested frequency range of 240 to 310 MHz.
With these input impedance values, it seems feasible to be able design a matching circuit such
that the two antennas will be matched easily to a single source. The antenna radiation pattern
gains are plotted for the three frequency points in the band, at 240, 280 and 310 MHz. RHCP
performance at 240, 280 and 310 MHz are shown in Figure 7.
Maximum of the gain patterns for both RH and CH are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 8 displays the input impedances of the two loop antennas, imaginary part (red curve)
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Figure 8: Z11 and Z22 , impedances of the loop antennas.

Figure 9: Measured S11 of the Moxon and eggbeater antennas.
Table 2: Maximum RHCP and LHCP antenna gains for eggbeater.
Frequency (MHz)

Max Gain (dB — RHCP)

Max Gain (dB — LHCP)

240

5.59

−4.55

280

5.94

−5.02

310

5.40

−5.18

and real parts (green, blue curves). For the above assumed dimensions, it is seen that antennas
have series resonance around 300 MHz, and the real part of the impedance is changing from 60 to
180 Ohms between the interested frequency range of 240 to 310 MHz. One should also look at the
S-parameters of the antenna since the antennas will be fed from a single source. Figure 9 shows
the S11 and S22 of the antennas in dB versus frequency.
Maximum of the gain patterns for both RH and LH are summarized in Table 2.
When we compare the bent dipoles to egg beater, we see that size is much smaller for the
same frequency band of operation. Polarization ratio (RHCP-LHCP) is also improved for the
bent dipole. A prototype antenna was fabricated resulting in a height of 17.5 cm and maximum
horizontal length of approximately 25 cm as seen in Figure 9. Double vertical elements are added
for broader bandwidth operation. In Figure 9, S11 of both Moxon bent dipoles and egg beater
antennas are shown for the band of 240–310 MHz. Both antennas are well matched within the
desired band.
4. CONCLUSION

Simulation results show that the bent dipole antenna has good return loss properties within the
frequencies of 240–310 MHz UHF satcom band, and its physical size is much smaller compared to
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an conventional egg beater antenna.
A prototype antenna is implemented and measured for its return loss and it is shown that S11 is
well below −10 dB within the UHF satcom band. Simulated antenna gains show that RHCP gain
is changing between 4 to 8 dB within the band and show RHCP/LHCP ratio of 13–17 dB within
the band.
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Abstract— This paper introduces a novel design of a multi-band microstrip antenna based
on slot loading technique. Incorporating up to seven slots in the conventional microstrip rectangular patch antenna maintains the multi-band performance and a thin profile characteristic
of the antenna. The geometrical configuration of the slots can be chosen according to a certain
application to yield the required operational frequencies with wide bandwidths. The frequency
range 2–8 GHz which is appropriate for many applications such as WLAN, Mobile WiMAX, and
WCDMA is considered. The effect of the structure of the ground plane on the antenna performance is studied by mounting the proposed antenna structure either on a conventional perfect
electrical conductor (PEC) ground plane or on a defected ground structure (DGS) ground plane.
The antenna is fabricated. The measured data of the return loss versus frequency show very good
agreement with the simulated results. The results show that the proposed antenna with DGS
ground plane achieves wider bandwidth and high gain than that of conventional PEC ground
plane.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the wireless communication systems are evolving towards miniaturization and multi functionality Therefore designing multi-band antennas with wide impedance bandwidths while maintaining high radiation efficiency are crucial to construct a wireless communication system. Moreover
designing miniatured antennas are essential to meet wireless industry requirements for portable and
mobile communication devices, with the spatial restriction they coerce The objective of this research
is to find out and suggest solutions to design and implement novel multi-band low profile antennas
that compromise between the size and the performance of a small size antenna such as a microstrip
antenna.
Incorporating slots to the radiating patch of the microstrip antenna enhance the multi-band
performance and maintain the antenna’s thin profile characteristic. Using slots several configurations can be constructed on the patch [1–3]. In this paper we show that by loading the patch of the
conventional microstrip rectangular antenna with up to seven slots through a simple fabrication
process, the performance of the antenna can be varied to cover multi-wideband operations. The
geometrical configuration of the slots can be chosen according to a certain application to yield
the required operational frequencies with wide bandwidths. The frequency band 2–8 GHz which
is applicable for many applications such as WLAN, Mobile WiMAX, and WCDMA is considered.
The effect of the structure of the ground plane on the antenna performance is studied. The design
procedure is described as well as simulated results and measured data are presented.
2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The geometrical configuration of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a
conventional antenna of an operating center frequency 2.4 GHz. The antenna is constructed on a
Duroid 5880 substrate with thickness 1.575 mm, relative permittivity εr = 2.2 and a loss tangent
tan δ = 0.0009. The ground plane and the patch dimensions are 50.95 × 59.00 mm2 and 41.35 ×
49.41 mm2 , respectively. The antenna is fed by a coaxial probe of an inner radius of 0.6 mm. To
reduce the size of the conventional antenna and increase the number of its resonance frequencies as
well as widen its bandwidths the patch is loaded with up to seven slots that collectively construct
a shape of a character or a letter. The loaded slots are indexed from A to G. The horizontal slots
A, D, and G have dimensions 39.35 × 2.00 mm2 . The vertical slots B, C, E, and F have dimensions
2.00 × 15.71 mm2 . A strip of width 1.0 mm is considered around the slots to the left, upper, and
right edges of the patch, which adds an extra degree of freedom that might be used to control the
resonance frequencies and bandwidths of the proposed antenna. Table 1 illustrates examples of
shapes of the characters 0, 2, 4, and 5 which constructed by certain arrangement of the slots shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Geometrical configuration and dimensions of the proposed antenna. (a) Top-view with seven slots.
(b) Bottom-view with DGS.
Table 1: Slots which are specified in Figure 1 used to construct shapes of some characters.
Geometrical
Shape
0
2
4
5

Corresponding
Slots
A, B, C, D, E, and F.
A, F, G, C, and D.
B, G, F, and E.
A, B, G, E, and D.

The way that slots are loaded into the patch increases the number of resonant frequencies due to
the disturbance caused to the mean current paths of any resonant frequency (a mode). Changing
dimensions of a slot causes changes in the effective current paths of a certain mode which in turn
causes a shift in the resonant frequency of that mode. Since the radiated fields are created by
the currents crossing the radiating edges of the patch, then vertical slots placed close to these
edges can control the resonance frequency bands. Horizontal slots can be used to divide the patch
into subsections which act as switches. These switches force the currents to travel through different
paths according to the positions of the slots causing the antenna to resonant at different frequencies.
The effect of the structure of the ground plane on the antenna performance is also investigated
by mounting the proposed antenna structure on either one of two different types of ground planes,
the first is a conventional perfect electrical conductor (PEC) ground plane and the other is a
defected ground structure (DGS). The DGS plane constitutes of an etched lattice of four squares
of 14 × 14 mm2 which are arranged as shown in Figure 1(b). There are two major advantages
associated with using DGS planes. First, such structures provide wider bandwidths with enhanced
gain and higher radiation efficiency as it will be shown later. Second, these structures forbid the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in a certain frequency band. Therefore, they can be used
to block surface waves that usually corrupt antenna performance at a certain frequency band [4].
This construction leads to almost a 26% size reduction of the conventional antenna.
3. SIMULATED RESULTS AND MEASURED DATA

The proposed antenna is simulated using different combinations of the slots constructing different
shapes of characters such as, 0, 2, 4 and 5. The commercial software Zeland IE3D based on Method
of Moment (MoM) is used for the simulations. The feeding point is located at (Xf , Yf ) = (−6.75, 0),
which is chosen by optimization techniques to give the best matching in the frequency range 2–
8 GHz.
Figure 2 compares the simulated return loss versus frequency of the proposed antenna with
either the PEC or DGS ground plane with different shapes constructed by the slots loading. It is
observed that, the simulated return loss and thereby the impedance matching of the patch antenna
with DGS ground plane is better than the corresponding return loss of the patch antenna with
the conventional PEC ground plane. Also, the figure shows that most of the constructed shapes
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Comparison of the simulated return losses versus frequency for the proposed antenna with either
the PEC or the DGS ground plane for different slots loading to form the shapes of, (a) the character 0,
(b) the character 2, (c) the character 4, and (d) the character 5.

with slots loading give multi resonances with reasonable bandwidths. These configurations give
the antenna the capability to be used for different applications. For a specific application one can
decide the required slots loading according to the required resonant frequencies applicable for that
application.
In the case of a defected antenna ground plane, the band gap of DGS and the resonant frequency of patch antenna overlaps, therefore inhibiting the surface wave propagation. The feature
of the surface wave suppression helps to improve the antenna’s performances such as increasing
bandwidths and gain as well as reducing back radiations.
The DGS unit cell can be modeled most efficiently by a parallel R, L, and C resonant circuit
as shown in Figure 3(a). The resistance corresponds to both the radiation, and the conductor and
the dielectric losses of the defect plane. The equivalent R, L, and C values are obtained from the
following expression [5],
ωc
C =
(1)
2Zo (ωo2 − ωc2 )
1
L =
(2)
4π 2 fo2 C
s
¶2
µ
1
1
R(ω) = 2Zo /
)
−1
(3)
−
2Z
(ωC
−
o
ωL
|S11 (ω)|2
where fo and fc are the resonance, and the cutoff frequency respectively, which can be obtained by
simulation and Zo is characteristic impedance (50 ohm).
Employing the proposed etched lattice in the ground plane increases the series inductance of
the microstrip line. Therefore changing the physical dimensions of the etched lattice can easily
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control the effective inductance. This physical arrangement of the lattice provides rejection of
some frequency bands, which may be denoted by bandgap or stopband effect. From the simulation
results shown in Figure 3(b) it can be seen that, adding a rectangular shaped lattice etched in the
ground plane, considerably improves |S11 | to almost −15 dB in the passband around the frequency
8 GHz without any other effects at the other frequencies. Simulated |S21 | remains lower than −5 dB
in the stopband at 4.5 GHz and lower than −3 dB in the passband at 8 GHz. The cutoff frequency
mainly depends on the etched square area in a ground plane [6].
To validate the idea presented in the paper, the case of loaded slots constructing the shape of
the character 0 is implemented. The antenna was fabricated using photolithographic technique
with either the PEC ground plane or with the DGS ground plane as shown in Figures 4(a) and
4(b), respectively. The shape of the character 0, in this case, is constructed by placing a pair of
U-shaped slots face to face with separation of 2.0 mm. The U-shaped slots can be considered as a
combination of three slots joint together. The first U-shaped slot is formed from the combination
of the slots A, B and F, and the second U-shaped slot is formed from the combination of the slots
C, D and E. The simulation and measurement return loss are presented in Figure 5. Very good
agreements between the simulated results and the measured data are observed.
The simulated antenna peak gain and radiation efficiency are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively. The figure shows that the antenna gain has improved up to 10.98 dBi (from −4.04 dBi
to 6.94 dBi) at 3.5 GHz, and the radiation efficiency increased up to 16.38% (from 76.07% to 92.45%)
at 3.26 GHz. This result demonstrates the ability of the DGS ground plane to enhance the gain and
radiation efficiency of the antenna. Figure 7 illustrates the simulated far-field radiation patterns
of Eθ and Eϕ for the proposed antenna at the frequency 6.8 GHz in the yz and xz planes. Nearly
omnidirectional patterns have been observed in the both yz and xz planes which is suitable for
mobile communications.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) RLC equivalent circuit model of the DGS unit cell. (b) IE3D full wave simulation of Sparameters.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Photograph of the proposed antenna with slots loading constructing the shape of the character 0,
(a) slotted patch with PEC ground plane, (b) slotted patch with DGS ground plane.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Simulated and measured return loss versus frequency for the proposed antenna with slots loading
constructing the shape of the character 0, (a) with PEC ground plane, (b) with DGS ground plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Peak antenna gain (a), and radiation efficiency (b), versus frequency for the proposed antenna
with slots constructing the shape of the character 0 with either the PEC or the DGS ground plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Radiation patterns of Eθ and Eϕ for the proposed antenna with slots constructing the shape of
the character 0 with either the PEC or the DGS ground plane at the frequency 6.8 GHz, (a) in the yz plane
(b) in the xz plane.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, loading the patch of the conventional microstrip rectangular antenna with slots
enables the designers to control the performance of the antenna to maintain multi-wideband functionality for various applications. Depending on the application the slots arrangement may be
decided upon. Comparing the results obtained using the full PEC ground plane and that using the
DGS shows that the later enhance the performance of the radiation parameters of the proposed
antenna in the required frequency bands. The equivalent circuit model of the DGS unit cell underneath the microstrip line with the parameter extraction method is presented to study the effects of
DGS structure on the antenna performance.
The antenna is fabricated and the measured data show very good agreement with the simulated
results. The results demonstrate a wider bandwidth and higher gain than that of the conventional
antenna with a PEC ground plane. The proposed antenna is capable to achieve multi-wideband
operations with return loss (RL) less than 10 dB in the frequency range of 2–8 GHz Moreover
almost a 26% size reduction is achieved which make the antenna suitable for mobile and portable
applications.
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Abstract— In this paper we present an effective algorithm to inhibit the coherent interference
with the virtual antenna based on the traditional interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm. Using
the interference subspace projection concept, we establish an interference space utilizing the
virtual array interfere steering vectors and then project the transformation matrix to it. The
theoretical analysis has demonstrated that the interference components in the virtual covariance
matrix can be enhanced. Then by employing the minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beam forming method, it can improve the robustness of adaptive beamforming with
virtual antenna array, and significantly enlarge the inhibition gains on the coherent interference
and output signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR).
1. INTRODUCTION

The analyses of electromagnetic phenomena in the practical wireless communication environment
have become an important topic today. The electromagnetic reflection, refraction and diffraction
in a complex terrain is the major issues in the analysis of the coherent interference of incident
signal. Since the steering vector of coherent source and the noise subspace are not orthogonal, the
subspace approaches such as MUSIC becomes invalid. The spatial smoothing technique [1, 2] is a
common decorrelation algorithm, and it recovers the rank of signal covariance, and makes signal
subspace and the noise subspace orthogonal again. However, it can only be applied on the antenna
array with Vandermonde manifold. The virtual array transformation technique [3] through the
interpolationn in the array scanning sector of interest transforms the real array with an arbitrary
shape into the virtual array with the Vandermonde manifold. By applying the spatial smoothing
technique on virtual array [4–7], the decorrlation problem on a real array can be solved effectively.
When the interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm [4] is used in the virtual antenna adaptive
beam forming, the inhibition gains on the coherent interference cannot be satisfied with the practical
requirements, and thus the same issue happens to the output SINR [5]. An optimum virtual array
beamformer [6] employs the multiple virtual subarrays to conduct dimension recovery, but the
system structure is complex, and the real-time performance is not good. In order to enlarge the
depth of beam forming null and enhance the anti-interference performance, this paper proposes the
modified interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm that imports the interference direction constraint
information into transformation matrix based on the subspace projection concept. The robustness
of beam forming is reinforced, and a good beam preserving and null forming performance can be
provided even in the situation of small snapshots number.
2. VIRTUAL ARRAY TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUES

Considering an array with N elements [3], when M far field narrow band signals are incident on
an antenna array, the received data X can be expressed as follows:
X(t) = A(θ)S(t) + N(t)

(1)

where X(t) is N × 1 snap data vector. S(t) = [s1 (t), s2 (t), . . . , sM (t)]T is a vector containing the
complex signal envelops of M narrow-band signal sources. N(t) = [n1 (t), n2 (t), . . . , nN (t)]T is a
vector of zero-mean spatially white sensor noise of variance σn2 ; A(θ) is an array manifold matrix,
£
¤T
namely, A(θ) = [a(θ1 ), a(θ2 ), . . . , a(θM )], where a(θk ) = 1, ejβk , . . . , ej(N −1)βk , k = 1, 2, . . . , M
represents a steering vector in the θk direction and βk is the information source wave number that
can be expressed as:
2π
d sin(θk )
(2)
βk =
λ
Assumed that the signal and noise are linearly independent, then the data covariance is written
in the format below:
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©
ª
R = E X(t)XH (t) = ARs AH + σn2 I
(3)
©
ª
H
where E {·} denotes the mathematical expectation; Rs = E S(t)S (t) represents the autocorrelation matrix of signal complex envelops; σn2 is the noise power; I is the unit matrix, and (·)H
denotes the matrix conjugate transposition.
For the coherent signal source, the rank of singular signal covariance matrix Rs will decrease
to be 1. According to the subspace approaches, after conducting eigen-decomposition on R, the
dimension of signal subspace will be smaller than the rank of array manifold matrix A(θ), which will
lead to that the steering vector a(θk )corresponding to the coherent signal source is not orthogonal
to the noise subspace, and the approaches based on the subspace get ineffective completely.
Virtual array transformation is based on the interpolation technique [3] in which the entire
antenna array scanning vector is divided into several subregions, and the subregion of interest will
be segmented through a certain transformation to realize the mapping from the original to virtual
array. Assume that a signal lies in the region Θ, we equally divide Θ to:
Θ = [θl , θl + ∆θ, θl + 2∆θ, . . . , θr − ∆θ, θr ]
(4)
where θl and θr are the left and right boundary of region Θ, respectively. ∆θ is the step length.
The real array manifold matrix in the chosen area is expressed as follows:
A = [a(θl ), a(θl + ∆θ), a(θl + 2∆θ), . . . , a(θr − ∆θ), a(θr )]
(5)
where a(θi ) represents the steering vector in the θi direction of a real array, and the array manifold
matrix of virtual array in the same area Θ is expressed as follows:
Ā = [ā(θl ), ā(θl + ∆θ), ā(θl + 2∆θ), . . . , ā(θr − ∆θ), ā(θr )]
(6)
where ā(θi ) represents the steering vector in the θi direction of a virtual array, then there exists a
fixed transformation relation B between the virtual array and the real array that satisfies:
°
°
min °BA − Ā°F
(7)
B

where k·kF is Frobenius mold. When the transformation point number is larger than the real
array element number and Ā is full-rank, the transformation matrix B obtained from (7) can be
expressed as:
¢−1
H¡
B = ĀA AAH
(8)
Define the transformation error is:
°
°
min °BA − Ā°F
°
E(B) = B °
(9)
°Ā°
F
When E(B) = 0, there is no approximation in the virtual transformation process. If the number
of sampling points in the transformation area is finite, there exists an approximation that can
be improved by dividing the area further and calculating the transformation matrix again. In
practice, as long as the approximation is smaller than the level 10−3 , the accuracy can be ensured.
The covariance matrix of virtual array can be expressed as:
R̄ = BRBH = B(ARs AH + σn2 I)BH = ĀRs ĀH + σn2 BBH
(10)
Through the virtual transformation, the white noise received by a real array has already turned
into the colored noise. In order to apply the numerical algorithm, the colored noise must be whiten
_

first, and then the virtual array covariance matrix R̄ is calculated in the white noise background.
The optimal MVDR weight factor is written as follows:
_

−1

Wopt = αR̄ ā(θ0 )
(11)
where ā(θ0 ) is a virtual array steering vector in the desired signal direction and the coefficient
_

α = [āH (θ0 )R̄

−1

ā(θ0 )]−1 .
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3. MODIFIED INTERPOLATED SPATIAL SMOOTHING ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the modified interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm. After obtaining
the transformation matrix B, we establish an interference subspace and then make modulation on
the transformation matrix by subspace projection. The detailed procedure is following: 1) preestimate the interfere directions θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θM 0 ; 2) calculate the virtual array steering vectors in the
interfere directions ā(θi ); 3) establish the interference subspace, and define the projection matrix
C as:
C=

Ã M0
X

!H
ā(θi )āH (θi )

(12)

i=1

4) make modulation on the transformation matrix B by projection on the interference subspace:
B̄ = CB

(13)

The above procedure can enhance the interference components in the virtual covariance matrix [8],
then by employing the MVDR adaptive beamforming method, the inhibition gains on the coherent
interferes can be enlarged, consequently the output SINR can also be improved. Because the
characteristic of MVDR method is: in the desired signal direction the gain is restrained to be 1,
and simultaneously array output power is ensured minimum. The higher the interference power is,
the stronger inhibition in these directions will be generated. This is the reason why the proposed
approach can improve the robustness performance of adaptive beamforming of the virtual antenna
array.
4. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

In this section, we use a real array with 4 elements separated by one wavelength as an example
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach. The expected signal incidents coming
from 0◦ direction, signal to noise ratio is SN R = 0 dB. Three coherent interferers lie in −60◦ ,
−40◦ and 50◦ directions, respectively. Signal to interference ratio is SIR = −40 dB. The virtual
array is uniformly linear array of 10 elements separated by λ/2, and the forward/backward spatial
smoothing parameter m = 6, p = 5. The virtual transformation area is [−65◦ , −35◦ ]∪[45◦ , 55◦ ]. The
coherent interferers eigenvalue, the ccoherent interferers beam forming and the coherent interferers
output SINR by using the different approaches are plotted in Figs. 1 to 3.
When the interferes and desired signal are completely correlated, there is only one large eigenvalue after eigen-decomposition using the real array method, the eigenvalues of signal subspace
have “spread” into noise subspace, consequently, it cannot generate nulls in interfere directions;
however, the modified and original interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm have integrated spatial
smoothing technique, the rank of signal covariance matrix can get recovered, therefore, they can be
employed to inhibit coherent interferes, via original interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm the
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Figure 3: Coherent interferers output SINR using different approaches.

inhibition gains are about −20 dB, and output SINR floats around 8 dB; via modified interpolated
spatial smoothing algorithm the inhibition gains are about −70 dB, and output SINR is more than
20 dB, the performance is fairly good.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The modified interpolated spatial smoothing algorithm is presented in this paper. We enhance
the interference components in the virtual covariance matrix by introducing the interference subspace projection concept. Through the MVDR adaptive beam forming, the better anti-interference
performance can be obtained and the virtual antenna array output SINR is also improved. The
effectiveness of our presented algorithm is verified by the simulation results.
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An Integrated UWB and Bluetooth Antenna with Dual
Band-notched Characteristic
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Abstract— This paper presents the design of an integrated Ultrawideband (UWB) and Bluetooth microstrip monopole antenna with a dual band-notched characteristic. The antenna consists of an elliptical ring as the radiator to cover the frequency bands for both the Bluetooth
(2.4–2.5 GHz) and UWB (3.1–10.6 GHz) applications. A triangular resonator and a meander
defected-ground structure (DGS) are used to generate two notches at the centre frequencies of
2.856 and 5.5 GHz. The return loss, radiation pattern, peak gain and efficiency of the antenna
are studied using computer simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) assigned 3.1–10.6 GHz frequency band of
Ultrawideband (UWB) systems in February 2002 [1], UWB technology has been attracting considerable interests in both the academic and commercial domains due to the potentially high data rate
(more than 110 Mbits/s) for short range, low power consumptions and easy connections to different
devices such as wireless USB, PCs, high-definition TVs, etc.
In 2006 [2], the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) selected the WiMedia Alliance multiband orthogonal-frequency-division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) version of UWB, which could be
integrated with the current Bluetooth wireless technology. Nowadays, some portable devices are
equipped with the Bluetooth antenna and WLAN antenna. It will be a difficult task to put an
additional UWB antenna in the same portable devices due to the limited space available. One
of the possible solutions is to use an antenna that can operate in both the UWB and Bluetooth
frequency bands.
The current IEEE802.11a/n WLAN systems are occupying a small portion of the UWB. Thus
there will be interference between the UWB systems and the IEEE802.11a/n systems. To reduce
this interference, the antenna can be designed to have a band-notched characteristic. Different
techniques have been studied to produce the band-notched features [3–11]. However, in these
designs, the suppressed gains and efficiencies of the antennas at the notched frequency bands were
quite limited and far from zero.
In this paper, we propose a planar-monopole antenna using an elliptical ring as the radiator to
cover both the UWB and Bluetooth frequency bands with a dual-band notch. As there are other
wireless communication systems between the Bluetooth and UWB bands, for example: 3GPP (2.57–
2.62 GHz), CDMA2000 (US 2.5 GHz Band) and CMMB (2.635–2.66 GHz), a triangular resonator
is placed at the centre of the elliptical-ring radiator to create a notch at 2.856 GHz to reduce
interference between the Bluetooth system and these wireless systems. The centre frequency of
the notch can be controlled by adjusting the dimensions of the triangular resonator. To reduce
interference between the UWB system and the IEEE802.11a/n WLAN system (5.15–5.825 GHz),
a meander-DGS is employed to create another notched band at 5.5 GHz. Results show that the
peak gain can be suppressed by more than 12 dB at the frequency of around 5.5 GHz, which is
deeper than the notches designed for other integrated UWB and Bluetooth antennas [8–11], and
the efficiency is close to zero.
2. STRUCTURE OF ANTENNA, MODELING OF MEANDER-DGS AND DESIGN OF
ANTENNA
2.1. Structure of Antenna

Our proposed dual band-notched UWB antenna is shown in Fig. 1. In this design, we use the
planar-monopole technology to achieve a compact antenna size for applications in small wireless
devices. The antenna has an area of 31.5 × 39.75 mm2 and is designed on a Roger PCB, RO4350B,
with a relative permittivity of 3.48, thickness of 0.762 mm and loss tangent of 0.0037. The antenna
consists of an elliptical-ring radiator fed by a 50-Ω microstrip line printed on one side of the
substrate. A triangular resonator is printed inside the elliptical-ring radiator to create a notched
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Figure 1: Configuration of proposed antenna: (a) top view, (b) side view and (c) bottom view.
Table 1: Optimized parameters of antenna (mm).
L
39.75
L5
0.63
W
31.5
rh1
9.7

L1
13
L6
3.68
w1
1.7
rh2
12.8

L2
2.1
gl
14.5
w2
0.8
rv1
9.1

L3
1.5
t1
17.25
w3
0.23
rv2
12

L4
4.58
t2
5.25
w4
0.2

frequency band at 2.856 GHz next to the Bluetooth band. The other side of the substrate is a
ground plane where a meander-DGS is etched under the feed line and acts as an LC resonator to
create another notched frequency band centered at 5.5 GHz. To achieve good impedance matching,
the distance, gap, between the radiator and the ground plane is set to 0.6 mm and the width of the
feed line is tapered, changing gradually from w1 = 1.7 mm to w2 = 0.8 mm as shown in Fig. 1. The
dimensions of the antenna are optimized using computer simulation, with detailed values listed in
Table 1.
2.2. Design of Antenna

The meander-DGS etched on the ground plane behaves like a parallel LC resonant [12, 13]. At
resonance, the signal from the feed line will be coupled into the meander-DGS, producing a notched
characteristic for the antenna. The inductance and capacitance of the LC resonant circuit can
be changed by using the dimensions of the meander-DGS and hence used to adjust the notched
frequency. As an illustration, Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated notched frequency versus length L4 of
the meander-DGS. To create a notch at a particular frequency, we can simply select the required
value from Fig. 2(a).
There is no exact method to design a general microstrip triangular resonator, except for equilateral and isosceles right-angled triangular resonators [14, 15]. Usually, curve fitting is used as a
guideline to design the triangular resonators, which is used in our studies here. We first study
the effects of the base t2 and height t1 of the triangular resonator on the resonant frequency by
computer simulation. Fig. 2(b) shows the simulated resonant frequency versus t1 for different t2 . It
can be seen that t2 has an insignificant effect on the resonant frequency, but the resonant frequency
has a linear relationship with the height t1 . From these results, we can use linear interpolation to
relate the centre frequency in GHz to t1 by the following equation:
f = −0.1893 × t1 + 6.122
3.

(1)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The antenna has been designed with two notches, centered at 2.856 and 5.5 GHz, on a RO4350B
substrate using computer simulation. The simulated return losses of the antenna, with a single
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Simulated resonant frequency versus (a) length L4 and (b) height t1 for different bases t2 .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Simulated (a) return losses, (b) peak gain and (c) efficiency with or without notches.

Figure 4: Simulated radiation pattern of proposed antenna.

notch and dual notch are shown in Fig. 3(a). The return loss of the antenna without notch is also
shown in the same figure for comparison. It can be seen that, in all these conditions, our proposed
antenna has the bandwidths (for return loss > 10 dB) from 2.31 to over 12 GHz, fully satisfying the
bandwidth requirement for UWB applications (3.1–10.6 GHz). For the antenna without any notch,
the bandwidth is from 2.44 to over 12 GHz. With the triangular resonator, the lower operating
frequency extends to 2.36 GHz and the notch at 2.856 GHz has a bandwidth (for return loss < 10 dB)
from 2.66 to 3.08 GHz. With the meander DGS, the notch is centered at 5.5 GHz with a bandwidth
from 5.11 to 6.21 GHz, which can suppress interference to/from the WLAN systems operating in
the frequency band from 5.15–5.825 GHz. It should be noted that the triangular resonator and the
meander-DGS do not affect each other.
The simulated peak gain and efficiency of our proposed antenna with two notches are shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. At the notched frequency of 5.5 GHz, the gain and efficiency are
significantly dropped by more than 12 dB and to about 1.4%, respectively. Such large drops are due
to the high attenuation characteristic of the meander-DGS. At the notched frequency of 2.856 GHz,
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the gain and efficiency are dropped by about 5.4 dB and to about 16.8%, respectively. Across the
frequency band from 2.5–12 GHz, the gain varies from 2 to 5.5 dB and the antenna efficiency is
above 95%.
Figure 4 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the antenna at the notched frequencies of
2.856 and 5.5 and at 8 GHz. The radiation patterns in the H-plane at these frequencies are omnidirectional. Radiation is substantially smaller at 5.5 GHz. At 8 GHz, the radiation pattern in the
E-plane at 8 GHz shows two nulls in the z-direction which is typical for a monopole antenna. At
2.858 and 5.5 GHz, the radiation patterns are smaller and distorted.
4. CONCLUSION

The design of an integrated UWB and Bluetooth antenna with a dual band-notched characteristic
has been presented. The size of the antenna is only 31.5×39.75×0.832 mm3 . A triangular resonator
and meander-DGS have been employed to produce a dual-band notch centered at 2.856 and 5.5 GHz,
with the corresponding peak gains dropping by about 5.4 dB and 12 dB and efficiencies to about
16.8% and 1.4%.
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Abstract— According to characteristics of any measured far-field antenna patterns, a side-lobe
searching algorithm, based on a special integral method for calculating peak areas and a new
decision rule, is proposed in detail, in which both time and space complexities are getting analyzed
deeply and effectiveness of the algorithm is confirmed by some typical examples. The algorithm
could be applied not only to search for side-lobes in measured far-field antenna patterns with
serious spurs, but also to calculate other parameters of antenna patterns such as axis ratio etc.
Some special examples show that it’s a high-reliable, wide-applicable and high-speed algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Generally, antenna radiation pattern contains lots of important information about antenna parameters such as gain, beam width, side-lobe etc. Therefore, it is the most important and basic data
in the field of antenna measurement [1]. Based on different measurement principles, at present
there are three main ways for measuring patterns including far-field, near-field and compact range
measurement where the first one is getting most widely used because of its simplicity and convenience [2]. However, antenna patterns are often distorted by extraneous signal. Some methods by
improving measurement system in order to reduce the distortion were proposed [3–5]. But due to
be subject to effects of environment, dynamic range and instability of measurement system etc, the
obtained far-field patterns are not so smooth as the one measured by the other methods in which
there are many irregular and sharp ripples referred as spur. Especially under certain low level such
as side-lobe region, the Signal Noise Ratio will become decreasing. Obviously it brings more difficulty for data analyzing and worse influence on extracting and analyzing antenna parameters, such
as error positioning of a side-lobe and beam width. Thus, how to obtain main antenna parameters
effectively and accurately from radiation patterns with spurs is an important job during antenna
measurement.
2. DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHM
2.1. Features of Some Usual Patterns

Usually there are serious or light spurs in any measured far-field patterns. For the less one, it is
acceptable that seeking side-lobes by peak search after making simple smooth processing. But if
want to get the higher smoothness, more serious error and distortion will appear. For the rough
patterns with serious spurs, the method of peak search may probably lead to wrong result, i.e.,
some big spurs may be viewed as side-lobes by mistake. For instance, the maximum side-lobe is
wrongly positioned at a spur near the main beam by using peak search method on a pattern with
many ripples shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. Description of Algorithms

For the problems mentioned above, a side-lobe searching method for measured far-field patterns is
proposed. It is a combination of a peak search algorithm, a special area integral algorithm and a
decision rule for side-lobe and spur.
2.3. Peak Search Algorithm

Suppose there are n data points in a measured pattern and symbol ai denotes the ith data point
(i ∈ [1, n]). Let j = 1, if ai−j < ai , and ai+j < ai or ai+j+1 < ai is satisfied, ai is a peak value. If
ai−j = ai , and ai+j = ai or ai+j+1 = ai is satisfied, let j plus one, and repeat the process above.
Otherwise, ai is not a peak value. The corresponding flow chart is shown in Fig. 2. This algorithm
is also applicable to the patterns with continuous same data point shown in Fig. 1(b). The peak
value point can be located at the middle point among them. Each peak value on the pattern
corresponds to a side-lobe or a spur. So seeking all the peak values on the pattern is essential.
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(b)

Figure 1: Wrong result obtained by a direct peak search method. (a) Maximum side-lobe is wrongly
positioned at a spur near the main beam. (b) Zoomed curve.
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Y
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Figure 2: Flow chart of peak search algorithm.
2.4. A Special Area Integral Algorithm

The area integral algorithm is used to calculate area of each peak value region. Its result is a
criterion for side-lobe.
Suppose that the lower limit of the integral is α, the upper limit of the integral is β. B is the
minimum in the integrating range, dx is the difference between azimuth angles of two adjacent
data point. Approximately, a pattern can be considered as a continuous function f (x). The area
integral is:
Z β
S1 =
(f (x) − B)dx
(1)
α

Let L = β − α, H1 = |f (β) − f (α)|. If B < min{f (α), f (β)}, let H2 = min{f (α), f (β)} − B}. Else
let H2 = 0, The area of peak value region is
µ
¶
1
S = S1 −
· L · H1 + L · H2
(2)
2
And some examples are shown in Fig. 3.
2.5. Criterion for Side-Lobe

The maximum peak value is the maximum value of main beam. Its area of 3 dB beam width can
be calculated by the above mentioned method.
The criterion for side-lobe is: For a peak value ai , if there exist a j ∈ N+ , such that the result
of area integral whose upper limit is the azimuth angle of ai+j and lower limit is the azimuth
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Figure 3: Area calculation for peak value region.

angle of ai−j is greater than 1/16 of the area of 3 dB beam width, and ai−j , ai−j+1 , . . . , ai−1 < ai ,
ai+1 , ai+2 , . . . , ai+j < ai are fulfilled. Then the peak value is the maximum of a side-lobe. Otherwise,
the peak value is a spur. Generally, in the range of 3 dB beam width, there does not existing a
side-lobe. So, the algorithm does not search for side-lobes in the range of 3 dB beam width in order
to enhance the speed of the algorithm.
1/16 of the area of 3 dB beam width is considered as the criterion for side-lobe or spur. It is
a suitable constant for most patterns. A pattern with maximum side-lobe of −40 dB is simulated
by a sampling function where the area of its side-lobe is greater than 1/16 of the area of its main
beam. And generally, a spur is small ripple, and its corresponding range of azimuth angle is very
narrow. Thus, the area of a spur is far less than 1/16 of the area of 3 dB beam width. It shows that
1/16 is a suitable constant. Of course, the constant can be adjusted according to practical need.
3. ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION OF THE ALGORITHM [6]
3.1. Time Complexity

Assume that there are n measured data point and m peak value in the pattern.
Peak search algorithm analyzes several data points on both left side and right side of each data
point. At worst, all data points have the same value. For the ith data point of left n/2 data points,
basic operation will be executed i − 1 times. For the ith data point of left n/2 data points, basic
operation will be executed n/2 − i times. So the total frequency of basic operation for all data
points is
n
2
´i n2 n
h
³n
X
−i =
−
(3)
(i − 1) +
2
4
2
i=1

Therefore, the time complexity is O(n2 ).
For side-lobe criterion algorithm, the worst case is that all peak values are spurs and they
have the same value. In this case, assume that the ith peak value is the ki th measured data
point, the frequency of basic operation for the ith peak value is f (ki ) = min{ki , n − ki }. Each
integral operation only needs to add two area elements to previous result. So, the frequency of
m
P
basic operation for a pattern with m peak value is m ·
2f (ki ). So the time complexity of this
i=1

algorithm is O(n). Therefore, the time complexity of side-lobe searching algorithm for measured
antenna far-field patterns mentioned above is O(n2 ).
3.2. Space Complexity

Assume that there are n measured data point and m peak value in the pattern.
There are n/2 peak values when there are only two different values in the pattern. In this
case, a pattern has most peak values. In order to have enough storage space, if each peak value is
sequential stored in an array which has n/2 elements, the space complexity is O(n). If peak values
are stored in a link list, much space can be saved, the space complexity is O(1), but the speed of
searching and analysis will be largely decreased and the programming will be more difficult. And
obviously, the space complexity is O(1) for both area integral algorithm and side-lobe criterion
algorithm. Therefore, the space complexity of side-lobe searching algorithm for measured antenna
far-field patterns is O(n) or O(1).
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Figure 4: Maximum side-lobes of four representative measure far-field patterns.
3.3. Verification

The side-lobes are analyzed for four representative measured far-field patterns by use proposed
algorithm, the result as shown in Fig. 4, which show that for these patterns all the results analyzed
by use this algorithm are correct.
4. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm based on a special integral method for calculating peak areas and a decision rule
is presented here. Analyzed results of radiation patterns confirmed the algorithm is effective and
correct for most cases, which overcomes the shortcoming of inaccurate judge in other common data
processing algorithm for patterns. It is a high-reliability, wide-applicability and high-operationspeed algorithm for processing measured far-field patterns.
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Patch Antennas for TTC Applications of Mini-satellites
Nai-Zhi Wang, Xi-Bo Wang, Jianzhou Li, and Jia-Dong Xu
School of Electronic and information, Northwestern Ploytechnical University, Xi’an 710129, China

Abstract— In recent years, with the development of miniaturization technologies such as the
very large scale integration (VLSI), and the digital signal processing (DSP), small satellites are
becoming more and more attractive. And it is known that during both the period of attitude
adjustment after the separation and working time of a satellite, TTC (Telemetry, Tracking, and
Command) are very important functions necessary for the proper operation of it. In this paper,
firstly a design process of a dual-band patch antenna, which can operate at 2 GHz and 2.2 GHz
for TTC applications on small satellites is presented, followed by the approach of the placement
optimization of the TTC patch antenna onboard for a mini-satellite. In order to obtain one better
strategy, the construction of the antenna is discussed and two schemes of antennas placement
are introduced. Through the results secured by electromagnetic computation, it is indicated that
situating three patch antennas respectively on three adjacent walls and the forth one on the
cut-off bottom corner can provide a satisfactory omni-directional radiation pattern. To reduce
the complexity, a new method to conform a patch antenna on the mini-satellite is proposed by
bending the antenna along one edge of the cube in a top corner. By comparison and analysis,
it is concluded that one bended patch antenna can perform as well as four ordinary ones do so
that it can effectively cut off the weight and volume of the spacecraft, and facilitate the feeding
intricacy. All the S-parameter and radiation pattern results used for analysis were calculated
with the CEM software CST Microwave Studio, which is based on the finite integral technique
(FIT).
1. INTRODUCTION

Miniaturization technologies such as the very large scale integration (VLSI), and the digital signal
processing (DSP) make it feasible today to build smaller satellites than those were possible 10
years ago without reducing their capabilities [1]. It can decrease the time of construction and
give possibility to launch the spacecraft either as an auxiliary payload by large launchers or with
the use of small rockets [2]. The number of planned missions based on small, mini, micro and
even pico satellites, referred to henceforth as small satellites, is continuously increasing. Small
satellites are attractive because they require lower investments, lower cost mass production while
offering greater reliability, lower launch costs and greater launch flexibility. Their use, involving a
single or a constellation of satellites, includes earth observation [3–5], the testing of components,
communication and educational applications [6]. According to SSTL (Surrey Space Technology
Limited) classification [7], mini-satellite is a spacecraft, the weight of which does not exceed 500kg.
Due to small dimensions and weight of the mini-satellites, the access to the space is accelerated,
but also specific, low profile and small weight communication devices have to be used.
TTC (Telemetry, Tracking, and Command) which are very important functions necessary for
the proper operation of a satellite. During the initial acquisition period following the satellite
separation from the launcher, the satellite stabilization has usually not been achieved. Thus an
omni-directional antenna is required for the communication between space and ground. Sometimes,
multiple antennas are mounted on different sides of the satellite to provide better coverage for
the TTC link as well as for redundancy. Usually several omni-directional antennas at different
frequencies, e.g., UHF and VHF bands, are used for TTC up-link and down-link.
When linearly polarized electromagnetic wave travels through electromagnetic field, under the
influence of it, the polarization plane of the incident wave will change. Such phenomenon is known
as Faraday rotation. That’s why circularly polarized (CP) antennas are necessary for satellites communication in order to obtain the satisfied receiving efficiency. But for TTC antennas, polarization
is not pre-requisite, and several antennas located on a satellite make it impossible to achieve circular
polarization in all directions. So various linearly polarized antennas such as monopole antennas,
inverted F-shaped antenna (PIFA) and microstrip patch antennas have been developed for TTC
of small satellites at UHF, VHF, and S-band. These antennas are simple, cheap, easy to fabricate,
and have nearly omni-directional or broad-beam radiation patterns, consequently the satellite does
not require accurate control of altitude [2].
In this paper two dual-band antennas with compact size are designed and simulated for small
satellite TTC mission. And also, schemes of the placement onboard mini-satellite for each antenna
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are discussed and compared. The performance requirements of antennas are indicated in Part 2.
Design processes of the conventional slotted antenna with corresponding onboard location schemes
and numerical simulation results are discussed in Part 3. A novel method to conform a patch
antenna on the mini-satellite is proposed in Part 4, which is followed by comparison of the two
antenna and conclusion.
2. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The goal of our work is to design an appropriate antenna for TTC applications, and then optimize
the locations of several antennas to obtain omni-directional radiation pattern.The performance
requirements of the collective antennas located on the mini-satellite include:
•
•
•
•

Operating at two frequencies: 2 GHz and 2.2 GHz respectively for TTC uplink and downlink;
Low profile, not thicker than 10 mm;
Small weight as possible;
Omni-directional coverage range.

Other essential capabilities of the antenna that must be achieved, for instance, the characteristic
of heat resistance and the ability to withstand pressure, will be investigated and discussed in the
future work.
3. 1ST SCHEME: PLANAR PATCH ANTENNA
3.1. Antenna Design

Patch antennas are the most suited contender for the TTC application of the mini-satellites, whereas
inherently narrow bandwidth is the bottleneck of patch antennas. Some methods have been proposed to solve the problem over the past two decades, such as appending parasitic radiators [8],
cavity backed [9], or L-probe feeding [10]. But slotting gaps on the patch to realize dual-band can
make the antenna thinner and lighter, so we utilize this strategy to achieve the purpose.
The configuration of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna fed by a coaxialcable consists of a patch with two gaps, the ground plane, a dielectric substrate layer, and is etched
on a FR4 substrate with the thickness of 4 mm and the dielectric constant of 4.4. The dimensions
of the patch are W1 × L1 , and the spacing between the patch and ground is h. The feed point is
centered with respect to the patch width W1 , and at a distance D from one side of the patch. The
parameters of the antenna are listed as follows: W = 100, W1 = 48 mm, W2 = 3 mm, W3 = 21 mm,
L1 = 48 mm, L2 = 41 mm, D = 13 mm, h = 4 mm.
The simulation results including S11 and radiation patterns, calculated by the CEM software
CST, are shown in Fig. 2. As seen, S11 < −10 dB is obtained from 1.975 GHz to 2.025 GHz and
from 2.17 GHz to 2.26 GHz, so it can operate well at 2 GHz and 2.2 GHz. Fig. 2(b) shows that the
antenna has low gain and wide beamwidth.
A small dimension or weight can cut down the cost of launching. Fig. 3 shows the calculated
S-parameter versus the dimension W of substrate. There is no acute change along the augment or
diminishment of the substrate dimension, so we can choose small W to make the structure of the
antenna lighter and more compact, and here W is set to 100 mm.
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3.2. Antenna Layout

The antenna is with low profile and don’t need deployment mechanisms. That’s why it can be
easily attached to the satellite walls. Here several antennas mounted on a typical mini-satellite
with dimension of 500 mm ∗ 500 mm ∗ 500 mm will be simulated to evaluate their performance,
and minimizing the occurring nulls and improving the omni-directivity of the combined radiation
pattern for various configurations are the main goals of optimization of antennas placement.
Analysis of the combined radiation pattern of the antennas set onboard the mini-spacecraft
may be accomplished with the use of the Finite Integral Technique (FIT). The FIT is a full-wave
method firstly described by Weiland and directly solves Maxwell integral equations [11]. The
unknown vector electric and magnetic fields are approximated by specially designed basis functions
with unknown coefficients. These basis functions let us satisfy all the required continuity conditions
of the electric and magnetic fields at every material boundary. The discretization rate (number
of basis cells per wavelength) is one of the main factors that affect the computation time and
accuracy. Analysis is not comprehensive because of limited computer memory and processor. For
our analysis, the CEM software CST is utilized, and the modeled structures are discretized with
at least 20 basis cells per wavelength. The satellite model is modeled as a metallic box with the
dimensions of 500 mm ∗ 500 mm ∗ 500 mm.
Firstly, create the complete three-dimensional model of the mini-satellite; Secondly, assign conducting materials properties to the parts of the geometrical model.; Then situate three antennas
onboard three adjacent walls of the mini-satellite. This scheme leads to fairly omni-directional
coverage over the sphere; however some local nulls are visible. Three antennas are not enough for
gaining an omni-directional radiation pattern.
Possible antennas locations and their number are usually limited in mini-satellites due to limited
dimensions, weight, cable routes etc. Fig. 4 shows four antennas location schemes for cubic satellites.
Three of them are amounted in the center of three adjacent walls (Sub-scheme (a)) or clustered in
the top corner (Sub-scheme (b)) and the fourth antenna is situated on the cut-off bottom corner.
All the transmitting antennas in the top corner should be fed with the same phase to avoid deep
nulls in the radiation pattern.
For Sub-scheme (a), the computed combined radiation patterns for the horizontal and the vertical plane at 2 GHz and 2.2 GHz are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Placing the fourth antenna on the
cut-off corner provides satisfactory omni-directivity of the whole pattern. The deepest nulls for the
cut-off corner approach do not exceed −10 dB for both the horizontal plane and the vertical plane.
Sub-scheme (b), three antennas is clustered in the top corner and the fourth antenna situated on
the cut-off bottom corner. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively show the radiation patterns of Sub-scheme
(b) at 2 GHz and at 2.2 GHz. Similarly, the deepest nulls for this scheme do not exceed −12 dB for
both planes. The S-parameter of the antennas situated on the mini-satellite is also calculated, which
is shown in Fig. 9. All the results indicate that such schemes can provide excellent performance
in the mission of TTC. Here choose Sub-scheme (b) as the 1st scheme for its compact distribution
and facilitation in feeding intricacy.
4. 2ND SCHEME: BENDED PATCH ANTENNA

The radiation pattern of ordinary patch antennas has small sidelobes and the beamwidth is much
less than 180◦ . Because of this characteristic, only mounting one patch antenna on the satellite

(a)

Figure 3: S11 versus W .

(b)

Figure 4: One antenna situated on the cut-off bottom corner.
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can not provide an omni-directional radiation pattern. Utilizing the method of mounting several
antennas on the small satellite results in accretion of its volume and weight, and feeding all antennas
with the same phase to avoid deep nulls in the radiation pattern will also cause troubles.
Here we propose a novel conformal method. Apply the antenna whose structure is as Fig. 1
shown, using an FR4 substrate with thickness of 5 mm and dielectric constant of 4.4. But the
dimensions are changed to: W = 100, W1 = 53 mm, W2 = 3 mm, W3 = 18 mm, L1 = 52 mm,
L2 = 42 mm, D = 16 mm, h = 5 mm. Then bend the antenna along one edge of the cube in the
top corner and paste the bottom of it to the walls, as shown in Fig. 10.
Similarly, we use the FIT method to analysis the characteristic of the conformal antenna, and
discretize the whole structure with at least 20 basis cells per wavelength. Fig. 11 shows the Sparameter of the antenna conformally mounting on the satellite. As we know the antenna has two
operation frequencies 2.0 GHz and 2.2 GHz where S11 < −10 dB. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 are the computed radiation patterns of only one antenna situated on the top corner. Only exiguously numerical
difference exists between corresponding radiation patterns. The reason for this phenomenon is that
the wavelengths of two operating frequencies are similar in size. The deepest null is about −12 dB
for both the horizontal and vertical planes at each operating frequency. Compared to the 1st
scheme described previously, it can be seen that one bended patch antenna performs as well as four
ordinary ones do. In addition, it also has some advantages such as smaller weight and facilitation
in feeding.
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5. CONCLUSION

Two antennas with different structures and advantages such as compactness, easy fabrication and
low cost, have been designed and simulated. Introduced calculations utilizing FIT show some possible approaches to ensure omni-directional radiation patterns, including optimal low gain antennas
placement and modifications of the antenna’s structure or conformal method. It is concluded that
situating three patch antennas respectively on three adjacent walls and the forth one on the cut-off
bottom corner can provide better omni-directional radiation patterns, and furthermore, one bended
patch antenna can perform as well as four ordinary ones do so that it can effectively cut off the
weight and volume of the spacecraft, and facilitate the feeding intricacy. The simulated results
of the antennas mounted on the mini-satellite demonstrate the reliable onboard performance and
both of them with the corresponding schemes could work well.
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Optimal Calculation of the Directivity of Arrays with Azimuthal
Element Pattern Symmetry
E. H. Van Lil, J.-W. De Bleser, and A. R. Van De Capelle
Div. ESAT-TELEMIC, K. U. Leuven, Kasteelpark Arenberg 10, Bus 2444, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium

Abstract— A simple analytical formula for the directivity of an array of dipoles is derived. It
turns out to be a generalisation of the well known expression for the directivity of an array of
isotropic elements. For regular (i.e., equidistant) arrays an efficient algorithm is proposed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The directivity function, the proportion between the power density in a certain direction and the
average power density, is defined in [1, 2],
¯
¯2
¯~
¯
¯F (θ, φ)¯

D(θ, φ) =
1
4π

R2π Rπ

−
→
F~ (θ, φ) F ∗ (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

¯−
¯2
¯→
¯
= ¯F 0 (θ, φ)¯ D

(1)

0 0

F~ (θ, φ) is the complex far-field pattern (* denotes complex conjugate).
−
→
~
and D is the directivity in the direction of maximum radiation. For an array of
F 0 (θ, φ) = FF(θ,φ)
MAX
N elements, the far-field pattern can be written as the product of an element pattern and an array
factor: F~ (θ, φ) = ~g (θ, φ)f (θ, φ). The array factor depends on the (complex) excitation coefficients
NP
−1
−
→ −
→ −−→
(ai ) and the positions of the elements as well as on the frequency: f (θ, φ) =
ai ej k0 ( ri −rref )
i=0

(Fig. 1). The worst case maximum value occurs if all amplitudes add up in phase, hence (n = N −1)
n
P
fMAX =
|ai |. For the most common arrays this occurs within the far-field pattern corresponding
i=0

with real angles θ and φ.
If we steer the beam of an array of isotropic elements (g(θ, φ) = 1) from a given maximal direction kMAX (with coefficients ai ) to a new direction corresponding with k0 MAX , the new excitation
coefficients can be derived from the previous ones:
0

bi = ai e−j(k MAX −kMAX ).ri

x
0

x
i

x
j

(2)

x
n

ri

O

Figure 1: General configuration.
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The denominator of (1) then becomes [1]:
2

n
n X
X

−
Re(bi b∗j )sinc (ko |→
ri

→
−−
rj |) +

i=0 j=i+1

n
X

|bi |2

(3)

i=0

Note that |ai | = |bi | and hence both

n
P
i=0

|ai |2 =

n
P
i=0

|bi |2 and fmax remain unchanged.

2. DIRECTIVITY OF ARRAYS OF HERTZIAN DIPOLES

For the case of a Hertzian dipole g(θ, φ) = sin θ the denominator of (1) can be expressed as
1
ND =
4π

Z2π Zπ X
n X
n
0

0

ai a∗j ejk0

√

(xi −xj )2 +(yi −yj )2 sin θ cos φ0 jk0 (zi −zj ) cos θ

e

sin2 θ sin θdθdφ0

(4)

i=0 j=0

Using the definition of the Bessel function of the first kind [3, 8.411.1], and noticing that the
imaginary part vanishes, we obtain
ND =

n X
n
X

ai a∗j

i=0 j=0

¶
Zπ/2 µ
q
2
2
J0 k0 sin θ (xi −xj ) +(yi −yj ) cos[k0 cos θ(zi −zj )](1−cos2 θ)sin θdθ (5)
0

p
To solve the second part of this integral we start from [3, 6.688.2] and with r = α2 + β 2 , we
compute the second partial derivative with respect to β.
It is thus possible to derive an analytical formula for arrays of ideal Hertzian dipoles
ND = 2

n X
n
X

Re(ai a∗j )

i=0 j=i+1

£

n

¤ 2X
→
→
→
→
f1 (k0 |−
pi − −
pj |) − f2 (k0 |−
pi − −
pj |) k02 (zi − zj )2 +
|ai |2
3
i=0

sinc x − cos x
x2
x sin x + 3 cos x − 3sinc x
f2 (x) =
x4
−
→−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
→
→
pi − pj = ( ri − rj ) − (−
ri − −
rj ) · iz iz
f1 (x) = sinc x −

(6)

Note that f1 and f2 are combinations of spherical Bessel functions of the first kind and order 0 and
1 for f1 and order 2 for f2 . It can be proven that lim f1 (r) = 2/3 and lim f2 (r) = −1/15.
r→0

r→0

3. GENERAL PLANAR ARRAY CASE

The radiation integral for the planar array case (zi = zj ) and an element power pattern given by
sin2m θ is:
ND =

Zπ
n
n X
X
ai a∗j
2

i=0 j=0

µ
¶
q
2
2
J0 k0 sin θ (xi − xj ) + (yi − yj ) (1 − cos2 θ)m sin θdθ

0

The element power pattern can be easily expanded into:
2

m

(1 − cos θ)

=

m
X

k

(−1)

k
Cm
cos2(m−k) θ

k=0

The integrals

=

m
X
k=0

(−1)k

m!
cos2(m−k) θ
k!(m − k)!

Zπ
J0 (α sin θ) cos2(m−k) θ sin θdθ

Im−k =
0
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can be found with [3, 6.683.6] to be:
r
π
(2(m − k))!
Im−k = 2
J
(α)
2α (m − k)!(2α)m−k m−k+1/2
It should be noted that this method can be applied to any element power pattern that can be
expanded in terms of sin2m θ and cos2m θ, either theoretically or by experimental fitting.
4. FAST FORMULAS FOR LINEAR EQUIDISTANT ARRAYS

For simplicity the procedure for the calculation of the directivity is explained for the case of isotropic
elements, but remains valid in the general case.
n
n
P
P
After the calculation of
|ai | and
|ai |2 we can combine the terms of (3) with constant
i=0

i=0

~ = |d~i,i+1 |)
j − i ≡ k which gives (d is the distance vector between 2 adjacent elements and d = |d|
( n n−l
³ ³−−−→ −−−→´ ´
XX
0
2
Re(ai a∗i+l ) cos l kMAX − kMAX
· d~ sinc (lko d)
l=1 i=0

+

n n−k
X
X

)
³ ³−−−→ −−−→´ ´
0
Im(ai a∗i+l ) sin l kMAX − kMAX
· d~ sinc (lko d)

(7)

l=1 i=0

After defining cl =

n−l
P
i=0

ai a∗i+l (7) reduces to
2

n
X

µ
“−−−→ −−−→” ¶
0
−jl kMAX −kMAX
·d~
Re cl e
sinc (lko d)

(8)

l=0

For practical applications (corporate feeding of the array) the coefficients vary little with frequency and hence the cl ’s can be computed in advance.
To program this efficiently all cl ’s are computed in advance in one vector, destroying the excitation coefficients. Until the (E(N/2) − 1)th (E is the integer just lower than or equal to N/2)
calculation of cl the new element is added in the vector after the end of vector a (cl is added in
an+1 ) (Fig. 2(a)). The total number of memory elements is thus N + E(N/2) − 1 = E((3N − 2)/2).
After the (E(N/2) − 1)th coefficient cl , the next coefficient cl can be placed directly in element al ,
because those excitation coefficients are not longer required (Fig. 2(b)). At this stage the original
excitation coefficients start to be destroyed in the computation. After the buffering the first elements can be copied in place. This means that an+1 = c1 is put back at memory location a1 , an+2
on a2 etc (Fig. 2(c)).

a0

a1

…

a E(N/2)-1

…

an

a1

…

a E(N/2)-1

…

c2

…

cE(N/2)-1

c1

c2

…

cE(N/2)-1

(a)

+…+
a0

c1

cn

(b)
a0

c1

…

c E(N/2)-1

…

cn

(c)

Figure 2: Efficient computation of the coefficients cl for equidistant arrays.
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Figure 3: Directivity of a uniform array with 20 elements.
5. APPLICATIONS

Figure 3 compares the directivity of uniform and Chebychev arrays of isotropic elements and
Hertzian dipoles oriented along the array axis. We notice that the directivity of the uniform
isotropic array is equal to 10 log10 N (in this case 9.03 dBi ) for d = 0.5mλ0 (m is a positive integer).
The directivity of the uniform array of Hertzian dipoles at 0.5λ0 is 11.89 dBi . For longer distances
the directivity of the uniform array of Hertzian dipoles converges in an oscillating way to 10 log10
(1.5N ) (in this case 10.79 dBi ). The −20 dB Chebychev pattern leads to a slightly smaller directivity (8.84 dBi for isotropic elements and 11.75 dBi for Hertzian dipoles at 0.5λ0 ). The limit for
d → ∞ is equal to 8.84 dBi + 10 log10 (1.5) = 10.60 dBi .
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a simple analytical formula for the computation of the directivity of an array of
Hertzian dipoles was derived. This method turns out to be applicable to most antennas because
the power pattern can often be expanded in terms of sin2m θ and cos2m θ. For regular arrays a very
efficient procedure is derived.
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A Novel UWB Filter with Dual-notch-bands Characteristic Using
Radial-multimode Loaded Stub Resonator
C. Y. Liu, T. Jiang, Y. S. Li, and J. Zhang
College of Information and Communications Engineering
Harbin Engineering University, Harbin, Heilongjiang 150001, China

Abstract— this paper presents a novel approach for designing compact ultra-wideband (UWB)
band-pass filter with a good dual-notched band characteristic. By using a radial-multimode
loaded stub resonator, one notch-band can be got. Another notch-band can be generated by the
half-wavelength parasitic micro-strip Resonator. The main advantage of the proposed filter is the
frequency of the notched band can be tuned easily in a wide frequency range. The first notch-band
can be changed from 4 GHz to 6 GHz. The second notch-band can be changed from 7 GHz to
9 GHz. Electric filed distribution and equivalent model is also given depending on the odd/even
excitation resonance condition. The characteristics of the filter are analyzed. To verify the
proposed methods, filter is designed and fabricated. Measured results show the proposed UWB
properties from 3 to 10.8 GHz. The UWB filter’s dual-notch-bands whose center frequencies are
4.5 GHz and 7.7 GHz and have 10 dB fractional bandwidths of about 2.2% and 1.3%, respectively.
These filters can be integrated in UWB radio systems and efficiently enhance the interference
immunity from undesired signals such as wireless local area network (WLAN) and WiMAX.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)released the frequency band from 3.1 to
10.6 GHz for commercial communication applications in February 2002, the ultra-wideband (UWB)
radio system has been receiving great attention from both academy and industry [1]. UWB filter is
one of the key passive components to realize a UWB radio system. Recently, various methods and
structures have been presented to develop UWB BPFs [2–4].Moreover, the UWB frequency band
overlaps with the existing communication such as WLAN and WiMAX which means that those
radio signals may interfere with UWB systems and vice versa.Therefore, a compact communication
system which operates in UWB frequency band requires a small BPF with single or dual-notched
bands in order to avoid being interfered by the undesired radio signals. Recently, there are many
methods that have been investigated to design a UWB BPF with notched bands, such as parasitic
coupled line [5], mismatch transmission line [6], SCRLH resonator [7] and Asymmetric dual-line
coupling structure [8]. Nevertheless, they are still embarrassed by the large electrical size [5],
complex structure [6], and the notch band cannot be changed optionally [7, 8].
The present paper provides a new implementation of dual-notch-bands by using a radialmultimode loaded stub.Theradial-multimode loaded stub structure can generate dual-notched bands
in the pass-band of the UWB BPF. By adjusting the parameters of the radial-multimode loaded
stub, the center frequencies of the two notch-bands can be controlled independently. An UWB
BPF with dual-notched bands by using the radial-multimode loaded stub structures has been designed,fabricated, and measured.Simulated results agree closely with measured ones.
2. FILTER DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The configuration of the investigated UWB BPF with the dual-notched bands is shown in Fig. 1.
The filter is printed on a substrate with relative permittivity 10.2 and a thickness of 0.635 mm
and the characteristic impedance of the input/output micro-strip-line are taken to be 50 Ω.The size
of the filter is 10 mm×10 mm, so they are compact. The proposed BPF is a modified form of [4] and
the radial-multimode loaded stub is coupled to the middle MMR section to achieve the dual-notch
bands. The radial-multimode loaded stub is composed of two cross-coupled configurations and has
signal multiplexed characteristics. The two signal paths incurred from the second cross-coupled
configuration are also indicated in Fig. 1. The lower notch-band is generating by the signal path 1,
and then the whole electrical length of the single path 1 (2 × L7 + 2 × L6) is near 180◦ . The second
notch-band is generating by the signal path 2, and the size of the radial-multimode loaded stub
can control the second notch frequency.
Figure 2 shows the simulated response S21 of the mentioned filter. f1 and f2 are the central
frequencies of the lower and upper notched bands, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that
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Figure 1: Geometry of the proposed UWB filter.
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Figure 2: Simulated response |S21 | of the mentioned filter for varying L7 and L5, L8, D. (a) L7, (b) L5, L8,
D.

f1 changes dramatically by tuning L7 with other parameter fixed. Fig. 2(b) shows that f1 can
be kept constant when f2 changes dramatically by tuning L8, L5 and D. According to the above
analysis, f1 can be determined by tuning the structure parameters of the second cross-coupled
configuration (such as L7),and the f2 can be determined by adjusting L8, L5 and D. This way,
the required two resonant frequencies of the notched bands can be simultaneously obtained and
controlled independently.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed filter, the proposed UWB BPFs with dual-notch-bands
using radial-multimode loaded stub is designed, simulated, fabricated and measured. The proposed
filter is simulated by using CST.The final dimensions of the filter are as follows: L1 = 6.4 mm,
L2 = 3.7 mm, L3 = 4 mm, L4 = 6 mm, L5 = 4.5 mm, L6 = 2.5 mm, L7 = 4 mm, L8 = 0.5 mm,
R1 = 0.6 mm, R2 = 0.5 mm, W 1 = 0.3 mm, W 2 = 0.2 mm, D = 1 mm. Fig. 3 depicts the
photograph of the fabricated filters. The proposed tri-wideband BPFs with dual-notch-bands using
radial-multimode loaded stub is measured by Anristu 37347D vector network analyzer.
Figure 4 demonstrates the frequency responses and group delay of proposed filters, where excellent agreement is obtained with simulated ones. The result of these filters shows that there are
three pass-bands. The three pass-bands of the fabricated BPF cantered at 3.8, 6, and 9.2 GHz
have 3 dB fractional bandwidths (FBW) of 1.3 GHz (3–4.3 GHz), 3 GHz(4.5–7.5 GHz), and 2.5 GHz
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Figure 4: Comparison between simulations and measured results for S11 , |S21 | and the measured group
delay of the fabricated filter.

(7.8–10.3 GHz), and measured minimum insertion losses of 0.42, 0.13, and 0.3 dB, respectively.The
two notched bands centered at4.5 and 7.7 GHz and have 10 dB FBW of about 2.2 and 1.3%.The
two rejections between the transmissions bands are more than 20dB. The measured group delay is
between 0.2 and 0.6 ns with a maximum variation of 0.6 ns in the three pass band. At upper rejection band,the presented filters have deeper and wider stop-band attenuation, whose attenuation is
more than −20 dB from 11.3 to 15 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

A Novel UWB filter with dual-notch-bands using radial-multimode loaded stub has been proposed
and designed. By tuning the parameters of the structure, there sonant frequencies of the notched
bands can be simultaneously obtained and controlled independently. The filter is successfully
optimized, fabricated, measured. These filters can be integrated in UWB radio systems and efficiently enhance the interference immunity from undesired signals such as wireless local area network
(WLAN) and WiMAX, due to its simple structure, compact size,and excellent performance.
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Fast Numerical Simulation of Responses of Array Multicomponent
Induction Logging Tool in Horizontally Stratified Inhomogeneous
TI Formation by NMM
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Abstract— The computation of the array multicomponent induction logging (AMCIL) responses is transformed into the three axial symmetrical problems about the electrical components
through the Fourier series expanding. Through the singularity of the derivative of conductivity
functions with respective to the radial distance, the two singular differential operators are introduced to describe the influence of the accumulation surface charges at cylindrical interfaces on
the EM fields. The numerical matching mode method (NMM) is used to fast simulate the axial
symmetrical problems, and obtain the semianalytic expression of the AMCIL responses in the
horizontally layered inhomogeneous TI medium. Numerical results investigate the characteristic
of AMCIL responses.
1. INTRODUCTION

AMCIL tools as emergent techniques are used to acquire information about the vertical and horizontal resistivities of the formation simultaneously [2, 5]. Differently from the conventional induction
tools, the MCIL tool has two mutually orthogonal coplanar transmitter-receiver pairs in addition to
the coaxial transmitter-receiver pair. As a result, it provides the nine components of the magnetic
field. The EM fields of the coplanar coil pairs are no longer axially symmetrical. Their numerical
simulations are often involved with 3D EM problems. Thus their workloads are usually very large.
Actually it has become a very important subject to develop a fast and reliable method suitable to
computation of the MCIL responses in the variable formations.
In this paper, an efficient and reliable numerical mode matching (NMM) method is developed
to simulate the multicomponent induction logging (MCIL) responses in the horizontally layered
inhomogeneous transversally isotropic (TI) formations with the borehole and the invasion zone.
The computation of AMCIL responses is transformed into three axially symmetrical problems on
the Fourier harmonic components of the EM fields. Based on the singularity of the derivative of the
conductivity function with respective to the radial distance, the two singular differential operators
are given about the horizontally electrical components and the relation between the horizontal EM
components to describe the influence of the accumulated charges at the cylindrical interfaces on the
EM fields. The first and second kinds of boundary conditions are introduced about the different
electrical components to ensure the existence and uniqueness of their solutions. The NMM solves
the singular EM problems to obtain the semianalytic tensor expression of AMCIL responses in the
horizontally layered inhomogeneous TI formations.
2. DECOMPOSION OF MAXWELL EQUATION

Assume the formation consists of N horizontally inhomogeneous TI layers (see Fig. 1). The horizontal and vertical conductivities of origin formation (invasion zone), invasion radius and the
horizontal interface, borehole radius and mud conductivity are all shown in the Fig. 1. Furthermore, the rectangular coordinate (x, y, z) is established in Fig. 1. The triaxial co-located unit
transmitters (êx , êy , êz ) and the array triaxial receivers (Rxk , Ryk and Rzk , k = 1, 2, 3) with the
spacings Lk , (k = 1, 2, 3) are all located at the borehole axis.. The rectangular coordinates (x, y, z)
is easily transformed to the cylindrical coordinates (ρ, θ, z). The AMCIL responses are obtained
by solving the Maxwell’s equation:
∇ × Ep = iωµHp + iωµêp δ(ρ − ρs )δ(z − zs )/2πρ;

∇ × Hp = σ̄Ep ,

p = x, y, z.

(1)

Here, suppose the unit magnetic current êp , (p = x, y, z), is evenly distributed at the ring with
small radius ρs , σ is the conductivity tensor and piece constant. The derivatives of conductivities
with respective to ρ are expressed by:
dσP,n (ρ)/dρ = (σP X,n −σmd )δ(ρ−a)+(σP T,n −σP X,n )δ(ρ−rxo ),

P = H, V,

n = 1, 2, . . . , N. (2)
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2.1. The EM Fields of Horizontal Magnetic Dipole (HMD (êx , êy ))

P

Because the unit HMD is expanded as êp =

l=±1

Mpl eilθ , p = x, y, where Mpl = 0.5(δxp −

ilδyp )(½1 il 0 )T , and ( 1 il 0 )T is the column vector in the cylindrical coordinates, and
1, p = q
δqp =
, the EM fields due to the êp are expanded as
0, p 6= q
P
Ep (ρ, θ, z; ρs , zs ) =
Epl (ρ, z; ρs , zs )eilθ ;
l=−±1
P
p = x, y.
(3)
Hp (ρ, θ, z; ρs , zs ) =
Hpl (ρ, z; ρs , zs )eilθ ,
l=±1

Substitution (2) and (3) into (1) yields the following equation about the components Eps,l =
p T
p
) :
, Eθ,l
(σH Eρ,l
µ −1
¶
µ
¶
(δxp − ilδyp )δ(ρ − ρs ) 0
∂2
−il
σH
p
p
L̃E,l Es,l − 2
Es,l = iωµ
δ (z − zs )
, l = ±1. (4)
1
1
∂z
4πρ
Here, L̃E,l is the 2 × 2 singular differential operators defined by

½
¾
−1
d[σV−1 (ρ)σH (ρ)]
σV−1 ∂
dσV−1 (ρ) ∂
l 2 σH
+σV−1
∂ρ
−1
∂
∂ 1
−iωµ− ρdρ ∂ρ ρ il ρ2 ∂ρ −σV σH ∂ρ ρ +
ρ2
ρdρ

− ρ ∂ρ ρ ∂ρ +
L̃E,l =
h
i
.
−1
−1
2 −1
σV ∂
dσH (ρ)
l σV σH +1
−1 ∂ 1
∂
∂
−
+
−
ρ
+
−
iωµσ
il σH
2
2
H
∂ρ ρ
ρ ∂ρ
ρdρ
ρ∂ρ ∂ρ
ρ

(5)

(5) is the singular differential operator because of (2) and reflects the influence of accumulation
charges at the cylindrical interfaces on the electrical fields. To solve (4), the internal and outer
boundary conditions are essential:
∂Eps,l (ρ, z; ρs , zs )/∂ρ |ρ=ρM N = 0 ;

Eps,l (ρ, z; ρs , zs ) |ρ=ρM X = 0 ,

l = ±1.

(6)

Here, ρM N is chosen as a very small number (e.g., 10−6 ), ρM X is the bound range in radial direction.
The l-th magnetic components are obtained by
´
1
1 ³ ilσH−1 (ρ)
p
∂
∂Hps,l /∂z =
W̃E,l Eps,l ; Hz,l
=
Eps,l , l = ±1.
(7)
− ρ
ρ∂ρ
iωµ
iωµ
Here, W̃E,l is the 2 × 2 known singular differential operators [3].
2.2. The EM Fields of the Vertical Magnetic Dipole (VMD)

The electrical field excited by the VMD (êz ) is axial symmetric and satisfied with the following
equations
µ
¶
1 ∂ ∂
1
∂2 z
d δ(ρ − ρs )
z
−
ρ
+ 2 − iωµσH Eθ,0
− 2 Eθ,0
= iωµ
δ(z − zs ),
(8)
ρ ∂ρ ∂ρ ρ
∂z
dρ 2πρ

...
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ê
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Figure 1: Formation model and the structure of AMCIL tool.
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The boundary conditions
z
Eθ,0
(ρ, z; ρs , zs ) |ρ=ρM N = 0;

z
Eθ,0
(ρ, z; ρs , zs ) |ρ=ρM X = 0 .

(9)

Magnetic fields are solved by:
z
∂Hρ,0
/∂z

1
=
iωµ

µ

∂ 1∂
ρ + iωµσH
∂ρ ρ ∂

¶
z
Eθ,0
;

z
Hz,0
=

1 ∂ z
E .
iωµ ρ∂ρ θ,0

(10)

3. FAST NUMERICAL SIMULATION BY NMM

Divide the bound radial range [ρM N , ρM X ] into M sub-intervals. The radial nodes are denoted by
ρα , (α = 1, . . . , M + 1). The two-order of Newton interpolation polynomials are used as the base
functions ϕα (ρ) at the node ρα , and defined by the following:
At the odd nodes α = 2k − 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , [M/2]:

(ρ − ρ2k−3 )(ρ − ρ2k−2 )


, ρ2k−3 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ2k−1 ,

(ρ2k−1 − ρ2k−3 )(ρ2k−1 − ρ2k−2 )
ϕ2k−1 (ρ) =
(ρ − ρ2k )(ρ − ρ2k+1 )


,
ρ2k−1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ2k+1 ,

(ρ2k−1 − ρ2k )(ρ2k−1 − ρ2k+1 )
at the even nodes α = 2k, k = 1, 2, . . . , [M/2]: ϕ2k (ρ) =

(ρ−ρ2k−1 )(ρ−ρ2k+1 )
(ρ2k −ρ2k−1 )(ρ2k −ρ2k+1 ) ,

ρ2k−1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ2k+1 .

3.1. The Solution in Cylindrical TI Model without Horizontal Boundary

Here we solve only the EM field emitted by the HMD because the fields due to the VMD
³ T are com´
S (ρ) 0
puted by the similar method. Let S1 (ρ) = (ϕ1 (ρ), . . . , ϕM −1 (ρ), ϕM (ρ))T , S̃T (ρ) = 0 1
.
ST
1 (ρ)
The solution of (4) under (6) is approximated by [1]:
Eps,l (ρ, z; ρs , zs )

=

2M
X

S̃T (ρ)El,α Qlα (z, zs )cplα (ρs );

l = ±1;

p = x, y,

(11)

α=1

where El,α is the 2M unknown column vector, Ql,α (z, zs ) and cl,α are unknown function and
constant. Substituting (11) into (4), multiplying ρS̃(ρ), and then executing integral on the range
[ρMN , ρMX ] yield
2N
X

µ
cα Ql,α (z, zs ) S̃l −

α=1

¶
d2 Ql,α (z, zs )
1
Ṽl Ēpl,α = F̃pl δ 0 (z − zs ),
Ql,α (z, zs )
dz 2

l = ±1,

(12)

where S̃l and Ṽ are the 2M × 2M stiff matrix and mass matrix, respectively,µand F̃pl is the
¶ 2M col−1
R ρmx
R
ρ
σ (ρ)
umn vector. They are defined by S̃l = a S̃(ρ)L̃E,l S̃T (ρ)ρdρ; Ṽ = a mx S̃(ρ) H
S̃T (ρ)ρdρ;
1
µ
¶
iωµ −ilS1 (ρs )
x
and F̃l = 4π
, F̃yl = −ilF̃xl ; l = ±1.
S1 (ρs )
Executing the separation of variable of (12) leads to the following three independent equations:
S̃l El,α = κ2l,α ṼEl,α ;

d2 Ql,α (z, zs )
−κ2l,α Ql,α (z, zs ) = −δ 0 (z −zs );
dz 2

X

clα ṼEl,α = F̃pl ,

l = ±1,

α

(13)
Solving (13) determines the 2M eigenvaluses κ2l,α and the corresponding eigenvectors El,α , the functions Ql,α (z, zs )(α = 1, . . . , 2M ) and the vector Cpl = (cpl,1 , cpl,2 , . . . , cpl,2M ). Thus, the semianalytic
solution of (4) is as
Eps,l (ρ, z; ρt , zt ) = S̃T (ρ)Ẽl e−K̃l |z−zt | sign(z − zs )Apl (ρs , zs ),

l = ±1,

(14)

where Ẽl is the 2M × 2M matrix consisting of 2M eigenvectors El,α , Apl (ρs , zs ) = −0.5Cpl , and
K̃l = diag(κl,1 , κl,2 , . . . , κl,2M ) is the diagonal matrix composed of the square roots of κ2l,α and
Re(kl,α ) > 0.
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3.2. Solution in Horizontally Layered Inhomogeneous TI model

In the horizontally layered inhomogeneous TI model, the EM components (Eps,l ; Hps,l , Hpz,l ) in bed
n due to the HMD [3, 4] have the following semianalytic forms:
( (n)+
µ t
¶
p(n)+
Q̃E,l (z)Al
(ρs , zs ), z > zs
S1 (ρ)
p(n)
(n)
Ẽ
, l = ±1,
Es,l (ρ, z; ρs , zs ) =
(15)
t
(n)−
p(n)−
l
S1 (ρ)
Q̃E,l (z)Al
(ρs , zs ) , z < zs
 t
Ã
!
(n) (n)±
S1 (ρ)
H̃l Q̃H,l (z)
p(n)
p(n)±
t

S1 (ρ)
Hl (ρ, z; ρs , zs ) = 
Al
(ρs , zs ),
(16)
(n) (n)±
t
H̃
Q̃
(z)
S1 (ρ)
z,l
E,l
³
³
´
´
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)+
(n,n+1)
(n)−
Q̃E,l = e−K̃l (z−dn+1 ) +e−K̃l (dn+1 −z) R̃l
; Q̃E,l = e−K̃l (z−dn ) +e−K̃l (dn −z) R̃(n,n−1)
. (17)
n
p(n)±

(n)

Al
is the amplitude of the electrical field in bed n. K̃l is the diagonal eigenvalue ma(n)
(n,n−1)
(n,n+1)
trix, Ẽl is the eigenvector matrix, R̃l
and R̃l
are the generalized reflection ma(n)±
(n) −1
(n)±
(n)
(n)
trixes. Q̃H,l (z) = (K̃l ) ∂ Q̃E,l (z)/∂z, and H̃l and H̃z,l are determined by (7). Supposing the receiver is located at rR = (ρR , θR , zR ), the two main components are given by Hxx =
Hρp (rR ; rs ) cos θR − Hθp (rR ; rs ) sin θR and Hyy = Hρp (rR ; rs ) sin θR + Hθp (rR ; rs ) cos θR in the rectangular coordinates.
Similarly, solving (10) through (11) gives the magnetic field Hzz (rR ; rs ) due to the êz . The
formula σapp (z) = 8πLIm(Hpp )/ωµ, p = x, y and σazz (z) = 4πLIm(Hzz )/ωµ are used to compute
the main responses.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the previous NMM, the codes are developed to compute the AMCIL responses in horizontally
layered inhomogeneous TI model. The bound range with ρM N = 10−6 m, ρM X = 40 m and M =
119 are chosen during the discretization of (4) through (10). That three different offsets L =
0.8, 1.2, 1.8 m and two operating frequencies f = 20, 50 kHz are assumed. The borehole radius is
a = 0.1 m and mud resistivity is the value of Rmd = 1 or 1000 Ω · m for investigation of the influence
of the change in the mud on the tool responses.
Figure 2 shows the AMCIL responses in the model with variable bed thickness without invasion
zone. Thicknesses of the resistive beds with(RHT , RV T ) = (5, 22) Ω · m vary 1, 1.5, 2, 3. and 4 m
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Figure 2: The AMCIL responses in the horizontally layered TI model without invasion zone but the conductive mud or resistive mud.
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Figure 3: The AMCIL responses in the TI model with variable invasion radii and the conductive mud or
resistive mud.

from the top to the bottom, and conductive beds with (RHT , RV T ) = (2, 6) Ω · m are 3 m thick.
From Fig. 2(a), it is found that the responses of the coplanar coil system seem to be complicated,
and their sizes don’t directly reveal the true vertical formation conductivity. The array with the
short offset spacing of 0.8 m has the highest vertical resolution, and the longer offset spacing, the
lower vertical resolution. The change in operating frequencies has the obvious influence on the
responses and the high operation frequency helps to enhance the vertical resolution. Comparison
of Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(d) investigates that the responses corresponding to the resistive mud are
larger than that to the conductive mud. In Fig. 2(b) and (c), the responses of coaxial coil system are
much simpler than that of the coplanar coil system, and correctly display the change in formation
conductivity in the vertical direction.
Figure 3 demonstrates the responses in the model with variable invasion depths. The beds are all
4 m thick except shoulder beds. The invasion radii of resistive beds with (RHT , RV T ) = (5, 22) Ω·m
and (RHX , RV X ) = (3, 12) Ω · m are 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.2 m from the top to the bottom.
Conductive beds have (RHT , RV T ) = (2, 6) Ω · m. From the From Fig. 3(a) and 3(c), it is seen
that the change in invasion depth has obvious influence on the responses. Longer offset and lower
frequency result in deeper investigation depths. The response to the resistive mud seems to more
sensitive to the change invasion depth.
5. CONCLUSION

The NMM is developed to fast simulate of AMCIL responses in horizontally layered inhomogeneous
TI model. The computation of the AMCIL responses located at the borehole axis is transformed
into the three axisymmetric problems about the horizontally electrical components. The two extra
singular differential operators about the EM components characterize the influence of the accumulation surface charges at the cylindrical interfaces on the EM fields.
The numerical results demonstrate that the tool responses are very complex, and greatly sensitive to the changes in bed thickness, invasion depth and mud resistivity and so on. The change in
the offset spacings and operating frequencies has also obvious influence on the responses.
The resistive mud help to improve the responses of the coplanar coil system, and the apparent
conductivities to the resistive mud are larger than that to the conductive mud, and closer to the
true values of formation conductivity.
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Finite Volume Algorithm to Simulate Responses of
Multi-component Induction Tools in 3D Inhomogeneous
Anisotropic Formation Using Coupled Scalar-Vector Potentials
Ye Zhang, Hongnian Wang, and Shouwen Yang
School of Physics, Jinlin University, Changchun 130012, China

Abstract— A novel finite volume method (FVM) is developed for simulation of the responses
of multi-component induction logging (MCIL) tool in arbitrarily complex anisotropic formations.
To solve the low induction number (LINs) problem and enhance convergent efficiency during the
EM modeling, we reformulate Maxwell’s equation into Helmholtz equations in terms of coupled
scalar-vector potentials of the electric field with Coulomb gauge. Then the new Yee’s nonuniform staggered girds, finite volume averaging and interpolation technique is used to discrete
the Helmholtz equations and result in an asymmetrical, large, sparse and complex linear system of
equations with a block diagonally dominant structure. The combination of BICGSATB with an
incomplete LU-decomposition precondition is applied to iteratively solve the system. The FVM
results are validated in horizontally layered inhomogeneous TI models against NMM results.
The vector graphs demonstrate the spatial distribution of electrical field and investigate electric
current in borehole and the accumulation charges at conductivity interfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

Thin laminated sand and shale is very significant potential hydrocarbon reservoirs with visible
anisotropic characteristics [1]. As a new generation logging technique, the MCIL tool is composed
of the triaxial transmitters and receivers and measure nine components of magnetic field at the same
time. Thus it possibly provides much more information about conductivity anisotropy. Because
the EM field of coplanar coil system is no longer axial symmetric, the modeling of MCIL responses
is substantially involved with the three dimensional (3D) EM problem. In a recent decade, various
3D numerical modeling techniques, such as finite different method (FDM) [3–5], finite volume
method (FVM) [2], integral method (IE) and finite element method (FEM) have been used to
compute the MCIL responses in complex formation. Theoretically, each 3D modeling should solve
the MCIL responses. However, some 3D modeling often encountered the low induction number
(LINs) problem, and its convergent efficiency is greatly reduced in the formation with the large
contrast in conductivity.
In this paper, we apply a novel finite volume algorithm to compute MICL’s responses in arbitrarily earth formation. The Maxwell equation is reformulated into Helmholtz equation about
the coupled scalar-vector potentials of the electric field with Coulomb gauge. Because the coupled scalar-vector potential formulation solves the problems about the slow convergence and LINs,
the robust FV method resolves the Helmholtz equation. During the discretization, the Yee’s nonuniform rectangular staggered grids, finite volume averaging and interpolation technique is used
to result in a large sparse complex linear system on the scalar-vector potentials. The combination
of BICGSTAB with ILU preconditioning iteratively determines the solution of the system. The
numerical results validate the algorithm against others by the NMM.
2. THEROY

Assuming time-harmonic dependence of e−iωt , the vector equation of electrical field is given by
∇ × E = iωµ0 H + iωµ0 Mδ(r − rs ),

∇ × H = σ̄ ∗ E

(1)

√
Here, i = −1, ω is the angular frequency and µ0 is a vacuum magnetic permeability, Mδ(r − rs )
is the known magnetic dipole source located at rs , and σ̄ ∗ is the complex conductivity tensor
composed of the conductivity (σ̄) and relative electrical permittivity (ε̄r ) tensors:

 ∗
∗
∗
σxz
σxx σxy
∗ 
∗
∗
σyz
σyy
σ̄ ∗ = σ̄ − iωε0 ε̄r =  σyx
∗
∗
∗
σzx σzy σzz
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(c)

Figure 1: distribution of discrete vector-scalar potentials in staggered grid. (a) cell Vi,j,k . (b) Cell Vi+1/2,j,k .
(c) Cross-section of cell Vi,j,k .

Applying Helmholtz decomposition, the electromagnetic fields of (1) is written as [2]:
E = A + ∇φ,

H=

1
∇×A
iωµ0

(2)

Here, the vector function A is referred as the magnetic vector potential that satisfies the Coulomb
gauge ∇ · A = 0, and the function φ is the electric scalar potential. The functions A and ∇φ are
reasonably considered as the electrical field caused by the magnetic dipole and electrical charges,
respectively [2]. Substitution of (2) into (1) yields the following vector Helmholtz equation about
coupled potentials
∇2 A + iωµ0 σ̄ ∗ (A + ∇φ) = −iωµ0 ∇ × Mδ(r − rs ).
(3)
The representations of (3) for the x-, y- and z-components are as follows
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶¸
·
µ
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
∗
∗
2
∗
+σxy Ay +
+σxz Az +
= −iωµ0 h∇×Mδ(r−rs )ix ,(4a)
∇ Ax +iωµ0 σxx Ax +
∂x
∂y
∂z
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶¸
·
µ
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
∗
∗
∗
+σyy
Ay +
+σyz
Az +
= −iωµ0 h∇×Mδ(r−rs )iy ,(4b)
∇2 Ay +iωµ0 σyx
Ax +
∂x
∂y
∂z
·
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶¸
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
2
∗
∗
∗
∇ Az +iωµ0 σzx Ax +
+σzy Ay +
+σzz Az +
= −iωµ0 h∇×Mδ(r−rs )iz . (4c)
∂x
∂y
∂z
Here, h∇ × Mδ(r − rs )ix h∇ × Mδ(r − rs )iy and h∇ × Mδ(r − rs )iz are the x-, y-, and z-components
of ∇ × Mδ(r − rs ), respectively. The vector potential A is not the complete solution to the vector
Equation (3). Therefore, an extra scalar equation in addition to (3) is required. We take the
divergence of Equation (3) and obtain
∇ · σ̄ ∗ (A + ∇φ) = 0

(5)

Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced on the outer boundary ∂Ω
n × A|∂Ω = 0,

φ|∂Ω = 0

After that, we utilize a non-uniform staggered-grid scheme in rectangular coordinates to discrete
the Equations (4a)–(4c) and (5). The locations of vector and scalar potential components in the
staggered grids are shown in Figure 1.
Vector potential components are defined at the center of the six faces of Vi,j,k and scalar potential
is defined at the center of Vi,j,k . Magnetic dipole sources are located at the midpoint of cell’s edges.
Assuming the conductivity is constant in each volume cell, the equivalent conductivity in each cell
is approximated by volume weighted averaging of different conductivity.
ave
σi,j
=

1 + V σ2
V1 σi,j
2 i,j
V1 + V2
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Figure 2: Comparison of numerical results of response of MICL in the 3 horizontal-layer inhomogeneous TI
model by NMM method with that by finite volume method using vector-scalar potentials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Vector graph of electrical field caused by xx coupling in vertical well with conductive mud. (a)
Vector graph of electrical field when tool is centered in borehole. (b) Vector graph of electrical field when
tool is eccentric in borehole.
1 , σ 2 , V , V are respectively the conductivity components and volume of
where (i, j = x, y, z), σi,j
1
2
i,j
ave represents the equivalent conductivity component. Applying
two different material in the cell. σi,j
finite volume averaging and interpolation technique, we can discrete the Equations (4) and (5) as

F̄X = b

(6)

Here, F̄ is a complex asymmetric large sparse matrix which consists of 16 block sub-matrixes. In
order to ensure matrix is diagonal-dominant, the grid size must fulfill the constraint condition as
follow [3], 1/h2max À ωµ0 σmax , where hmax , σmax are the max grid spacing and max conductivity
respectively. As a fast convergent and stable iterative algorithm, BICGSTAB can solve asymmetrical large sparse complex linear system (6) efficiently. In order to decrease the condition number
of matrix F̄, the preconditioning technique should be employed. The essence of preconditioning is
that the system (6) can be reformulated into another system which has the same numerical result
and lower condition number. In this paper, we employ the incomplete-LU decomposition technique
with no fill-in (ILU (0)) for preconditioning. Applying incomplete decomposition, the coefficient
matrix F̄ can be written as F̄ = L̄Ū − R̄. Where L̄ and Ū are the lower triangle matrix and
the upper triangle matrix respectively, and R̄ is the residual matrix. Therefore, system (6) can
−1
be written as L̄−1 F̄Ū u = L̄−1 b, x = Ū−1 u. In the process of iterative operation, S represents
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the residual vector after a ‘Bi-CG step’. We consider that solution had converged to an acceptable
accuracy when the norm of S is small than 10−4 .
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

First, we apply the three-dimensional FV and NMM algorithms to simulate the response of MICL
in three-layered inhomogeneous anisotropic media. The model parameters are Rht = (3, 25, 6) Ω·m,
Rvt = (11, 65, 21) Ω·m, Rhx = (2, 8, 3.5) Ω·m, Rvx = (7, 24, 1) Ω·m, Rmud = 1 Ω·m, d = (3, 6) m,
rxo = (0.5, 0.7, 0.6) Ω·m, and the offset spacing is 1.2 m. Figure 1 shows that the agreement between
two algorithms is quite acceptable. Their average relative errors are less than 3%. Unfortunately,
the characteristic Curve of σA,XX is more complicated than σA,ZZ because of negative responses
and horns caused by electric charges accumulation on the bed boundary. Therefore, it is difficult
to obtain the horizontal and vertical conductivity from apparent conductivity σA,XX . In order to
obtain the true values of formation conductivity, some inversion method should be applied.
It is well known that the eccentricity effect on transversal components of MICL’s responses is
very strong especially in the conductive mud and resistive formation. Applying the vector graph
of electrical field, we can explain this phenomenon. As Figure 3(a) shown, the electrical field is
circular in the formation when tool is centered. However, the pattern of electrical field is distorted
when tool is eccentric. Besides, electrical field in the borehole tends to parallels the direction of

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Vector graph of electrical field caused by xx coupling in vertical well with resistive mud. (a) Vector
graph of electrical field when tool is centered in borehole. (b) Vector graph of electrical field when tool is
eccentric in borehole.
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Figure 5: Responses of xx coupling when tool is eccentric in y-direction in conductive mud and in resistive
mud. (The offset spacing is 1 m).
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borehole. As a result, there is net current flow along the borehole. The borehole current produces
effect on the receiver. This is why eccentricity effect is enormous, as seen in Figure 5 (black real
line). On the contrary, there is little change of electrical field in resistive mud no matter whether
tool is centered or eccentric. Thus, the eccentricity effect is very small, as seen in Figure 5 (red
real line).
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a robust FV method based on coupled-potential formulation has been presented to
simulate the responses of MICL in 3D inhomogeneous anisotropic formation. The numerical result
was validated against NMM method solutions, showing very good agreement. Applying vector
graph of electrical field, we can explain that the eccentricity effect is caused by electrical field along
the borehole.
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Fast Parameterized Inversion of Multicomponent Induction Logging
Data in Horizontally Layered TI Formation
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Abstract— We advance a fast parameterized inversion algorithm to simultaneously reconstruct
the horizontal and vertical conductivities, the interface depth each bed from the multicomponent
induction logging (MCIL) data in horizontal layered TI formations. Applying transmission line
method (TLM) gives the analytic solution of tensor Green’s function in the frequency-wavenumber
domain. The perturbation equations are derived about the changes in responses of MCIL caused
by perturbation in model parameters. The computations of the Sommerfeld integrals are solved
by the cubic spline interpolation and the recursive formulae of Bessel function. As a result, it is
set up the fast computation of the MCIL responses and their Fréchet derivative with respective to
all model vectors. Finally, we iteratively reconstruct all the model parameters to realized the best
fit of the input logging data with the modeling data by the normalization of Fréchet derivative and
singular-value-decomposition (SVD). Theoretical inversion results validate the inversion method
and its anti-noise ability.
1. INTRODUCTION

The MCIL tool as a new logging technology helps to provide the information about vertical and
horizontal resistivity at the same time [1]. Thus, it is very useful to correctly evaluate the sand-shale
laminated formation. The tool consists of the triaxial transmitters and receivers, and simultaneously
provides all components of magnetic field. Since the responses of the coplanar coil system are very
sensitive to borehole environment and formation interfaces [2–4], their sizes don’t directly reveal the
true values of formation conductivities. It is important to establish the efficient inversion technique
of extraction of the formation conductivity from the logs.
The computation of MCIL responses usually involves with the 3D EM problem. The inversion of
MCIL responses usually becomes extremely complicated because it requires computation of Fréchet
derivative and determination of new model parameters in addition to the forward modeling. Up to
now, 1D [5], 2D [6] and 3D [7] inversion algorithms have been studied and established. Especially,
the efficient computation of Fréchet derivative is the key problem in the total inversion process.
In the literatures [6, 8], the semianalytic solution of EM fields by the NMM has been used to fast
compute the MCIL responses, and Fréchet derivative, and efficient 1D and 2D inversions of both
MCIL and AMCIL datum have been established.
In this paper, on the basis of the analytic solution of EM field in the frequency-wavenumber
domain by TLM [9], we apply the cubic spline interpolation and the recursive formulae of Bessel
function to fast compute the Sommerfeld integrals and establish fast computation of MCIL responses in horizontally layered TI formation. We use the perturbation theory and inverse Fourier
transform to derive efficient computation of the Fréchet derivative of MCIL responses with respective to all the model vectors. Then a fast iterative parameterized inversion of MCIL data is given
to simultaneously reconstruct the horizontal and vertical resistivities and the interfaces.
2. THE FAST CALCULATION OF FRÉCHET DERIVATIVE MATRIX

Assume the formation consists of N horizontally transversally isotropic (TI) layers without borehole
for brevity. The conductivity per bed are all the diagonal tensor σ̄n = diag(σHn , σHn , σV n ), where
σHn and σV n designates horizontal and vertical conductivities in bed n, respectively. The variable
dn (n = 2, 3, . . . , N ) stands for the horizontal interfaces. The model vector is x = (σH1 , σH2 , . . . ,
σHN ; σV 1 , σV 2 , . . . , σV N ; d2 , d3 , . . . , dN ). Because the angular frequency ω is usually small, the
displacement current can be omitted. The MCIL responses in the model are acquired by solving
the following Maxwell equation:
∇ × ḠM E (r, rS ) = iωµḠM H (r, rS ) + Īδ (r − rS ) ;

∇ × ḠM H (r, rS ) = σ̄ · ḠM E (r, rS ),

(1)

where ḠM E (r, rS ) and ḠM H (r, rS ) denote the EM tensor Green functions by the unit magnetic
currents tensor. σ̄ is the conductivity tensor, and Ī is the unit tensor. Applying the Fourier
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transform of (1) about the variables x, y and TLM give the solutions of (1) in the frequencywavenumber domain like [9]
˜ M H (k , k , z, z )
Ḡ
x y
S
 1 £ 2 h
¤
£
¤
− k2 kx Iv (zzS )+ky2 Ive (zzS ) kxkk2 y −Ivh (zzS )+Ive (zzS )
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0
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.


Here, kx and ky are the wavenumbers in the x and y direction, respectively, and kρ =

(3)

q
kx2 + ky2 .

Viq (z, zS ) and Iiq (z, zS ) (or Vvq (z, zS ) and Ivq (z, zS )) denote the voltage and current at z due to a
1-A shunt current (or 1-V series voltage ) source at zS , respectively. The superscript “q = e or h”
represents TM or TE wave to z. The voltage and current in bed n are given by [9]
³ q
´

q
(q,v) ikz,n
ikz,n (z−dn+1 )
(dn+1 −z)
 A+
+ R̃n,n+1 e
, z > zS
n e
³ q
´
Vqi,n (z, zS ) =
,
q
 A− eikz,n (dn −z) + R̃(q,v) eikn,z (z−dn ) ,
z
<
z
S
n
n,n−1
³ q
´
(4)

q
(q,i)
 Bn+ eikz,n (z−dn+1 ) + R̃n,n+1
eikz,n (dn+1 −z) , z > zS
³ q
´
Iqi,n (z, zS ) =
q
(q,i)
 B − eikz,n
(dn −z)
+ R̃n,n−1 eikn,z (z−dn ) ,
z < zS
n
(q,v)

±
where A±
R̃n,n+1 ,
n and Bn are the amplitudes of the voltage and current in bed n, respectively.
q
(q,v)
(q,i)
(q,i)
R̃n,n−1 and R̃n,n+1 , R̃n,n−1 are the generalized reflection coefficients. The kze = kh2 − λ2e kρ2 and
q
p
kzh = kh2 − kρ2 are the propagation wave numbers in the z-direction. λe = σH /σV is the electric
anisotropic constant.
Substitution of (4) into (2) and (3) and execution of inverse Fourier transform yield the solutions
of the ḠM E (r, rs ) and ḠM H (r, rs ) whose each component is computed by the Sommerfeld integral
like
h
i Z ∞
Smn f˜ (kρ ) =
f˜ (kρ ) Jm (kρ ρ)kρn dkρ , m = 0, 1; n = 0, 1, 2, 3.
(5)
0

The small perturbation δ σ̄ in the conductivity tensor results in the changes δ ḠM H (rR , rS ) in
the magnetic tensor ḠM H (r, rs ) given by [6]
Z
£ ME
¤T
(6)
δ ḠM H (rR , rS ) =
Ḡ
(rR , rS ) δ σ̄ (r̄) ḠM E (rR , rS ) dV.
Ω

The perturbation in the conductivity in the horizontally layered TI model has the following
expression:
δσ (z) =

N
−1
X

£ ¡
¢
¡
¢¤
¡
¢
−
δ σ̄n H z − d+
+ δ σ̄N H z − d+
n − H z − dn+1
N

n=1
N
X

+

n=2

¡
£
¢
¡
¢¤
+
δdn σ̄n−1 δ z − d−
n − σ̄n δ z − dn ,

(7)

n
r≥0
where H(r) = 1,
0, r<0 is the Heaviside function, the superscript ‘±’ denotes its left or right limit,
δ σ̄n = diag(δσHn, , δσHn, , δσV n ) and δdn are small perturbations in model parameters of bed n.
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δ(z) = H 0 (z) is the Dirac’s function. Substituting (7) into (6) obtain the following relation between
the changes in the magnetic fields and the perturbations in model parameters:
H
δGM
αβ (rR , rS ) =

N
X

[AH,αβ (n)δσHn + BV,αβ (n)δσV n ] +

n=1

N
X

Cαβ (n)δdn ,

(8)

n=2

where
Z
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Z
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n)
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IV,αβ (z)dz

+ (σV,n−1 −
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Applying inverse Fourier transform
Z ∞Z
ME
−2
Gγβ (r, rS ) = (2π)
and the equation
are simplified as

E
ME
GM
γα (r, rR ) Gγβ (r, rS )dxdy,

∞
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(r, rS ) dxdy.

E
i[kx (x−xS )+ky (y−yS )]
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dkx dky
γβ (kx , ky , z, zS )e

i[(kx +kx0 )x+(ky +ky0 )y ]

dxdy = 4π 2 δ(kx + kx0 )δ(ky + ky0 ), the integrals of (10)

E
ME
i[kx (xR −xS )+ky (yR −yS )]
G̃M
dkx dky ,
rα (−kx , −ky , z, zR )G̃rβ (kx , ky , z, zS )e
.(11)

E
ME
i[kx (xR −xS )+ky (yR −yS )]
G̃M
dkx dky
3α (−kx , −ky , z, zS )G̃3β (kx , ky , z, zS )e

It is easy to prove that the integrals of the right hand side of (11) are transformed into the
Sommerfeld integrals like (5) and fast computed by Gauss-Legendre quadrature [10]. Based on (4),
the integrals of (9) are determined by analytic method. Thus, the coefficients of the right hand
side of (8) are efficiently acquired.
Picking the imaginary parts of the three main component of ḠM H (rR , rS ), then dividing the
corresponding tool constants, and considering the convenience in inversion process, (8) is written
as the form of normalized matrix multiplication [6]:
δypp (zR ) = F̄pp (zR )δq,

p = x, y, z

(12)

2δdN −1
δσHN δσV 1 δσV 2
δσV N
δd2
2δd3
δdN
T is the
H1 δσH2
where, δq = ( δσ
σH1 σH2 . . . σHN , σV 1 , σV 2 , . . . , σV N , d3 −d2 , d4 −d2 , . . . , dN −dN −2 , dN −dN −1 )
relative perturbation in the model vector, δypp (zR ) = δσa,pp (zR )/σa,pp (zR ) is the relative changes
−1 (z )C̄
in σa,pp (zR ), F̄pp (zR ) = σa,pp
pp (zR )Q̄ is the normalization Fréchet derivative, where, Q̄ =
R
diag ( σH,1 , . . . , σH,N , σV,1 , . . . , σV,N , h3 − h2 , (h4 − h2 )/2 . . . , (hN − hN −2 )/2, hN − hN −1 ) .

3. THE ITERATIVE INVERSION
o ) is the input data and composed of the two main components
Supposing yobs = (y1o , y2o , . . . , yM
(σa,xx , σa,zz ) of the MCIL in different positions. The vector function y(x) is the theoretical responses of the MCIL due to the model vector x. The inversion of MCIL data is to find the some
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model vector x∗ to realize the best fit between yobs and y(x∗ ) in the least square inversion theory,
i.e. to minimize the following objective function:
³
´T
³
´³
´
J(x) = 0.5 yobs − y(x) diag−2 yobs yobs − y(x)
(13)
Suppose that x(0) is the initial value of model vector and x(k) is the k-th iteration solution, and
expand (13) near x(k) as
³
´
³
´T ³
´
J x(k) (1 + diag(δq)) ≈ 0.5 ∆y(k) − F̄(k) δq
∆y(k) − F̄(k) δq .

(14)

Here, δq is the small relative model vector, ∆y(k) = diag−1 (yobs )[yobs − y(x(k) )] is the relative
error vector of input data, F̄(k) = diag−1 (yobs )∇y(x(k) )Q̄(k) is the M × (3N − 1) normalized
Fréchet derivative matrix of y(x) with respective to the x(k) in (12). Based on the condition
P
∇δq J(x(k) (1 + δq)) = 0 and the results F̄(k) = Ū ¯ V̄T of the singular value decomposition (SVD),
P−1
the minimization (13) is δq(k) = V̄T ¯ Ū∆y(k) . Then the new model vector is given by
³
³
´´
x(k+1) = x(k) 1 + diag δq(k) .
(15)
Repeat the previous process until getting the some satisfactory result.
4. THE INVERSION RESULTS OF THEORETICAL MODEL

In the following all inversion results, we assume the model consists of ten anisotropic beds, whose
horizontal resistivities are 2.0, 6.0, 20.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 18.0, 30.0, 8.0 and 3.0 Ωm, vertical resistivities
are 8.0, 24.0, 80.0, 24.0, 40.0, 56.0, 72.0, 120.0, 32.0 and 12.0 Ωm, the bed thicknesses are 2.15, 3.0,
1.15, 1.10, 1.25, 2.25, 1.85, 1.95 m from top to bottom, respectively. The MCIL tool’s operation
frequency is 20 kHz, and the offset of the transmitters and the receivers is 1.0 m. The initial
(0)
(0)
model x(0) are determined by the following formulae: σHn = σHn [1 + (−1)n εRH ]−1 , σV n =
(0)
σV n [1 + (−1)n εRV ]−1 , dn = dn + (−1)n εd (dn+1 − dn−1 ), where, σHn , σV n , dn are the true values
of the horizontal and vertical conductivities and interface per bed, respectively. The parameters
εRH , εRV , εd denote the initial relative errors of the model vector x(0) in horizontal and vertical
resistivity and interface, respectively, whose values are assumed as 20%, 20% and 10%.
First, we present the inversion results from the MCIL logs without noise. Figs. 1(a) and (b) show
the comparison of inversion results of horizontal and vertical resistivities with their true values and
initial value, respectively. Fig. 1(c) shows the inversion errors of the horizontal, vertical resistivities,
and the interface, respectively. Fig. 1(d) shows the misfit of the input logs with modeling data from
the inversion formation model, respectively. From the above results, we can see that the modeling
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Figure 1: Inversion results from the noiseless log and data misfit.
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data from the inversion model are well consistent with the input logs through 11 times iteration
inversion. In contrast, the inversion error of the vertical resistivity is relatively bigger. The main
reason is the Fréchet derivative of the vertical conductivity is usually lower, which leads to its
having a lower sensitivity in inversion process.
In order to further investigate anti-noise ability of the inversion algorithm, we add a random
noise into the input logs, and then invert the formation parameters from the MCIL logs with noise.
The input logs with noise are defined y 0 (i) = y(i)[1 + εN S R(i)], where y(i) denotes the logs as
Fig. 1, R(i) is a series of random numbers ranging from [−1, 1]. εN S is the relative error of the
noise. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the inversion results from the input logs with 5% and 10% noise,
respectively. The figures show that the inversion errors become larger due to the influence of the
noise. However we still can see that the inversion can extremely improve the estimation of all the
model parameters even if the noise is up to 10%. The modeled logs from the inversion model also
satisfactorily fit the input logs with noise. Similar to the noiseless results, the vertical resistivities
still have bigger errors for the logs with noise. It further proves the vertical resistivity is more
difficultly reconstructed.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a fast iterative parameterized inversion of MICL data to fast reconstruct the
horizontal and vertical resistivity and the interface in horizontally layered TI formation without a
borehole. We derive the fast algorithm of Fréchet derivative matrix by TLM and inverse Fourier
transform, adopt the normalization technology to simultaneous invert all the model parameters, and
use the SVD technique to fast update a new formation model. The numerical results validate the
inversion algorithm and its anti-noise ability. The vertical resistivity seems to have bigger inversion
errors and to be more sensitivity to the influence of noise in logs because of lower sensitivity of the
logs to them.
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